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Intreduction

ROBERT SUTTER and HAN SUNGJOG

Three themes characterize the wide range of issues that face U.S. and
South Korean policymakers today and that will likely face them into the
1990s. One theme is change, both within U.S. and South Korean societies
and in the regional and international settings that influence U.S. and South
Korean policies and provide the backdrop for them. The thaw in the cold
war and the easing of the Sino-Soviet dispute, the rise of new economic
and political powers like Japan, the relative decline of U.S. and Soviet
influence in world affairs, and South Korea'sdynamic internal economic
and political growth are among the important changes prompting the most
serious readjustment in U.S.-South Korean relations since the Korean War.

Linkage is a second theme Because of the changes previously noted,
the days are gone when U.S. and South Korean policymakers could
consider their relationship primarily on the basisof common secvuityand
geopolitical interests that would remain separate and largely immune
from the influence of economic, political, and other issues in the relation
ship. Today, issues in one area are invariably seen as linked to interests of
both countries in other areas: U.S. senators cite recently apparent anti-
American political feeling among some groups in South Korea asone factor
behind proposed U.S. troop reductions there; some U.S. policymakersare
reluctant to sell advanced technology for South Korea'snew jet fighter for
fear that the Koreans will use this security cooperation to their advantage
in future economic competition wdth the United States; and South Korean
leaders allow U.S. trade policy pressures to be used to stir up anti-American
political feeling in South Korea.

Uncertainty, a third theme, is a consequence of rapid changes and
complicated linkagesamong issues. US. and South Koreapolicymakers are
uncertain and often inexperienced in handling the broad mix of issues and
the sometimes rapidly changingvariablesthat influencethose issues.They
fear that a misstep in one area could have wider ranging implications,
affecting the longer term durability of the relationship. They are aware of
the basic challenge they face—to create and sustain a balanced, mutually
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beneficial relationship amid changing and interrelated circumstances. But
they have run out of road map as to how to maneuver effectively in
essentially uncharted terrain.

The essays in this volume were prepared for the Third U.S.-Korea
Bilateral Forum sponsored by the Institute of East Asian Studies at the
University of California at Berkeley, the Seoul Fonun for International
Affairs,and the Center for AsianPacificAffairsofThe AsiaFoundation. They
clearly reflect the three themes characterizing U.S.-Koreanrelations aswe
enter the 1990s. The purpose of this introduction is to provide an overview
of changes affecting U.S.-Korean relations, the complicated matrix of
issues between the two countries, and possible policy approaches that may
help establish and sustain a balanced and beneficial U.S.—South Korean
relationship in the 1990s.

The Changing Context of
U.S.-Korea Relations

Leaders of the USSR, China, and other socialist countries have to
varying degrees seen their past economic and political practices as causes
of a decline in the ability of their nations to compete and keep pace with
the more rapidly developing and dynamic countries of the West. Mikhail
Gorbachev has taken the lead in promising major cutbacks in Soviet
defense spending and militarydeployments and in givingthe people of the
USSRand those ofEastern European countries greater leeway in express
ing their views.Atbottom, these initiativesare intended to makethe Soviet
and Eastern European systems more efficient and capable of greater
growth and technological advance The cuts in Sovietforces, the radical
political changes in Eastern Europe, and the range of important political
and economic reforms in the Soviet Union seem to hold the promise of the
most substantial change in the East-West order that has dominated Europe
since the start of the cold war.

Soviet preoccupation with domestic reform and events in Europe
clearly reduces Soviet ability to sustain a threatening posture against US.
and Korean interests in Asia. The situation facing those interests nonethe
less remains ambiguous and less promising than that in Europe for several
reasons. First, the USSR has not followed through with many tangible signs
of military pullback from Asian regions that have a direct bearing on U.S.-
Korean concerns. Thus, the Soviet withdrawals from Afghanistan and
Mongolia and the promised pullbacks from the Sino-Soviet frontier do
little to change the security situation around the Korean peninsula. The
Soviets continue to supply advanced fighter aircraft and missiles to North
Korea in return for the right to use Korean airspace to facilitate Soviet
reconnaissance flights in East Asia.
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The improvement in Sino-Soviet relations presumably has curbed
North Korea's ability to maneuver between its two Communist allies to
gain greater support for its often provocative policies toward the South.
And the thaw in U.S.-Soviet and Sino-Soviet relations has opened the way
for South Korea to build economic and other relations with the two

Communist powers. But countervailing trends are seen in reports of North
Korea's efforts to develop a capability to produce nuclear weapons and the
setback in the Chinese reform movement following the brutal crackdown
on Chinese dissent in mid-1989. In particular, the turn in Chinese policy
was followed by a public effort by the Chinese leadership to curry favor
with North Korea, although Beijing still desires to develop closer eco
nomic relations with South Korea.

The recent events in Beijing also indicate how fragile and volatile
reform in socialist societies can be. In the Soviet bloc, Gorbachev seems to
be in control for the time being, and on balance he seems to favorpolicies
allowing greater political freedom and reform. But many in the Westwarn
that the United States and its allies need to remain alert in the period ahead
for possible backsliding or even sharp reversals in reform, as have been
seen in China following the massacre in Tiananmen Square.

As the military threat from the USSR has appeared to decline, U.S.
leaders have focused even more attention on American ability to compete
in international economic markets while sustaining a favorable geopoliti
cal balance in world affairs. U.S. attention to economic competitiveness is
already high for several reasons—the persisting inability of the United
States to take effective actions to bring down its large trade deficits, the
shift ofU.S. standing in the course of the past decade from being the world's
largest creditor nation to being the world's largest debtor nation, and the
protracted and slow U.S. effort to lower its government spending deficit.
These factors have raised fundamental questions in the United States about
America's ability to compete with Japan, the economies of the European
community, and the dynamic newly industrialized economies like South
Korea. Under these circumstances, the United States has been more
inclined to press those allies that are prosperous or newly prosperous
economic competitors ofthe United States and run surpluses in trade with
it to share more of the common allied defense burden and to open their
markets more to U.S. goods and services.

The Korean perspective on this set of issues reflects several factors. On
the one hand, the South Korean leadership has welcomed the easing of
U.S.-Soviet and Sino-Soviet tensions and used the changes to launch its so-
called Nordpolitik policy of detente, seeking improved economic and
possible political contact with the reformist socialist countries. It also has
launched a series of initiatives toward North Korea, although Pyongyang's
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response has focused more on gaining tactical advantages over the south
ern government than seeking common ground in the interest of easing
tensions on the peninsula.

Seoul leaders also have nurtured Korea's new stature as a rising
economic power in Asian and world alBfairs. They have become active
participants in Asian economic and other regional forums and have
broadened their contactswith developed countries in Western Europe and
North America as well. In recent years they have achieved overall trade and
balance of payments surpluses that complement their admirable record in
promoting sustained economic growth and technological advance

But Korean leaders remain slow in translating their growing political
and economic influences into actions that would adjust the U.S.-Korean
relationship in ways favored by some in the United States. In particular,
they judge that the security situation on the Korean peninsula has not
reached a point where the United States can safely consider withdrawing
its troops; and they are less responsive than some Americans would like on
issues involving South Korea's paying more of the expense ofU.S. forces in
Korea and opening markets in sensitive areas like agriculture to U.S.
imports. The Koreans often criticize rising U.S. trade and burden sharing
pressures as self-serving, protectionist, and failing to take proper account
of the wide disparity of national power and standard of living between the
United States and Korea.

Meanwhile, the effects of security and economic trends on decision
makers in Washington and Seoul have been complicated by political
changes, especially the rise of a multiparty pluralistic political system in
South Korea. The United States strongly supported the transition to
democratic rule that saw the first popularly elected Korean president take
office in 1988, only to face a popularly elected National Assembly domi
nated by opposition parties. The result made it more difficult for the South
Korean government to arrive at decisions on sensitive trade, burden
sharing, or other questions raised by the United States. Greater South
Korean press freedom, acrimonious labor disputes, and vocal demonstra
tions also have given rein to heretofore tightly controlled feelings among
some South Koreans who are sharply critical of the United States.Although
recent polls clearly show that a large majority of South Koreans favors
close relations with the United States, including the continued presence of
U.S. forces on the peninsula, student dissidents are able to voice strident
criticism ofAmerican policies, and opposition and labor leaders and others
sharply criticize U.S. pressures over trade issues and burden sharing
questions. Some ofthe anti-American statements may be in part a surrogate
for deep resentment by some Korean leaders associated with the rigor
ously pro-U.S. regime of the past, but the rise of the anti-American public
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sentiment still serves to complicate policymaking in both Seoul and
Washington.

The Agenda of Recent Issues

The changing context affecting U.S.-Korean relations has prompted
U.S. leaders to take the lead in seeking a better balance in economic and
military ties with South Korea that would take account of South Korea's
new prosperity and economic competitiveness while sustaining American
interest in stability and prosperity in South Korea.Someradical students in
South Korea call for a sweeping revamping of U.S.-South Korean relations.
Most government and opposition party leaders tend to see Korean inter
ests as reasonablywell served by most existing U.S.-South Korean arrange
ments, but they tend to see U.S. pressure for adjustments as likely to result
in changes that would cost SouA Korea more than current arrangements.
Thus, the dynamic of U.S.-South Korean relations on recent issues has
tended to be one of U.S. officials taking the initiative to press the often
reluctant South Koreans for changes in economic, security, and other
policies.

Economic Issues: "Unfair" Economic Practices

There are several perceived causes of the recent, persisting, large U.S.
trade deficits with Korea and other countries. They involve the results of
the recent macroeconomic policies of the United States and other major
economic powers. Third Worlddebt, a perceived decline in U.S. abilityto
compete with its trading partners, and unfair trade and economic prac
tices of U.S. trading partners. The U.S. Congress has taken the lead in the
Omnibus Trade Act of 1988 (Public Law100-418) and other measures in
pressingfor amore activeU.S. effort to promote changeinperceived unfair
trading and other economic policies of foreign competitors.

Korea's ImportRestrictions: In the case of Korea,the United Stateshas
focused in recent years on better access to the Korean market. Underheavy
pressure from the United States and other trading partners, the Korean
government has instituted (at least in principle) a series of sometimes
sweeping changes designed to loosen restrictions on imports and foreign
investment and better protect foreign intellectual property rights (copy
rights and patents). Responding to U.S. demands that the value of Korea's
currency be determined by market forces, the Korean currency has risen
more than 30 percent in value relative to the U.S. dollar over the past three
years; and South Korea has instituted a system to protect U.S. and other
foreign intellectual property and is attempting to meet U.S. charges that
the system is not enforced fairly.
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The United States still seeks removal of numerous formal and informal

restrictions on foreign economic activity in South Korea to make U.S. firms
more competitive Korea's tightly regulated agriculture markets remain a
primary objective. Access to the Korean market for services, such as
financial services and telecommunications, in which U.S. companies are
competitive, is an important priority, as is the ability to compete with
fewer restrictions in the domestic Korean market, including public sector
procurement.

At the end of April 1989, the U.S. government released the annual
National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Barriers. The report outlined
the trade practices of 34 countries that restrict U.S. exports. Based on this
report, the US. Trade Representative identified Japan, Brazil, and India as
Super 301 "priority countries" and six practices of these countries as
sources of major barriers to U.S. exports. Korea successfully avoided the
designation as a Super 301 priority country under the 1988 Trade Act by
agreeing to a number of U.S. objectives. Among these were reductions in
import tariffs, elimination of import restrictions on selected food prod
ucts, liberalization of grain and livestock imports, liberalization of the
foreign investment process, and elimination of restrictions and perform
ance obligations for foreign investors. Korea also made commitments for
stronger protection of intellectual property rights. By making prior con
cessions and avoiding the designation of an unfair trading country, Korea
helped weaken the perception held by some in the United States that it
represents a "second Japan." Korea's actions also gained it some goodwill
on Capitol Hill. The U.S. decision to exclude Korea from Super 301
consideration was a close call. U.S. decision makers are watching carefully
to see whether Korea implements its many recent pledges.

U.S. Restrictions on Korean Imports: Reflecting the interests of US.
textile, steel, and other industries challenged by an influx of imported
goods in recent years, the Bush administration has instituted a series of
restrictions affecting textile and steel imports into the United States. As a
major exporter of these products, Korea has been affected by these
decisions. Korea is the second most important supplier of foreign-made
textiles in the United States and has a steel industry that is highly
competitive in international markets. Koreans complain that these ar
rangements are restrictive Coming at a time of strong U.S. pressure to open
Korea's markets, they are also said to reflect an apparent "double standard"
in US. trade policy.

Security Issues

US.-South Korean security ties have long been determined by the two
countries' judgments of their respective security needs based principally
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on the prevailing military balance on the Korean peninsula and in North
east Asia. Persisting pressure on US. government resources in recent years
has restricted the amount ofmoney availablefor defense and has prompted
U.S. policymakers in Congress and the administration to press well-to-do
or newly prosperous allies (like South Korea) to share more of the allied
defense burden. U.S. policymakers also have become more cautious than in
the past in arranging for the transfer of defense technology to allies (as part
of weapons co-production or other security programs) that might en
hance the capabilities of foreign competitors of US. manufacturers in the
years ahead. Meanwhile, political liberalization in South Korea in recent
years has allowed some rising criticism of the U.S. military presence and
practices in South Korea. Such criticism, along with reassessment of
threats from the North, prompted some in the U.S. Congress to call for a
scaling down of the U.S. presence Current issues focus on proposals to
withdraw some U.S. ground forces from South Korea, to place restrictions
on a proposed U.S.-South Korean co-production arrangement for a new jet
fighter for the South Korean Air Force, and to lower the profile of the US.
military presence and command structure.

U.S. Troop Withdrawal: In June 1989, Senator Bumpers and fiveother
senators introduced legislation calling for a gradual withdrawal of 10,000
U.S. ground forces in Korea by 1992. He noted that South Korea is strong
enough economically to fill whatever gap would be caused by the US.
withdrawal and that Ae cost ofUS. forces in South Korea ( $2.6 billion) is
something the United States can ill afford while Korea runs a large trade
surplus with the United States and spends somewhat less proportionately
on defense than does the United States. Senator Levin earlier in June had
also called for a scaling back of U.S. forces in Korea, and press reports
indicated that the Bush administration was also considering some adjust
ments in U.S. forces. An amendment to the Defense Authorization Bill for

I99O-I991 (S. 1352) was adopted by the Senate on August 1, 1989.
Although it called for U.S.-South Korean consultations on possible US.
troop withdrawals and greater South Korean sharing of the allied defense
burden on the peninsula, it did not specify any reduction ofU.S. troops. As
part of its consideration of the Defense Appropriations Bill on Septem
ber 26,1989, the Senate defeated by a vote of 65 to 34 a proposal to order
the withdrawal of 3,000 US. troops from Korea and called instead for the
administration to "reassess" U.S. deployments there. During a visit to South
Korea in February 1990, US.Defense Secretary Richard Cheney told South
Korean officials that the United States would withdraw a few thousand U.S.

troops from South Korea by 1993.
U.S. Military Profile in South Korea: The large and prominent U.S.

military presence in South Korea has been a source of criticism on the part
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of some South Koreans. The criticism has added to friction between the

two countries. Solutions have focused on provisions and proposals to
lower the profile of U.S. forces in South Korea. Specific steps have included
a U.S.-South Korean agreement to move a large U.S. base, containing an 18-
hole golf course, from downtown Seoul to a less crowded area and to
consider changes giving South Korean officers greater prominence in the
current U.S.-led Combined Forces Command—the command structure

that generally governs the operation of U.S. and South Korean forces in
defense of South Korea. Other proposed adjustments are designed to
redress Korean complaints about perceived inequities in treatment of
Americans and Koreans under the U.S.-South Korean Status-of-Forces

Agreement (SOFA) and about perceived intrusive and cultiurally offensive
segments in U.S. armed forces television broadcasting.

The FX—Korean Fighter Aircraft Program: U.S. Senators Heinz and
Dixon introduced legislation in July 1989 objecting to provisions of a
reported US.plan to help South Koreaproduce a new jet fighter, known as
the "FX" or Korean Fighter Program (KFP). They were particularly con
cerned with the possible transfer of US. technology under the agreement
that in their judgment could help SouthKoreadevelop an aircraft industry
competitive with the United States and with reported provisions in the
planned agreement that would require the US. contractor to agree to
"offset" the amount of the Korean purchase by purchasing a comparable
amount of Korean products. The stiU undisclosed agreement on the
Korean Fighter Program is slated to be signed sometime in 1990. On
July 19, 1989, the Senate approved the Heinz-Dixon legislation as an
amendment to the State Department Authorization Bill. In August the
Defense Department reportedly warned US. maniffacturers and the South
Koreangovernment againstofferingexcessiveoffsetsin the pending deal.

Political Issues

From one perspective, US. support for democratization in South Korea
has been a great success for US. policy. Unlike the authoritarian leaders of
the past, the current president, RohTaeWoo, was popularly elected, even
though he received only 36 percent of the vote in an election in late 1987.
(Theoppositionvoteofover50percentwassplitbetweentwo opposition
candidates, Kim DaeJung and KimYoungSam.)The election in April 1988
for the 299-seat NationalAssembly gavePresident Rob's party control of
125seats and the three main opposition parties control of,respectively, 72
seats(KimDaeJung), 58 seats(KimYoung Sam), and 35 seats(KimJong
Pil). Meanwhile, past restrictions on press and individual freedoms have
been relaxed, and a number of political prisoners have been released.

A major political reorganization took place in early 1990 as Roh Tae
Woo, Kim Young Sam,and KimJong Pil merged their parties into one, the
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Democratic Liberal Party (DLP), which commands more than 200 seats in
the 299-seat National Assembly. The merger left Kim DaeJung's Partyfor
Peace and Democracy as the only significant opposition party. Initial
power-sharing arrangements in the DLP went smoothly. Although wel
comed by the United States,the new,politically more democratic and fluid
situation in South Korea poses several important challenges for U.S.—
Korean relations;

• It complicates the ability of the South Korean government to acconuno-
date U.S. demands on trade, defense, or other issues that are politically
unpopular in South Korea because opposition or other vocal politicians
may well exploit the issues in local, regional, and national elections
slated over the next few years.

• It makes it difficult for the Roh Tae Woo government to successfully
counter anti-Americancharges made by vocal critics, especially in the
SouthKoreanuniversities and the press, regardingthe allegedU.S. role in
the bloody crackdown by South Korean forces of Korean dissidents in
the city ofKwangju in May 1980and the allegedlong-standing U.S. policy
of supporting authoritarian rule in South Korea.

• It prompts the South Korean government to make politically popular
initiatives toward Communist neighbors, especially North Korea, that
may run the risk of promoting an imprudent sense of relaxation on the
peninsula. On the one hand. President Roh's popular Nordpolitik has
been welcomed by the Bush administration and has resulted in the
establishment of closer South Korean relations with several countries,
including the Soviet bloc and China (trade ties). Nevertheless, this has
noj: appreciably reduced the threat from North Korea. As a result, some
observers in the United States and South Korea caution that the allies
should not be lulled into reducing a vigilant defense posture

• It raises the possibilityofmore serious political and economic instability
in South Korea. Labor strife over the past two years has been unprece
dented; demandsforwageincreaseshaveoutstrippedproductivitygains
in many areas; declining economic competitiveness could lead to an
economic downturn, which—^when combined with an uncertain gov
ernment, vocal opposition politicians, and a large antiestablishment
press and intellectual community—could result in instabilitydetrimen
tal to South Korea's security and continued prosperity.

Possible Policy Approaches

BroadUS. andSouthKoreanpolicygoalsremaincleardespite the rapid
changes affecting circumstances in U.S.-Korean relations. Both sides want
to foster an appropriate balance in economic and military ties, taking
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into account South Korea's new relative prosperity and economic com
petitiveness while sustaining mutual interest in South Korea'sstability and
prosperity. Both governments also continue to support progress toward
democracy and political pluralism in South Korea, even though such
progress may complicate South Korean decision making on a number of
issues important to both sides. The two governments also will likely
continue efforts at consultation and negotiations to build a greater con
sensus on both sides of the Pacific as to the value of the U.S.-South Korean

relationship.
Differences arise over how fast and in whatways to work for changes in

U.S.-South Korean relations. Among the varied policy approaches available
there are those that emphasize greater U.S. pressure to push the Koreans
out of practices seen as detrimental to U.S. interests. Koreans are said to be
unlikely to change without strong pressure, and the changes that are
sought are said to be of sufficient value for U.S. economic, security, or
political interests as to warrant the use of U.S. pressure despite possible
adverse South Korean reactions. Specific tactics include public US. pres
sure applied in negotiations, such as those associated with the Super 301
process; public U.S. criticism of Korea's restricted market access for certain
U.S. goods and services; advocacy of greater South Korean financial
support for the U.S. troop presence in South Korea, gradual reduction of
the U.S. troop presence, and/or expansion of South Korean military ca
pabilities to fill some of the roles now performed by U.S. forces in South
Korea; and private and public U.S. efforts to encourage South Korea to buy
U.S. jet fighters "off the shelf" rather than require elaborate co-production
and offset arrangements that could add to foreign competition for U.S.
arms exporters and could reduce the positive impact of such sales on the
US. trade balance.

Other policy approaches are more cautious in applying U.S. pressure on
individual issues. Advocates of such policy approaches believe that the
benefits of greater U.S. pressure on Korea regarding economic, defense, or
political issues might not beworth the disruption they could cause to close
U.S.-South Korean ties. They are particularly concerned that the cumula
tive effect of recent U.S. prodding on economic, defense burden sharing,
and political liberalization questions might prove to be too much for the
still weak South Korean government to handle gracefully.The result could
be growing anti-American feeling in South Korea, which could fuel (a
mutual desire for) withdrawal of U.S. forces; or the result could be political
instability among the competing political factions in South Korea. Such
outcomes are seen as dangerous in the face of North Korea's undiminished
threat and as contrary to the long-standing mutual U.S.-South Korean
interest in stability on the peninsula.
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Meanwhile,there are poliq^ approaches that highlight what the United
States can do to help remedy strains in U.S.-Korean relations, apart from
applying varying degrees of pressure on Korean leaders for economic,
security, or other changes.Somestress that the U.S. trade deficitwith Korea
would improve markedly following serious U.S. ejfiforts to cut the US.
government's spending deficit and to promote policies that effectively
encourage greater savings, technological development, productivity, and
educational competence in the United States.It is also suggested that U.S.-
South Korea trade relations would be more effectively treated within
multilateral arrangements like the GeneralizedAgreementson Tariffs and
Trade(GATT), where SouthKoreaand the UnitedStatescould adjust their
policies without appearing to be giving in to outside pressure.

Some urge U.S. and South Korean policy adjustments to foster a more
collaborative relationship sensitive to both sides' feelings and concerns.
The United States could pursue this approach by raising the stature of the
Korean commander in the Combined Forces Command, by highlighting
South Korea's economic role in various economic forums being proposed
for the Pacific Rim countries, or other measures. U.S. officials could work
harder than in the past to consult with their South Korean counterparts
and to engage the South Korean press and intellectuals to create a more
positive image for U.S.—Korean relations than at present. An issue cited in
this regard is the desirability of reunification of North and South Korea.
Even though the Bush administration supports President Roh'sNordpol-
itik and is on record as favoring Korean unification, press, students, and
intellectuals in South Korea sometimes tend to perceive the United States
as less than enthusiastic ^ovXNordpolitik. Joint Bush-Roh administration
efforts to change this perception could build closer cooperation and
improve the U.S. image in the South.

Whatever policy approaches are chosen, leaders of the United States
and South Korea will have to spend more time than in the past dealing
with their important relationship. The international and regional context
of U.S.-Korean relations is undergoing great and possibly fundamental
changes. Those changes in international military, economic, and political
power, including changes in the United States and South Korea,have made
the agenda of issues facing U.S. and South Korean leaders more compli
cated and intertwined than at any time in the past. There are only limited
lessons from past practice and few clear guideposts in the period ahead to
guide U.S. and South Korean policymakers as they search for new and
effective ways to establish and sustain a mutually beneficial relationship
into the 1990s.

At the outset of the decade, it should be clear to policymakers on both
sides that greater exchanges of people and information are required in
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order to deal effectively with the rapid changes aiSfecting US.-Korean
relations. The increasing linkage among economic, security, and political
issues appears to mandate greater coordination among policymakers with
different functional responsibilities in each country and between decision
makers of the two countries. And the greater uncertainty in U.S.-Korean
relations would appear to argue for greater attention to dealing with the
perceived shortcomings of both societies, whether it be perceived heavy-
handed American pressure on trade and defense burden sharing or
apparent Korean reluctance to respond positively to U.S. requests to adjust
the bilateral relationship along more equitable lines.



Part One

Trade, Investment, and Economic Issues





1. The Korean Economy at a Crossroads:
Challenges and Prospects

woo SIK KEE

The Korean economy has reached an important turning point. On the
macroeconomic front, Korea has begun showing sizable bdance of pay
ments surpluses as a result of its successful export-oriented industrializa
tion. Korea is on the verge of becoming the first country to have achieved
net creditor status after a heavy dependence on foreign capital for rapid
industrialization and economic growth. This success, however, has been a
mixed blessing, as it has led to growing protectionism against Korean
exports and mounting pressure for market opening and appreciation of
the exchange rate

The political democratization process triggered by the "June 29 Decla
ration" by President Rob Tae Woo in 1987 has had important implications
for the economy as well. Workers, feeling that they have been denied an
adequate share of the benefits of growth, have insisted upon higher
compensation. Residents of some regions whose development has lagged
behind are also asking that the situation be corrected. Lessprivileged indi
viduals and groups are finally making their voices heard in the decision-
making process.

These developments have important implications for the direction of
Korea's economic policy and the future course of the economy. For better
or worse, internationalization of the Korean economy will be accelerated.
Given the size and resource endowment ofthe economy, Korea cannot but
continue its outward-looking development strategy. This, however; is
changing from the singleminded export drive of the past to the mainte
nance of a balance in intemaitonal transactions through the opening of
domestic markets for goods, services, and capital. Essential to achieving
this goal will be successful industrial restructuring through the rationaliza
tion of the industrial incentive system as well as the development of
efficient financial and foreign exchange markets.

In response to the rising demand for equity, a higher policy priority will
at the same time have to be given to this area. Given limited resources and

15
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the diverse desires and eager expectations of the people, Korea will be
challenged to promote social equity on a scale commensurate with
popular demands while maintaining a dynamic and fast-growing economy.

Prospects for Industrial Restructuring

In the face of rapid changes in the pattern of international comparative
advantage, Korea will have to continue adjusting its industrial structure.
The nation's competitive position is constantly changing as advanced
industrial countries move into high-technology industries while late
comers among developing countries emerge as strong competitors in
traditional export industries. Industrial restructuring is also necessitated
by the opening of domestic markets, wage increases, and the continued
appreciation ofthe won. With the planned market opening for agricultural
products, restructuring of the rural economy is a particularly urgent task.

New System ofIndustrial Incentives

Korea adopted a forward looking industrial policy in the 1970s with a
view to deepening its industrial structure. This effort was a reaction to the
unfavorable external environment in the early 1970s, namely, the Nixon
administration's reduction of U.S. forces in Korea and the strengthening of
protectionist barriers against light manufactured goods from developing
countries after the first oil shock. The promotion of heavy and chemical
industries was considered crucial not only for developing indigenous
defense industries but also for promoting export production.

Major economic policies concerning credit, interest rates, taxes, trade,
and the exchange rate were mainly geared to promoting, or protecting,
these industries. Private investment reacted favorably to these policy
efforts, accelerating the deepening of the industrial structure The share of
heavy and chemical industries in total manufacturing rose from 36 percent
in 1972 to 52 percent in 1979 and 59 percent in 1988. Manufacturing
industries showing the most rapid growth included fabricated metal,
machinery and equipment, and basic metals.

However, this policy of promoting heavy and chemical industries
proved costly to the economy, resulting in low capital efficiency, with
excessive and duplicate investments in many areas. This policy also gave
rise to inflation, which in turn led to disalignment of interest rates and the
exchange rate. The reckoning came in the earlier years of the 1980s in the
form of painful stabilization policies and rationalization programs or
bailout operations for troubled industries.

Significant progress was made toward facilitating industrial adjustment
in 1986, when the Industrial Development Lawwas enacted. Replacing all
existing industry promotion laws, the law defines the role ofgovernment in
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industrial development. Government intervention for industrial rationali
zation is limited to areas in which market failure occurs, including
declining industries, and industrial sectors whose competitiveness is vltsd
to the economybut unlikelyto be assuredby the market.Thepromotional
roleofthegovernment shouldmainlyfocus on development oftechnology
and manpower while retraining and employment services are seen as the
major components of restructuring programs for declining industries.

Opening Domestic Markets and Industrial Restructuring

Over the last five years or so, there has been significant progress in
opening the Korean market to foreign imports and investment. With the
improvement in the current account balance, the import liberalization
ratio has been raised to over 95 percent from 80 percent in 1983.Primary
products, food, and beverages account for about three-quarters of the
remaining items under restriction. Freer imports have been accompanied
by the gradual lowering of tariffs, whose averagenominal rate hasdropped
from 24 percent in 1983 to 13 percent in 1989.

Restrictions on direct foreign investment were also relaxed substan
tiallyin 1984with the adoption of a negative list systemand a conditional
automatic approval system as well as the lifting of restrictions on the
repatriation of capital and the foreign ownership ratio. Now almost all
manufacturing sectors and about 80percent of^ industrial sectors are
open to foreign investors.

Although there have as yet been no major industrial dislocations
directly attributable to import liberalization, Korean industries may be
seriously affected by the conjuncture of further import liberalization with
large wage increases and exchange rate appreciation. Labor-intensive
manufacturing industries are facing a sharp deterioration in their interna
tional competitiveness. Their response to the changing environment will
take the form of stepped-up efforts to increase technological innovatiop,
new investments in more sophisticated labor-saving equipment, reloca
tion of production operations in other developing countries, and a deep
ening of cross-border vertical integration within industries. These efforts
notwithstanding, the structure of manufacturing will undergo asubstantial
shift toward more knowledge-based and capital-intensive industries.

The biggest task for Korean industrial restructuring, however,is reform
of the agricultural sector, which is under mounting pressure for external
opening. In April 1989, the government announced a three-year schedule
for opening the domestic market to agricultural imports.The implementa
tion of this plan will allow the agricultural import liberalization ratio to rise
from its 1989levelof72 percent to 85 percent. Similarly, the average tariff
rate is scheduled to be brought down to 17percent from 21percent. Given
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the importance of agriculture both as a source of income for rural
households and as a source of employment, market opening should be
coordinated with a restructuring of the agricultural sector.

Agricultural restructuring must have as its long-term aim the trans
forming of Korean agriculture into a capital- and technology-intensive
industry. To this end, consolidation of the agricultural production base to
capture economies of scale and to allow for specialized scientific farming
will be essential. The restructuring program should also include measures
to protect farm households from the adverse effects ofagricultural restruc
turing. These might include programs for industrial relocation and retrain
ing and welfare expenditure for the rural poor. During this restructuring
process, rural labor is likely to continue moving out of agriculture, which,
together with the expected slowdown in the growth of labor-intensive
manufacturing, will add to pressure on the labor market.

Deregulation of Financial
and Foreign Exchange Markets

A smoothly fimctioning financial market is essential to the allocative
efficiency ofresources intermediated in the market. Moreover, fiill liberali
zation of the capital market is possible only when the domestic financial
market is efficient. Efficiency in a financial market, in turn, occurs only
when the market is operated on the basis ofprofit motivation and interest
rates are determined by market forces. The internationalization of the
Korean economy and capital market opening also require development of
the foreign exchange market.

Financial Market Liberalization

Reform in the financial sector started with the government's disposal of
its equity shares in the nation's five major commercial banks in 1981. By
1983, all were in private hands, paving the way for more autonomous
banking operations. Until then, the government had held over 20 percent
of the shares of each bank and could therefore control operations. In order
to promote competition in the financial market, entry barriers have been
lowered, and the business boundaries offinancial intermediaries have been
allowed to become increasingly fuzzy.

Great progress has been made in the structural improvement and
liberalization of interest rates. In 1982, interest rate differentials for policy
loans were eliminated, an important step toward more efl&cient resource
allocation. A more extensive interest rate deregulation was undertaken in
December 1988 against the background of a favorable macroeconomic
environment. The low level and stability of inflation since 1983 and the
large excess of national savings over domestic investment have narrowed
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the disparity between regulated and free market rates. Furthermore, with
the gradual relaxation of controls on external capital flows, flexible
interest rates had become indispensable for domestic monetary stability.
Given this situation, both bank and nonbank lending rates and most rates
on money and capital market securities were deregulated.

It may still be too early to evaluate fully the results of interest rate
deregulation. Contrary to the expectations of the monetary authorities,
market interest rates have risen only modestly after falling for a couple of
months. The interest rate trend, however, has been sensitive to the
magnitude of open market operations in the underdeveloped money
market. Also responsible for the high level of market rates seem to have
been the rising corporate demand for working capital engendered by large
increases in wage bills and disruptions to fund flows caused by labor
disputes in both their own and other firms. Even after interest rate
deregulation, bank lending rates and most rates in the primary securities
markets have been rigid and unresponsive to market conditions. This
phenomenon indicates that the Korean financial market is still far from
being a fully integrated one operating solely on a competitive basis.

Internationalization of the Capital Market

In 1981, open-ended trust funds for foreigners began operations as an
initial step toward opening the capital market. Twocorporate-type closed-
end funds—the Korea Fund and the Korea-Europe Fund—^were also
launched in 1984 and 1987, respectively. In banking, foreign banks were
put on the same footing as domestic banks by 1986, and recent years have
also seen the complete opening of the life insurance market to foreigners.
More important, in December 1988 a timetable was announced for
opening the capital market and for allowing domestic investors to pur
chase foreign securities.

According to the timetable, beginning in 1992, foreigners will be
allowed to invest in stocks in the domestic market. Foreignsecurities firms
may open branch offices or joint ventures by 1991. Even before then,
equity participation of foreign securities firms in existing Korean se
curities companies may be increased from the current maximum of 5
percent to 10 percent individually and from 10 percent to 40 percent as a
whole.

Before fiilly opening the capital market, we must tackle the immense
task of developing the Korean financialand foreign exchange markets into
efficientmarkets.Toprevent large-scale inflows or outflows of hot money
that would disrupt domestic monetary management, Korea's interest rates
and foreign exchange rate should be stabilized, balancing supply and
demand forces. Moreover, capital market institutions should be developed
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further to make all relevant information readily available to investors and
to prevent unfair trading practices.

With the large current account surpluses in recent years, the govern
ment is also gradually liberalizing overseas securities investment by
Korean investors. Starting with overseas securities funds, investment
restrictions oninstitution^ investors will continue to berelaxed; this will
be followed by the step-by-step allowance of purchases of foreign se
curities by corporations and, beginning in 1992, by individual investors.
Last year, with the substantial relaxation of foreign exchange controls,
Korea joined the group of nations observing Article VIII of the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) agreement. Residents can now purchase or
deposit foreign exchange up to $5,000, and overseas travel has been
greatly eased. Asa first step toward internationalization of the Korean won,
foreign trade contracts may be denominated in Korean won, and overseas
travellers can take won out of the country up to a certain ceiling.

Exchange Rate System

The nominal exchange rate of the Korean won against the U.S. dollar
appreciated by 24 percent between the fourth quarter of 1985 and the first
quarter of 1989. On a real effective basis, the won depreciated up until
1987, but has appreciated sharply since then. From January 1988 up until
the end of the first quarter of 1989, appreciation of the real effective
exchange rate was 13 percent. In evaluating the Korean exchange rate, the
Korean Development Institute takes the one-year period starting from the
third quarter of1985 as the base year because Korea's current account first
moved into surplus during that period. Using this as a base, the exchange
rate in the first quarter of 1989 represented an overvaluation of between 4
and 10 percent (Table I).

Although it is almost impossible to determine the precise degree of
overvaluation or undervaluation, sluggish exports in 1989 do appear to
have been heavily influenced by the exchange rate appreciation. Korea's
exchange rate management in recent years also appears to have been
strongly influenced by U.S. pressure for appreciation of the won. The
Korean government had been widely criticized for manipulating the
exchange rate to maintain export competitiveness.

Assuming that the Korean exchange rate vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar is now
near its equilibrium level, some believe that Korea should keep the real
effective rate constant on the basis ofa basket ofcurrencies. But in order to

minimize misunderstandings and conflicts concerning exchange rate
management, Korea is considering a reform of the exchange rate system,
allowing the rate to be determined by market forces. This, however, is
difficult because Korea's foreign exchange market is still underdeveloped.
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Table 1
Real Effective Exchange Rate Indices

(Base Year: 1985 III-1986II)

REERP REER2>' REER3'^

1980 81.6 87.4 82.4
1981 79.2 81.3 79.7
1982 78.6 80.5 80.3
1983 84.0 84.4 85.0
1984 86.7 86.0 88.1

1985 92.2 91.3 93.7
1986 106.0 105.5 102.9
1987 106.2 110.2 103.8
1988 98.6 103.0 95.7

19881 103.7 108.7 100.3
1988 II 100.3 105.0 97.1
1988 III 95.6 99.2 93.2
1988 IV 94.9 99.2 92.1

19891 92.4 96.4 89.9

®Trade weights with 7 major trading partners.
^Multilateral (double-) weights taking account of competitions in third countries for 11
competitors' currencies.

^Multilateral (double ) weights taking account of competition in third countries and the
home market for 11 trade competitors' currencies.

Source: Korea Development Institute.

largely as a result of the remaining regulations on foreign exchange
transactions.

Thus, movement to a new exchange rate system should proceed with
development of the exchange market, meaning that the current cen
tralized system of managing foreign exchange holdings should be liber
alized. Also essential is the promotion of foreign exchange dealers and
brokers and the liberalization of forward transactions in terms of the
allowed scope of transactions and forward rate determination.

Promoting Distributive Equity
and Social Welfare

Increasing concern for distributive equity and the quality of life in
Korea is being voiced from several quarters. First, it is a reflection of
Korea's own success. In the early stage of development, most of the
population wasprimarily concerned with escapingpoverty and improving
its own economic well-being. Now, though people are generally better off,
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morepeoplefeelasenseofrelativepoverty. Avisible sourceofgrievance is
thehuge wealth accumulation bythe rich, often bydishonest means, and
their conspicuous consumption patterns in the rather homogeneous
Korean society

Second, the major emphasis of past development efforts was on
mavifniying growthbypromotingefficiency Rather thandealing with the
problemofsocial welfare, providing jobsto morepeoplewasconsidered
to be ofprimeimportance in enhancing thewell-being ofthepeople The
budgetary share of social development expenditures in 1987 was at a
modest 5.1 percent of gross national product (GNP), of which over 60
percent went to education. The relative neglectof social welfare, health,
housing, and other socialservicesis something that urgentlyneeds to be
corrected.

Finally, the ongoing process of sociopolitical democratization is in
creasing the expectationsof manylessprivileged people. Thosefeeling a
sense of deprivation believe that they deserve compensation. Claiming
that their rights to decent wages were unduly repressed while entrepre
neurs enjoyed enormous profits through government favors, unionized
workers are demandingdrastic wagehikes,which manycompanies simply
cannot afford.

Certainly, the role of government in social development should be
strengthened. However, the unreasonable demands and expectationsof
those selfishly trying to maximize their share of national income will
ultimately meet with disappointment and frustration.

Income Distribution

Notwithstanding the increasing concern over distributive inequity,
Korea's income distribution does not compare badly with that of other
countries at a similar stage of development. The income share for the
poorest 40 percent of all households in 1985 was estimated to be 17.7
percent,whilethatfor the richest20percentwas43.7percent (Table 2).
This distribution is slightlyworse than the respective 19percent and 40
percent averages foreighteenindustrial marketeconomies but better than
that of most developing countries for which data are available

Korea's income distribution deteriorated throughout the 1970s due
mainly to the government policyofpromotingheavy andchemical indus
tries. The generous tax benefits and subsidized credit provided to large
business groups, the growing demand for skilledand educated manpower,
and accelerated inflation were responsible for the skewed growth perform
ance by fiurm size, wideningwage disparities, and windfall capitalgains for
the rich. Income distribution, however, started to improve in the 1980s
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Table 2

Income Distribution

(Percent Share of Household Income)

Poorest 40% Richest 20% Gini Coefficient

Korea 1965 19.34 41.81 0.344
1970 19.63 41.62 0.332

1976 16.85 45.34 0.391
1980 16.06 45.39 0.389
1985 17.71 43.71 0.363

18 Industrial market

economies (various years) 18.9 40.0 —

U.S. 1980 17.2 39.9
Japan 1979 21.9 37.5 —

12 Upper middle-income
countries (various years )^ 13.5 50.6 —

^Brazil, Malaysia, Mexico, Hungary, Portugal, Yugoslavia, Panama, Argentina, Venezuela,
Trinidad and Tobago, Israel, and Hong Kong.

Source: The World Bank, World Development Report, 1988.

with price stabilization, overhaul of the industrial incentive system, and
other policy changes.

There certainly is more room for improving income and wealth
distribution, particularly through tax and real estate policies. Under the
Korean income tax system, most income from financial assets is separately
taxed at fairly low rates, and wages are subject to steep progressive taxes.
Taxes on business income and property are very weak. A comprehensive
land tax system with progressive rates according to individuals' total
holdings is scheduled to be introduced in 1990 to discourage people who
are not end-users from owning land for speculative reasons. Beginning in
1991, all financial transactions will be on a real name basis, which is
necessary for a more comprehensive global income tax system incorporat
ing income from financial assets.

Social Welfare

In the area of social security, two important developments occurred in
1988. First, the health insurance program was extended to include the self-
employed in rural areas, so that approximately 77 percent of the popula
tion is now covered by the health insurance or Medicaid programs.
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Second, the National Pension Program was launched. Under this, em
ployees ofenterpriseswith ten or moreworkersare insuredcompulsorily;
others can be insured on a voluntary basis. Nevertheless, a significant
proportion ofthe population,includingworkersin small firms andthe self-
employed in urban areas, has only limited access to medical services.
Public assistance and social welfare programs for those of low income are
far too small given the general income level of the economy.

The widespread labor disputes unleashed by the ongoing democratiza
tion process are the greatest challenge to Korean society. Most of the
recent labor disputes can be seen as efforts to reform distorted, under
developed labor-management relations; thus they amount to a necessary
and unavoidable step toward a more stable, democratic society. If labor
disputes continue, the economy's growth potential will be seriously
undermined. Improving and increasing dialogue should build mutual trust
and understanding between labor and management. Management's gener
ally negative attitude toward labor unions needs to be changed, and
workers should keep their demands within the firms' capacities to accom
modate them.

Korean corporations have often been blamed for keeping workers'
wages low in order to maintain export competitiveness. This claim is not
accurate because Korean workers' real wages have generally increased
faster than productivity gains, even during the first half of the 1980s, when
an incomes policy was adopted to fight inflation. Asa result, labor's share of
national income has been steadily increasing, rising from an average of 40
percent during the first half of the 1970s to one of 53 percent during
1983-88.

As of 1985, Korea's average monthly wages in manufacturing were 1.8
times its per capita monthly GNP,which compares with 1.2 times for the
United States and Taiwan and 1.5 for Japan. More striking is that Korea's
wage level has surpassed those of Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan,
whose per capita incomes are all much higher. From the last quarter of
1987, when large wage adjustments started, to May 1989, wages were
reported to have risen by more than 60 percent.

No wonder Korean firms have responded to these wage hikes by
substituting capital for labor. Employment growth during the 1983-88
was less than a quarter of GNP growth, a drastic drop from the previous
level of 40 to 50 percent (Table 3). A productivity-linked wage system is
badly needed to create an adequate number of new jobs. The labor market
situation may worsen, given that the labor supply is expected to increase at
a fairly high rate for the next five years or so. The post-Korean War baby-
boom generation is still entering the labor market, and female labor force
participation is increasing as women have fewer children and as their
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Labor Market Trends (% )
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1971-75 1976-78 1979-82 1983-88

Employment growth (A) 4.0 4.7 1.8 2.7
GNP growth (B) 8.7 11.7 3.5 11.0

Employment elasticity (A/B) 0.46 0.40 0.51 0.24
Nominal wage increase^ 20.9 34.2 22.0 10.4
Rise in product wage^ *' 3.7 14.9 3.5 7.2

Increase in labor

productivity^'^ 6.1 6.0 0.7 5.8
Labor share of national

income 39.8 43.9 51.2 52.9

®Nonagricultural sector excluding government services.
''Product wage = nominal wage/own deflator.
<^Labor productivity = value added per employment.

Source: Economic Planning Board.

educational level increases. Agricultural labor, which still accounts for
almost one-fifth of total employment, is also seen to continue to migrate
out of this sector.

Recently, Korea's wage structure has improved with the narrowing of
wage differentials between manufacturing and nonmanufacturingworkers
and between workers with differing levels of education. This trend
appears to be a natural consequence of the relatively rapid increase in the
supply of educated manpower. In 1988, a minimum wage system was
introduced.

Growth Prospects and Korea-U.S.
Relations

The Korean economy reached an important turning point in 1986. In
the midst of strong economic growth and stable prices, the economy
recorded a sizable current account surplus for the first time in its modern
history. In spite of sustained high growth and substantial appreciation of
the Korean won, the surplus kept growing, reaching about $14 billion in
1988. As a result, Korea's net external debt was reduced to $7 billion from
$35.5 billion three years before, and Korea is expected to become a net
creditor at the end of 1989.

These results owed much to the then favorable external environment:

improved terms of trade, low international interest rates, and appreciation
of the Japanese yen. Much credit, however, should also be given to the
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macroeconomic stabilization policies and the strenuous structural adjust
ment efforts pursued in Korea from the early 1980s.Although this favor
able macroeconomic development was more than welcome, it has led to
growing trade frictions in the form ofprotectionist barriers againstKorean
exports and pressure to open domestic markets and to allowappreciation
of the Korean won.

Domestically, with the democratization process that began in June
1987, labor unions have gained strength; and in the absence of cooperative
and productive relations between labor and management, labor disputes
have been widespread, and wages have been growing rapidly. High wage
increases, far in excess of productivity gains, have resulted in an accelera
tion of inflation from 3 percent during 1983-87 to 7.1 percent in 1988 as
measured by the consumer price index.

Excessive wage increases and appreciation of the Korean won are also
undermining the growth potential of the economy as export competitive
ness deteriorates. Since late 1988, Korean exports have slowed consider
ably.In the first half of 1989, exports actually declined in real terms relative
to the same period of the year before. With increasing labor disputes, poor
export prospects, and discouraged business investment, Korea's economic
growth was projected to fall to about 7 percent in 1989.

This level of annual economic growth is actually what is expected for
Korea in the coming decade. In the past, when the Korean economy grew 9
percent annually, labor inputs increased by a little less than 3.5 percent
and labor productivity by around 5.5 percent. Although employment
growth will slow to 2 percent a year in the coming decade, no significant
drop in labor productivity growth is expected. The institutional reforms
since the early 1980s designed to improve the overall efficiency of the
economy, together with much stronger emphasis on technological devel
opment, should help maintain productivity growth.

On the demand side, the contribution of exports to GNP growth will
fall substantially. Because Korea no longer sujBfers from balance of pay
ments deficits or large external debts, the export environment is likely to
deteriorate. Korea may find it difficult to avoid the brunt of protectionist
action abroad. Domestically, reduced government support for exporters,
appreciation of the Korean won, and soaring wages will weaken the
profitability of exports.

However, the domestic market can be relied upon to partly compen
sate for the slowdown in export growth. Given the sound budgetary
position of the Korean government and the relatively low tax burden ratio,
only 18.5 percent in 1988, there seems to be some room for fiscal
expansion in times of sluggish export growth. There is no shortage of
public investment demand because the government has the urgent tasks of
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easing theproblems ofurban housing, transportation, and pollutionaswell
as providing for rural infrastructure, which has been neglected in the
process of rapid economic growth and urban concentration.

By the year 2000, Korea is likely to become one of the ten largest
economic powers among free market economies. Even with a modest
slowdown in future economicgrowth, Korea's GNP will rankeleventhor
twelfth by 2000, up from seventeenth in 1987, excluding nonmarket
economies. Only theG7countries China, Brazil, India, andpossibly Spain
will have larger economies. Furthermore, apart from the G7 countries,
Korea and Taiwan are likely to be the world's biggest traders by 2000.

Accordingly,Korea will be called upon to shoulder a share of interna
tional responsibilities withitsgrowing economic success. Beingoneofthe
most open economies in the world, Korea is more than willing to work
together with the United States to maintain a free international trading
system. Koreawill alsoactively participate in regionalcooperation within
the Pacific Basin.

Korea and the United States have long maintained a close economic
relationship. In 1988, Korea's commodity exportsand imports with the
United States accounted for 35 percent and 25 percent, respectively, of
Korean exportsandimports. Even though, untilrecently, Korean exports
to the United States expanded much faster than importsfrom the United
States, the latter stillgrew at an annualrate of 18.7percent between 1970
and1988, which compares favorably withthe11.8 percentgrowth oftotal
U.S. exports. It clearly indicates that, as major trading partners, each
country's continued economic growth is important for the other.

Two-way investment opportunities can be more fully exploited now
that Korean restrictions on both inward and outward investment have
beensubstantially relaxed. Korea's strategic location and growing domes
tic market, along with the benefits of combining Korea's manufacturing
capabilities with superior US. technologies, should continue to attract U.S.
investment to Korea.

The United States can playa significant role in helping Korea achieve
advanced economic status and inpromotingfree tradeKorea isnowgoing
through extensive political and social changes. Even without external
pressures, the economy will be hard pressed to meet the challenges of
social instability, confusion, and conflict. In this context, the boldness of
Korea's ongoingeffortsto open itsmarketsandsupport economic restruc
turingshouldberecognizedbyitseconomicpartners.Many opportunities
will bemissed ifKorea-U.S. relations areallowed tofall intodecay through
the myopicpursuit of self-interest. Truefriendship is best tested in times
of adversity.



2. Korea-US. Economic Relations:
Trade and Investment

BON-HO KOO

Present State of the Korean Economy

Since the historic June 29 Declaration of Democracy by Roh Tae Woo
in 1987, Korea has been undergoing rapid democratization. In the process,
however, the pent-up discontent of past decades has burst into the open.
These grievances stem from suppression of the labor movement, regional
disparities in economic development, concentration of economic power
in conglomerates, growth imbalance between manufacturing and agricul
ture, and the perception of inequitable income distribution.

The torrent of new demands triggered by Korea's democratization
poses serious dangers to economic and social stability. Economically, the
most threatening consequence of recent political developments has been
an explosion of labor-management disputes, which increased in number
from only 276 in 1986 to 3,749 in 1987 and 1,873 in 1988. This year,labor
disputes are once again on the rise. As a result, wage increases have
accelerated dramatically. Through the mid-1980s, annual wage increases
almost always remained below 10 percent. Since the last quarter of 1987,
however, wages have risen by well over 20 percent per year. Work
stoppages have also become more frequent, longer, and more violent.

Turning to the external side of the Korean economy, the Korean
government has implemented various policies to reduce the size of the
current account surplus, which first appeared in 1986. Although the
surplus was helpful in allowing for the rapid repayment of Korea's foreign
debt, it also created several problems, namely, inflationary pressures,
growing trade friction, and appreciation of the Korean won. To deal with
these problems, much progress has been made in liberalizing imports,
reducing tariff rates, deregulating foreign direct investment, appreciating
the exchange rate, and protecting intellectual property rights. These
measures are in line with the Korean administration's objectives of pro
moting economic efficiency and reducing tensions with major trading
partners.

28
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InSpite ofthese efforts, theKorean economy isstill facing tremendous
outside pressure, especiallyfrom the UnitedStates, to liberalizeits econ
omy further. But excessive US. pressure is likely to intensify public
resistance to accelerated market-opening measures and to fuel already
growinganti-American sentiment in Korea. Considering these factors, the
successof the recent U.S.-Korea trade negotiations by which Korea was
able to avoid being designated a priority foreign country (PFC) was
welcome news.

Trade

The changing internal and external environments have created serious
adjustment difficulties for the Korean economy. The continuous labor
disputes havedelayedproduction in major industrialsectors and haveled
to excessive wage increases that, combined with the appreciation of the
won,haveseriouslyeroded Korea's internationalcompetitiveness. Korean
exporters have been hit especially hard, export growth for the first five
months of1989 dropping to a mere6.7percentcompared to 29.6percent
for the same period of 1988. Korean imports, in contrast, rose by 19.2
percent for the first five months of 1989.

These trends are having a pronounced effect on the overall current
account and trade balances. For the first four months of 1989, Korea's
current account surplus was only $1.72 billion,and her trade surplus was
$1.43 billion, both over 50 percent declinesin comparison to 1988.

Korea's bilateral trade surplus with the United States is also falling
rapidly. With exports to the United States for the first four months of 1989
reaching $6.1 billion, virtually thesame asfor1988, andimports during the
same period up to $4.5 billion, 25.7 percent increase, Korea's bilateral
trade surpluswith the United States fell from $2.52 billion duringthe first
four months of 1988 to $1.6 billion in 1989, an impressive reduction of
36.5 percent. Indeed, if thefull effect ofthe1988 appreciation and wage
increases has yet to be felt, 1989 may see continued erosion of Korean
competitiveness and export performance. This is particularly worrisome
given that Korean export performance in the first half of 1989 lagged
considerably behind Korea's main competitors (Taiwan, Hong K)ng, and
Singapore). Theabruptness and large magnitude of the recent changes in
export and import growth raise concerns that Koreamaysoon see its trade
balance plunge into deficit once again.

Work stoppages andrapid wagehikes arising from labordisputes along
with currency appreciation have also affected trade with other countries.
Inthefirst fourmonthsof1989, exportsto theEuropean Community (EC)
fell to $2.33 billion from $2.53 billion in 1988; imports duringthe same
period grew from $1.87 billion to $2.08 billion. Meanwhile, trade with
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Japansawboth exports and imports rise substantially, exports in the first
four months of 1989 increasing to $4.10billion from $3.57 billion in 1988
and imports rising from $4.93 billion to $5.51 billion.

In line with the Korean government's policy of promoting economic
relations with socialist countries—China, the Soviet Union, and the East
ern bloc—exports to these countries grew from $0.9 billion in 1986 to
$2.0billion in 1988 while imports rose from $0.71 billion in 1986 to $1.6
billion in 1988. For both exports and imports, China accounted for over 85
percent of trade, though the Eastern European share has been increasing.

The changing economic environment is alsohaving a significant impact
upon industrial trade patterns. Manufacturers suffering from declining
exports include automakers hit hard by work stoppages (17.9 percent fall
in exports during the first four months of 1989), labor-intensive footwear
and toy producers facing rapidly rising wage bills (15.9 percent and 5.1
percent declines), and iron and steel producers (8.4 percent fall). None
theless, some sectors have managed to post sharp gains despite the more
adverse economic conditions. Shipbuilding increased its exports by 57.6
percent during the first four months of 1989, and exports of electric and
electronic products and chemical products grew by over 15 percent.

The value and makeup of imports are also undergoing rapid change
Given concerted government efforts to reduce tariffs, liberalize imports,
and appreciate the currency, imports have been surging. Most of that surge
has been absorbed by growing domestic demand, as seen in the fact that
imports for export production grew by only 5.9 percent during the first
four months of 1989 while imports for domestic use expanded sharply by
29.4 percent. Consumer goods imports grew by 31 percent during the
same period. Breaking down import growth by industry for the first four
months of 1989 shows that imports of steel and metal rose by 42 percent,
chemical products by 25 percent, agriculture and fisheries products by
19.6 percent, machinery by 17 percent, and textiles by 16.2 percent.

DirectForeign Investment in Korea

Until recently, the importance of direct foreign investment (DEI) in the
Korean economy has been very small, historically amounting to less than 1
percent of total capital formation and less than 10 percent of total foreign
capital inflows, most ofwhich havecome in the form of loans.Since1984,
however, investment policies in Korea have been greatly liberalized,
leading to a rapid increase in investment inflows.Veryrecently, regulations
on foreign investment have been further rationalized through the removal
of both restrictions and special incentives for investment.

From 1962 to March 1989, 2,830 direct foreign investments were
approved with a total value of only $6.21 billion. In 1987 alone, how
ever, the value of approved direct foreign investment reached $1.06
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billion, risingto $1.2i billion in 1988. Through March 1989, DPI totalled
8231 million.

The slightly depressed inflow in 1989 can be attributed to investors'
concerns aboutrising labordisputes andcurrency appreciation. Recently,
foreign investment inKorea hasalso beenincreasingly aimed at theKorean
domesticmarketrather than export markets in third countries,a sensible
strategygiventhe recent surgeindomestic demandfueledbyrisingwages.

Abreakdown ofDPI bycountrysourcefrom1962 throughMarch 1989
reveals that 87 percent of direct foreign investment by number and 79
percent by value have come from Japan and the United States. More
specifically, 64 percent by number and 52 percent by value have come
fromJapan, and the comparable figuresfor the United States are 23 and 27
percent and, for Europe,9 and 14percent. More recently, the share of DPI
comingfrom Europehas increased, amounting to 13percent by number
and 19 percent by value from 1987 to March 1989.

The first direct foreign investment from China has recentiy been
ofificiaUy approved. Hangzhou Electronics, as part of a joint venture, will
invest $2.8 million in a color picture tube factory, which may presage
growing DPI from China in the future

Most DPI has been in the manufacturing sector, which from 1962
through March 1989 accounted for 83 percent of direct foreign invest
ment by number. Seventy-two percent of manufacturing investment by
number and 65 percent by value have gone to the electric and electronic
machinery industry. Meanwhile, investment in services, historically ac
counting for 12 percent of DPI by number and 34 percent by value, has
been on the rise, reflecting the changing investment environment and
economic conditions in Korea.

Korean Direct InvestmentAbroad

Asof March 1989, Korean direct foreign investments abroad numbered
722, with a total value of $1.14 billion.Since1987,many restrictions have
been lifted, and such investment has taken off. Still, as of March 1989,
Korean direct foreigninvestmentabroadaccountedforonly0.7percent of
gross national product (GNP), a far cry fromJapan's5.2percent ofGNPin
1986 and a reflection of the still primitive level of Korea's efforts in
this area.

Korean investment abroad was originallyconcentrated heavily in the
natural resources sector, especiallymining, and then expanded to trading
companies. In recent times, however, several factors have encouraged
more significant and more diversified investment abroad by Korean firms.
Pirst, new fears of protectionism and regionalism in the world trading
system have created an incentive for producers to establish production
facilities directly in foreign markets to avoid being shut out by new
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protectionist measures. Inaddition, with growing labor unrest and soaring
wages inItorea, thereisanincreasing realization thateconomic restructur
ing will demand that traditionally labor-intensive industries either begin
competing on a quality rather than cost basis or relocate to countries
where labor is still relatively cheap. Finally, Korea's current account
surpluses since 1986, the government's liberalization of investment pol
icies, and improved investment environments in host countries keen to
attract foreign investors have made Korean direct foreign investment
abroad both more feasible and more attractive. Such investment has
increased rapidlyover the past two and a halfyears.

Although mostKorean DPI abroad usedtofocus onmining andtrading,
recently the light manufacturing sector has been an increasingly impor
tant area of investment. Overall, a breakdown of Korean DPI from 1962
through March 1989 reveals that over 44 percent of such investment by
numberbut only12percent byvalue have beenin trading companies, and
light manufacturing has accounted for 28 percent by number and 32
percent by value. The figures for miningare 2.2percent and 38 percent.

In terms of the countries to which Korean direct foreign investment
has gone, as of March 1989, North America was the most important host
region(36 percent ofDPI by numberand 39percent byvalue), followed
by Southeast Asia (33 and 28 percent), Europe (10 and 4 percent), and
Latin America (9 and 4 percent). Since1987,there hasbeen a particularly
rapidincreasein investmentin the latter three regions—LatinAmerica asa
strategic location for exporting to the United States; Southeast Asia as a
source of cheap, abundant labor; and Europe, which may grow more
protectionist with greater economic integration.

In 1985,Kareaalso began investing directly in socialistcountries, and
recent government efforts to promote economic relations with those
countries should attract increasing direct investment by &)rean firms.
Prom 1985 to May 1989, direct foreign investments in China numbered
twenty,with a total value of S35.2 million.There was one DPI in the Soviet
Union worth $0.4 million and three in Hungary totalling $96.7 million.

Thus far, most Korean DPI abroad has come from large Korean firms
with the capital, experience, and government support necessary for such
ventures. Recently,however, an increasing amount of foreign investment
has come from small and medium-sized firms, which are both feeling the
pressures of a changing economic environment and benefitting from
government policies designed topromotetheirdevelopment asameans of
reducing economic concentration of power and introducing greater
dynamism into the economy.
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Policy Measures in a Surplus Economy

The current account surpluses that emerged in 1986 and were wel
comedby almosteveryonein Koreahave infactbeen amixedblessing. On
the one hand, theyhavehad thepositiveeffects ofallaying fears ofnational
bankruptcyandchangingthe nature ofthe debate on import liberalization
and market opening. On the other hand, they have created new and
unfamiliar problems. Because Korea's overall trade account moved into
surplus in 1986 and grew rapidly in the following two years, Korea has
been seen asbenefittingfrom the risingyen at the expense ofAmerica. This
has given rise to the call for Korea and other Asian newly industrialized
countries (NICs) to become full-fledged participantsin the world trading
system, meaning that these countries' currencies should appreciate and
their markets should open wider. At the same time,growing U.S. bilateral
trade deficits with Korea have been cited as justification for the call for
import restrictions against Korean goods.

The growing trade surplus is causing another serious problem domes
tically—namely, inflationarypressure. The foreign sector has traditionally
been a drain on the money supply, but now the growing current account
surpluses have become a source of money supply increase, undermining
the price stability that was so painfully achieved through the difficult
adjustment of the early 1980s. The rise in consumer prices, which re
mained at 3 percent or less in 1986 and 1987,jumped to 7 percent in 1988.

Import Liberalization

To deal with excessive surpluses in the trade and current accounts, the
Korean government has taken a number of measures. The firstpriority has
gone to import liberalization and market opening. Expanding imports
was chosen over contracting exports as the means of redressing the
imbalances. The government reduced the number of products whose
imports were restricted by the Foreign Trade Act. Since early 1989, of a
total of 10,241 import items, only 547 (5.3 percent) still require prior
import approval, making the import liberalization ratio close to 95 per
cent. Nearly all manufactured goods (99.4 percent) require no import
approval.

While quantitative restrictions were being removed, tariffs were also
reduced. In 1980, the average tariff rate was 24.9 percent, which was
brought down to 18.1 percent in 1988.The averagetariffrate for manufac
tured goods was cut from 22.6 percent in 1983 to 16.9 percent in 1988.
During the same period, the average tariff for agricultural goods was
reduced from 31.4 percent to 25.2 percent. Further tariff cuts will take
place under a new tariff schedule that the National Assembly passed in
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1988. The average tariff will go down to 7.9 percent by 1993, a level
comparable to thosefoundin the advanced industrial countries.

Admittedly, the market for agricultural products is not as open. As of
1989, importrestrictions cover29percentofallagriculturalproducts, and
the average tariffrate stands at 25.2 percent. Itorea's agricultural sector
suffers from seriousadjustmentdifficulties. Still, a substantial agricultural
import liberalization is scheduled to takeplace over the next fewyears.
In early1989, the K3rean government announced a newagricultural pol
icy package consisting of a farm product import liberalization plan for
1989-91 and complementary adjustment measures.

The announcement commits the government to lifting import restric
tions from 243 product classesat the ten-digit HS classification level,such
asfeed grains, sausage, salmon,grapes, peaches,and tropical fruits, during
1989-91. This would bring agricultural product coverage of import
restrictions down to 15 percent and is the largest agricultural import
liberalization measure ever undertaken in Korea. The complementary
measures include compensation for injury, adjustment assistance, and a
package of rural restructuring projects. In the meantime, agricultural
tariffs are scheduled tobebrou^t down to16.6 percent by 1993.

Korea has made numerous other adjustments to liberalize imports. For
instance, the government has reformed various domestic regulatory laws
such as the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law, the Food Sanitation Act, and the
Electrical Products Safety Control Act so as to minimize their restrictions
on imports. The government alsohas removed local content restrictions in
government procurements that discriminated against imports and abol
ished the import surveillance system, a warning system for import surges
that used to be regarded as an import barrier.

Public Sector Investment

Another important government initiative has been public sector in
vestment intended to stimulate domestic aggregate demand. Increased
investments were made in the social overhead sector to improve roads,
sewer systems, and water supply systems so as to further environmental
protection. Increased investments are also planned in housing, education,
and health facilities to meet the rising demand for more social services.

ImportPromotion

Specifically to address the U.S.-Itorea bilateral trade imbalance, the
government ^so set up new foreign currency loans to be used for
importing capital goods, equipment, and raw materials. In 1988, $3.4
billion was made available, and about half of this fund was used to finance
purchases from the United States. In 1989, $5 billion was allocated. Four
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buying missions visited the United States in 1988, resulting in final
contracts worth more than $1.2 billion altogether. At least five buying
missions were scheduled for 1989-

Currency Appreciation

The most important response to the rising trade surplus has been
appreciation of the Korean currency, the won, which reached a low of
892.2 won per dollar in October 1985. Rapid appreciation began in the
middle of 1986.The won appreciated 3.3percent againstthe dollar in that
year,8.7 percent in 1987, and 15.8percent in 1988, reaching 684.1won per
dollar at the end of1988. In all, the won appreciated by about 30 percent in
three years, and in 1989, it further appreciated 2.6 percent through April.

Opening ofService Sector

Korea remains a less developed country when it comes to the service
sector. For this reason, many service markets remain closed to foreigners.
Still, in recent years, Korea has been taking various market-opening
measures in several service industries. For example, the market for life
insurance is now completely open to foreigners, and foreign banks receive
national treatment. Foreign investment in trading and wholesaling is also
open, although restrictions exist for some designated products. The
market for advertising, now open only to joint ventures with minority
foreign participation, will become completely open in 1991.

The markets for telecommunications and maritime transportation are
also undergoing gradual opening. In October 1988, the Korean govern
ment announced a program that will lead to the opening of Korea's stock
market by 1992. In the meantime a series of intermediate steps has been
scheduled, including expansion of foreign brokerage operations and
allowance of greater foreign purchases of Korean securities. The opening
of service markets is expected to accelerate in step with the Uruguay
round negotiations on services.

Direct Foreign Investment

Korea's manufacturing is open to foreign direct investment in 510
sectors out of a total 522, or 98 percent. Approval is automatic for those
investments in which foreign equity participation does not exceed 50
percent of the total, total investment does not exceed $5 million, and tax
exemption is not applied for. In other cases, the application is reviewed to
see that the proposed investment does not violate the fair business
transactions law or other domestic regulatory provisions and if it is eligible
for tax exemption. Since 1988, restrictions on local content and technol
ogy transfer have no longer been imposed on foreign investors. According
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to the US.-Korea investment agreement reached in May 1989, the review
system will be replaced by a simple notification procedure for most
foreign investments.

Protection ofIntellectual Property Rights

Itorea has recognized the importance to the United States of protecting
intellectual property rights and in consultation with the United States
instituted in 1987 a system of intellectual property rights protection that is
as comprehensive as anywhere else in the world. In addition, Korea has
given special treatment to U.S. intellectual property rights, providing
retroactive protection to products patented in the United States since
1980 as well as to US. books published since 1977 and computer software
created since 1982.

Apoint ofcontention with the United States has been lax enforcement.
In December 1988, the Korean government established an interagency
task force to enforce the protection of intellectual property rights. At the
request of the task force, the prosecutor-general set up special teams in
forty-nine prosecutors' offices throughout the country. During the first two
months of 1989, prosecutors and police investigated two hundred twenty
cases of alleged intellectual property rights infringement. Thirty-five
persons were physically detained on charges of violating the laws, and
several million dollars' worth of counterfeit goods was confiscated.

Prospects for Korea-U.S.
Economic Relations

Korea's efforts in the areas of import liberalization, tariff reduction,
expansion of domestic demand, won appreciation, service sector liberali
zation, and intellectual property rights protection reflect its government's
resolve both to respond to outside calls for Korea to liberalize markets and
accept greater responsibility in correcting international macroeconomic
imbiances and to promote efficiency and further internationalization of
the Korean economy.

Nonetheless, Korea's major trading partners, especially the United
States, must understand the difficulties Korean policymakers face in resolv
ing the conflicting pressures of changing internal and external environ
ments. The competitiveness of Korean firms is being squeezed by soaring
wages resulting from unleashed labor demands on the one hand and won
appreciation on the other. At the same time, vocal domestic interest
groups, especially farmers, are staunchly opposing government liberaliza
tion efforts being urged by trading partners, especially the United States,
who see Korea's current account surpluses as evidence of unfair trading
practices. Managing to balance the competing pressures of an emerging
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democracy at home and increasing trade frictions abroad will thus be the
major challengefacing the Itorean economy in the years ahead.

In order to meet this challenge head on, in May 1988,President Roh
appointed a blue-ribbon Commission on Economic Restructuring that
brought together experts, officials, and citizens representing various
interest groups to discuss howeconomicpolicyshouldrespondto press
ing social and economic demands and to submit emerging consensus
views as policy recommendations to the president.

The commission concentrated its efforts in three areas—international
izingthe economy, restructuring industries, and improving distributional
inequities. It reaffirmed the importance of continuing to move forward
with trade and financial liberalization and of establishing a fair trading
order free of distortions resultingfrom monopoly power or government
subsidies.This will be crucial ifKorea's economy is to mature and remain
dynamic in an increasingly integrated world economy. At the same time,
due attentionmustbe paidto rising domestic demands for greaterequity
in the distributionof the gains fromgrowth. Whereadjustment ispainful,
especially in agriculture, changemustbe gradual, andpositive adjustment
programs must be designed to help dislocated workers move to new
activities. Government spending must actively seek to redress regional,
rural-urban, and income group disparities in income and wealth distribu
tion and to provide basic needs to all citizens. From now on, economic
growth must make room for social equity on the national economic
agenda.

What does the future hold for Korea's economy and for Korea-U.S.
economic relations? Certainly, growth will not achieve the double-digit
rates of the past few years as greater attention is paid to other economic
and social goals. Exports will gradually give way to domestic demand as
the engine of growth, and high-tech and service industries will assume
increasingprominence in the economy. Nonetheless, risingwages, declin
ing competitiveness, and looming inflation will continue to pose grave
threats to smooth economic advance.

At a time of such political and economic uncertainty, Korea caiuiot
afford deterioratingrelations with the United States andthe consequences
they would entail. American leaders should also be keenly aware of the
importance of sound relations. Excessive pressure on Korea that increases
anti-Americanism and radicalizes domestic interest groups may be self-
defeating. Butconstructive efforts to increase mutual understanding and
move forward with economic reforms in a cooperative rather than con
frontational atmosphere will go farthest not only in promoting healthy
economic relations between Korea and the United States but also in
furthering economic and political maturation in Korea, which will maxi
mize the benefits to be gained from those relations in the future



3. U.S.-Korea Trade and
Investment Issues in the 1990s

KARL MOSKOWITZ

The United States and Korea weathered their first bilateral trade crisis
of the Bush administration in May of 1989. The advent of the Bush
administration in the United States coincided with the advent of the 1988

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act and its so-called "Super 301"
priority negotiation process. Koreawas a primary target of the backers of
this act and of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), which
represents the United States in international trade disputes, because of
accumulated complaints from US. business and Korea's recent trade
surplus with the United States.

This first crisis in US.-Korean trade relations was averted by successful
last-minute bilateral negotiations, coupled with intense Korean lobbying
and communication in Washington.^ The result was that Korea was not
designatedapriority negotiationcountry in the firstround, althoughitwas
placed on the "watch list,"with itsperformance concerning the implemen
tation of the May1989 agreements with the UnitedStatesto be monitored
closely by USTR.

In Korea, 1988-89 witnessed a remarkable broadening of relations
with Communist countries, particularly following the successful 1988
Seoul Olympics, and a building upon the contacts that havegrown over the
past several years. One highlight was the establishment of fiilldiplomatic

^An important role was played by direct Korean communication with a group of large
Americancompanies with interests in Korea that haveformed a bilateral trade issue forum
with the heads of Korea'sleading business conglomerates, the US.-Korea BusinessCouncil, in
coordination with the semigovernmental KoreanForeignTradersAssociation (KFTA). Some
of the US. corporate members brought 301 complaints to USTR at the beginning of the
process and then helped negotiate the outcome through their dialoguewith Koreanbusiness
counterparts.

Moreimportant,keyKorean government leaders, includingDr.HanSeung-Soo, ministerof
trade and industry,and Dr.ChoSoon,deputy prime minister,visitedWashington to meetwith
influential government and private figures to avoid the priority negotiation designation.

38
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relations with Hungary. The real focus of intense interest was the semioffi
cial relations with the People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union,
which became public and open after the Olympics. Korea expects ex
panded trade and investment ties to result eventually.

The past few years have also witnessed powerful new directions in
Korea's economic relations with Japan, Southeast Asia, and China. In the
firstquarter of1989, Korea's direct investment in SoutheastAsiawas higher
than its direct investment in North America, perhaps a harbinger of an
Asia-oriented future for Korea's corporations.

Internally, Korea is grappling with the issues of social and economic
democratization. The ability of Korea's elite economic bureaucrats to
guide the economy and enlist businessmen's cooperation has declined.
Although market opening and democratization would seem to go hand in
hand, in Korea, democratization has released a strong political movement
toward redistribution ofwealth, labor power, and new strains of economic
nationalism. Because of U.S. pressure on market opening and other trade
issues, there is a new, economic aspect to Korea's anti-Americanism.
Korea's government has less power to implement politically unpalatable
measures, including the opening of certain sectors of the economy to
more competition, both domestic and foreign.

Current U.S.-Korean trade frictions are rooted partly in the past
economic relationship and partly in the present structural problem of the
U.S. trade deficit. Will the 1990s bring more of the same—more friction,
more anti-Americanism from trade disputes, more draconian Super 301
measures from the United States? Or are other trends emerging that will
gain importance? In this chapter, I review current trade problems between
the United States and Korea and the advent of the Super 301 process, the
Free Trade Area proposition, and the concept of an Asian regional econ
omy ofsufficient magnitude to sustain grofvs^ without primary reliance
upon exports to the U.S. market or capital investment from the United
States. Then I examine what implications there are for U.S. business and
Korean business in these scenarios.

Current Trade Issues and Super 301

U.S. trade policy toward Korea focuses on two objectives. One is
opening Korean markets to foreign competition, particularly U.S. com
panies, and reducing tariffis and barriers to trade. The second is "opening"
the Korean business system to reduce restrictive regulation and promote a
transparent and supportive regulatory environment for U.S. companies,
including adequate protection of intellectual property.

Within these two broad objectives, which reflect both overall U.S. trade
policy and U.S. internal policies, are specific markets and sectors in Korea
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that receive high priority. Korea's agriculture markets remain a primary
objective. Access to the Korean market for services in which U.S. com
panies are competitive,such asfinancial servicesand telecommunications,
is an important priority. Another is winning the right to compete with
fewer restrictions in the domestic Korean market, including the area of
public sector procurement. The United States wants improved perform
ance from Korea on protection of intellectual property rights and de
regulation offoreign direct investment into Korea. Althoughit isnot apart
of the USTR's trade battles, US. military equipment sales to Korea, offset
requirements, and related intellectual property problems are alsopart of
the U.S. trade agenda with Korea. (The term "offset" refers to economic
and commercial benefits a country extracts from a foreign military equip
ment vendor as a condition of the sale, such as local production of major
components and subassemblies and transfer of technologiesrequired for
this production. Countries often require the vendor to purchase goods
from the buying country equivalent to a major portion of the facevalueof
the contract.)

One important weapon in the arsenal of the USTR(and alsoofpowerful
industry lobbies) is the 301process mandated by successive US.trade acts.
The 1988 Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act and its so-called "Super
301"priority negotiation process represent the latest and most powerful
301 weapon.

At the end of April, 1989, the USTR charged thirty-four countries with
erecting significant trade barriers against U.S. products, based on informa
tion from USTR investigations and complaints from US. industry. The
status ofeach identified trade barrier or unfair practice was to be reviewed,
with the chiefoffenders singled out for "priority negotiations" to eliminate
the trade barriers. Korea led the review list, followed by Japan, India,
Taiwan, Brazil, and the European Community (EC). Thus was initiated the
first Super 301 review process that mandates US. retaliatory measures
againstnations that refuse to correct violationsoffree trade practices with
the United States.^ This review, required by Article 301 of the 1988
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act, is the first step in preparing a
target list of priority countries for negotiations to eliminate problem trade
barriers.

However, when USTR made public the list of priority negotiation

2Any designated priority country must enter into the U.S.-initiated trade negotiation with a
deadline of achieving results within eighteen months. The priority nation then would have
three years to fulfill the agreements and remove the trade barriers. Should the negotiations
prove unsuccessful or the priority nation fail to implement the agreement, the Omnibus
Trade Billgives the U.S. administration the power to impose retaliatory tariffs of up to 100
percent on selected export items from that nation.
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countries at the end of May, Korea was not included. Korea had success
fully avoided designation as a Super 301 priority negotiation country by
agreeing to a number of US. objectives, including reductions in import
tariffs onsome two hundred agricultural products, elimination ofimport
restrictions onselectedfoodproducts, liberalization ofgrainandlivestock
imports, liberalization of the foreign investment process, and elimination
of restrictions and performance obligations for foreign investors. Korea
also made commitments for stronger protection ofintellectual property
rights. Thecorrespondence betweenU.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills
and Ambassador Park Tong-Jin documenting the bilateral agreements,
which was widely circulated by both sides immediately after the agree
ments, makes for interesting reading.'

Over the past decade, a recognizable pattern of U.S.-Korean trade
friction has developed. The pattern and dynamic are characterized by
steadily increasing U.S. pressureon Korea to open itsmarkets and to solve
specific trade disputes and market access issues and by step-by-step
resistance from the Korean side, with thefocus on matching tradeliberal
ization measures and concessions to Korea's internal market and industry
development policies.^ Incontrast to this pattern, therecent agreements
representmuchprogress. In thatsense, bothsides areto be congratulated.

Intheend, however, theestablished pattern prevailed, and the congrat
ulations were short-lived. Skeptical and mindful of past performance
problems, the USTR placed Korea on its "prioritywatch list"for intellec
tual property rights violations.' The USTR revealed its intention to moni
tor closely Korea's performance on intellectual property protection and
on the other points of the May agreement. Thus, even after the May
agreements, the same issues retained the potential to bring the United
States and Korea into conflict overSuper 301 issues within six months,
the time the first formal "progress report" is due. And well before the
six months had passed, Korean government leaders such as Minister of
Trade and Industry Han Seung-Soo were publicly retreating from the May

'Statement of the Office of the United States Trade Representative dated May 25, 1989.
Correspondence between US. Trade Representative Carla Hills and Ambassador Park Tong-
Jindated May 9,1989, andMay 15,1989.1 received copies ofthecorrespondence from the
US.-Korea Society, the American Chamber in Seoul, and the Korean consulate general
in Boston.

'For alucid analysis ofthe Korean approach totrade disputes with the United States, seeJohn
S. Odell, "GrowingTrade andGrowing Conflict between theRepublic ofKoreaandtheUnited
States," inKarl Moskowitz, ed.. From Patron toPartner: The Development ofU.S.-Korean
Business and Trade Relations (Lexington, Mass.; Lexington Books, 1984).
'Theother "priority watch countries" are Brazil, China, India, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan,
and Thailand.
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commitments in response to Koreanbusinessconcerns about economic
stagnation.^

Of course, such short-termpushingand pullingcan obscure the fact
that the United States and Korea have both made enormous progress in the
conduct of bilateral economic relations, particularly when compared to
the early1980s. Korea hascarried out significant liberalization programs,
certain portions of which have been solelyin response to U.S. pressure,
suchasopeningthe tobaccomarket andchanging thegovernment tobacco
monopoly into a public corporation. The United States has taken into
account Korea's situation and fragile politics at key junctures and, most
important, has learned how toachieve more bilateral negotiations through
the expertise, tenacity, and monitoring of compliance.

Prospects

Thecriticalchallengefacing the UnitedStotes andKoreaisthat,despite
the progress, continuing US. trade pressure on Korea will arise due to
economicand political problemsthat are beyondthe capacity of the two
nations to solve bilaterally. The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act
of 1988 represents the strongest US. attempt to date to address its
structural trade imbalance with the world and its massive and growing
foreign debt throughbilateral negotiations with individual trade partners.
The basicconcept behind the US. approach is the idea that the origins of
the US. trade crisis lie in the inability of American firms to compete in
foreign markets, which is a result of trade barriers and hostile business
environments. Bycreating "level playing fields," the U.S. teamwill have a
chance to do better.

Although the results may indeed make numerous business "playing
fields" more "level" for American companies, including those of the
Korean domestic market, the question for the United States and Korea is
whether the results will actually improve the US. trade deficit. Although
the technical agenda of U.S.-Korean trade negotiations is composed of
specific bilateral problems, thepolitics ofthe1988 Omnibus Trade Act and
its Super 301 provisions in Washington are separate from the bilateral
agenda and cannot be solved bilaterally. Instead, the politics reflect the
structuralproblems of the US. trade imbalance, of which the US.-Korea
imbalance is only a part. As longas Korea maintains a large trade surplus
with the United States and also sustains a large overall trade surplus, and as
longastheUnited States suffersfrom itshuge tradedeficit, Washingtonwill
continue to focus on Korea. The focus will continue whether or not

6See Damin Darlin, Wall StreetJournal, September 7,1989.
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Korea's business playing fields are level or Korea opens its markets and
improves the business environment for foreign companies.

There is every reason to worry about the U.S. trade position. Despite
improvements in the trend of the U.S. trade deficit—that is, the size of the
annual trade deficit is slowly decreasing—the cumulative trade deficit
situation and the U.S. foreign debt position are still deteriorating. The US.
situation is getting worse, not better.

The magnitude of the U.S. trade imbalance is stunning. Waiting in vain
for the currency revaluations of the 1985 Plaza Accord to take hold, trade
economists have become alarmed. The annual U.S. merchandise trade

deficit reached $174 billion in 1987 before declining to $140 billion in
1988. From 1982, the U.S. current account deficit zoomed from 159 billion
to reach $154 billion in 1987. In 1988, the current account deficit was $135
billion, a decrease from 1987 but still a huge, destabilizing deficit. During
this six-year period, the United States has gone from a net $140 billion
capital export position to a net $570 billion capital import position.^
Between 1982 and 1988, America ran up a cumulative current account
deficit of about $700 billion; and according to the International Monetary
Fund, this deficit is expected to increase by an additional $300 billion by
1990.®Further substantial improvement in U.S. exports, which is required
to pay the debt and interest, will take several years to realize.

Only more production and exports from the United States, less con
sumption and imports, more savings generated domestically, and in
creased productivity (that is, national "belt tightening") will protect the
present world trade system. The alternative could be a world finance and
trade crisis, according to economists.^ The U.S. structural trade deficit and
the inability of present US. policies to solve the deficit problem may
become a trade issue between the United States and its trading partners,
including Korea, as the dependence of these trade partners on exports to
the U.S. market declines relatively. At some point, U.S. trading partners
will demand better trade performance from the United States.

Consequently, the present situation in U.S.—Korean trade relations is

•^See Richard Drobnick and Selwyn Enzer, "US. and Korean Trade Relations in the Context of a
Changing World Economic Environment," preliminary draft paper for the IBEAR (Interna
tional Business Education and Research)-KMRC research conference, June 28-29,1989, at
the University of Southern California,

sibid.

^See ibid, for one example.

^®At a recent conference on trade and business relations between the United States and

Korea, the Korean speakers focused remarks on how the United States had created the
problem for itself through overconsumption. Although this view conveniently overlooks the
important benefits Korea gained as a result of US. policies, I believe that Japan, Korea, and
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ironic and contradictory. The direct US.-Korea bilateral trade negotia
tions are making substantial progress. Korea is cooperative not merely to
appease the United States, but for its own purposes of liberalizing its
economy and industries to enhance future efficiency and competitiveness.
Korea would be undertaking some of these measures even without U.S.
pressure (though certainly the Korean domestic politics of liberalization
would be far different.) On the American side, the trade issues on the
agenda for negotiation come from microlevel specific industry and cor
porate business complaints about problems in Korea. Washington mo
mentum and political pressure to pursue aggressive trade negotiations
originate from generalized pressures to solve the U.S. trade crisis.

Cooperation between U.S. and Korean negotiators and agreement on
specific trade issues cannot solve the overall U.S. trade crisis. Mutually
satisfactory progress leads only to the next set of specific issues and
complaints. Korea's trade surplus with the United States and Korea's
predicted transformation into a net creditor nation in 1989 simply add
more fuel to the Washington fire.

Nationalism, Trade, and Investment

Korea, likewise, has political and economic problems that are in a
dimension completely separated from the bilateral trade negotiations and
the trends of actual bilateral trade. Korea's economic liberalization pol
icies, its policies to achieve a more balanced and less concentrated private
industry structure, and economic and social redistribution priorities
consequent to democratization make market liberalization problematic
politically. Also making these measures problematic are Korea's slowing
economy and business and bureaucratic pressure to reverse the course of
liberalization.

Korea's successful growth has been based on an economy organized to
support and promote manufactured exports. The result is a somewhat
unbalanced industrial structure and many protected domestic sectors that
cannot survive true economic liberalization, domestic or international, in
their present form. In Korea's new politics, the resulting protectionist
tendencies of these industry sectors dominate the political landscape,
most vividly in agriculture. Animosity over trade friction is high and
reflected in electoral politics, as interest groups fan public opinion by
appealing to nationalistic ideals and anti-American sentiments,i^ This is a

other surplus countries will increase pressure on the United States to take the policy
medicine required to correct the trade imbalance

i^Darlin, Wall StreetJournal, September 7,1989.

^^Anti-American strains in Korean politics are explored thoroughly in other chapters of this
book.
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political irritant in U.S.-Korean relations on the Korean side that creates
problems for Korean performance on bilateral trade agreements. Whereas
the United States is grappling politically with the massive structural trade
imbalance, economic problems in Korea exacerbate xenophobia and may
be resulting in politically motivated protectionism. As Korea's largest
foreign trade partner and the partner most aggressive in its trade demands
on Korea, the United States is the natural target of this style of politics.

Xenophobia and nationalistic political tendencies may also cause more
trade problems within the United States, which has paid for its trade
imbalance through massive imports of foreign capital. The foreign debt,
the highly visible purchases of U.S. real estate and American companies by
foreign firms, and growing recognition of U.S. dependence upon foreign
capital make many Americans uncomfortable. Increasingly, national se
curity concerns are raised. Although the United States has kept its doors
open and still welcomes foreign investment, the productive investments
from Korea, which should be welcome, may be lumped together with
Japanese investments and viewed with suspicion.

Korea's Maturing Economy and
Diversifying Trade Relations

Korea is predicted to become a net creditor nation in 1989, an
important milestone that commemorates its successftil economic devel
opment and emergence on the world stage as an industrial nation and
important trading economy. Korea's economy is maturing. The manage
ment, technical capabilities, and financial structures of Korea's companies
have achieved depth and stability.Debt to equity ratios, previously highly
leveraged, have improved significantly over the past few years. Leading
Korean conglomerates, such as Samsung and Hyundai, are ranked among
the largest businesses in the world. Financial industry specialists predict
that by the latter 1990s, the Korean capital market will be the fourth largest
in the world, following Tokyo, New York, and London.

Korea's domestic market has deepened. Though still led by exports,
Korea's economy now has the power of substantial domestic consumption.
For example, the decline in Korean automobile exports over the 1988-89
sales year was more than offset by gains in domestic automobile sales. In
the first half of 1989, domestic demand surpassed export demand as the
engine of Korea's economy, a shift that reflects a new and healthy balance
for Korea's economy. As Korea's economy continues to expand and mature,
its rate of growth will slow from the frantic double-digit pace of recent
years and will become less dependent upon exports.

Although Korea's trade relations are dominated by the United States
and Japan, which buy most of Korea's exports and supply most of its
imports, Korea is making progress in diversifying its trade relationships.
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New relationships with Eastern European countries, China, and the Soviet
Union will lead eventually to expanded trade and investment. Future trade
growth also will come from diversification of Korean trade with Asian
countries. South Korea is even beginning to consider trade with North
Korea. Though South Korea's potential economic relations with North
Korea must await the solution of fundamental political problems, South
Korea must begin to think about North Korea in terms offurther economic
diversification and internal growth.^^

During the 1980s, Korea's reliance upon the U.S. market increased as
the U.S. economy sucked in huge volumes of imports from around the
world. In 1986, about 40 percent of Korea's exports went to the United
States, the peak of a staggering reversal of Korea's diversificationpolicies
instituted in the 1970s. In 1988, the United States still accounted for about
35 percent of Korea's exports, despite strenuous Korean efforts to diver
sifyexports awayfrom the United States.Beyond the high volume of trade,
the U.S. market has been critically important to Korea's high-tech indus
tries. In 1988,90 percent ofKorea's computer exports went to the United
States, as did 65 percent of Korea's telecommunications equipment ex
ports.

The United States must continue to be a major trading partner for
Korea, ifonly because the United States is such a large portion of the world
economy. Nevertheless, Korea's trade diversificationejBforts will probably
cause the proportion of trade with the United States to decline This is
desirable for economic reasons as well as trade policy rationales. Suc
cessfuldiversification of exports awayfrom the UnitedStatesmayalter the
trade negotiation power equation for the United States, but reliance on the
U.S. market for key industrial exports will continue to give it special
importance even as Korea's relative export reliance on the United States
declines.

The Free Trade Area Concept

One alternative suggested for U.S.-Korean bilateral trade is the estab
lishment ofa Free Trade Area (FTA) between the two countries. An FTA is a
form of economic integration between two or more countries in which
customs duties and other restrictive regulations on products and services

i^See Karl Moskowitz, "What If They Were One?"Far Eastern Economic Review, June 22,
1989, pp. 56-57.
I'̂ Trade diversification is prudent not only to diminish trade friction, but because the
prospects for future growth in US. imports are not good until the trade crisis is resolved.
Instead,thepossibilityofadevastatingcontractionofUS. importscausedbya tradecrisismay
be growing.
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traded among the constituent member countries are eliminated is Al
though I do not advocate the FTA concept, it must be discussed as an
important element of the US. trade debate in 1988-89.

The United States has entered into an FTAwith Canada and with Israel
and has discussed the concept with Mexico. In 1988 certain parties in
Washington suggested the idea of bilateral FTA agreementswith Korea,
Japan, andTaiwan. TheInternational Trade Commission ofthe US. Depart
ment of Commerce undertooka formal studyof the issue in cooperation
with members of Congress.

FTA proponents seem to have two objectives beyond the theoretical
free tradereconomic goals. Japan, Korea, andTaiwan are the leading US.
trading partners in Asia and the leading sources of the US.—Asia trade
imbalance Unlike the disputatious and unilaterally legalistic Super 301
approach, the FTA approach aims for the same objective of opening
markets to US. businesses and exports (the"level playing field" idea), but
with more positive incentives for the other parties to the agreement.

The second objective is firmly to anchor US. participation in the
dynamic economic growth in Asia. The importance of the FTA is that it
promotes trade with the Asian countries that have the most dynamic
economies in the world. Whetherproliferation ofbilateralFTA agreements
with Asian trading partners would solve the US. trade imbalance without
other policy measures within the United States is questionable.However,
trade balanceissuesaside, supporting US. privatesector tiesandparticipa
tion in these economies is a strong Americanpolicy objective.

Korean response to the FTA concept has not been favorable The
motivation to enter such an FTAis less because, in effect, the United States
already is virtually an FTA for Korea, and the political and perhaps
economic sacrifices for Korea would be too large What concerns Korea is
the possibility of Taiwan entering a bilateral FTA with the United States.
This would provide the competitive motivation for Korea to enter an FTA
with the United States.

The Asian Regional Trading Area

The bold scenario of an East Asia-centered economy—not an au
tarchic East Asia trade bloc, but a regional economy driven by intrare-
gional trade, investment, and technology flows—has been on the pages of

''The difference between an FTA and a customs union arrangement is that the member
nations of the latter establishcommon external tariffsagainstthe rest of the world. In an FTA,
each country retains its own tariff.

'®For adiscussion oftheFreeTrade Area conceptfrom theKorean f>erspective, seeKim Wan-
Soon and Won Chong-Keun, "Forming a Free Trade Areabetween Korea and the US.;AKorean
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virtually everyJapanese business publication over the past year. The con
cept is simple In the era prior to the 1985 PlazaAccord and the U.S. trade
crisis, investment and technology flowed from the United States to Japan
and from the United States andJapan to the newly industrialized countries
(NICs), including Korea and Taiwan. Manufactured goods flowed from
Japan and the NICs to the United States. A relatively small volume of
manufactured goods flowed from the NICs to Japan. This is fast becoming
"the way it was."

Subsequent to the 1985 currency realignment and the resulting struc
tural transformation of the Japanese economy toward balanced, domestic
market-driven growth and more imports, Japan is replacing the United
States as the leader and keystone of the system, particularly for Asian
countries. Investment and technology flow from Japan to the former NICs
and to the Southeast Asian less developed countries (LDCs). Also, invest
ment and technology flowfrom the NICs(Korea and Taiwan) to the LDCs.
Manufactured goods flow from the NICs and from the LDCsto Japan, with
some LDCproducts also going to the NICs. Exports to the United States
remain important but are declining relative to other export destinations.
Although this concept was conceived in a global framework, Japanese and
other Asian countries apply it to their vision of Asian regional economic
relations.

Korea has emerged as the second most important industrial market
economy in East Asia after Japan. Its large-scale industrial structure, its
advanced technological capabilities, its world-spanning conglomerates,
and its big domestic market set Korea apart from Taiwan and the other
AsianNICs.Though a magnitude smaller in scale, Korea's economic role in
Asia will be second only to that of Japan for the next two decades.

The emergence of this new pattern organized around Japan and the
new industrial nations ofAsia, even if realized only in part, eventually may
relieve Korea of the strongest trade pressures from the United States.
Further development in the direction of this intra-Asian trade pattern will
change the nature of the trade issues for the United States. For instance, in
the future, the issues may be how and how much the United States
participates in the Asian regional economy. The ETA idea, rather than
simply being a comprehensive bilateral market-opening tool, may be
employed to ensure the continuation of strong economic links with the
principal industrial countries of Asia through direct market participation.

The idea of an Asian regional trading area economy with independent
economic strength is not new. All "Pacific Rim" formulations rely upon the

Perspective," draft paper for the IBEAR-KMRC Conference at the University of Southern
California, June 28-29,1989.
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assumption ofAsian economic development and energy. Predictions of the
reemergence of "bloc" economies centered in North America, Europe,
and Asia make the same assumptions. However, until recently, many
economists have focused on the difficulties of Asia sustaining itself as an
economic region. These barriers included insufficient capital, national
markets too small to sustain industrial economies ofscale, the lack offactor
complementarity, and the key political frictions and distrust among the
nations of Asia. According to this analysis, therefore, for Asian exporters,
there is no realistic substitute for the huge U.S. market with its tremendous
demand.

However, the trends since 1985-86 seem to be eroding these barriers.
To quote a recent article in the Far Eastern Economic Review:

Only recently have policymakers become aware that trans-Pacific trade
exceeds the value ofcommerce across the Atlantic. But intra-Asian trade is

growing even faster and is expected to overtake the flow of goods between
Asia and North America by the early 1990s. Intra-Asian trade totalled
US$IS9 billion in 1987,20% higher than the previous year. Asia'strade with
North America was worth US$258 billion, 14% up on 1986.

Trade among the four NICs,and withJapan and their poorer neighbors,
has risen significantly.The embryo of an integrated trading region began to
emerge: intra-Pacific trade comprised 64% of the region's total in 1987
against 55% six years earlier.^"^

The trade figures for 1989 undoubtedly will show the trend even more
strongly.

The additional economic factors that tend to support intraregional
economic growth and trade ties are as follows:

1. Rising costs, principally labor, now stimulate Korean and Taiwanese
businesses to invest abroad and relocate facilities in labor-intensive indus
tries, such as footwear. The Japanese rush to invest in the NICs and
Southeast Asia is well known, but Taiwanese and Korean investments and
the migration of their labor-intensive industries to Thailand, Indonesia,
Malaysia, and the Philippines are substantial.

2. Expanding markets are also attracting intraregional investment in
Southeast Asia and China. For example, the Korean consumer electronics
investments in Thailand are aimed at domestic and regional markets, not at
exports to the United States. In the first quarter of 1989, more Korean
foreign investment went to Asian countries than to North America.

^"^See Charles Smith, "Seeking a New Role" and other articles \n FarEasternEconomicReview
ofJune 8,1989, focusing on Australian PrimeMinister Hawke's proposals for Asian regional
cooperation and Japan's response
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3. Rising standards of livingand industrialization mean cumulatively
greater market depth and diversified demand for trade in industrial
products and industrial goods.

4. Intra-Asiantravel is booming. From the beginningof1989, Korea has
allowed unrestricted outbound leisure travel. The large majority of the
outbound tourists are going to Japan and Southeast Asia, not the United
States or Europe The same phenomena are occurring in Japan and
Southeast Asia. Results of this interest in other Asian countries include
better communication, sophistication about past differences, and a grow
ing sense of regional interests and regional pride

5. The idea of Asia as a trading region is gaining credibility. Although
waryofdominationbyJapan,Asian countries are becomingmore comfort
able with the concept of achieving growth through intraregional trade and
investment. They are findingnew abilities to cooperate beneficially. Once
governments and business adapt their thinking and strategies to this
concept, the tendency gains momentum.

These trends are rendering obsolete the old arguments about why a
Japan-centered Asian region is impossible and why Asiancountries must
continue to rely upon exports to Ae UnitedStatesfor growth.The United
States and countries such as Australia support the growing regional
economy, and the European Community has recently awakened to the
concept. The suggestions by Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawke about
the Japanese role in Asia and US. Secretary of State James Baker's state
ments supporting the idea of a Pacificregion cooperative body prior to the
recently concludedAssociationofSoutheastAsian Nations(ASEAN) meet
ing reflect understanding and anticipation of the phenomenon.

Implications for Trade
and Investment Relations

The future opportunities for American business in Korea lie in the
maturing and broadening of the Korean economy, Korea's modernizing
(rising) cost structure, the opening business environment, including
deregulation and democratic politics, and Korea's growing economic
relationship with Asia. The profile of new investment interest in Korea by
American firms reflects these points. The opportunities in the Korean
domestic market will be in services, consumer goods, and distribution
businesses. The external opportunities will be based on business strategies
that combine Korea's technology and industry base to serve both Korea
and other Asian and world markets. What implications are there for US.
business and Korean business in these scenarios?

The opportunities and threats for Korean business are very much the
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same Because the domestic market opportunities lie in heretofore pro
tected and uncompetitive sectors of the Koreaneconomy, we can expect
high political resistance to foreignpenetration in someindustries.Someof
the resistancewillcome fromKorean companies attemptingto enter the
markets in competitionwith foreign firms, but the major resistance to new
Korean and foreign entrieswillcomefromthe established interestgroups
that depend on the old systems. Korea's new democratic politics gives
these groups power amid a less rational economic nationalism than that
previously displayed by the Korean bureaucracy.

In the short term, we must anticipate more trade conflicts over market
access. American businessand the US. governmentwill continue to press
forunfetteredparticipationinKorea's economy, backedbyAmerican trade
policies designed to solve the trade deficit problem by bilateral negotia
tions. This means continuing Korean liberalization punctuated by fre
quent disputes over politically sensitive markets and products. The
controversy in the summer of 1989 over the health hazards of Florida
grapefruit, whichledto renewed 301 threatswithintwomonths oftheMay
agreement, is an example.

In the near term (three years), we will see more diverse Korean direct
investment in the United States and the beginning of modest portfolio
investment. Previously, Korean direct investment was concentrated by
policy guidance in industry, technology, and distribution investments to
support Korean industrydevelopment and Korean exports.TheSamsung
condominiumproject inNewJerseymaybe anexampleofthe newwaveof
Korean investment—a stand-alone investment with its own economic
justification separatefrom Korea's export policies.Nevertheless, the inter
ests of most Korean companies in the United States will continue to
concentrate on technologies and businesses that support the home com
pany's business from a Korean base.

In the medium term (five years), Korea will diversify economicrela
tions and find sources of growth independent of the US. market. U.S.-
Korean trade will continue to be important, but it may be less than
Korean-Japanese tradeandwill be less thanKorea's aggregate tradewith
Asia. Although this is unlikelyto change the profileof Koreaninvestment
interest in the United States, it meansthatAmerican companies willnot be
ableto relyasstrongly onUS. tradepressureandtheUS. presenceinKorea
to obtain their objectives over Korean resistance

The long-term (ten years) issues and opportunities for the United
States and Korea will arise from the growth of Asian economies and
regional trade For the United States, the questions will be whether this
country can maintain technological leadership and how well American
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firms can internationalize and prepare themselves to compete on a truly
open playingfield. Koreancompanies investingabroad facesimilarissues.

Individual U.S.-based companies should be highly successful in Korea,
but I am not so sure how successfully the United States will adjust as a
nation to the requirements of the new era and new realities.



4. Economic Issues in
U.S.-Korea Relations

ANTHONY C. ALBRECHT

U.S.-Korea economic relations must be viewed in a global context.
World politicalchangeandgrowing economicinterdependencearecreat
ing new opportunities—for cooperation and conflict—between Koreans
and Americans in the economic sphere. Government negotiators have
recentlyarrivedat mutually beneficial solutions to bilateral problems, but
theforces ofnationalism andprotectionism arestill strongon both sides.
There is much fear and ignorance that politicians can exploit. Any
discussion of the economic relationship therefore must take political
pressures into account.

U.S.-Korea economic relations are entering a new era. Korea has
graduatedinto the ranksofthe world's top tradingnations. TheU.S.-Korea
partnership has changed and become more equal and, therefore, more
demanding on each partner. The opportunities for real bilateral and
multilateral cooperation are present, but governments and business will
have to work harder to promote success by removing barriers to the
operation of market forces. This chapter assesses the global, regional,
and other factors that are likely to drive the U.S.-Korea relationship in
the 1990s.

The Global Environment

Political Security Issues

Today's world political environment is rapidly changing. The recent
eventsin Chinamayhave the effectof reversing a tendencyto downgrade
the importance of the U.S.-Korea security relationship. Before the hard
liners' bloody crackdown in Beijing, the abatement of the Soviet threat
seemed to promiseanera ofreduced internationalmilitarytension.Infact,
theargument being made inWashington ranlike this; military and security
concerns are now secondary, the primary threat to the United States is
economic, and the real enemy is not the Sovietsbut Japan and other Asian

53
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exporters, such as Korea. In this atmosphere, the U.S.-Korea security
relationship seemed to be losing importance. This in turn made it less
likely that conflict between the United States and Korea over economic
issues would be moderated by concerns about undermining the security
relationship.

The crackdown in China may also affect U.S. views on trade with China
carried out by our alliesand trading partners. Atpresent, the United States
has cut offweapons sales and expects its alliesto do the same But if there
are more bloody reprisals or executions in China, public pressure may
force the United States to adopt broader sanctions. If our trading partners
are seen to be exploiting this situation, there will be US. congressional
pressure to retaliate (There is already talk of grass roots boycotts of
American firms that seem too cozy with the People's Republic of China
[PRC] hardliners.) Basedon past experience, Korea might then be forced
to choose between its emerging market in China and its assured market in
the United States.

Whatever happens in China, the new Sovietinternational posture and
the thaw in U.S.-Soviet relations will affect the U.S.-Korea economic
relationship. If the positive trend continues, new marketswill develop in
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe for both US. and Korean exporters.
This could help Koreadiversifyits export markets and slowthe expansion
of Korean exports to the United States. However, there is also the "eco
nomic warfare" thesis prevalent in the United States whereby Japan, not
the SovietUnion,is the prime enemy of the UnitedStates. This thesisholds
potential danger for Korea, but so far Washington trade agencies view
Koreaasa competitor only. Koreahas avoidedbeing labeled an "economic
enemy." One major reason for this is because Koreadecided to negotiate
with the United States to avoid being named along withJapan as an "unfair"
tradingpartner under the Super 301provisions of the 1988TradeAct.

Korean export interestsmayalsobe favored ifapost-Khomeini Middle
East moves toward political stability and economic reconstruction. If
the Middle Eastpumps more oil to payfor reconstruction, Korea and the
UnitedStatesmightboth benefitfromloweroilprices.Likewise, the politi
cal thrust toward unity of the Europe 1992 movement, if it avoids a
protectionist twist, couldopenadditional markets tobothKorean andUS.
exporters.

In sum, the generally optimistic scenario of world political security
change towardmoreopen,peaceful societies notedpreviously couldopen
up new markets for both Korea and the United States. US.-Korea eco
nomic competition would shift from the narrow, inevitably confronta
tional confines of US.-Korea bilateral trade to the broader and (one
hopes) lesspolitically sensitive world economicarena. Tobe sure,Korea's
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most efficientindustries would be competing in this arena, aswould those
of the United States. But the direct competition in each other's home
markets would be lessened.

Global Economic Issues

Global economic interdependence is the overriding reality facing the
United States andKorea. Each nation iswellpositioned to takeadvantage
ofgreater openness in theworld economy. Each would be harmed bya
trade war caused by advocates of protectionism and economic national
ism.

Trade is the key global issue affecting the US.-Korea economic rela
tionship. Whereas the United States bears the heaviest responsibility for
maintaining an open worldtrade system, Korea also hasbeenplaying an
importantrolebyservingasanexample to newlyindustrialized countries.
Korea's economic success has not been held back by its recent trade
liberalization program. Korea also took a step that may help it avoid the
dangerous spillover effects that flow from the continuing US.-Japan
economic confrontation. Often seen asa "secondJapan," Koreahroke this
link toJapan bydeciding tonegotiate with theUnited States toavoid being
listed, along withJapan, asan"unfair" trading partnerundersection301 of
thenewU.S. Trade Act. Korea's decision to negotiate and thepositive US.
response represented an important signalthat the US. wastruly interested
in market opening and was not using Super 301 as a mere pretext for
protectionist action.

Thissuccessfuluse ofsection 301maybe difficult for the UnitedStates
to repeat.Withpublicationofthe listofunfairtradingpartners,section 301
has been criticized as the epitome of the kind of unilateralism that could
undercut the Uruguay roundofmultilateral tradenegotiations andleadto
a tradewar. TheUnited States is in a difficult spot internationally. Ifit fails
to follow through forcefully with Japan, India, and Brazil—countries
named undertheSuper 301 provision—it willbe seenasapapertiger. Ifit
goes too far and retaliates outside of GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and
Trade(GATT) rules, it could trigger an era of economic nationalism and
tradewarfare and, of course, ensure the failure of the Uruguay round of
multilateral trade negotiations. In these circumstances, it islikely thatthe
United States will stick closely to GATT rules in implementing all types of
301 actions.

Korea alsohasan opportunity to showrespect for GATT bygiving up
itsanachronisticrelianceon aGATT balanceofpaymentsexemptionforits
agricultural quotas. US. officials recognize that agriculture is a politically
sensitive sector in Korea, but they hope Korea will at least agree to a
phaseout ofthequotas. Such anaction byKorea would lessen thedanger of
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further bilateral trade conflict over agriculture that has now emerged as
the one sector in which political tensions are high on both sides.AGATT
solution of phasing out the quotas would be action taken in support of
multilateral solutions, rather Aan another case of Korea'sseeming to yield
to bilateralpressure from the UnitedStates. Suchan action would alsobe
consistent with the generallypositive role Koreahas been playing in the
GATT and the Uruguay round.

Another major factor in the global economic system is economic
policy consultation and cooperation. The United States and Korea have
done well in bilateral consultations, having established regular consulta
tionson the fullrangeofeconomic issuesofboth bilateraland multilateral
concern to the two countries. These talks have been held for almost ten
years and are chairedon the U.S. side by the under secretary of state for
economic affairs, who leads an interagency team. The Korean side has
often been chaired by the Korean foreign minister.

What is lacking, however, is a role for Korea in multilateral economic
institutions such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development(OECD). Someyearsagowithin the OECD there wasaflurry
of interest in havingKorea participate in the OECD steel committee. Itwas
thought that Brazil alsomight be invited. But it becameclearat that time
that the major motivation of the OECD countries was to restrain Korean
exports and otherwise dampen its competitiveness in this area. Full
membershipor more generalassociationwere out of the questionbecause
Korea's economy was not that strong, and Korea was far from any
semblance of a democratic society.

Muchhas changed since that time Koreais now considered a first-rate
economic power. As President Bush stated in early 1989: "Korea has
become an industrial power, a major trading power, and a first-class
economic competitorKorea's progress toward democracy alsohasbeen
a notable achievement and removes an earlier barrier to participation in
the club of the "industrialized democracies." Of the newly industrialized
economiesparticipating in an informal OECD-sponsored seminar at the
beginningof1989,Koreawasclearlythe onlyone that could makeastrong
case for membership on the merits. The major OECD countries make
much of the fact that Korea has "graduated" from developing country
status and that Korea should assume its proper responsibilities. The United
States should take the lead in sponsoring Korean participation in OECD
work and its eventual membership in that group. For its part, Korea would
have much to gain by participating from the outset in the discussion of

•George Bush, address before theKorean National Assembly, July 27,1989, Department of
State Bulletin, May 1989, p. 20.
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policiesthat willaffectits position in the world economy. In fact,a Korean
official indicated that Korea is expected to be ready to take on the
obligations of OECD membership by 1992.

Given the importance of the U.S.—Korea economic relationship and
Korea's leading role in the world economy, the United States might also
consultwith Korea prior to the seven-nation economic summit. Engaging
Korean leaders in world economic discussion in this way (along with
OECD participation) would show international support for Korea's trade
and investmentliberalization moves. Suchrecognitionwould enhance the
credibility of Korea's government leaders, who have set their nation on a
courseofinternational competitiveness. Ifhandledskillfully, it couldblimt
the appeal of protectionism and economic nationalism within Korea.

The suggestions made previously on how to bring Korea into the
international economic policymaking process are based on the assump
tion that Korea would welcome such an opportunity. Some might argue
thatKorea may resist inorderto try to maintain itsstatus asa developing
country—in essence, trying to have the best ofboth worlds. It seems clear
from the reaction to Korea's attempt to justify a continuing balance of
payments exemption for its quotas that its trading partners will not go
along withthisattempt. Furthermore, theclassic South Korean strategy of
maintaining a developing country aura as a means of competing diplo
matically with North Korea in ThirdWorld countries has lost its validity.

Regional Economic Issues

The most obvious "regional" issue affecting U.S.-Korea economic
relations is thePacific Basin concept. There is really no clear-cut concept
but rather a never-ending stream of proposals advocating this or that
Pacific Basin organization or scheme. Proposals for bilateral free trade
areasbetween theUnited StatesandAsian countrieshave beenflowing into
this Pacific Basin debate Both the United States and Korea have been
participating in these discussions.

Despite the attention focussed on the Pacific, the notion of a Pacific
economicbloc isan ideawhosetimeispast.Global economicinterdepen
dence is so pervasive that a Pacific bloc, especially a preferential one,
would seem to represent a step backward toward a more cumbersome,
government-regulated trading regime Some analysts see a trend toward
more economic blocs, but this appears to be largely a function of the
ongoing debate as to whether Europe will be open or protectionist after
1992 and how to influence the outcome One argument is that a Pacific
bloc would serve as a useful bargaining chip or threat to ensure that
Europe does not go down the protectionist path. Others argue that a
Pacific bloc for thispurposewould be a dangerous ploybecause it might
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provide a handy excuse for European protectionists to create an inward-
looking bloc in Europe.

Because the United States is both an Atlantic and a Pacific power, it
makes sense to oppose any blocs rather than to face the problem of
choosing sides. For Korea, the choice is also clear in favor of a global rather
than a regional approach. In any Pacificbloc, Koreawould have to compete
directly with Japan and the United States as well as with the other Asian
newly industrialized countries (NICs)—Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singa
pore—and with the next generation of NICs such as Thailand. The
European and othef non-Pacificmarkets are vital to Korea'swell-foimded
export diversification plans as well as to its strategy of maintaining
multiple sources of energy supply.^

If a Pacific Basin bloc is impractical, what is the "regional" reality that
commands attention? One answer is to say that Pacific economic coopera
tion already exists. Huge volumes ofgoods and capital are flowingbackand
forth in the private sector, and it is unnecessary, and perhaps dangerous, for
governments to "organize" or "help" this flow. In fact, the role of govern
ments would be to lower barriers to this private sector activity. Given the
realities of commerce, most of the progress is made bilaterally on issues
peculiar to the two countries concerned or broadly in multilateral negotia
tions such as the Uruguay round. In some cases, such as the US. bilateral
effort to open up Japan's market, third countries benefit from market-
opening negotiations.

Another way to view regional issues is to look first at Japan. Japan's
economic power isdominant inAsia. Through trade, investment,and aid,it
has extended its influence at a time when US. ability to project its power
has been diminished by budgetary constraints and the heavybaggageof the
neoprotectionist 1988 Trade Act. In this situation, any Pacific bloc would
be likely to provide a comfortable framework for further Japanese eco
nomic domination of the region, makingit all the more difficultfor US.and
Koreanexporters to develop markets in the rapidlygrowingeconomies of
the rest of East Asia.

Japan's importance is such that any US.-Japan conflict over economic
issues affects Korea. This was already evident in the "second Japan"
syndrome,where US. frustration overJapan'sbarriers spilledover into US.
attitudes toward Korea. This handicap was largely overcome when Korea
avoided being listed with Japan as an "unfair" trader under Super 301.But
problems remain as US.-Japan conflictscontinue to affect the US.-Korea

^Accordingto a recent press report, a Koreangovernment officialstated that his government
was not interested in establishing a PacificBasin trade bloc. SeeJournalofCommerce, August
31,1989, p. 4A.
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relationship. Recent examples includethedriftnet fishing problemandthe
new attention directed to the FXfighter plane deal in Korea as a result of
congressional criticism of the FX deal with Japan.' Not all U.S.—Japan
conflicts have hurt Korea. Thesemiconductor caseisone example where
Koreanfirms benefitted. Thesameis true in the caseofautomobiles, where
the voluntaryrestraint agreement(VRA) withJapancreated a marketfor
small cars from Korea.

The regional dimension of U.S.-Korea economic relations offers no
easysolutions. The one areawhere some improvement might be made is
that of economic consultation on PacificBasin issues of mutual concern to
theparticipants. Buttheseshould be adhocmeetings on specific substan
tive issues without bureaucratic institutions. Theyshould be open to all
interested parties, and any agreed positions or actions should be non-
preferential. TheUnited States andKorea should take theleadinanysuch
meetings by stressing that they wish to avoidforminga preferential bloc
andpreferto enhance theopenness oftheinterdependent global system.

U.S. Deficit and Trade Imbalances

A great deal of attention has been given in recent years to the Asian
NICs and their export success. In fact, U.S. government nomenclature has
been adjusted to take intoaccount thefact that two of the "four tigers"
(Hong Kong andTaiwan) are not "countries" in political terms. Thenew
designation is "NlEs" (newly industrializing economies). In recentyears,
the NIEs have been seen as a threat to the United States because of their
large trade surpluses with that country. They loomed large in 1987 and
1988, accounting for about 23 percent of the US. trade deficit in those two
years. Although Taiwan causedthe largestdeficit, therewasasharpdecline
from1987to 1988. TheU.S. deficitwith Taiwan droppedfrom $17.4 billion
to $12.9 billion during that two-year period. Attention then focused on
Korea, where the US. deficit increased slightly during the same period,
from $9.3 billion to $9.6 billion in 1988.

The situation is improving with respect to the 1989 US. trade deficit
with Korea. The won's strength and wage increases have caused Korean
exports to slow down.'' According to the US. Commerce Department
figures available to the public in earlySeptember1989,the US. deficitwith
Korea dropped during the first six monthsof 1989comparedto the same

'"Rvo US. senators have publicly attacked the FX deal with Korea as a threat to the US.
commercial aircraft industry.See WashingtonPost,July 18,1989.
'̂ U.S. government sensitivity regarding the value ofthe won remains high, as evidenced by the
sharp reaction when President Roh indicated he might be considering devaluation. See
editorial,/owma/ of Commerce, August23,1989.
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period in1988. Imports from Korea rose only 3percent from $9.3 to $9.6
billion, and U.S. exports to Korea surged by 25 percent over1988, from
$5.2 to $6.6 billion. This works out to an estimated 1989 U.S. deficit with
Korea of about $6.0 billion, which would be a sharp drop of almost 30
percent in the 1989 deficit compared to the revised 1988 US. deficit of
$8.86 billion in 1988.

The fact that the U.S. deficit with Korea is declining is helpful in
moderating protectionist pressures in the U.S. Congress. In economic
terms,bilateraltrade deficits likethat with Korea are not really aproblem
for the United States when one considers that the U.S. deficit with Japan
shrunk only slightly in 1989, to about the $48-$50 billion range. IfU.S.
exports to Korea continue to grow rapidly and Korea's exports to the
United States continue at a moderate pace, the US.-Korea economic
relationship needno longer be preoccupied with the question ofthesize
of the US. bilateral trade deficit with Korea. This is all the more likely
because Korea's overall current account surplus is expected to register a
sharp decline in 1989. This large current account surplus, which reached
$14.3 billionin 1988, hadonlyexacerbatedUS. sensitivities overthe trade
deficit with Korea. In the end, the size ofthe deficitwill not be as important
as US. perceptions of Korea asa friendly ally whose market is becoming
niore open to US. exporters of goods and services.

Other Factors Afifecting the
US.-Korea Economic Relationship

Korean anti-Americanism threatens the economic relationship because
oftheconstant barrage ofTV coverage intheUnited States showing radical
students shouting anti-American slogans. As longasthereisnomajor trade
conflictwith Korea, this problem can probably be contained on the US.
side, but ifCongress links Korean tradebarriers andanti-Americanism, the
dangerwill become real. Infact, bothgovernments have aresponsibility to
avoid finding scapegoats to blame forwhatare really domestic adjustment
problems. This puts a priority on public education about thebenefits of
open trade. Neither sidedoes a good job in this respect. TheSuper 301
market-opening efforts present an opportunity to both sides to cast the
US.-Korea relationship in a more positive light.

One recent example of the politically and commercially motivated
protectionist pressure that can arise to threaten the relationship is the
Korean boycottofUS. grapefiruit foralleged contamination bythe chemi
calAlar. Thisallegation is patently false and has been so certified by US.
authorities and a Korean laboratory.The powerful US. citrus industry and
officials are furiousbecauseUS. grapefruitsaleshavedwindled, andKorean
government action to reassure consumers has not been very effective
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The economic relationship will also be affected by how closely the
United States andKorea consult about arange ofissues such asenergy, the
environment, fisheries, telecommunications, workerrights, strategictrade
controls on military technology andchemical weapons, andthirdcountry
military sales. Any one of these issues could flare up and damage the
relationship.5 Close consultations on these issues should be conducted on
a regular basis, either in the context of the economic consultations or in
other bilateral groups.

Conclusion

With the agreementto avoid designation under Super301, Korea and
the United States have reached a new, more positive level in a mutually
beneficial economicrelationship. Close cooperationandconsultation will
be required to maintain this level. The private sector on both sides must
continue itseffortsto promote greater understandingof the benefits ofthe
relationship and the need to continue to lower barriers that inhibit its
growth.

'In early September, anew politically sensitive issue gained attention, namely, Korea's failure
toreach agreement withtheUnited States oncontrolling driftnet fishing. Thenegative focus
onKorea wasintensified because theUnited States was able to reach agreementwithTaiwan
and Japan. See editorial, "Vandal Fleets of thePacific," Afetf York Times, September 5,1989.
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5. U.S.—Korea Political Relations:
Emerging Policy Issues

PAUL H. KREISBERG

Democraqf and the greater freedom and permissiveness in public
comment and debate in South Korea since 1987 have combined with a
range ofoldand newissues inU.S.-South Korean relations tocreate during
the last two years anumber ofdifficulties inthe relationship that are likely
to continue and even intensify. There is a new sense of frankness, some
growth inanti-American feeling asoneaspect ofamore nationalistic spirit
in South Korea (although this is less intense than has frequently been
described in the press), and greater nationalist assertiveness by both
countriesinpursuingtheirowninterestsandinstating that theyaredoing
so. Thelatter is seenparticularly in the US. Congress andin popular and
intellectual circles in South Korea.

Reflecting these trends, the United States hasincreasingly emphasized
sharing responsibility—for defense and foreconomic well-being, includ
ing in sensitive trade areas.AlthoughWashington hasfocused lessheat on
South Korea than on Japan regarding defense burden sharing, Seoul is
being asked to pay a greater share of the costs of stationing American
forces inSouth Korea andtocontribute virtually allthecosts ofmoving the
U.S. militaryheadquarters out ofSeouloverthe next fewyears. Meanwhile,
economic issues continue to generate the bulk of US. congressional and
executive branch pressure on South Korea.

TheUnited States hasleaned hardonSeoul inseveral areas: toopenits
beefandotheragricultural markets, to reducesubsidies orpreferences for
domestic manufacturers, to adjust currency values to avoid giving Korea
what US. negotiators see as an unfair advantage, to protect intellectual
property more effectively, and to make a special effort to reduce its trade
balance with the United States, which soared to 88.6 billion in 1988. US.
negotiators have been tough and unrelenting, and South Korea has felt
compelled to concede substantial ground on virtually every issue

The new emphasis on national interest has not yet overtaken earlier
popular perceptions inSouth Korea thatitseconomy isstill very fragile, its

65
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securitypositionremains dangerous, andasaconsequence South Korea is
deserving of special U.S. consideration. Asenseof moral indignation and
frustration over US. pressures has frequently been visible through the
press, official speeches, private conversations, andstudents' andworkers'
useofanti-American slogans in demonstrations asone methodofattacking
South Korean government policies.

Frustration with the United States has, however, spread far beyond the
university campuses to becomepart of the daily conversation ofKoreans
inevery sectorofsociety, although inmore muted fashion thaninstudent
slogans. It has become more visible than ever before as a result ofSouth
Korean pressopenness to political andsocialdebateafterthe inauguration
oftheSixth Republic latein1987. Much oftheappearance offriction inthe
relationship sincetheninparticular hasstemmed from thegreater public
exposure of differences in South Korea. These frictions are likely to
continue to surfaceeven though,after Seoul's "escape" from the US. trade
bill's "Super 301" axe in May 1989, therewas a wide perception in Seoul
that "anti-Americanism" had peaked and was clearlyon the decline,at least
for the time being.

A Korean sense of greater responsibility for their own interests and
policies is growing, along with recognition that policy divergences with
the United States are more likely in the future One Korean observer
describes the current situation as a "halfway point in changing [of]
relations from 'subordinate' to 'reciprocal'."i Koreawill haveto do what it
sees as in its own interests, and the United States will follow its own best
judgments. US. officials for themostpartprofess towelcome this and seeit
asa vital passage on the road to development ofa newUS.-South Korean
relationship builton greaterequality. It ismuch less likely theywould do
so if the Koreans genuinely began to "go their own way."

Koreans emotionally welcomethe concept ofgreaterself-reliance and
recognize thatthey have noalternative but toadjust to therecent trends,
evenif theydo not like them. Buttheyare understandably uneasy about
what "equality" between their small stateanda giant superpower really
means.

It is unwiseto exaggerate thepotentialproblemsofthe changing U.S.-
Korea relationship. The real interests of the two countries are likely to
continue to mesh in manyrespects—particularly on the need for continu
ing cooperation to assure mutual security inNortheast Asia, on thelong-
term importance of finding a solution to the division of the Korean
peninsula onStrengthening theinternational economic system inwhich

^Yonhap, Febniary 23, 1989, Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), East Asia-
Pacific DailyReport (EAS)-89-035, p. 36.
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both have a heavy stake, on broadening regional cooperation in Asia and
enabling South Korea to play a more active role in the area, and on
reenforcing democratic institutions within Korea. The policy rhallpngp
for leadership in both countries will be to prevent friction at the broad
margins ofallthese issues from setting fire to emotions aroused inspecial
interest groupsdomestically. Thatwilloften not be easy.

The flavor of the changing atmosphere in the relationship was con
veyed quickly byformer Secretary ofState George Shultz's bluntresponse
on trade issues to a pressconference question in Seoul inJuly 1988. His
answer couldaseasily have been given to a queryaboutanyaspectof the
bilateral relationship:

I understand there is a lot of resentment and anti-Americanism connected
withour efforts to openyourmarkets to tobacco, forexample, andin the
case of beef.... Are you aware that you sell more tobacco in the United
States thanwesellhere? Would youlikeus to takeaction to stop that?...
Let it be so. And if my sayingthat causes anti-Americanism, so be it. I'm
goingto standup fortheprinciples Ibelieve in.... You can'tsay, Iwantthe
good aspects, but if something happens I don't like, I'll reject that.That's
not beingpart of the system. So, ifmysaying that means youbecomeanti-
American, so be it....

We knoweverycountryhasforcefiil, political, specialinterests.We have
them. Do you think thatwedon'thave any farmers thatnotice when they
can't penetrate other people'smarkets? Andthat theydon't raiseCain?...
So, it's got to work both waysif it'sgoingto work^

For decades, the focus of Koreanpolitical debate and concern revolved
around national security, achieving political stability withgreater popular
consent and participation, and building a strong and viable Korean econ
omy.And these were also the primary U.S. concerns in South Korea. The
changing relationship between Washington and Seoul since 1987 in
particular has come about inlarge measure becauseofsuccess inmanaging
and resolving these concerns.

Today the United States confronts a new set of both global and
domesticchallenges, particularly the following:

• Its international economic trading and financial dominance has de
clined, its domestic economy is beset by serious fiscal and structural
problems, and the strategic environment has changed in terms of the
urgency and magnitude of the threat from the Soviet Union and other
Communist states.

^US. Policy inEast Asia and the Pacific, Selected Document No. 30, United States Department
ofState, Bureau ofPublic Affairs, Washington, D.C., p. 14.
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• The domestic U.S. political constituency has disappeared for continuing
special benefits for other countries, like South Korea, which are per
ceived as capable of standing on their own and which have become
strong competitors within the U.S. market Sales of South Korean auto
mobiles, electronics, computers, and numerous other products in the
United States have strongly reenforced this trend.

Although a consensus hasgrownin the United States that theseare all
real problems, there is little agreement on how to confront and change
policiesto dealwith them. US. relations with SouthKorea, andwith many
other countries, are likely to be subject to growing irritability and friction
as the adaptation process proceeds over the coming decade

In South Korea, the terms of the national debate about domestic
priorities havealso gradually been shiftingfrom nationalgrosseconomic
growth, restoration of democracy and human rights, and assuring an
adequate defense Reunification of the Koreanpeninsula has been given
new vitality as other domestic priorities havebeen achieved. One promi
nent Korean Christian activist recently expressed concern at the break
down of moral values in South Korea and at the absence of a "spirimal"
basis for restraining the people from excesses. For many students and
others, the new emphasison "reunification" hasbecome a moral issueand
in that sense is to be welcomed.' Similar expressions of concern about the
breakdownof morality, ifnot the relationshipto "reunification," are heard
widely in Korea, includingfrom senior officials likeformer Deputy Prime
Minister Cho Sun.^

Security Issues

The US.-Korean security relationship remains largely unaltered in its
pssenfial elements. Nevertheless, both sides have begun quietly to explore
how this relationshipmight gradually change over the next decade in the
light of the changing circumstances noted earlier. Unease in Seoul about
the potential security threat from North Korearemains. Atthe sametime,
the strength (and self-confidence) of the SouthKoreanmilitaryhasgrown
steadily to the point where discussion of "self-reliance" at some point in
the late 1990s,or at least by the beginning of the twenty-first century, has

'Conversation in Seoul with Rev. Kim Kwan Suk, Christian Broadcasting System, June 1989-

''Interviewreported in Hangtik Ilbo, February 12,1989, FBIS-EAS-89-029, pp. 18—19- "Q:
[T]hereisa left-leaning trend in our country. Whatis yourappraisal of this? ChoSun: 1think
one reason ... is that the growthof morality hasfailed to keepup with the rapidgrowthof
our country. . . . this anachronistic confusion willnaturally end when both politicsand the
economy overcome thislack of morality. Q:[What about anti-US. sentiment in Korea?] Cho
Sun: Setting fire to a U.S. culturalcenter and burninga US. flag should neverhappenin a
civilized country even if that country isa hostilenationunlesswe are at war with it."
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become acceptable® Acontinued U.S. military presence, however, is still
seen as preferable and even as necessary.

South Korean relations with both Beijing andMoscow have gradually
improved in thelastyear, andthishassubstantively contributed to easing
the security enviroiunent around the peninsula. Seoul was careful in
criticizingthe Chineseauthoritiesfor suppressingstudent demonstrations
inJune1989, bothbecause itwantedtopreservetheburgeoning tradeand
othereconomicrelations thathave beendeveloping rapidly in thelastfew
years (with trade rising to $3.5 billion in 1988) and because of South
Korean sensitivity about using force against Korean students in the past.

The South Korea-China relationship has not been a source ofconcern
in Washington. Even though South Korea has not followed the United
States in imposing sanctions against China, there are no signs this raised
serious problems betweenWashington andSeoul, at leastasfarassecurity
considerations are concerned.

Amore strategic issue is the relationship between South Korea and the
Soviet Union. The official US. position is that there is no American
objection to Seoul's developingits relationswith Moscow. In 1989,Seoul
accepted NATO constraints on technology transfer to the Communist
countries by formallyadhering to the criteria set by the western Coordi
nating Committee (COCOM) for military technology for exports to the
Soviet bloc, China, and other socialist countries worked out in that forum.
Both Seoul and Washington share the view that South Korean economic
relations with the Soviet Unionand the establishmentof semiofficial, and
perhaps ultimately formal, relations between the two countries will
contribute to stabilityin the region and on the Koreanpeninsula.

Nevertheless, high South Korean officials remain skeptical that the
United States really would want to see South Korean contacts with the
Soviet military, for example, through meetings or invitations to retired
Soviet general officers. Conceivably, someKoreans are using alleged US.
objections for their own purposes insidethe Koreangovernment, or some
Americansare pursuing their own private policy on this issue. No one on
either side, however, appearsto seriously believethat anySoviet-Korean
military contactswould jeopardize US.-Korean securitytiesor leadSouth
Korea to look to the Soviet Union as an alternative deterrent against
North Korea.^

'"I thinkthat to maintain our military capability at thesame level asthatofNorth Korea we
have tocontinue efforts untU the year 2004 or2006. ... [U.S. Secretary ofDefense Cheney
said, however,]thattheUnitedStatesshouldchangeitsrolein thedefenseofSouthKorea from
the leading role to one of support some6 or 7 years from now." Seoul TV interview with
Defense Minister Yi Sang-hun, July 20,1989. Reported inFBIS-EAS-89-144, pp. 25-26.
^Conversations with senior South Korean and US. government ofScials inJune 1989.
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Koreans are aware of the economic strains in the United States and the
ongoing American debate over budget reductions. They read with care
articles by American scholars and proposals by members of Congress,
observed withgreat attention theUS. decision in May 1989 to consider
withdrawal of thirty thousand troops from Europe, and paid particular
notice to SenatorCarlLevin (D-Mich.) the next month andto SenatorDale
Bumpers and five other senators inJuly when they su^ested a gradual
reduction in US. troopsin Korea both because South Korean capabilities
are growing and to ease US. budget pressures. There may as yet be no
overwhelming US. domestic pressure for inunediate troop withdrawal
from Korea. Secretary of State James Baker and Secretary of Defense
Richard B. Cheney reaflSrmed US. military commitments shortly after
Senator Levin's proposal.'̂ ButtheSouthKorean government is conscious
that the"clockisticking" on at leastsomechanges inUS. forcepresencein
the region, and it is unlikely that Koreans failed to note that Secretary
Baker reaffirmed US.commitments, not an unchanging level of US.forces
in South Korea.

Few Koreans, however, are willing to relinquish the sense of military
reassurance that US. forces and the US. security umbrella provide Polls
consistently show that even among university students, all but a small
percentage overwhelmingly are opposed to troop withdrawal inthe near
future, even when these students are otherwise strongly critical of the
United States.®

Opposition national assemblymen take the same view for the foresee
able future One Party for Peace and Democracy representative, for
example, argues that even though a "neutral" Korea would be ideal, until
the international and peninsular situation permits such an ideal, US.forces
in Korea are necessary. And political opposition leader Kim Yong Sam
reaffirmed his support for a continued US. troop presence in Korea during
a visit to Washington in June 1989.^A Reunification and Democracy Party

'"Wewill maintain fully oursecurity commitment to Korea to facilitate suchprogress and
prevent armed conflict." "A New Pacific Partnership: Framework for the Future," speech by
Secretary Baker at theAsia Society, New York, June 26,1989.
®ln aMay-June 1988pollof3,486 studentsfrom 37universities all aroundSouth Koreabythe
Research Instituteof ModemSociety, only16percent agreedUS. troops should"withdraw
without delay," and 82 percent thou^t they should remain either "for the time being" or "for
a long time" Nevertheless, 85.3 percent of respondents agreed that "responsibility for
national division restswithU.S. policy," andmore(29 5percent) thought responsibility lay
with theUS. for failing toachieve reunification thanwith their own country(24.7percent)or
North Korea (26.5 percent).

9As reported in Yonhap, June 17, 1989, Kim said that "a pullout of US. forces" might
reasonably bediscussed "after anon-aggression pact issigned bySeoul and Pyongyong, after
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representative suggests it would be easier to defend long-term basing of
U.S. forces in Korea if their mission was part of a broader U.S.-East Asian
security and deterrent policy rather than only to defend Korea. Hisparty
leader, Kim TaeJung, acknowledged in an NBC-TV interview in the fall of
1988 that "most Korean people don't want the withdrawal" of U.S. forces
and that this would be possible only in the event of peace between North
and South Korea. After the Levin resolution was reported in June 1989,
KimTaeJung said that the Korean government should "study" an eventual
US. reduction in forces.^^

Ruling party politicians argue that the presence of U.S. forces in Korea
can be politically defended only as long as they are seen as necessary for
the defense of Korea itself. They strongly insist troops remain necessary,
not only, as the Korean defense minister said recently, because they serve
as "anessential on-the-spot deterrent to war,"but because defense expend
itures would have to be increased 150 percent, to 8 percent of the current
Korean gross national product (GNP) and because the term of South
Korean conscription would have to be extended from two and one-half
years to over four years if South Korea were to substitute its own military
power for that of the United States.^^

From the Korean vantage point, however, the main element lost
from the bilateral security relationship over the past few years is a
sense of American noblesse oblige toward South Korea. This is summed
up in pungent terms in a recent editorial in the influential newspaper
Tong'A Ilbo:

[S]ince the end of World War II the U.S. forces have played the role of
vanguard in carrying out the so-calledPaxAmericana, as the champion and
as a guardpost of liberal ideology.... It was an ideological passion for the
defense of freedom and democracy that brought U.S. troops to Korea
during the Korean war. But now the U.S. keeps its forces stationed abroad
based on a cold calculation. . . .

In considering this issue in terms of national interests, we are no
exception. . . . [C]alculating [our] defense burden should be based on

military confrontation on the peninsula is lessened, and after various inter-Korean ex
changes ... are realized." FBIS-EAS-89-116, p. 14.
^^Conversations in Seoul in June 1989.

"Reported in the Korea Herald, September 25, 1988, FBIS-EAS-88-186, p. 16. Also see
Kyongfoyang Sinmun, July 17,1989, p. 2,in FBIS-EAS-89-137, July 10,1989, p. 19.
i2Press report onbriefing byDefense Minister Yi Sang- bun tothe NationalAssembly Defense
Committee in response to Senator Levin's proposal for reducing US. forces in Korea, in
Yonhap, June 13,1989, FBIS-EAS-89-112, pp. 14-15.Thisappearsto be thefirsttimea Korean
official has estimated the alternative costs ofa "South Korean only" defense policy, and it is
unclear what factors Minister Yi included in his estimates.
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comparing thesefacts coldly. Thereis no roomforemotionor ideological
passion.*'

Thisviewpoint is increasingly seen since 1989in Korean and United
States comments on virtually all issues. Most Korean students would go
furtherandarguethe"revisionist" historical viewthat theUnited States has
always pursued its own selfish, national interests in Korea, and there are
hints that this view is spreading. One reason the government is resisting
current efforts by South Koreanteachers to unionize maywell be concern
that this would reduce the Ministryof Education's control over the content
of education on such sensitive issues in Korean history.

Meanwhile, althoughthe U.S.-South Koreansecurity relationshipcon
tinues to work well on a day-to-day level,nationalistpressures are pushing
to change the Combined Forces Command structure to give a Korean
generalleading responsibility, at leastforallgroundforces. Noone isquite
sure when or precisely how this should be done. Neither the US. nor
Korean military appearsto place it veryhighon theirprioritylistsfor the
next year or two.

The US. military role in Korea is regularly debated in the press and
government. Thepresence ofUS. nuclear weapons in Korea andwhether
they should be withdrawn popsup fairly regularly asan issue in debate,
stimulated in part by comments by US. officials or former officials. In a
break with the general US. refusal to comment on nuclear weapons use
policy, the current US. military commander in Korea, Gen. Louis Menetry,
observed in 1987 that he could not envisage a situation in which nuclear
weapons would have to be used. A year later, former US. Army Corps
Commander in Korea,Lt. Gen.John Cushman,told a conference in Seoul
that"nuclear weapons are no longer necessary for thedefense of[South]
Korea," and the United States "should dismantle the obsoletestructure of
weaponsstorage, special-weapons support teams, emergency-action con
soles, and permissive-action links which have been put in placeover the
past 30 years."*"^

The unilateral withdrawal of nuclear weapons would remove one
weapon from the sheafs regularly brandished by anti-US. groups, but
arguments against itaskwhygive away thenuclear "card" without any quid
pro quo from North Korea? Moreover, the whole nuclear issue could
become more contentious if recent suspicions that North Korea may be

i5"Bearing a Share of the DefenseBurden Between Koreaand the UnitedStatesShouldbe
Basedon Cold Calculation," Tong-A Ilbo, March 14,1989, FBIS-EAS-89-052, pp. 25-26.

'̂̂ Far Eastern Economic Review, September 29,1988, p. 35.
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developing a nuclear weapons capability prove to be true.^^ xhe issues
associated with United States nuclear weapons and Korea may then cut in
different ways:

• The leftmayintensifyits current demandsthat anyU.S. nuclearweapons
in South Korea be removed, its support for discussion of a nuclear-free
zone on the Korean peninsula, and its placing of responsibility on the
United States for putting South Korea at nuclear risk.

• The center may stress the need for a continued U.S. nuclear deterrent
for Korea.

• The right may call for reviving Korean interest in the early 1970s in a
nuclear capability of South Korea's own.

Routine US. military exercises in Korea,like those in Europe,Japan, the
Philippines, and elsewhere, continue periodically to raisehackles among
farmers whose lands are strafed, bombed, or dumped on or whose
livestock is affected by air activities. And the annual Team Spirit joint
U.S.-South Korean exercises provide a pretext for anti-US. protests and
demonstrations each year on the grounds that they obstruct North-South
Korean negotiations. (North Korea has often used the exercises as a reason
for canceling ongoing talkswith South Korea.) But neither of these issues is
central to the US.-Koreanpoliticaldialogue at this moment,even though
they have the potential to become increasinglyabrasive.

Local South Korean elections in 1990 may have the effect—as they
regularly have had in Japan—of leading local interest groups and politi
cians to focus on specific irritants coming from U.S. military activities.
Severeeconomic setbacks in Korea also could intensifyKoreanresistance
to increased burden sharing, although there is little sign of such resistance
at present. Or sharp conflicts over trade and currency issues, which
intensify among workers or farmers fears of loss of markets or of un
employment, may produce a backlash against U.S. military activities in
South Korea.

Some modest slimming down of U.S. forces by 1995 is likely and
probably even useful and would be logical in the context of the relocation
of U.S. headquarters discussed later in this chapter or the adjustment of
command responsibilities. Team Spirit exercises could be reduced in size
(the one in 1989 wasin fact somewhat smaller thanin theprevious year)

^^Nuclear Fuel, April3,1989, p. 5, and testimony by Adm. ThomasBrooksQCS)before the
Seapower, Strategic, and Critical Materials Subcommittee of the House Armed Services
Committee, February 22,1989, p. 47.
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andorganized on anirregularbasis everyfewyears(rather thanannually),
if this seemed necessary. Both the American and Korean governments
would prefer that any more serious force reductions occur only in the
context of significant progress in North-South discussions on confidence
building and force reductions or the steady increase in South Korean
military capabilities that the Korean army anticipates over the coming
decade

FewKoreans expect real progress in talkswith Pyongyongin the near
future or indeed while Kim 11 Sung is alive And US. support for Roh Tae
Woo's initiatives toward the North and the modest U.S. openings to North
Korea have been seen as helpfiilby virtually all except extremist elements
in South Korea. The two unofficial North Korean academic delegations
that visited the United States in 1989 were followed with great interest but
no protest in Seoul.

The United States has made clear that North-South negotiations are
the only way toward a substantive improvement in U.S.-North Korean
relations. Some US. critics would like to see a more active and direct
Washington-Pyongyong dialogue and even a permanent US. representa
tion in Pyongyong. This is hard to envisage in the absence of major
improvement of NorthKorean-SouthKorean relations, despitePresident
Roh Tae Woo'sJuly 1988 indication that he had no objection to US. or
Japanese contacts with the North.

US. officials have consulted closely with Seoul on every step taken in
the limited relaxation ofUS. restrictions on contacts and travel with North
Korea. If the United States were to go its own independent way with the
North, the effect on morale and confidence in South Korea would be
serious.One Partyfor Peace and Democracy(PPD) nationalassemblyman
believes it would be likelyto precipitate a sharp economic crisis, including
a majorcapitaloutflow.Although not allpoliticians share this dire view,
all agree it would be extremely unsettling.

Those US.-North Korean exchanges that have occurred suggest vir
tuallyno changewhatsoever in North Koreanpositionson anysubstantive
issues. Nevertheless, they are marked by an absence of ideological vitriol
and amicable personal interchange Conceivably, they could at some point
expandinwaysthatwouldbe helpful to the North—South dialogue andto
the stability of the peninsula. Should there be a major breakthrough
between North and South, however, this will open a floodgate ofnew issues
and rhallenges in US.-SouthKorean relations that—like the questionof
South Korean defense policy in the event of gradual reductions of US.
forces in Korea—either country has barely begun to explore.

^^Private conversation in Seoul in June 1989.
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Both the South Korean and U.S. governments hope the reduction of a
huge U.S. military presence in the center of Seoul will help remove a
symbol of U.S. dominance in Korea without substantively weakening the
defense of the country. Plans to gradually close the huge U.S. (and Korean)
military headquarters in Seoul at Yongsan by the mid-1990s and to move
them roughly 125 miles south near Taejon are slowly even laboriously
beginning to take shape. Other sensitive symbols of "special" American
privilege in South Korea are also being quietly renegotiated, including the
use of regular Korean TV channels (rather than dedicated cable or UHF
channels) for U.S. Armed Forces Television Network programs.

Inevitably, U.S.-South Korean negotiations over these changes will
create their own bilateral frictions. It is a source of embarrassment to many
in the U.S. government and of disdain for many Koreans that the U.S.
military's first priority in the negotiations has been to insist on construct
ing a new golf course (to maintain troop morale) near Seoul to replace the
Yongson golf course The latter will then be turned into a public park.
Budgeting for this has not yet occurred in the National Assembly,butwhen
it does, it is sure to raise a number of questions. (Admittedly, the question
may not come from those Koreans who represent about 50 percent of
those who play on the current course) Moreover, one might speculate that
the eventual obsolescence of the projected suburban Seoul military golf
course will in turn lead to further military negotiations for another golf
course near Taejon later in the 1990s!

The total cost of transferring the Yongson facilities to Taejon or
elsewhere must, the United States argues, be borne by South Korea.^®
Other issues to be discussed will engage fundamental questions of com
mand responsibility and the Status of Forces Agreement, which governs
relationships between the Korean authorities and the U.S. military. It is also
easy to see how questions of burden sharing and land use will become
contentious politically, both in Korea and between the two governments.
The two governments agreed in July 1989 on a gradual increase in South
Korean direct military burden sharing (by an additional $90 million in
1992). The question of whether Seoul will directly buy 120 F-l6s or F-18s
to modernize its air force over the next decade (as the U.S. Congress would
like to see) or insist on substantial co-production of one of these aircraft in
Korea remains unresolved. Like the FSX issue between the United States

^'^Onesenior South Korean ofi&ciai involved estimated in a private conversation in June 1989
that the cost of the golf course will ultimately be close to $200 million.

senior Korean official involved estimated the total cost of the move at roughly $1-$1.5
billion in a private conversation in June 1989. This would entail replicating in its entirety all
the facilities currently in existence in Seoul, including schools, clubs, housing, and recrea
tional facilities, for the same number of Americans currently in South Korea.
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and Japan, it is a potentially explosive issue that links economic and
security policy problems.^^

Politics and Human Rights

Military rule and repression, democratic government and political
freedom, and civil and political rights were the issues around which
political debate and struggle in Korea revolved for years. Inevitably, U.S.
policy toward Korea was often at the center of these debates. The elections
at the end of 1987 marked a fundamental change in the domestic political
environment. But South Koreans still view the United States as a major
player in their domestic politics.

The current political debate centers on consolidating and strengthen
ing new democratic institutions, adjusting to the turbulence and diversity
engendered by democracy, and the Korean ability to function in the new
atmosphere, as well as how to ensure that the new institutions cannot be
overthrown by violence from any quarter. The United States has been
totally supportive of this change. But it remains caught up in political
debate about the past, a fact that is enormously frustrating to most
Americans, who are generally "ahistorical" and for whom "past is past." But
in Korea, history and current politics seem virtually inseparable.

For many Koreans,American "intervention" (or refusal to intervene) in
the political life of South Korea has for decades been a cause for fierce
tension and argument in the relationship.^® American ignorance of events
in Korean-U.S. relations of deep concern to Koreans, particularly young
Koreans, is interpreted as arrogance and an absence of understanding of
Korean national pride and aspirations.^i The openness of public discussion
and debate about many issues that previously were beyond the pale of
legitimate argument has, not surprisingly,often led some Koreans,particu
larly university students, to define their nationalism, independence, and
freedom in terms of "anti-Americanism," although this is usually not
directed at individual Americans.

^^Yonhap, July 19,1989, FBIS-EAS-89-138, p. 32, and "2 Senators Attack South Korean 'Sonof
FSX'Plan," Washington Post, July 18,1989, p. C-1.

20See Richard L. Sneider, "Political Institutions and Values: Commonality and Diversity in
US.-Korean Relationships," pp. 52-67, and Han Sung-joo, "Korean Political Development
and US.-Korean Relations, pp. 68-80, in Robert A.Scalapino and Han Sung-joo, eds.. United
States-Korea Relations (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California,
1986). AlsoDavid I. Steinberg, "Sociopolitical Factors and Korea's Future Economic Policies,"
WorldDevelopment, vol. 16, no. 1 (1988), pp. 19-34.
2iKoreansfrequently comment on the massive attention given US.-Korean relations in the
Korean press and the scant coverage in the United States as an example of asymmetry in
relations. For example, the security cooperation meeting between defense ministers in July
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Even though the most radical students by general account constitute
no more than 5 percent ofmost student bodies, the influence oftheir views
extends widely. This is particularly true on the charges of U.S. respon
sibility for a divided Korea and for sustaining military governments in
Korea in the past and on the priority that national policy should give to
reunification. Discussion of U.S.-Korean relations in university circles
often starts with the Taft-Katsura agreement of 1905, moves swiftly on to
General Hodge and U.S. administration of South Korea between 1945 and
1948, and then turns to U.S. "responsibility" for the division of North and
South Korea. A full-fledged discussion extends through U.S. support for
Syngman Rhee and American "failure" to prevent General Park Chung Hee
from seizing the presidency or to prevent General Chun Doo Hwan from
grabbing it in turn.

No issue has aroused greater fervor than the alleged U.S. role in
"permitting" the use ofSouth Korean troops to crush popular demonstra
tions in Kwangju in May 1980.^2

This issue remains a fiery one for politicians and students throughout
South Korea, particularly, of course, in the opposition-dominated south
western Cholla area and in Kwangju itself. The new Korean National
Assembly in the summer of 1988 quickly set up a special committee to
investigate the incident, and eventually the committee agreed on fifty-
eight questions, which were put to the U.S. government in March 1989.
Direct testimony was sought from key American officialswho had been in
Washington and Seoul at the time, but the U.S. government agreed—as a
matter of general diplomatic principle—only to provide written replies
(although Ambassador William Gleysteen offered to meet as a private
citizen with Koreans to respond to any further queries).

Not surprisingly, the U.S. responses in June 1989 failed to satisfy
those who had already reached their own conclusions. The United States
stressed, as it had earlier, that it had opposed the use of lethal force in
Kwangju, had not approved or authorized the use of any Korean forces, and
had bitterly criticized the Korean authorities responsible (particularly
Chun Doo Hwan), and that the government official accounts had pur
posely distorted the U.S. role.

1989was front page and editorialgrist in Korea for days. It wasscarcelymentionedin the
Washington and New Yorkpress and totally absent from TVnews.
22a roundtable discussion, "Why DoesAnti-Americanism Grow More Clamorous bytheDay?"
in the February 19, 1989, Seoul Cbugan Choson (FBIS-EAS-89-046, March 10, 1989,
pp.24-32) among fourKoreans—Assemblyman (PPD) Cho Sun-sung, MinistryofTrade and
Industry official Hwang Tu-yon, Korea Institute ofDefense Analysis Director Cha Yong-ku,
and Chonminnyon Plans andPolicy Director Kim Kun-tae—admirably sums upmany ofthe
arguments about the U.S. role in Koreafrom differingKoreanviewpoints.
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Even if the U.S. answers did not end the political controversy once and
for all, they blunted the intensity of the debate over American prior
knowledge and responsibility and may gradually contribute to moving the
U.S. further from the center of the political debate in Korea.23 One current
U.S. policy objective is to reduce the U.S. role in urging this or that political
reform. In the absence of effective domestic Korean political institutional
pressures in the past, such U.S. advocacy was occasionally seen as neces
sary, although the Kwangju incident clearly indicates the limitations of U.S.
pressures. It has become both less important and more inappropriate now
that the South Korean press and public debate in the National Assembly are
as free as they are. Nevertheless, it would be an illusion to think that, in the
event of a resurgence of repression or military intervention in South
Korean politics, the US. public. Congress, or president could or would
remain silent.

The fall 1988 Olympic Games served to reenforce the pride of many
Koreans, but they somehow fell short of expectations that they would do
for South Korea what the Tokyo games had done for Japan a quarter
century earlier—give South Korea "world class." It was easy for some
Koreans to pass on some oftheir resentment toward to the United States as
NBC-TV cameras and broadcasters focused on boxing incidents that
Koreans felt put them in a bad light, paid scant attention to successful
Korean athletes, and all too frequently trivialized their coverage ofKorean
culture and life.

The subtle changes in Korean attitudes toward the United States can
be seen in the growing used of pejorative terms widely found in the Ko
rean press in describing American behavior: "bullying" on trade, "insen
sitive" on the problems of Korean farmers, "repressive" on the policies
of some U.S. companies toward labor unions, "haughty" on negotiations
over Yongsan, unwilling to "readjust their point of view ... in a humble
manner."

President George Bush's brief stopover in Seoul in February 1989
irritated rather than gratified Koreans. The trip was obviously an "add-on"
to priority visits to Tokyo and Beijing, and many saw its five-hour duration
as a slight. His remarks before the National Assembly were described as
"cold" and the visit, "disappointing." The reaction was symbolized by the
hostile demonstrations that forced the president to move about by heli
copter rather than by limousine through what had been hoped to be warm
crowds. A commentator in the the Korea Times summed up the Bush visit

23See US. Department of State, U.S. Government Statement on the Events in Kwangju^
Republic ofKorea in May 1980 and Appendix (Washington, D.C., June 19,1989).
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and U.S.-Korean relations in terms with which most members of the U.S.

Congress could also agree: "Nofavorable treatment can be expected of the
U.S The U.S., now staggering under a hefty trade deficit, maywell be
thinking that it will no longer sit around likea bonanzafor all to dig up." '̂̂

Ifone toted up individual instances of hostile actions against American
facilities and symbols—the Chamber ofCommerce in Seoul, USIS offices in
Seoul and Pusan,Americancompany premises, the Americanflag laid out
to be walked on at the entrance to several Korean colleges, complaints
about appointment of a former CIAofficer, Donald Gregg, to be the new
U.S. ambassador—it would be easy to see a massive and rising torrent of
anti-Americanism in the country. One Korean-American did see this in
summing up complaints about the United States that he found among
yoimg Koreans during a visit home in early 1989.These included an image
of mounting U.S. impotence in foreign policy (particularly in Iran and
Central America), immorality (homosexuality,drugs, crime, AIDS) in the
United States itself, and meatmess on economic and trade issues.^? These
views are widely heard in South Korea and elsewhere in Asia, as well as in
the United States.

Nevertheless, these incidents and perceptions have not necessarily
critically undermined long-term US.-South Korean relations, although
they are changing their character from dependency to greater balanceand
equality. Indeed, some of the more radical actions wifto Koreaproduce
their own backlash. The burning and defiling of the US. flag by students in
late May1989 produced a sharp popular reaction in the public and from
some newspapers that are rarely willing to defend US. actions.^^

What is most significant is the generational change in both the United
States and South Korea that is bringing into increasingly important posi
tions in both countries persons who do not remember from their own
experiences the Korean War and the early years of US.-South Korean
relations. This is inevitably accompanied by different perceptions of the
bilateral relationship, somehelpful andsomepotentially damaging Many

^^Chong Un-pung, "News in Review," March 5,1989, FBIS-EAS-89-042, pp.21-22.Forother
essentially parallelcommentaryon PresidentBush's trip,see editorial, Tong-A Ilbo,March1,
1989, allin FBIS-EAS-89-040, pp. 24-26. Seealso thereview ofeditorials iaHangkukIlbo,
Chosen Ilbo, SeoulSinmun, ChugangIlbo, and Kyonghyang Sinmun In FBIS-EAS-89-043,
March 7,1989, pp. 24-25.

'̂Sung-Chull Junn,"Why Koreans ThinkWe're Jerks," Washington Post, April 9,1989.
2®"There arecertainly more effective andmoreappropriate ways ofexpressing ourpercep
tionsandemotions thanattacking thestarsandstripes, eveniftheotherways may seemto be
far lessactive"HangyoreSinmun, FBlS-EAS-89-110, June 9,1989, pp. 24-25.
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Korean political observers believe there may be a growing political
polarization in the country, with important middle-class elements who
were active in pressing for democracy moving into the conservative camp
as they see increasing labor unrest and link that with North Korean
influence in unions and on campuses. Others, close to labor and student
movements, believe that anti-American sentiment rises when the govern
ment uses "anticommunism" as a rallying cry against labor and student
unrest. There is a wide span of opinion in the last year on the degree of
North Korean influence on campuses and in labor unions. Some business
and government leaders are convinced North Korean influence is growing
and dangerous. Other observers who are familiar with but not part of the
campus or labor movements are equally persuaded that even radical
activists among these groups are for the most part idealistic and naive
rather than hardened agents.

Central to the future U.S.-South Korean relationship, most Koreans and
Americans seem to agree, is the continued strengthening of the South
Korean political system and av^oidance of any return to military rule There
is a danger that a combination of democratic openness and conservative
paranoia, of weak political leadership and rootless political parties, of
immobility in the National Assembly, together with mounting and gen
uinely intractable economic problems, could produce a "crisis" in which
once again the military feels impelled to seize control in order to prevent
chaos, and thereby to bring down the democratic Sixth Republic. Other
Koreans are convinced that after the experience of the last decade and in
Kwangju, and after seeing the U.S. and European reactions to events in
China in 1989, the Korean military would not risk such a gamble. It is
important for senior U.S. military and diplomatic officials in Seoul to
underscore, at least in private to appropriate South Korean military and
civilian leaders, U.S. opposition to military intervention in South Korean
politics.

Economic Relations

Economic prosperity has spread to the point where virtually all South
Koreans are either benefiting or see how they can benefit in the future.
The key question now is how to spread the equity of prosperity more
broadly rather than focusing only on brute growth, in developing new
institutions and laws for labor-management relations, and in restructuring
the economy to adjust for higher wages, higher consumption, and higher
technology.^^

2"7For a fuller discussion of this set of issues, see Paul H. Kreisberg, "Democracy Adds to Strife
Over Korean Economy," Los Angeles Times,July 3,1989, CC, Part II, p. 5.
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Frictions with the United States in this process are likely to continue
and will reverberate back on the politics of the relationship, as occurred
frequently in 1989. A U.S. poll in early 1989 found the same percentage of
Americans judging Korea as a "fair" partner in business with the United
States as Japan (30 percent South Korea, 29 percent Japan), although far
fewer (42 percent) saw Korea as "unfair" than Japan (60 percent).28
Nevertheless, South Korea is the only U.S. trading partner in Asiaother than
Japan to be viewed this critically.

The Korean perception is dijfferent. A moderate Korean opposition
critic says: "The U.S. is right that if one looks only at 'fairness,' it is
reasonable for the U.S. to exert pressure on the Korean economy to be
more open, for revaluation of the won, for greater access to the Korean
market for agricultural products, and so forth. But in reality the Korean
economy, while appearing prosperous, is too fragile to operate in a really
fair way. Partly this is a consequence of deep gaps between 'haves' and
'have nots' which are intensified by the pressures the U.S. brings to bear."29

ASeoul editorial echoed the same theme in describing the United States
as "an incomprehensible ally," asking, "how can they be so insensitive about
the situation of the nation.. . . [0]ur government has been dragged here
and there and has practiced a begging diplomacy. . . . [T]he U.S. side
should demonstrate composure and magnanimity in more sincerely con
sidering the position of its trade partner."^® And Minister of Trade and
Industry Han Sung-su warned that the United States "should consider the
impact on the political relations between the two countries, such as anti-
American sentiment which would grow, if our country is designated a
priority foreign country."3i

The issues are not all trade U.S. pressure on South Korea to appreciate
the value of the won brought strong complaints from businessmen of lost
markets. At least two U.S. companies pulled out ofKorea as labor costs rose,
and their sudden departures generated sharp new anti-US. demonstrations
by workers who had not been paid their termination salaries or bonuses.
Much of the intensity in public opinion and press commentaries went out
ofthe trade issue once it became clear in June that South Korea would not
be designated a "priority" country under the Super 301 provisions of the

2®A private, proprietary poll. My thanks to WilliamWatts of Potomac Associates for access to
the report.

^^Conversation with Kim Kwan Suk,president of the Christian Broadcasting System,Seoul,
June 7,1989.

5°"There Is a Limit to Accepting US. Pressure," Kyonghyang Sinmun, April 24,1989, FBIS-
EAS-89-080, April 27,1989, pp. 29-30.

^Unterview in Seoul Sinmun, April 25,1989, FBlS-EAS-89-081, April 28,1989.
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1988 U.S. trade legislation. But the issue has almost certainly only been
deferred, not ended.

The most sensitive political problem has been posed by U.S. demands
for access to agricultural markets in South Korea. The view of South
Korean technocrats is that over the next decade, demographic changes
will reduce the agricultural population to levels that will make market
openingfareasier, andtheUnited States should be abletoadaptto this. The
politick perspective is that local elections in 1990 will make it almost
impossible for the political parties to accede to any new agricultural
concessions over the next year or two. There is a lot of sympathy for these
concerns in the U.S. government, where it is felt the Koreans made
reasonable efforts to compromise on agricultural issues in negotiations in
the spring of 1989. But it is uncertain whether that sympathy will carry
over into Congress.

Ideally, SouthKoreawould like to be much lessdependent on the US.
market, and indeed it has been striving valiantly to diversify its markets for
the last few years. The US. share of South Koreanexports is down from
over 40 percent to nearly 30 percent. Aslong as that levelofdependence
continues to exist, the South Korean economy's vulnerability to curbs in
US. market access and to the state ofthe American economy will remain
high And becauseof that vulnerability, there will remaina highdegreeof
potential anti-US. sentiment capable of being tapped in Korea among
businessmen, workers, officials, and students in the face of any new US.
efforts to increase American exports and reduce Korean imports.

Prospects

Considering the range of changes, challenges, and complexities that
have confronted both Korean and American policymakers in dealing with
their domestic and foreignpolicy agendassince 1987,it isremarkablehow
sound the political relationshipbetween the two countries has remained.
The pace of change is unlikely to slacken in the next few years:

• There will almost certainly be continuing frictions over economic
relations, which may be even harder to deal with in the future, particu
larly if they come at times of recession in either country. American
priorities are increasingly focused inward, and there is declining toler
ance for the political and economic problems faced by other countries,
particularly when these are seen as prospering. Koreanswill see this as
American indifference and arrogance Recurrent flares of anti-American
sentiment are likely to result.

• The operation of democracy in South Korea in the election climate of
1990 and the period leading up to the next presidential elections two
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years later is likely to intensify South Korean nationalism and generate
sporadic—or even continuing—criticism of U.S. policies.

• Some reduction of U.S. forces in Korea is likely in the next few years, and
this is likely to generate considerable bilateral U.S.-South Korean debate
about both the terms and the character of the relationship, as well as the
impact of change on North—South Korean relations.

• Social and political unrest in South Korea is likely to grow as Korea
experiences the consequences of lower growth and of a more open
society.There will be new challenges to the government in dealing with
demonstrations and risingconcern about possiblehuman and civilrights
violations and even the stability of democratic government in South
Korea.

• Geopolitical relationships in the region will remain in continuing flux as
the countries of Asia adjust their mutual security relationships in ways
that are bound, over the next decade, to affect U.S.-South Korean
relations.

The development—which many countries of the region have now
suggested and which was given a cautious push by the July 1989 post-
ASEAN ministerial discussions—of a larger regional set of institutional
forums in Asia, of which SouthKoreaand the UnitedStatesare both part,
may help ease some of the tensions that are produced by the heavy
emphasis on bilateral negotiations and relations between the two coun
tries. South Korea's gradual expansion of economic relations with ASEAN
through both investment and trade and its modestanticipated participa
tionin the international economicaidprogramfor thePhilippineswillgain
it allies and friends in the region, which will help balance its relations with
the United States. South Korea was quietly disappointed when it was
accepted by ASEAN in mid-1989 as only a "limited" partner for future
discussions on economic issues, but this is a significant step forward and
may be open to broadening subsequently.

The approachof the final period of negotiations on the Uruguay GATT
round could provide an oppormnity to insulate the United States and
South Korea politically on some of the harder issues in their trade
negotiations over the coming year. Both countries are likely to be under
economic pressure in 1989-90, however, and great restraint may be
neededby leaderson both sidesto prevent thesefromdamaging relations.

Inconclusion,the basicguidelinesfor thepoliticalrelationshipon both
sides shouldbe (1) a realization among legislators and policymakers on
both sides that the long-term interests of Korea and the United Stateswill
be served by ensuring that mutual relations remain good, even if they
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become less intimate than in the past, ( 2) a firmdetermination to deal with
the problemsthat arise throughprivate and quiet negotiation rather than
public and political confrontation, and (3) a greater willingness on the
part of the United States to look back at history and make some critical
judgements about the past and for Koreans to understand that at some
point historical grievances must be put to one side.



6. Korean Perceptions
of the United States

TAIK-SUPAUH

Korea's exceptionally rapid and extensive industrialization during the
last quarter century has drawn considerable worldwide attention. The
economic leap has been so impressive in the eyes of other nations that
it has generally overshadowed the accompanying social and political
changes.But these changes are intriguingfor the socialscientist.Although
the economy has blossomed into a giant of production, the government
has retained its paternal position both economically and socially. At the
same time, many Koreans are shunning the traditional role of submissive-
ness. The result is a nation that functions efficiently but not always
smoothly. A great deal of tension exists among political, economic, and
social sectors.

In this atmosphere of tension and conflict between the affluent and the
poor, the politically privileged and the underprivileged, Korea is now
experiencing a new wave ofnationalism, which often manifests itselfin the
form of anti-Americanism. On numerous occasions United States Informa

tion Service (USIS) buildings have been occupied or bombed by student
attackers, and 'Tankee Go Home" slogans and burning of the stars and
stripes occur in every student rally.

Exactly what triggered an anti-U.S. campaign of such magnitude and
intensity is hard to determine. Some trace its origin to the romantic peace
movement in Western Europe, characterized by the antinuke, and anti-
pollution campaigns.Others call it a historical reawakening on the part of
the young radical intellectuals who findfault with America's past relations
with Korea. Stillothers label it an expression of protesters' overconfidence
in their own future, shared by the affluent middle class. There are also
suggestions that the anti-Americanism is, to be more accurate, an anti-pro-
Americanism. The absence of a clear-cut diagnosis is sufficient to warrant
empirical research.

One of the most useful surveys addressing the Korean perception of the
United States and other big powers has recently been completed by the

85
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Institute for Peace Studies at Korea University. I was responsible for
research design, questionnaire construction, and data analysis. The survey
was administered to some fifteen hundred randomly selected people
across Korea and a total of seven hundred fiftyrespondents in fivebooster
samplesof one hundred fifty each during April 1989. It measured, among
other things, the seriousness of anti-U.S. attitudes to provide an under
standing of the underlying structure of the feeling exhibited by the Korean
people vis-a-vis the United States.

Foreign Image Survey Items

Country Closest to South Korea

As would be expected, 80 percent of the respondents selected the
United States as the country closest to South Korea. Both males (79
percent) and females (80 percent) overwhelmingly selected the United
States as the country closest to South Korea. Older people selected the
United States at the highest percentage (85 percent) and people under
twenty-five at the lowest percentage (74 percent); the percentJ^e of
selection of the United States increased as age increased. As education
level increased, the percentage selecting the United Statesas the country
closest to South Korea decreased (87 percent to 76 percent). There was
no significant difference between respondentgroups except by ageand
occupational level (students matched the highest socioeconomic level
groupin having the lowest level ofperception of the United States asthe
country closest to SouthKorea [74 percent]).

Country Closest to North Korea

Unsurprisingly, 81percent ofthe respondentsselectedthe USSR asthe
country closest to North Korea.

Country MostResponsiblefor the Korean War

TWo countries were mainly identified as responsible for the Korean
War: the USSR (40 percent) and the United States (28 percent). Others
included none (11 percent), Japan (11 percent), and China (9 percent)

Therewere significant differencesbysex,age, educationlevel,occupa
tion, residence area, and region. Males identified the USSR (45 percent),
the UnitedStates(29 percent), andJapan(9 percent) asmost responsible;
females identified the USSR (36 percent), the United States(27 percent),
andJapan(14percent).Anodier differencewasthe selectionofnocountry
by 8 percent of themales and14percent ofthefemales; theylistedChina's
responsibilityas 8 percent and 9 percent, respectively.

The older the respondent, the more he or she blamed the USSR for
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Starting the war. The youngest group blamed the United States and the
USSR equally.

Byeducationallevel,the USSRwasselected asmore responsiblefor the
Korean War than the United States by primary school graduates (44
percent to 27 percent), middle school graduates (38 percent to 24
percent), andhigh schoolgraduates (41percentto 28percent). University
graduates had the lowest difference in selecting the USSR (38 percent)
over the United States (33 percent).

By occupational category, the studentswere theexceptionin blaming
the United States (45 percent) rather than the USSR (34 percent). The
southwest region ofKorea also wentagainst the trendby identifying the
United States (38 percent) over the USSR (30 percent) as the aggressor.
Bigcity residents showed a narrow marginofdifferencebetween the USSR
and the United States, 38 percent and 30 percent respectively. All other
groupsoverwhelmingly considered the USSR the guilty country.

Country ContributingMost to Peace in NortheastAsia

The United States was identified by 54 percent of the respondents;
nonewasselectedby36percent.Bothmales (54percent) andfemales (57
percent) selected the United States as the country contributing most to
peace in Northeast Asia.

Selection of the United States generally decreased as the age of the
respondents decreased, with middle-aged (63 percent) and older (62
percent)peoplebeingthehighest groups andyoung people thelowest (47
percent). Primary school graduates were the highest in selecting the
United States (62 percent) and university graduates the lowest (47
percent),withmiddle andhigh school graduates beingaround 58percent.

Byincomelevel, the middle group(62 percent) wasthe highest in se
lectingthe United States, with the lowest grouphaving the lowest rate of
selecting the United States (51percent). Students were the lowest group
in selecting the United States (35 percent),followed by thehighoccupa
tional group (46 percent). Villagers were the largest residence group
selecting the United States (64 percent).

Country Providing MostEconomic Aid to South Korea

Eighty-fourpercent of the respondents selected the United States as the
country providing the most economic aid to SouthKorea. Young people
were the lowestgroup (78 percent) identifying the UnitedStates, and the
middle-aged group wasthe highest (91percent), followed closely by the
older people (88 percent).

Both high school and universitygraduates(83 percent) were behind
middle (88 percent) and primary school (89 percent) graduates in
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selecting the United States. Both students and the high occupation group
(80 percent) were the lowest in selecting the United States.

The southwest region was the lowest region in identifying the United
States (75 percent), about 10 percent lower than the other regions.

Country Contributing the Most to Korean National Security

Seventy-nine percent of the respondents thought the United States
contributed the most to Korean national security. Young people under
twenty-fivehad the lowest percentage (73 percent) in selecting the United
States; middle-aged people were the highest (85 percent), followed by
older people (79 percent). University graduates (76 percent), students
(74 percent), and the southwest region (67 percent) were all low in
selecting the United States.

Country with the Most Cultural Impact on South Korea

Three counties were mainly identified as having a cultural impact on
South Korea:the United States(40 percent), China (28 percent), andJapan
(23 percent).

Malesidentified the United States(35 percent) and China (34 percent)
as having about equal impact on Korea; females considered the United
States twice as important (45 percent). There was minimal difference
between the sexes about Japan (males, 21 percent; females, 24 percent).

Age was important in identifying the cultural effect on Korea. Each
progressively older group had a larger percentage identifying the United
States as having the most cultural effect on Korea, from 32 percent for
young people to the high of 52 percent for older people The percentages
naming Japan were the opposite, decreasing from the younger people (26
percent) to the older people (14 percent). Young people ranked the
cultural effect of the United States (32 percent) almost the same as that of
China ( 31 percent).

Primary school graduates were much more inclined to select the
United States (57 percent) and less inclined to select Japan (15 percent)
and China (14 percent). University graduates considered the cultural
effect of the United States (37 percent) and China (36 percent) to be
about equal.

As income level increased, selection of the United States increased
(37-42 percent). The two lowest income groups considered Japan and
China to be equal (25 percent) but considerably behind the United States.
The middle and two highest groups considered the cultural effect ofJapan
to be much higher than that ofChina, although much lower than that of the
United States.
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The southwest region of Korea was the highest (46 percent) in
selecting the United States for its cultural effect on Korea.

Country Most Importantfor Future
Economic Development ofSouth Korea

The United States was identified as the country most important in
South Korea'sfuture economic development by 46 percent of the respond
ents; 22 percent selected Japan and 19 percent selected China.

Males selected the United States significantly less often (41 percent)
than did females (54 percent).

As respondent age increased, so did the percentages identifying the
United States, from young people (31 percent) to older people (63
percent). As education level increased, the percentage selecting the
United States decreased, from primary school graduates (66 percent) to
university graduates (35 percent).

Students were the lowest group in selecting the United States (26
percent) and the only group to rank the United States behind China (33
percent) and Japan (29 percent). Villagers were the largest group in
selecting the United States (55 percent).

Country Contributing the Most to Korean Reunification

The largest group of respondents (44 percent) selected no country as
contributing to Korean reunification. The United States was next (33
percent), followed by the USSR (13 percent), China (8 percent), andJapan
(2 percent).

There was a significant difference between males (27 percent) and
females (39 percent) in selecting the United States as contributing the
most to Korean reunification.

Selection ofthe United States doubled from those under age twenty-five
(25 percent) to the over fifty-one age group (51 percent). By education
level, the selection of the United States dropped systematically from
primary school graduates (54 percent) to university graduates (18 per
cent). Students (9 percent) and the high occupation group (14 percent)
were the lowest in selecting the United States. Villagers had the highest
percentage of selecting the United States (41 percent), followed by small
city residents (32 percent) and big city residents (29 percent).

Country Most Responsiblefor Easing World Tensions

Questioned about the country most responsible for easing world
tensions, fifty-two percent of the respondents identified the United States
and 38 percent, none.
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Selection of the United States increased from those under twenty-five
(38 percent) progressively to those over fifty-one (62 percent). As the
level of education increased, selection of the United States dropped
systematicallyfrom primary school graduates (63 percent) to university
graduates (37 percent).

By occupational level, students were significantly lower in selecting
the United States (18 percent) from the next lowest group, the high
occupation group (44 percent). The southwest region ofKoreaand Seoul
were at the same low level of selecting the United States (45 percent).

Country Meddling the Most in
Other Countries' Domestic Political Affairs

The most meddlesome countries were identified as the United States

(49 percent), the USSR (19 percent), none (16 percent), Japan (14
percent), and China (0.7 percent).

There is a significant difference between males (54 percent) and
females (44 percent) in selecting the United States as interfering in
domestic politics. By age, the twenty-six to thirty age group identified the
United States the most (58 percent), followed by those under twenty-five
(53 percent), those thirty-one to forty ( 50 percent), those forty-oneto fifty
(43 percent), and those over fifty-one (37 percent).

By educational level, the group selecting the United States increased
progressively from primary school graduates (34 percent) to university
graduates (66 percent). Byoccupation, students were highest in selecting
die UnitedStates(77percent), followedby the high occupation group (61
percent). By residence area, the big city category selected the United
Statessignificantly more (53 percent). Byregion, Seoul(61 percent) and
the southwest region (56 percent) were highest in selecting the United
States.

Country Having Highest Cultural Level

Two countries were most often identified as having high cultural levels:
the United States (51 percent) and Japan (29 percent).

Males differedsignificantly from females, selecting the UnitedStates47
percent to females' 56 percent, but both sexes ranked the United States
(52 percent) much higher than Japan (29 percent).

As the age of the respondents increased, so did their selection of the
United States, from young people (36 percent) to older people (66
percent). Their selection ofJapan decreased as age increased, from young
people (32 percent) to older people (18 percent).

As the educational level increased, selection of the United States
decreased from primary school graduates (59 percent) to university
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graduates (49percent). By occupation, students were considerably lower
inselecting theUnited States (27 percent)than thenextlowest group, the
low income group (42percent). The high occupation group (51 percent)
wasnearer the highestgroup,housewives (59 percent), than the students.

Country That Seeks Its OtvnNational Self-Interest

Japanwas rankedhighestas the countrypursuingits self-interest with
64 percent, followed by the United States (29 percent), the USSR (3
percent), none (3 percent), and China(1 percent).

University graduates were the highestin selectingthe United States as
mostconcernedwith its ownnational interest(33 percent); high school
graduates were the lowest group. Thesouthwest region (39 percent)and
Seoul (32 percent) were highest in selecting the United States.

CountryPossessingAblePolitical Leadership

The United States (44 percent) was far ahead of the other countries as
having able political leadership; none (21 percent),Japan (15percent), the
USSR (14 percent), and China(5 percent) followed.

There was a significant difference between males (40 percent) and
females (50percent) inidentifying theUnited States. As age increased, the
percentage selecting the United States increasedprogressivelyfrom young
people (32percent) toolderpeople (59percent). The percentage ofboth
the USSR and China, although quite low to begin with, progressively
decreased by age

By educational level, the identification of the United States decreased
from primary school graduates (56percent) to university graduates (37
percent).

The number ofstudents identifying theUnited States (18percent)was
abouthalfofthenextgroup, the lowoccupation group (37 percent). Less
than half the high occupationgroup (45 percent) identified the United
States. The other three regions were similar (42-43 percent), and the
southwest region was the highest (51percent) in identifying theUnited
States.

CountryExtending EconomicAid to Needy Countries
Asked which country ranked highest in extending economic aid to

needy countries, respondents overwhelmingly selected two categories:
United States (75 percent) and none (22 percent). By age, those under
twenty-five werethe lowest in identifying theUnited States (63 percent).
As age increased, the percentage increased to those over fifty-one (87
percent).

Primary school graduates were the highest in selecting the United
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States(86 percent). As education levelincreased,the percentage selecting
the United States decreased to university graduates (68 percent). As
socioeconomic standing increased, the percentage of respondents select
ing the UnitedStatesdecreased. Byoccupation, students were the lowest
group selecting the United States (58 percent), and high occupation
people were the next lowest group (66 percent). Villagers were the
highest group (83 percent), and small city and big city residents were
equal (72 percent) in identifyingthe UnitedStatesasextending economic
aid to needycountries.Thesouthwest regionwas the lowest(66 percent),
followed by Seoul (73 percent) in identifyingthe United States.

Country Having the Most Patriotic Citizens

Japan was selected by 71 percent of the respondents as the most
patriotic country; the other answers were grouped together; none (9
percent). UnitedStates (9 percent), and China(6 percent).

Allgroups overwhelminglyidentifiedJapan by a factor of four or more
over the United States as having more patriotic citizens. As Korean
respondents became younger, they considered Americans less patriotic.
Primary school graduates had the highest percentage (17 percent), and
high school graduates were the lowest group (6 percent). University
graduateswere second lowest (9 percent).

Country Having Diligent, Hardworking People

Seventy-eight percent of respondents identifiedJapan as the country
with the most diligent population, followed by the United States (8
percent), China(7 percent), none (6 percent), and the USSR (2 percent).

There was a significant difference between the responses of malesand
females in regard to the UnitedStatesandJapan. Males identifiedJapan(83
percent) sixteen times more diligent than the United States; females
identifiedJapan (74 percent) as more than seven times as diligent as the
United States.

Japanwas the country overwhelminglyselected byalleducation levels,
but the lowest selection of the United Stateswas by university graduates ( 5
percent), with the highest selection by primary school graduates (16
percent). All occupation groupsselectedJapan(78 percent). Studentsand
high occupation people had the lowestpercentages (5 percent); house
wives had the hi^est in selecting the United States. All residence groups
selectedJapan (78 percent), and villagers had the highestselectionof the
United States (11 percent).

Country Having the Most Reliable Allies

Almost half the respondents (49 percent) deemed no country as
having reliable allies; 37 percent chose the UnitedStates.
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Young people had the lowestpercentageselecting the United States
(28percent), and thepercentage increased as age increased, to theolder
people's 48 percent.

As educational level increased, the percentage of respondents select
ing the United States decreased from primary school graduates (48
percent) to university graduates (29 percent). By socioeconomic stand
ing, themiddle lowgroup had thehighest selection oftheUnited States (39
percent), with theother two groups at 35 and 36percent. By occupation,
students were significantly lower in identifying the United States (11
percent) than the next lower group, the high occupational group (31
percent). By region, the southwest (28 percent) was the lowest in
selecting the United States.

Country Having the Highest Educational Level

Fifty-four percent of the respondents identified Japan as having the
highesteducational level; 30 percent chose the United States.

There was a significant difference between males and females in
comparing the United States to Japan. Males selected Japan as having a
higher educational level than the United States (60 to 26 percent), and
females alsoselectedJapan (47 to 35 percent).

By age, allgroupsexcept older peopleselectedJapan overthe United
States, the older people being in favor of the United States by only 1
percent. Those twenty-six to thirty had the largest difference between
Japan and theUnited States (61 to23percent), and those under twenty-five
favored Japan over the United States (59 to 21 percent).

By educational level, primary school graduates were theonly group to
select the United States (49 percent) over Japan (31 percent). All other
groups selectedJapan over the United States, with percentages increasing
forJapan and decreasing for the United States as respondents' education
levels increased.

By socioeconomic level, all three groups selected Japan over the
United States, with the percentages decreasing as socioeconomic status
(SES) increased.

All religious groupsandalloccupation groupsselectedJapan overthe
United States. Students had thelowest percentage (15 percent) selecting
the United States, andhousewives had thehighest (38percent).

The three residence areas selectedJapan over the United States, with
the villagers having the highest rate of selecting the United States. All
regions selected Japan over the United States, and the southwest had the
lowest percentagefor the United States (26 percent).
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Onevery question pertaining toUS-Korean relations, students dem
onstrated a less favorable image of the United States and greater disap
proval ofits role in Korean affairs (political, economic, cultural, etc.).

In the absence of baseline data, it is hard to determine if the percent
ages representing Korean responses to a set of nineteen interrelated
questions indicate any changes inKorean perceptions oftheUnited States
and, ifindeed the changesdid occur,whether theyare positiveor negative.
However; the data confirmthat the UnitedStatesfares rather favorably on
every account andthatanti-American sentiments, iftheyexistatall, arenot
aswidely distributed through thegeneral public asiswidely suspected by
the media and political observers. But Korean students differ radically
from the rest of societyin terms of their perceptionsof stated US. policy
and US. actions toward Korea.

The data indicate that most Koreans hold generally favorable percep
tions of the United States, but there are differences across demographic
categories such as region, age, education level, and occupational status,
with youngei; university educated, and higher occupation groups being
significantly lessfavorable toward the United States.

Discriniinant Analysis

On a more methodological note, one maywish to identifyindividuals
who are generally pro-United States and those who are critical of that
country based on the respondents' sex, age, income, education, and so
forth.There are twowaysto approachthis task. Thefirst is to dichotomize
the total sample into pro-U.S. and anti-US. groups and cross-tabulate the
frequencies bythedemographic characteristics, oneatatime. The second
is to consider simultaneously the effects of the many demographic vari
ables (such asage, sex,and education) uponthe division of the respond
ents into pro-US. and anti-US. groups. This latter technique, known as
cononicaldiscriminantanalysis, involves derivingthe best linearcombina
tion of the two or more independent (demographic) variables that will
discriminate best between a priori defined groups (pro- and anti-US.
groups).

The results of the discriniinant analysis show that the demographic
variables and the personality factors account for much of the variance in
Koreans' attitudes toward the United States. The degree and the direc
tionality of contribution of these variables were found to vary from one
item to another.

Of all the demographic characteristics of the respondents, education
levelwasthe keyfactordelineating theminto pro-US. andanti-US. groups
based upon their responses to the political questions (country most
responsible forKorean War, country meddling in othercountries' domes-
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ticpolitical affairs, andcountry that seeks itsownself-interest). When it
comes to the economic aspects of the bilateral relationships, the group
delineation was clearly made on thebasis ofrespondents' age.

The role of the U.S. troops stationed in the Republic of Korea was
viewed more positively by the older and higher SES groups with lower
income andeducation andthosewithareligion. Here therespondents' sex
alone was found to play no discriminant function in distinguishing be
tween pro-U.S. and anti-U.S. groups.

The belief that the United States is most responsible for the Korean
shared by 27.9 percent of the total sample—is particularly deep

rooted amongbetter educated,youngerpeople, whichreflects thecurrent
anti-American movements byKorean students. The most striking finding is
that the "Honam factor" is one of the strongest of all the discriminant
variables dividing the pro-US. andanti-U.S. groups. Thatis,the residentsof
Honam provinces (in southwesternSouthKorea)were found to be more
anti-American thantherestofthecountry, andsuchatendency manifested
itself in the discriminant analysis.

Conclusion

The fundamental change in Korean attitudes toward theUnited States
currently occurring can be discussed under three separate hp^Hing«.
the middle-class, conservative viewpoint; the leftist orientation; and the
Korean media response

The middle class, as a whole, shares the prevalent belief that Korea
should be more assertive both against the United States and in the world
community. As thestatus ofeach country has changed over theyears, the
reasoning goes, the direction and the ability to direct and control others'
behavior are changing, with Korea no longer unilaterally or blindly
adopting and adapting toAmerica's influence, butinstead hemming more
critical and assertive and beginning todemonstrate some autonomy. Such
a tendencybecame evenmore pronouncedamong middle-class Koreans
with thesuccessful completion ofthe1988 Seoul Olympics.

In terms of the leftist orientation, the younger generation in Korea
today tends to be very nationalistic compared with those who preceded
them by a decade or two. This nationalistic tendency can be readily
observedin universitystudents' obsessionwith traditionalKoreanculture
and is exhibited in songs, dances, and even costumes and reexaminations
and reevaluations of Korean history, especially in relation to bilateral
relations of Koreawith Japan and the United States.

Concomitantly, theplaceoftheUnited States vis-a-vis Korea, whichhas
variously been labeled as savior, liberator, ally, and partner, is being
critically scrutinized from nontraditional perspectives. With Marxist and
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neo-Marxist oriented books and pamphlets freely available on university
campuses, students nowadays have almost unlimited access to these
publications, whichcertainly instill aviewpoint thatexplicitly contradicts
the traditionally heldbeUefs regarding the interrelationship ofKorea and
the United States.

The historical "reawakening" on the part of Korean students is respon
sible for generating a host of questions that had previously been con
sidered taboo on topics such as the responsibility for the territorial
division oftheKorean peninsula, the dubiousroleoftheAmerican military
government as an occupation army, and the designation of the United
States as the mainculprit of the Korean War. Here already manystudents
consider the United States to blame for many ofthe sufferings of the Korean
people

Toadd to the longlistof "unhappy events" stemming fromthe Korea-
UnitedStatesrelationship, the more recent episodesinvolving the US. role
in the so-called Kwangju massacre and the consistent policy ofthe United
States government to extend its support for a "stable" South Korean
government ofany political orientation have become therallying points of
the anti-American movement, not as an abstract slogan but as a political
anchor for concrete action. The anti-American sentiments in the univer
sities seem to be expanding their constituency from hard-core, leftist
oriented radicals into the more moderate student body whose primary
political causein the pastwas antigovemment activities at best.

The Korean mass media, which in the past have traditionally been
stoutly pro-US. in their coverage of South Korean-US. relations, are
increasingly demonstrating in their reportorial stance a critical if not
anti-American attitude On numerous sensitive political issues, including
Reverend Moon's unauthorized visit to Pyongyang and radical student
demonstrations, the Korean press, especially the editorials, makes no
secret of its proconservative positions. However, on issues concerning
South Korean-US. relations—trade, politics, and culture—seldom does
the Korean pressshowsupport for the U.S. position. TheUnited States has
apparently lost its broad-based constituency in the Koreanmedia.

The anti-American sentiments likewise have different origins. For the
young, better educated class ofpeople, the anti-US. position comes from a
historical reawakening based upon thecritical reevaluation ofthebilateral
relations between Korea and the United States. The students repudiate
America's oldcolonial intentions, presentroleofmilitary intervention, and
political and economic domination. For older, middle-class people asense
of national pride stemming from the country's economic growth gives
more room for them to become increasin^y independent from and
critical of the United States.In short, the critical attitudes that an increasing
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number of Koreans do hold these days are the result of both a cognitive
response (in thecaseofthestudentperceptionoftheUnitedStates) andan
affectiveresponse (in the case of the older people).

Looking to the future, one may find little hope of correcting the
"religiously" heldanti-American attitudes ofthehard-core young radicals.
It is the middle-class stratum—whichoccupies 80 percent or more of the
entire Republic of Korea—whose skeptical attitudes toward the United
States are vulnerable to change. Theiropinion canbe moreeasily swayed
when and ifpoliticaldemocratization andsocial justicecome aboutwith
the strong moral support of the United States. The US. role, real or
perceived, in these processes is an important factor contributing to an
improved image of the United States in theeyesoftheKorean people. Such
an attitude change will probably come haltingly rather than in one
dramatic break; but whenandifit comes, it musthave aprofound impact
on the opinions held by the younger and better educated minorities in
Korea.
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7. U.S.—Korea Defense Issues:
Survey and Comment

JAMES A. KELLY

The rate of change in the relationship of the United States and the
Republic ofKorea (ROK) over thepast two years has outpaced theability
ofofficials to deal with problems, which have been multiplying That is
vividly apparent in the security relationship between the two allies. The
mechanisms thatwereused to smooth thealliance for somany years have
beensuddenly overtaken byprogress. Democracy and economic growth
in the ROK and economic realities in the United States are part of the
reason.At the sametime,signsofprofound changemanifest themselves in
the Communistcountries. (North Korea, however, showsthe fewestsuch
signs.) But asintractable assome ofthenewissues are, their very existence
canbe celebratedbyboth sides asmeasures ofsuccess forpastchoices and
sacrifices.

Some problems are easier now. Finding a Korean defense policy
interlocutor other than the country's president during the years ofPresi
dents Park orChun was difficult. For example, theprincipal joint forum for
discussion of military issues between the two countries has been in
existence since 1968. The Security Consultative Meeting (SCM), which
brings together ofScials and uniformed leaders at the most senior levels
(the American secretary ofdefense, the Korean defense minister, and the
respective chairmen of the jointchiefs) hasbeen, formostofitshistory, a
usefulbut sterile dialogue. Elaboratestaffpresentation ofsolved issuesand
minimal discussion of basic policy have been the practice For most of
those years, onlythe Blue House waspermitted to speak on suchmatters,
and Korean defense leaders had no such SCMbrief. Some consideration of
defense policy issues began in the mid-1980s, but major issues such as
force structure or disposition, burden sharing, and regional security
concerns were avoided or only brushed.

To a degree, the problem may now be the reverse. Rather than the
frustration ofneeding toaddress complex problems thatcould only bethe
province of the head of state (on the Korean side), both sides have now
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beenflooded with new players whose considerations must be heard. These
players include economic and trade officials, the respective members of
Congress, business leaders, environmentalists, opposition politicians, and
ordinary citizens. The desire of formerly reticent bureaucrats to seek new
turf in a situation of diffused power is also manifest. This is particularly
noticeable on the Korean side, as bureaucratic power arrangements among
the ministries are still shaking down.

For some in this milieu, it may be hard to think of this situation as a
great victory. But that it is. Political and economic maturity—prosperity
and democracy—are what Americans and Koreans died for in 1950—53
and what many haveworked for since When other factors are considered
(the worldwide eclipse of Communist ideology, striking East Asian eco
nomic growth, vast changes under way in the SovietUnion and China,and
the spread of Asiandemocracy beyond Japan), a sense of achievement and
hope is justified.

The points that follow are intended to provide an American view, in
varying depths, of the defense issues facing policymakers from South
Korea and the United States.

The Norfh Korean Threat:

The Essential Issue

As economic and various nationalist and political concerns impinge on
the security relationship of the United Statesand its Koreanally, the basic
nature of the threat to peace on the Korean peninsula must be kept clearly
in sight.Kim IISung, and to some unknown extent, his son,Kim ChongII,
remain in command of the world's most controlled society. Now,as for 43
years, Stalin's Korean protege is in complete charge in North Korea.
Despite Pyongyang's suggestions of interest in rejoining the world order,
the 1989 World Festival of Youth and Students being notable in that
respect, there is little reason to suggestthat real reform isbeing seriously
contemplated. In fact, very little information is available from Pyongyang
that permits anything more than speculation on North Korea'sintentions.
Recent events in China have only convinced the Kims of the dangers of
encouraging any form of opening or liberalization. Asstudent demonstra
tionswaxed in BeijinginApril1989,there isamplereason to speculate that
Pyongyang's visitor from China,party General Secretary ZhaoZiyang, was
no more able to convince the Kims of the benefits of reforms than he
subsequendy was able to sway his elderly Chinese colleagues.

Less ambiguously. North Korean military capabilities remain most
substantial. Recent accounts state (in spite of propaganda declaring a
reduction of 100,000 troops) that Pyongyang may now have an army of
one million.Its superbly concealed forward dispositionwith plenty ofself-
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propelled heavy artillery continues to pose a threat of sudden attack
southward. New air defense weapons, including Soviet provided MiG-29s
(to go with the 40-odd MiG-23s provided two years ago) and SA-5 surface-
to-air missiles that can reach far across the demilitarized zone (DMZ)
provide a more credible threat against U.S. and ROK airpower—long
considered the strategic "equalizer." Commando forces that are the world's
largest and about two score submarines provide North Korean military
planners with even more flexibility.

These conventional threats, however, differ only in degree from those
successfully deterred for many years. The future is complicated by some
new elements. The fading days of the Iran-Iraq war have provided indirect
evidence of some chilling North Korean capabilities. Apparently, Pyong
yang emerged as Tehran's leading supplier of 300-kilometer SCUD-type
ballistic missiles.^ Little information is available about these missiles in

North Korea, but SCUDs with large explosive warheads could reach
essentially anywhere in the South. It can be assumed that some substantial
number of these missiles are in a ready condition. Less is known about
North Korean chemical or nuclear weapon capabilities, but the impor
tance of chemical weaponry in the Iran-Iraq war, and the relative ease of
acquiring it, could not have been lost on North Korean military planners.
On the nuclear side, the good news of North Korea's 1985 action in joining
the world nonproliferation regime has been tempered by the essential
inability of the International Atomic Energy Agency to conduct any
inspections.2

The "crossover" phenomenon also requires discussion. Measures of
North Korean military spending have historically been even less precise
than measures of its military capability. For years, however, it has been
clear that the larger population of the ROK and its much faster growth will
cause a crossover of military spending. Fivepercent of the ROKeconomy
(military spending asshare ofgross nationalproduct [GNP])has exceeded
or will soon exceed 18, 22, or 27 percent of the North Korean economy
(among various estimates made of Pyongyang's military cost burden).
Shares of military spending are an imprecise yardstick of military ca
pability, but it isnot without logic to project, asmanyhave, that the military
balance is shifting in favor of the ROK This prospect of the crossover
moves some to argue that the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
(DPRK) may become more amenable to verifiable arms control in the

W. Seth Cams and Joseph Bermudez, Jr., "Iran's Growing Missile Forces,"Defense
Weekly, July 23,1988.

^John McBeth, Nayan Chanda, and Shada Islam, "Nuclear Jitters," Far Eastern Economic
Review, Febmary 2,1989.
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North-South talks. This should be carefully tested within the dialogue But
it must also be kept in mind that Pyongyang could choose an alternate path
and seek weapons of mass destruction—chemical or even nuclear—to
keep the military initiative in its hands.

Another irony emerges. Decades of propaganda efforts by the Park and
Chun governments emphasizing the menace from the North have so
devalued the coin that many South Koreans are unwilling to accept
dispassionate, factual analyses of northern military capabilities and past
behavior. There is a real military threat, but Seoul faces increasing diffi
culties obtaining the public support now essential to meeting it.

It is not alarmist to call the DMZ the world's most dangerous border,
although in the DMZ's long history, the present is not a particularly tense
period. But it is a measure of how little has been accomplished in North-
South dialogues that the military capabilities arrayed along it remain so
formidable and political differences so little diminished. Of course. South
Korean military capabilities are not minor. The defensive nature of these
forces and the economic success of the ROK—the foundations of which

could be destroyed in even minor fighting—argue against any possibility
ofattack northward. In sum, the military balance on the Korean peninsula
is adequate to deter attack if the critical assumptions of rational opponents
and known conventional weaponry are accepted.

The Northeast Asian Strategic Context

Although the North Korean threat remains serious, both Koreans and
Americans are now more willing to deal with strategy for the Korean
peninsula in the larger context of Northeast Asia or beyond. For many
years. South Korean strategists, politicians, and military leaders (not
always the same!) had been almost exclusively fixed on North Korea and
on relations with the American ally. American strategists claimed a much
broader focus. But that focus has had remarkably limited effect, excepting
the negative impact of the proposed withdrawal of U.S. ground forces in
1977, which can be argued to have resulted from a combination of flawed
strategy and intrusive domestic politics. American forces deployed in
Korea, reflecting the duties and orientation of their immediate com
manders, have been almost exclusively dedicated to deterring warfare on
the Korean peninsula and have been little used for regional security tasks,
despite contrary claims from some Korean nationalists.

A "peninsular" focus among militaiy leaders charged with defending
South Korea is no flaw. But a changing strategic environment in Northeast
Asia, especially changes in the resources available for defense, requires a
new strategy. Koreans and Americans may hold differing views of the
meaning of expanded Soviet FarEastmilitary capabilities and also keep in
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mind the existence of modem and more capable Japanese Self-Defense
Forces.

Onthe American side, budget pressures will almost certainly lead to
force reductions. How wisely these will be made is in question. Senator
Levin's 1989 amendment to compel reductions in U.S. forces in Koreawas
intended toprompt theBush administration's thinking. Ifenacted, itwould
beacase ofdomestic political and economic factors unwisely driving—or
overriding—national strategy. Bureaucratic factors may also emerge inthe
debateover the appropriate numberof U.S. ground forces in Korea. The
majority of U.S. Army and AirForce assets are in or dedicated to NATO and
Europe Forces there are also facing the midterm prospect of difficult
reductions and restmcturing. Trade-offs of much more limited US. forces
inAsia to "protect" larger European units could occur. Any trimming of
American forces inEast Asia or thewestern Pacific will require mavimnm
flexibility for the application of the forces that remain. Planners will
wonderwhether U.S. forces inKorea canrealistically becountedonforuse
elsewhere. The result will, ofnecessity, bea greater regional importance
for U.S. Army and Air Force assets in Korea.

On the Korean side, such considerations have also taken on new
dimensions. Concerns for what North Korea may do and the powerful
desire ofevery Korean for unification remain preeminent. But agrowing,
economically and militarily strongcountryhas begunto lookoutwardin
ways thatgo beyond trade From the beginning ofhisterm.President Roh
called for a greater role for Korea in theregion and beyond.3 There has
already been movement inthat direction. ThepolicyoiNordpolitik has led
to important new relationships based on trade and economic ties with
Hungary, the Soviet Union, and China. As aresult, regional strategy—even
aspects that seemingly concern U.S. forces only—has new importance.
Whatshould the regional role ofU.S. forces in Koreabe?Howwould such a
roleaffect expanding Korean interests? Isthere a regional rolefor Korean
military forces inmatters notdirectly affecting the American ally?

Mutual Security Arrangements

U.S.-Korean security arrangements arebased formally onthe Treaty of
1954.4 Backed by the continued presence of US. forces in Korea and the
stark reality of life along the DMZ, the treaty is little questioned in the
United States. Its form was not threatened, for example, during the

^President Roh Tae Woo, inaugural address, Seoul, February 25,1988.
'̂ The Mutual Defense Treaty between the United States and the Republic ofKorea was signed
inWashington onOctober1,1953, andenteredintoforceuponexchange ofratifications on
November 17,1954.
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proposed withdrawal ofU.S. ground forces in 1977—78, and it has been
reaffirmed byevery American president. The language ismore "mutual,"
thatis, requires more oftheKorean partner than treaties with other Asian
allies, such as Japan. For example, Korea is, ineffect, pledged to join the
United States ifit is attacked anywhere in the "Pacific area." Withthe ROK
forces nowinexistence, thislanguage clearly means morethanit didwhen
the treaty was written.

Complex detaUs for the organization ofboth U.S. and Korean forces are
important to the security arrangement. The United Nations Command,
established during the 1950 Soviet walkout from theUN Security Council,
remains in effect to administer the armistice,which was signedby neither
Korean state. Thus, theMilitaryArmistice Commission (MAC) remains the
forum for discussion of DMZ and related issues. The UNCommand also
remains useful in terms of symbolic third country participation andfor
logistic matters in Japan.

The establishment in 1978 of the Combined Forces Command (CFC)
was most important. The CFCwas designed for operationalcontrolofboth
countries' forces needed for the defense of Korea. It was also intended as a
mechanism for returning control of ROK armed forces to Koreans. The
CFC includes the Combined Field Army (CFA), which constitutes the
forces disposed along thecrucialwesternsectoroftheDMZ. Both CFC and
CFA commanders are US. officers, with Korean deputies, although the
United States provides but one grounddivision and the ROK many more
Both staffs areevenly divided. The CFC commander, ageneral (fourstar)
in theUS. Army, is thesimultaneous commander ofthecombined forces,
the US. forces, the United Nations Command, and the US. Eighth Army.

It istempting todismiss aU this detail as atechnical matter, which it is.
Butserious misunderstandings have arisen andpersist on theKorean side.
The most notable center on the 1980Kwangju uprisingand its suppression
byROK army units separate from the CFC and thus not under American
operational command. Otherconfiision has been basedon misunderstand
ings ofthe CFC commander's iimits. Nationalist sentiment among those
aware ofthe improved abilities ofROK military units raises the question of
the need for aforeign commander atall. But this detail ispart ofacomplex
mutual security arrangement that continues to face apotent threat from
the North. Accordingly, any changes in the CFC structure should be
carefully and thoroughly considered. For example, if, asmany suggest, a
Korean officer becomesCombined Forcescommandei; the changewould
beaclear recognition ofthe ROK's growth, maturity, and the great share of
its own defense burden that it bears. But such a move might also encourage
those in America who are less concerned with the requirements for
effective deterrence than with quickfixes for the federal budget deficit.

Economic issues are now major problems in US.—Korean relations.
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The rise ofdemocratic politics in South Korea, strong indigenous military
forces, and relative national affluence suggest to Koreans that mutual
security arrangements can stand updating or greater change. Weariness in
the United States for supporting distant forces that protect an economic
competitor, budget pressure, the perception of a less threatening Soviet
Union, and backwash from changes in European security arrangements
equally suggest to some Americans that the arrangements with Korea are
superannuated or worse. Neither position carefiilly considers the objec
tive military situation. As a result, changes in details of the security
arrangements could have unintended, even disastrous, effects. The point is
not that changes cannot or should not be made, but that they must be made
only after reflection and consideration of their likely effects by both sides.

Korea, Japan, and the United States

The military situation in Korea always impinges on the interests and
perceptions of Japan. These, in turn, are of major significance to U.S.-
Japanese relations, which many believe, for better or worse, to be the most
important bilateral relationship in the world. As basic as these statements
are, neither is fully accepted or grasped by many American policy officials
or members of Congress. Because ofa close relationship with each ally,too
many Americans somehow assume that the relationship ofthe two allies to
each other and to the United States is "more of the same" Or the

interrelationships are simply not considered at all. For example, the 1977
announcement ofplanned troop withdrawals from Korea did not consider
the effects on Japan, which was not consulted, barely averting another
shokku or foreign policy shock like that felt in 1972 when U.S.-Chinese
relations were normalized without prior notification given to Tokyo.

Although Japanese and Koreans know each other well, individually as
well as governmentally, their positions are often asymmetrical. History and
politics make working directly together extremely difficult, at least in any
public sense. In this situation, the United States plays a critical role if it
skillfully manages its security relationship with both. Opportunities are
presented for the United States to facilitate helpful cooperation in the
security area that can benefit each partner and by extension all three states.
But the process must be handled carefully and patiently. Quick results will
not be obtained, even on smaller matters. The obverse is even more
important. Consultation with each partner is essential before changes in
the security relationship with the other can be undertaken.

Problems ofan Alliance Relationship

Broad issues of strategy and the maintenance of deterrence through
mutual security give Korean and American policymakers a full agenda, but
they may find little time to consider such larger questions. The day-to-day
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problems of an alliance of dynamic countries provide a large set of
contentious matters that demand regular attention from senior officials.
Worse, these sets of problems, which are rarely solved for all time, are
capable of coloring the atmosphere in which more basic questions are to
be addressed. I note five of the more troublesome U.S.—Korean defense
related problems. Eachset has a long history that I do not cover. 1alsoomit
trade and economic issues that are entirely separate from defense issues,
even though such problems are fullycapable of spillingbad feeling,or even
sanctions, onto the defense side

First, defense production issues are the inevitable fruit of each coun
try's having a defense industry with political clout and excess capacity.
Ironically, some of these issues are another legacy of the abortive 1977
troop withdrawal plan. To sweeten the day'smedicine,technical packages
for manufacture of U.S. designed weapons were provided. Korean self-
sufficiency was fostered, but potent competitors were established and
strengthened. Given the sweeping authority asserted in US. law over
exports ofUS.origin military technology to third countries and numerous
license/royalty issues, a large set of problems has been generated.

Second, technology and strategic trade issuesgo beyond production
questions. Efforts to protect critical free world technology from Soviet
theft and militaryexploitation havebeen a multilateralissuefor yearsbut
are more recent as a U.S.-Koreaquestion, sometimes paired with the very
contentious matter of protection of commercial interests in intellectual
properties. A major new issue touches technology, trade, and defense
production concerns. This issue is the FX (now called the KFP) fighter
aircraft, in which the development of an ROK military aircraft industry
becamea majorgoal. Relatively straightforward technical questions like
the importance of an existing military aircraft industryin developing a
commercialaircraft industry clashwith politically charged issueslikethe
most efficient use of limited defense fiinds or policy on "offset" require
ments(mandatorypurchasesofunrelatedKorean productsdespitea large
US. trade deficit).

Third, bases and base rights for US. forces generate another set of
problems. In a very crowded country on a small peninsula, land use
questionscan be hardfought. National Assembly members have to answer
to newlyvocalconstituentsoverspace, noise, andbudgetconcerns.Status
offerees—the agreement establishing rightsfor alliedpersonnel in many
areas, includinghigh emotion criminal jurisdiction questions—is alsoan
issue. Practical base and status problems can become heated political
issuesas changing circumstances require adjustments. Finding a site and
funding for relocation of high-profile US. military facilities in downtown
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Seoul is a continuing example. The problems can also affect strategic issues
such as locating new forces with improved capabilities.

Fourth, "burden sharing," the term in vogue in the U.S. Congress to
suggest the need for greater effort from allies in support of mutual defense
efforts, reflects frustration over the combination ofAmerican allies' trade
successes and U.S. budget constraints. Most American allies should do
more to match the substantial US. contribution to their defense. But there

is no definable line demarcatingwhich U.S. defense expenditures primarily
serve American interests and which expenditures primarily serve to
protect an ally. The problem is much more complex than usually por
trayed. To make it worse, with the limitations of language, the phrase
translates very badly in Japan and Korea. "Responsibility sharing" or "cost
sharing" seem to translate more positively, but even then the basic
problem remains.

For the United States and Korea, the issue is one on which considerable
agreement may be possible if quiet consultation is pursued. Korea spends
on its defense, especially when costs of conscription are included, an
amount proportionate to what the United States does. The United States
does contribute to Korea's security, and much of its effort is focused
on specifically Korean defense concerns. Korea has grown much more
wealthy, though not rich, under the security and stability the alliance has
provided. What is needed then is not some dramatic new payment to the
United States, but some adjustment ofsteps already begun. Construction of
operational and support facilities for U.S. forces in Korea should continue,
with a steadily rising share of the costs paid by Seoul. Contributions ofboth
military and civilian labor by Koreans can be a part. And Korea can assist in
meeting mutual objectives by providing assistance money and business
talent to countries in the region that have not been as successful in
economic development.

Fifth, the U.S. "profile" in Korea has become more of an issue. The
prominence and conspicuous nature of U.S. forces were for years believed
to be desirable reassurance to the population, but it is now less necessary.
Armed Forces Television, which brings a distant culture to Korea's capital
in a way that nothing else could, and a headquarters presence in that very
overcrowded city are the most conspicuous manifestations. That high
profile is a problem should not be read as ingratitude by Americans, for
such a presence cannot be found, in such prominence, in any other ally's
capital. The reaction is natural, and a lowered profile can only help the
overall relationship. Therefore, because the United States has acted to
remove obstacles to the relocation of at least some headquarters units,
Korean officials should promptly finance the changes. For Koreans who
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might object to the last, it is not a question of which side should or should
not be responsible It is a fact, however, that the prospects of U.S. con
gressional funding of such an intangible benefit are very slim. High profile
U.S. presence served Korean needs for years, and lowering it promptly is
much in the mutual interest.

Political Problems

It is inevitable in a democracy that domestic politics will aflfectsecurity
policy. This influence is basically healthy although it can complicate the
lives of those who are responsible for the formulation, execution, and
oversight of policy and negotiations. This impact is old news in the United
States, although particular manifestations never fail to surprise affected
officials. In Korea, the bureaucracy is less practiced in handing such
considerations.

One set of problems is now more strongly affecting U.S. security policy
with Korea. No agenda can now be prepared without explicit inclusion of
US. economic concerns. The day of U.S. political and security policies
isolated from economic policies is gone. There were those who believed
that permitting economic or commercial interests to affect a superpower's
actions was unfitting or worse. U.S. trade and budget deficits, however, have
made such attitudes unviable There are dangers, of course, in indulging
narrow economic concerns. Such dangers, and the issues behind them,
have to be recognized and faced.

On the Korean side, political concerns will impinge on awider range of
issues, including land use and those (such as status of forces) that touch
nationalistic feelings or suggest any inequality. Higher construction stan
dards applied to facilities built for Americans could be such an issue
Matters that affect the attitudes of those who believe themselves disadvan-

taged—such as protected agricultural interests—will also be more diffi
cult to touch. Finally, Korean leaders have to reestablish the national
consensus on North Korean military capabilities and possible hostile
intentions. Even with the variable credibility ofthe post-Chun government
and deeply held wishes for unification. North Korean behavior is suffi
ciently obvious to make this task a manageable one.

Suggested Approaches to Policy

One approach is adjusting the American role. Even taking a long-range
view, there is no basis at this time to plan for the disappearance ofthe threat
to Korean and American security. If a millennium occurs, defense re
sources can be reapplied quite readily. Given the greater likelihood of a
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continuing threat, planning is essential to make good-sense adjustments
about how that threat is to be met.

The present isaparticularly appropriate time forbothnations tobegin
joint planning. For Korea, strong albeit single-digit economic growth
continues in the third year of a fully democratic republic. The next
elections, which make consideration of any change in security policy
difficult, are many months away. And the convulsions in China may have
tempered optimistic notions about the ease ofpolitical reform in an Asian
Communist state that, unlike North Korea, has been dedicated to eco
nomic renewal. For the United States, the Bush administration has found its
stride although mid-term elections are approaching. The economy is
strong and basically healthy, and a surprising amount has been accom
plished on trade and economic problems.

Planning should beginsoonat bothpolicyandworking levels, with the
involvement ofabroad setofofficials atthetop. Detailedsupportplanning
should be the lead responsibility ofdefense ministries and military serv
ices. Some ofthepolicy goals tobeachieved should include thefollowing:

• lowering the profile of American forces, especially those in Seoul, as
noted

• studying thenuclear issue thoroughly, especially theunderlying strategy
any changes that are made

• studying whetherpresentnumbersanddisposition ofU.S. groundforces
are essential (What are the implications for deterrence of smaller
numbers of US. ground troops, and what effects would a reduction have
on the perceptions of regional players?)

• Studying thenuclear issue thoroughly, especially theunderlying strategy
(That a nuclear deterrent umbrella is available to each US. ally is
unquestioned. In Europe, however, NATO strategy has frankly recog
nized thatweakness inconventional forces requires a nuclear capability
that warns Soviet leaders that a quickvictorywithout escalation to the
use of nuclear weapons is impossible Now, of course, voices call for that
strategyto be rethought.In Korea, asmall, crowdedcountry, thenuclear
strategy question has not been explicitly addressed. It should be,and the
focus should be on the comprehensive nature of American deterrent
strategy and not on where or whether nuclear weapons are located. Ata
minimum,however, it would seem wisefor the RepublicofKoreato seek
a US. nuclear umbrella for deterrence of nuclear attack—^from North
Koreaaswell as the SovietUnion.It maywish to extend that umbrella to
some other weapons of mass destruction.)
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US. policies in Korea, perhaps morethanelsewhere inAsia, have been
most successful. As President Bush reassured listeners during his February
1989visitto Seoul, theUnitedStatesisaPacific powerandisdetermined to
remain one Its commitment to the ROK is as strong as ever. Now more
equal thanevei; thisisagoodbasis forfacing theproblems andchallenges
that exist.



8. Future Challenges and Prospects
in ROK Defense Issues

CHUNG MIN LEE

As the Republic of Korea (ROK) and the United States mark four
decades of defense cooperation, both sides can claim some major achieve
ments. Akin to the U.S.-NATO relationship, which has preserved peace and
stability in the European theater since the end ofthe Second World War,the
U.S,-ROK alliance on the Korean peninsula has done the same since the
culmination of the Korean conflict in 1953. Specifically, this bilateral trans
pacific alliance has enabled South Korea to undertake a series of tech

nological and doctrinal modernizations of its armed forces that may well
enable it to attain parity with the North Korean armed forces by the mid to
late 1990s. For the United States,South Korea has also contributed vitally
to the alliance as an important trading and security partner in Northeast
Asia, particularly in the face of a sustained Soviet military buildup in the
region since the 1970s.

And yet, despite the overall success of this alliance,it is entering into a
new phase earmarked by a series of changes with still uncertain ramifica
tions. The changes range from new requirements for overall alliance
management, defense technology transfers, operational control in the
Combined Forces Command (CFC), defense cost sharing, regional de
fense, prospects for inter-Korean arms control, and the future status of the
U.S. forces in Korea (USFK). Such a transformation has been exacerbated
by the rapid transition to democracy in South Koreawith the inauguration
of the Roh Tae Woo administration in February 1988.Whereas security or
defense issues in the past were almost entirely dominated by the govern
ment—^particularly the national security community—they are becoming
increasingly politicized with a corresponding diminution in the defense
consensus within South Korea. In brief. South Koreamaywell be entering
into an era of "NATO-ization"—aprocess of a gradual change in the threat
perception coupled with the diversification of defense options.

Seen from these perspectives, the relatively routinized form of alliance
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management between the United States and Korea must seek new ap
proaches to meet the challenges in the 1990s andbeyond. Externally, the
utility of military alliances—specifically the need to sustain a credible
deterrent posture—has been saidto have been diminished in lightof the
series of arms reduction proposals and counterproposals put forth by
Moscow and Washington. Moreover, the first step toward a Sino-Soviet
rapprochementindicates that although this relationship willnot return to
theperiodofsolidarity priorto theSino-Soviet break ofthe1960s, neither
will it return to one of intense rivalry.

Internally, democratization has resulted in a reexamination of key
assumptions on defenseand security affairs, particularly on the Korean-
American alliance To be sure, such a trend has been visible for some time,
given the perceptions of an "unequal" alliance created by the physical
presence of US. forces in Korea. Nevertheless, it is no longer possible to
confinesentiments reflectinganti-Americanism to the politicalextreme or
the student movement.

Taken together; therefore, aparadoxsymbolizes theU.S.-ROKrelation
ship as it enters the final decade of the twentieth century. Although the
aUiance can be justifiably proud of its achievements, ritualcommuniques
issued at the annual Security Consultative Meeting (SCM)are no longer
sufficient to meet the complex requirements of alliance management into
the 1990s and beyond. In a nutshell, success does not always breed
success, and both Seouland Washingtonhaveto reassesstheir partnership
in order for this critical relationship to flourish in the years ahead.

Pending Defense Issues in tiheROK

As the Roh Tae Woo administration nears its halfway mark, a series of
defense issues has arisen with potentially far-reaching implications for the
future of the ROK's defense strategy and policies well into the 1990s. Of
more immediate concern, however,are ongoing negotiations between the
United States and the ROK over such areas as modifications of defense
technology transfer terms from the United States to South Korea, the
planned relocation of the headquarters of the U.S.-forces in Korea from
Seoul to another city, operational command within the CFC, and defense
burden sharing issues.

At the same time, it is prudent for the ROK to seriously ponder a
security blueprint that takes into account a gradual withdrawal of US.
forces from South Korea or, at a minimum, a reduction in the number of
US. ground forces in Korea. Seen from this viewpoint, the continuing
development of Korea's defensetechnology base is crucialfor the longer
term sustainability of a credible conventional deterrent posture into the
1990s.
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The Korean Defense Industry

Korea's defense industry initially relied heavily on the United States for
the acquisition of almost all classes of its weapons systems. It is difficult to
imagine how the Korean defense industry would have flourished without
U.S. support. In addition, it is a typical case ofindustrial targeting policy in
Korea with potentially far-reaching implications for the future of U.S.
Korean defense technology cooperation. In short, just as the ROKgovern
ment took the lead in promoting the defense industry, it may also take the
lead in prodding the private sector to look into a diversification of the
defense technology base (i.e., reducing the ROK's technology dependence
on the United States).

After modest beginnings, the ROKdefense industry currently satisfies
almost all its domestic requirements and has also become the fifth largest
arms exporter in the Third World.^ Analysts in Korea do not believe that
any wholesale transfer of defense cooperation will take place between
Korea and selected Western European countries any time in the very near
future For all the talk ofdefense industrial diversification, the central role
ofthe United States in Korea's defense means that Washington can exercise,
at its discretion, certain leverage that Western European governments
simply do not have.

Nevertheless, as the Korean defense industry as a whole enters the third
phase of its growth period—in particular, the increasingly sophisticated
areas it is looking into, such as avionics and tactical battle management
systems—there is bound to be increasing pressure on the United States
from South Korea to further liberalize its defense technology transfer
packages to the ROK Should progress in this critical area be forestalled by
political difficulties, more and more Korean firms may move into the
Western European market in search of new partners.^

Although the defense industry expanded rapidly throughout the 1970s,
it was confronted with overcapacity and a vulnerable technology base
for design and materials. This overcapacity could have been overcome
through a vigorous export program, but a major stumbling block was (and
still remains) the joint memorandum of understanding (MOU) signed by
Washingtonand Seoulon technical data package transfers that places strict
restrictions on the transfer of weapons systems to third countries (3CAS).
Several medium-sized firms that depend on defense contracts have been
closed, and although certain companies have attempted to diversify their

^Manwoo Lee, Ronald D. McLaurin, and Chung-in Moon, Alliance Under Tension: The
Evolution ofSouth Korean—U.S. Relations (Seoul: KyungnamUniversityPress, 1988), p. 81.
2As a case in point, the ROKand French defense ministers agreed in June 1989 in Seoul to
enhance areas of defense technology cooperation.
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product line so as to penetrate the commercial market, only a limited
number of firms has succeeded in this area.

Someof the problems are built-in, such as design deficiencies and lack
of indigenous research and development. This is not to suggest that the
current state of the Korean defense industry is in a downspin, only that
unless the export market is expanded, the industry as a whole will
continue to operate at undercapacity. As a result, given the protracted
negotiationscurrently takingplace between Koreaand the UnitedStates,
andysts have called for an expansion of joint ventures, licensed produc
tions, and co-production with major defense firms in Western Europe and
fewer restrictions on defense technology transfer terms than with the
United States.

The Korean defense industry as a whole has matured to the point where
it no longer can count on relatively low labor costs and the production of
essentially non-high-tech items based on U.S. technology transfer pack
ages. It hassuccessfully developedsuch itemsas the K-2 rifle (the standard
issue for the ROK army), the Type-88 Main Battle Tank, a variety of
armored personnel carriers (APCs), naval vessels, short-range missiles,
command and communications hardware and software, and combat heli
copters. Capability now realistically extends as well to include the next
generation of helicopters.

Unlike other domestic manufacturing industries, where the financial
picture has generally been healthy (with the exception of such heavy
industries as shipbuilding), the defense industry has depended on bor
rowed capital for most investments in facilities and equipment. However,
with profitability improved by increased foreign exchange earnings and
capit^ resources, the situation is turning around. Overall economic
recovery since 1985 has resulted in increased technical exchange tvith
foreign countries, investment in research and development (R&D), plus
the construction of new facilities.

Although the defense industry has grown remarkably in terms of
quantity, it falls far short in qualitative terms. Forexample, asof 1986(the
lastperiodwhen figuresare available),based on the industry's supplyprice,
the average localization rate was 53.1percent; with the exception ofguns,
ammunition, and standard issue material, the overall is more like 40
percent.' As a result, Korea's defense industry is highly dependent on
foreign supplies.

In the Third Force Improvement Plan (1990-1995), the ROK armed
forces have targeted a number of areas, particularly in emerging technol
ogy systems. In order to meet this demand, Korean defense industries are

^Dong-A Ilbo, June 19,1989.
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looking into new areas of potential cooperation in such areas as aircraft,
guided missiles, advanced theater battle management systems, telecom
munications, and automatic weaponry. For its long-term development, the
Korean defense industry plans to expand the existing framework by
increasing the use of domesticallymade products and parts and outfitting
itself with state-of-the-art equipment, which will enable it to become one
of the leading defense industrial powers in the Pacific Asian region in
the 1990s.

Asfor R&D, the averageannual budget for the 1974-1981 period was
around 2.4percent of the total defensebudget;andduring1982-1987, it
slippedto 1.6 percent. (The defense ministry plansto increase thisfigure
to about 5percent per year by 1996according to the DefenseWhite Paper
issuedinNovember1988.)'̂ Thedefensecommunitywithin the ROKplans
to increase interoperability and standardization of its weapons systems,
but at the same time, it is also planning to move away from a high
dependence on the United States.For instance, around 41 percent of the
total investment for Korean defense enhancement has been for the pur
chase of weapons from overseas. Of this figure, 85 percent was of US.
origin. Some of the more important joint programs with the United States
have included the 155mm self-propelled howitzers, F-5E/F combat air
craft, 500MD helicopters, and the 88 MBT. After intense negotiations
within the ROK government, a decision was made in December 1989 to
procure some 120 FA-18 aircraft from the United States. (This program is
referred to as the Korea Fighter Program or the FX and will ensure the
ROK's air combat capability well into the 1990s and beyond.)

Although the United States has been providing the ROK with defense
technologies ever since the late 1960s under Technical Data Packages
(TDPs), the number has fluctuatedfrom year to year, and there is increas
ing U.S. apprehension ofa boomerang effect should it continue to transfer
advanced defense technologies to the ROK US. reluctance to transfer
advanced technologies to the ROK rests in part on the proprietary rights
issue and, hence, the need for a stringent approval procedure Neverthe
less, this impedes some 90 percent of Korea's chances to compete in
export bidding, and the twin constraints of nontransfer assurance and
royalty payments are restrictive elements in the further development of
Korea's armaments industry.5 (Korea'sarmsexports amounted to approxi
mately US.$125 million in 1987.)

For instance, of 853 TDPs transferred to the ROK in the 1971-1984
period, 534 TDPs(62.6 percent) had been transferred by 1979. In other

^KukbangBekseo (Defense WhitePaper), (Seoul; MinistryofNational Defense, 1988),p.167.
^KoreaBusiness Week, May 12,1989, p. 24.
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words, the United States provided a fair number of TOP transfers in the
1970s, although the number dropped significantly in the 1980s.^ From
1981 to 1984, only 176 TDPswere introduced, or 20.6 percent of the total
in the 1971-1984 period.

In May 1988 and in subsequent discussions of the ROK-U.S. Defense
Industry Conference, it was suggested that co-development programs are
an effective means of transferring technologies. Although the broader
framework for a closer relationship between U.S. and Korean firms is not in
doubt, many industry analysts have noted that early harmonization of
requirements and active government participationwere cited as two basic
conditions for any long-term cooperation between the two countries'
defense industries.

A second set ofissues involves offsets and trade barriers. In view ofthe
existing trade imbalance between the United States and Korea—the trade
deficit is expected to be lowered this year to about $8 billion—the US.
Congress has expressed the opinion that it is difficult to justify offset
conditions vis-a-vis the Korean market. Another set of issues that has

already been mentioned is third country arms sales,and in this area, both
Korean and American industrial analysts have noted the need for imple
menting the following steps:

1. Shorten the time span required for approval for third country sales,
giventhat it iscurrently made on a case-by-case basis, and thus the need to
incorporate the market identifications in the licensingagreementsrather
than addressing this issue at a later date.

2. Create parallel licensing agreements—in both the public and pri
vate sectors—on co-production programs that concern both government
and private company intellectual property rights.The preferred option in
manycaseswouldbe for theprivatecompany to receivealicensefromthe
US. government and then act on its behalf in negotiating one overall
agreement with the co-producer.

PotentialAreasfor Cooperation

According to defense analysts in Korea, the ROKarmy needs a number
of new systems to successfully complete its Third Force Improvement
Plan. Although the application of emerging technologies (ET) is stiU
limited in the ROK armed forces, some of the more pertinent fields have
included the followingarea: (1) advanced sensors and delivery systemsfor
application in forward defense, particularly for precision deep strikes

^DongJoon Hwang, "ROK-US. Defense Industrial Cooperation: A New Step for Security
Enhancement,"paper presented at the CSIS/KIDA conference,September12—13,1988, Seoul,
Korea, p. 9
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without the use of maimed aircraft; (2) a range of weapons that could be
developed to supplement or even supplant aircraft on counterair missions
against North Korean airfields, particularly against heavilydefended main
operating bases (MOBs) as well as "hardened" air bases; (3) so-called
smart weapons that would have a role on the battlefield itself, enhancing
tte inventories of tanks and artillery of both the USFK and ROK armed
forces, given the current imbalance of artillery and tank rations in favorof
the North.

Although all these target areas have yet to be fully integrated into the
officialprocurementprogram, the ROKhas definedfour major areasfor the
potential use of these systems, such as anti-air operations, deep strike
systems, antisubmarine warfare (ASW), and anti-armor. Korean defense
analystshave pointed out the main advantages of usingETsin such areas as
(1) improved detection ability prior to a North Korean attack, (2) in
creased ability to deflect an armored assault across the demilitarized zone
(DMZ), (3) improvedabilityto conduct airoperationsoverNorth Korean
territory and the ability to forestall North Korean air operations into South
Korea, and (4) neutralization of the North Korean air threaf^

Some of the more specific systems that might be introduced include
new generation multiple-launch rocket systems (MLRS), various types of
submunitions and mining systems, standoffmissiles and cratering sub-
munitions, and early warning systems. Given that the North Korean
strategy is premised on a blitzkrieg assault, early warning systems are
particularly vital for the successful defense of the ROK. (At the present
time,the UnitedStatesoperates an EarlyWarningAirDefenseCenter out of
OsanAirbase, US. AirForce Koreaheadquarters,which is integratedwith
AWACS, naval E-2Cs, Hawkeyes, andtheJapan/Okinawaairdefensesystems.
Efforts are under way to modernize this outfit, and the ROKAir Force is
alsomoving towardfiirther development of its own earlywarningC2.)®

Technical requirementsfor conductingthe deep battleare principally
threefold: (1) rapidand accurate detection of enemy force deployments
and intentions as soon aspossible; ( 2) systematic fusion and correlation of
data, intelligence, situation reports, and projections to the commander
and his planning staff; and (3) delivery of weapons to the target. (In a
potential future conflict scenario when the ROKarmed forces would have,
atbest,from12to 24hoursearlywarning, theability to targetenemy assets
quickly isimportantinconductingthe initial counteroffensives, especially

•Tlobert A. Brooks, "US.-RepublicofKoreaSecurity Cooperation andtheImpact ofEmerging
Defense Technoiogies," paper presented at the fourth annuai Conference of the Council on
U.S.-Korean SecurityStudies,November17,1988, Honolulu, Hawaii, p. 13.
sibid., p. 15.
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when advancing operational maneuver groups [OMGs] of the North
Korean forces would have to be destroyed before they are able to create
breakthroughs to Seoul. Therefore, given the USFKs superior technical
intelligence [TECHINT]and surveillance techniques, as well as communi
cations, one key area of interoperability lies in the swift transmission of key
information to the ROK forces' field commanders and their staffs.)

In such an environment, ETscan play an important role. Clearly,evolu
tionary—indeed, revolutionary—change in some technological fields
holds potentially far-reaching military applications in the near to mid term.
Nevertheless, these emerging technologies may not, in the final analysis,
prove decisive in a modern battlefield environment. In the case of the ROK
armed forces, dependence on ETs at this time is still limited; more
emphasis has been given to developing advanced, but not too complex,
weapons systems, except for such major items as combat aircraft. Al
though not denying the potential inherent in high-technology systems.
South Korea has to spend its procurement resources wisely and invest in
those reliable, cost-effective, and rapidly producible systems.^

However, deployment changes in the current USFK would impact any
wide-ranging accommodation of ET systems in Korea. Over the mid to
long term, therefore, the wider use of ET systems in Korea would have to
consider the strategic implications of a graduated withdrawal of the USFK
presence in South Korea in that as greater responsibility is handed over to
the Korean side, the ROK's overall combat power could be enhanced with
the adaptation ofwider ET systems. However, ET systems in Korea should
be construed not as an alternative, but as a supplement for a credible
conventional deterrent posture.

Although smallest of the three services, the ROKNavyis also beginning
to place a greater emphasis on fleet modernization. Initially, the ROKNavy
(ROKN) received the bulk of its needs through EMS programs in areas of
ASW aircraft, missiles, ammunition, and training programs. The size of
annual FMS grants (phased out completely in January 1987) grew from a
mere $38,000 in 1971 to an annual average exceeding $30 million in the
early 1980s. Weapons systems purchased through FMS were mainly those
that have been in operation for a long time or that were being phased out in
the U.S. Navy (USN). The purchase of the then newly developed Harpoon
missiles, for instance, was an exception to the rule

According to data provided by the USFK, the USN transferred to the

^For additional details, see Chung Min Lee, "Holding the 'Hollingworth Line': Conventional
Deterrence in the Korean Peninsula," in Harold Hinton et al.. The US-Korean Security
Relationship:ProspectsandChallengesfor the1990s (New York: Pergamon-Brassey's,1988),
pp. 55-81.
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ROKN some 264vessels andcraftsof36different typesfrom1945to 1988
in the forms of leases, free transfer, or FMS. Of these, only 56 ships (21
percent) are in ROKN service at this timei® These surplus USN ships
formed the backbone of the ROKN fleet from the mid-1950s to the 1970s.
Although most of them had to be scrappedafter a few years of service,
such USN ship transfer assistance was valuable for the initial growth of
the ROKN.

ROKN ship development capability has increased since the 1970swith
the refinement of small patrol craft usedprimarily for anti-infiltration and
high-speed counterforce missions. Lately, the ROKN has exhibited the
capability to design sophisticated patrolshipsandfrigates, supervise their
detailed design and construction at civilian shipyards, andput them into
service rapidly.

After the twentieth SCM inJune 1988, both navies agreedthat further
cooperation was needed and outlined potential areas of collaboration.
Analysts in Korea have notedthat the ROKN couldplay animportant part
in the protection of the Korea Strait because the ROKN can detect and
track Soviet and North Korean submarines in order to safeguard friendly
sea lanesof communication (SLOC). War fighting capabilities shouldalso
beincreased, particularly intactics andweapons systems areas. The impor
tance ofearlywarningin apossibleconflicthasalreadybeen noted,and the
two navies should continue to collaborate on ECM/ECCM, underwater
environment survey and data exchange, and evaluation of ECM systems.

Perhaps most important, however, is the needfor the ROKN to grow
from the present coastal defense posture vis-a-vis the North Korean Navy
into a blue water navy capable of protecting its own SLOC." USN
experience and adviceare needed for thisgrowthprocess, particularly if
theUnited States istrying toform a regional defense system involving the
ROK, Japan, and the United States to counter Soviet naval expansionism in
the North Pacific. To this end, the Republic of Korea has been urged to
establish closer ROK-Japan securitycooperation, particularly in the area
ofjoint naval security Nevertheless, such a move—if it isseriously being
planned—will face fierce political opposition inbothKorea andJapan; and
prospects for any significant naval cooperation between these two coun
triesseemlimited, not to mention the practical constraints on any wide-
scale coordination of maritime security by American, Korean, andJapa
nese naval assets.

'"Dong-woon Cho, "ROK—US. Naval Cooperation; History and Prospects," paper presented
at thefourth annual Conference oftheCouncil on US.-Korean Security Studies, November
17,1988, Honolulu, Hawaii,pp. 21—22.
"Ibid., p. 26.
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Defense Burden Sharing:
Issues and Challenges

Burden sharingfirst became an issue in the U.S.—ROK relationship in
1971 when 20,000 U.S. ground troops (the SeventhDivision)were with
drawn from South Korea. Since that time, South Korea has been asked by
the United States to contribute a larger share of the common defense
burden,especially owingto theROK's spectacular economicgrowthsince
the 1960s. The burden (or cost) sharing debate has gained particular
ascendancy in the last fewyearsin the United States given the prevailing
impression thatallied forces oftheUnited States should contributealarger
share to defense spending.At the same time,as SenatorCarl Levin's April
1989report indicates, therewillbe increasingmoves onthepartoftheUS.
Congress to curtail its military presence in Korea andelsewhere asa cost-
cutting measure'^

The rationale for withdrawing additional US. forces from South Korea
has remained fairly consistent. For instance, at the time of the 1971
withdrawal, the troop reduction was justified on the following grounds:
(1) TheUnited States shouldnotbe automatically involved inanotherland
war in Asia. (2) SouthKorea's strategicimportance, thoughconsiderable,
was less than that ofJapan. (3) The Soviets and the Chinese would place
pressure on North Korea to take on a more flexible and lessbelligerent
posture towardthe South. (4) South Korea's growing economic perform
ance could well pick up the slackin terms ofweaponssystemsneeded by
the ROK armed forces. (5) The United Statescould still support the ROK
with aerial and naval forces.

Although these points were made nearly two decades ago, similar
arguments have been made more recently, and several analysts in the
United States have argued that it is economically unsoundfor the United
States to continue to maintain some 40,000 US. forces in South Korea. As
Senator Levin has noted: "The question we face is not whether to reduce
some US. forces abroad, but how and where to start, and how to proceed
withoutdamaging our securityin the process.... I believewe couldstart
to withdraw forces in small, modest increments quite soon, so long as it is
clear that we will leave in Korea sufficient forces to demonstrate our

'^In addition to Senator Levin, SenatorsDaleBumpers and BetmetJohnston havealsocalled
foraphased reductionofUS. forces inKorea. They introduced ahillinSeptember noting that
10,000 US. troops should be withdrawn by the end of 1992. Thisbill, howevei; wasvoted
downin favor ofa resolution sponsored bySenator TedStevens andDaniel Inouye adopted
September 27,1989, wherein theBush administration was asked tosubmit adetailed report
on the status of the USFKby April 1990.
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continuing security comniitment to South Korea. I am also convinced
there is a possibility to accelerate the withdrawal of U.S. forces."^'

Atthe sametime, the CATO Instituteissuedareport in November 1987
calling for the immediate withdrawal of U.S. forces from South Korea and
notedalso thatKorean securitycouldbeenhancedwithgreatercollabora
tion with Japan. Nevertheless, such an assessment fails to take into
serious consideration the overriding political obstacles in anyformaliza-
tion of Korean—Japanese security policy.

fhrning morespecifically to the costsharing issue betweentheUnited
States andthe ROK, the directcost to theUnited States forstationing its
forcesin the ROK isabout $2.6 billionper year, whichincludesthecostsof
maintainingandequippingtheforcesandbasesthroughoutSouthKorea. '5
What is usually not mentioned, however, is that South Korea assumes
additional direct and indirect costs for the USFK For instance, the USFK
basesthroughout Korea compriseabout 0.33 percent of the total land in
the ROK; and although the ROK government owns this land, under the
conditions outlinedintheSOFA, thelease isfreeofcharge(Estimated cost
in terms of loss of revenues from this area alone comes to $1.2 billion
per year.

In addition to the free lease of the USFK bases, the ROKalso assumes a
number of other costs in the form of manpower, maintenance, contribu
tionsto theCombined Defense Improvement Program (CDIP), useofROK
armed forces bases, and tax exemptions. All told, according to Seoul's
calculation. South Korea contributes some $2.1 billion. Atthe same time,
the UnitedStateshascontinued to point out thatofthe $2.1 billionthe ROK
government insists it usesfor the overall presenceofthe USFK, only $350
milhon is provided by the ROK government from its central budget.
Nevertheless, "rather than being identified asawealthy ally, freeloading on
theAmerican taxpayer. South Korea sees itselfasaconscientiouspartner in
the alliance, meeting its share of the burden."i^

Thecost sharing issuefirst emerged asanimportant agenda itemin the
aftermath of CFC creation in 1978 when military grant assistance was
terminated andtheROKwasbeingsupportedbytheFMS program(which.

'Report ofSenator Carl Levin, US. Information Agency, Seoul Office, June 9,1989, pp. 3-4.
"Dong Bandow, "Korea; The Case for Disengagement,"no. 96(December8
1987), p. 11.

"Basedon figures citedbyLarry Nikscb oftheCongressional Research Service.
^^DongAIlbo, March 1,1989.

'̂ GeneralJack A. Merritt (USAReL), "ROK—U.S. Defense Burdensharlng," paper presented at
the CSIS/KIDA Conference, September 11-13,1988, Seotil, Korea, p.14.
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inturn, as noted, was phased out inJanuary 1987). At the present time, the
cost ofmaintaining the CFC is kept ataroughly 6:4 ratio, with the United
States assuming the larger share. (From time to time, this arrangement
extends to the extreme becauseallKorean members attachedto the CFC
haveto use Korean-made office supplies,and U.S. membersuse American-
made supplies.)

With the terminationof the FMS grant in 1987,the UnitedStatesbegan
toapply more pressure on the ROKtoassume amore equitable shareofthe
defense burden, although a number offactors contribute to whether the
ROK government is willing toundertake agreater financial contribution.
On the occasion of the twentiethSCM meeting, whichwas held in early
June 1988 in Seoul, the United States called on the ROK to undertake
specific steps to enhance the ROK's share, including the two following
areas; (1)toincrease the ROK's share ofthe defense burden by $40 million
per year firom 1989 to1991 and (2) toprovide an annual $50 million for
US. navalair attachment in Northeast Asiafor maintenance fees.

During the more recent twenty-first SCM, which was heldJuly 17-20,
1989, inWashington, the ROK government noted that, for its part. South
Koreawould continue to bolster its share of the common defense respon
sibility. However, the Korean delegation also pointed out that any future
increase in the ROK's financial contribution would be basedalso on the
performance of the economy.'®

There isalso adifference inperception between Korea and theUnited
States on the defense burden or cost sharing issue Koreans viewthe issue
primarily from an economic perspective and have consistently maintained
that they do not foresee agreater regional defense role; the United States
has signalled the desirability for ROKforces toassume amore positive role
on regional defense Washington's request that Korea contribute to the
peacekeeping mission in the Gulf, together with the extension of eco
nomic aid to the Philippines—which Seoul turned down—su^ests that
theUnited States ismore eager fortheROK to expand itssecurity role. At
the same time, Seoul continues to abide by a more narrow definition of
defense cost sharing.

The United States thus maintained that the ROK should increase its
share in the CDIP to $600 million over the next four to five years,
eventually tocontribute some $200 million for servicing US. air assets in
NortheastAsia. The initial request from theUS. side for Korea toundertake
alarger share inthe servicing ofits aircraft based inJapan and Korea was
basedon the connectionof the US. contributionto the protection ofsea

^^Korea Herald, July 20,1989.
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lanes of communication, particularly with respect to the Middle East
region, given that Korea receives the bulk of its oil from the Gulf states.
After protractednegotiations, the ROK finaUy agreed to undertake greater
costs for US. air attachments in Northeast Asia.'^

Asnoted, the cost of maintaining the USFK is not prohibitivelyexpen
sive, especiallywhen compared to the NATO and U.S. forces inJapancosts.
Atthe same time,asGeneral LouisC.Menetrey, CINCUNC and CINCUSFK,
stated before the US. Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on
Appropriations in February 1989, "In macroeconomic terms, the ROK's
contribution to our common mission compares favorably with the best
efforts of our NATO allies and Japan In real terms, the ROKdefense
budgethasincreased duringthe last10-15years farmore than thatofany
other allyof the U.S."2o Howevet; amore important consideration lies in the
new constraints US. policymakers face, such as the overall reduction in US.
defense outlays along with defense cuts already introduced during the
second term of the Reagan administration, as well as a cut in foreign
military assistance

In may 1988, then US. Deputy Secretary of Defense WilliamTaft met
with his ROK counterparts in the MinistryofNationalDefenseto discuss a
number of issues, including the possibility of Korean contributions to the
US. peacekeeping effort in the Persian Gulf. More important, the ROK was
forced to agree to examine ways to increase its contribution to the
combineddefensecosts.As of 1987, the ROK defense cost sharingwas12
timesashighasthat of the Federal Republic ofGermany, 4 timesashighas
that of the UnitedKingdom, and 6 timesashigh as that of France In 1988,
the ROK alsoposted a largerportion of the host nationsupport burden in
relative terms incomparison with muchwealthiercountriessuchasJapan
and West Germany. Beyond such essentiaUy economic considerations of
the defense burden, the ROK has been increasingly asked by the United
States to look into "strategic defense burden cost sharing." This aspect
focuses on an enhanced security cooperationprogram amongthe ROK
Japan, and the United States.

With a predicted decline in US. power projection capabilities in the
Pacific Asian region, it is only a matter of time before the United States
formally proposes some form of more direct security collaboration be
tween Korea andJapan. Atits heart, such aproposal presupposes that there

^Wong AIlbo, March 7,1989.

20Statement by General LouisC.Menetrey (U.S.A), CINCUnitedNationsCommandand US.
Forces Korea, US. SenateSubcommitteeonDefense, CommitteeonAppropriations, February
23,1988, p. 16.
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currentlyexistsenoughpolitical support in bothJapanandKorea to move
incrementally toward a more consolidated common defense posture
Nevertheless, it remainsvery much in doubt whether the ROK andJapan's
defense andpolitical eliteswould everseriously pondersucha directand
bilateral framework.

The OPCON Issue witiiin the CFC

Withincreasing vigorandfrequency, the ROK hascalledforchanges in
theoperational control between thetwoforces. To date, negotiations have
beenextremely slow, given themultiple dimensions ofany changes in the
existing command structure Althou^ there are certain justifications for
the gradual transfer of operational control to the ROK, the greatest
stumbling block is a political/legal one in that the United States at the
present time considers ituntenable tohave itsforces under theoperational
control of an allied commander.

The CFC, which was set up in 1978 to offsetthe declining role of the
United Nations Command (UNC) in the ROK as well as to better coordi
nate the combinedoperationsofthe two forces inpeaceandwartime, has
been built institutionallyfora semblanceofequalityrather than efficiency.
For example, the head of the CFC is always an American general with a
deputy commander, and this Korean-American bicommand structure is
evident throughout the various CFC offices and bureaus.

On the Koreanside, a key consideration in recent years has been the
risingpoliticalsentimentagainst the prolongation of theAmerican opera
tional control of Korean forces earmarked to the CFC. This problem has
been compounded by the increasing anti-American sentiment within
Korea, most pronounced in the student movement and the opposition
forces both within and outside of the National Assembly. Beyond such
political issues, theKoreans have longinsisted thatit isnolonger appropri
ate for the United States to retain fiill operational control over ROKforces
when South Korea has evolved into a major regional presence Such
nationalistsentiments are very much in evidence even within the armed
forces, although it isalso a truism that should the United States eventually
transferoperational control to the Korean side, other outstanding issues
would remain to be solved.

Forexample, officials in theMinistry ofNational Defense have asserted
that one of the most critical elements of the CFC is the intelligence
provided to the ROK armedforces. In the event that the ROK assumes a
greater share of the command responsibility, it is logical that theUnited
States would be less willing to share hi^y sensitive and necessary
intelligence information withtheKoreans. Ofparticular importance isthe
need for US. surveillance intelligence in the context of assessingNorth
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Korean troop movements and intrusion of Korean airspace (Korea Air
Defense IntegratedZone) by North Korean aircraft.21

Based at Osan, the USFK operates the Tactical Air Control Center
(TACC), which is responsible for aerial surveillance around the Korean
peninsula. For theKoreans, a step-by-step gradual transfer ofoperational
control toitssidewould beginagradual diminution ofintelligence assets it
receives from the United States. Furthermore, even if the United States
would maintain the intelligence platform inthe hands ofthe ROK, analysts
in thedefense ministry have noted thattheROK simply does nothave the
trained personnel tofiilly utilize such asite

At the present time, the CFC has three field armies deployed along the
DMZ, each with two or three ROK army corps. The Third ROK Army and
First ROK Army are commanded by Korean four-star generals and have
only ROK forces on a day-to-day basis. Between these two ROK flank
armies is the ROK/US.Combined Field Army (CFA) commanded by an
American three-star general commensurate with his role ascommander of
the U.S. Second Infantry Division.

The Air Component Command(ACC), whose commander is also the
commander oftheUS. Seventh Air Force and thenominal aircomponent
ofthe USFK, intime ofwar consists ofall USAF and ROKAF wings operating
from bases inKorea. The Naval Component Command (NCC), consisting
oftheROKN's three coastal fleets and theROK's Marine Corps Divisions, is
commanded byanROK vice-admiral; thelattermay comeunderoneor the
other field armies or corps in peace or war. There is also an ROK/U.S.
Combined Unconventional Warfare Task Force (CUWTF) andanROK/U.S.
Aviation Force

The ROK government has agreed that CINC CFC has a day-to-day
operational control oftheROK forces for themission ofdefense against a
NorthKorean invasion. Notunder the CINC CFC operational controlbut
supportinghisforcesinwar would be the US. SeventhFleet, B-52 bombers
of SAC in Guam, the Second ROK Army, which is responsible for rear
defense, the ROK Army's Logistics Command, the US. and ROK military
intelligence apparatus, and various other military, paramilitary, and civil
forces.

In 1978, the CFC wascreated to supplement the "jointness" of U.S.-
ROK combined forces operations.22 Beyond the military rationale for

'̂lieutenant General John H. Cushman, "Command Arrangements in Korea: Issues and
Options," paper presented at the CSIS/KIDA Conference, September 11-13, 1988, Seoul
Korea, p. 14.

22For additional details onthe CFC, see Taek-Hyung Rhee, US-ROKCombinedOperations:A
Korean Perspective (Washington, D.C.; National Defense University Press, 1986).
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creating the CFC, another major factor was the declining utility of the
UNC, which was created during theoutbreakoftheKorean War. Although
the UNC stillfunctions, its rolehasbeen virtually supersededbythatofthe
CFC. With the creation of the CFC, the Third ROKArmy's Capital Corps
was assigned the westernmost section ofthe DMZ, the area covered by the
ICorps (ROK/U.S.) Group Sector. TWo years later, ICorpswas redesignated
astheCombined FieldArmy (CFA); andin1984, inaneffort toenhance the
Third ROK Army's role, the commanding general of the ThirdROK Army
was made responsible for fully half of theformer western sector. There
fore, the former I Corps Group sectorwas nowsplit between two field
armies, and three field armies today defend the DMZ.

With the formal launching of the CFC in 1978, Seoul and Washington
agreed toconverge all operational staffunder thewing ofthe CFC over the
UNC. The CINCCFC reports jointly to the senior national command
military authorities (NCMAs) ofthetwocountries, eachnation'spresident,
andthesecretaryminister ofdefenseAmechanism known astheROK/U.S.
Military Committee provides strategic guidance to the CINC, responsive
to the basic decisions of the two presidents and their respective defense
ministers.In addition to the positions of CINUNC and CINCCFC, the US.
commander in Korea is also (1) commander. Ground Component Com
mand of the CFC; (2) commander. GroundComponent Command of the
UNC; (3) commander, US. Forces Korea (the USFK is a US.-only "sub-
unified command" of the US. Pacific Command under CINCPAC); (4)
commandinggeneral. Eighth US. Army (EUSA); and(5)seniorUS. military
officer in the ROK

Thecomplex command structureandoperational arrangements have
beenshaped byessentially threechannels ofcommunication. Two ofthese
are the Korean and American political-military decision-making struc
tures—their respective defense ministries andjointchiefsofstaffandtheir
military services. Within each nation, theparties to decision making each
have their ownagendas andinterests, which must bereconciled. The third
forum, andan importantbilateral decision-making authority, is the annual
SCM. After the twenty-first SCM inJuly1989, a dozenagenda itemson the
command arrangements were reported to have beendiscussed, andonlya
few were resolved, with the rest deferred for further study.

Over the longerterm, anothertrickyvariable liesin the fumredirec
tion ofSouth-North negotiations, aswell as the futurestatusof the USFK.
Under the assumption—although unlikely anytimein thenearfuture—all
groimd component elements oftheUSFK are withdrawn, it ispossible that
only the USAF tactical air and some logistics command and control
(including intelligence) would remain. The United States could then
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create a "Northeast AsiaCommand," a subunified command, more autono
mous perhaps than most such commands, headed by a four-star ofQcer
who holds the title of CINC but still under CINCPAC.

Someof the steps that could be taken include placing the bulk of the
American forces based in Korea, including all USAF squadrons and the
Second Infantry Division, under the operational control of the CINCCFC
because this would eliminate the most evident inequity in the ROKAJ.S.
command arrangement. Thenext step—^which wasalready consideredby
the 1988SCM but its decisiondeferred—would be to enlargethe respon
sibilitiesof the ROK deputy commanderbymakinghimthe commanderof
the Ground Component Command.

At the same time, the Third ROK Army could be assigned the entire
western sector, and CPA could be dismantled. This may be much sounder
operationally than the present arrangement, in which the western sector
ofthe DMZ is split between the two field armies. The CPA commander and
the ROK/U.S. staff could become part of the new GCC's staff,and the CPA
commander could become deputy to the ROK GCC commander. In
summary, it seems as though the command issue will not be resolved in the
near future Analysts in and out of South Korea have looked into four
options: (1) continue at present with CINCCPC directing the defense of
the RepublicofKorea; (2) maintainthe CPC aswar fighting headquarters,
but with an alternating ROK-U.S. commander; (3) convert the CPC to a
planning headquarters with an alternating U.S. and ROK commander,
which would become operational during exercises and contingency
situations; (4) eliminate the CPC, and place the USPK in a support role to
the ROK armed forces.^s

The operational control issue could also be impacted by any future
movements between South and North Korea regarding the armistice
agreement. Should this accord be replacedwith apeace treatybetween the
two Koreas, it is logical that the United Nations Command and its peace
keeping mission would be nullified. Under this condition, only the bi-
nationalU.S.-ROK commandstructure would remain,with the possibility
of greater ROK control over its forces. Politically, however; the United
Stateshas also come imder increasingpressure to clarifythe current U.S.-
ROK operational control status, particularly in light of the recent inquiry
to the US. government by the SouthKoreanNationalAssembly on the role
of the US. commander during the Kwangju incident of May 1980.2'<

^'Karl D.Jackson, "The Republic of Korea—US. Security Relationship: Evolution and En
durance,"KoreanJournal ofDefenseAnalysis, vol.1,no. 1 (Summer1989),pp. 52—53.
^•^Cbosun Ilbo, October 23,1989.
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In summary, the ROK government is likely to continue to insist on a
greater role in the CFC structure, such asrotating the CFC command, al
though thespecific components oftheforces underthe CFC couldbe put
under the control ofeither an American or Korean commander or under a
joint command structure. Given the very nationalistic outlook of the
Korean officer corps, there is going to be an increasing call for greater
operational participation in the CFC structure For the ROK, it stands to
reason that over the longrun, it will retainmore operational control over
its own forces as a step toward a greater "Koreanization" of its defense
postureNevertheless, theUnited States will noteasily transfer operational
control at the present timeuntil and unless there is a perceived needfor
such a move within the U.S. Department of Defense and/or the respective
services. Discussions on this subject will gather increasing momentum in
the periodahead, but no solution thatwould fully satisfy the demands of
both countries is in sight.

Implications for Future Korean Security

Over the next fewyears,the presence ofU.S. forces in Koreais likelyto
emerge as a major political issue based on three broad trends. First, as
democracytakesroot in SouthKorea, the overall seciuity issuewillcome
under greaterscrutinyin the National Assembly, the media, and thepublic
at large Second, asSouthKorea continuesto post a favorable economic
growth ratetogetherwithatradesurplusvis-a-vis theUnited States, theUS.
Congress will apply more pressure for a graduated withdrawal of US.
forces, ifnot a substantialincrease in the SouthKoreancontributionfor the
maintenance of the US. forces in the ROK And third, there will be calls for
arms reduction measures between South and North Korea, especially as
armscontrol emergesasapotent politicalissueinSouthKorea. Although a
mass-based peacemovement (inclusive ofanantinuclear movement) akin
to the demonstrations in WestGermany or England in the early 1980s has
yet to unfoldin South Korea, such a development—albeit on a reduced
scale—maywell emerge within the next decade

Based on these parallel trends, pressure will also be exerted on the
ROKas its ties with the Soviet Union, the PRC,and Eastern Europe begin to
increase with specific gains made on the basisof South Korea's policy of
Nordpolitik—otherwise referredto as"northward diplomacy" or "north
ward policy"—such as the establishment of diplomatic relations with
Hungary in February 1989 and Poland in November 1989. However, it
remainsto be seen just howSouthKorea's enhanced tieswith the socialist
bloc will contribute to its security. Although there are positive aspects to
South Korea's northward diplomacy, there are also risks entailed in any
rapid and significant expansion of ties with the USSR and the PRC.
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The ROK's efforts to increase all levels of contacts with Moscow and
Beijing are a welcome trend. Given the Soviet and Chinese interests in
preserving stability on the Korean peninsula, it stands to reason that as
South Korea seeks to broaden its discussions with the two Communist
powers, it maywell serve to lessen the tension on the Korean peninsula
Nevertheless, it would be naive to assume that Soviet strategy under
Gorbachev doesnot seekto strengthenSoviet interests globally aswellas
regionally.

For instance, Soviet-North Korean military cooperation since the
mid-1980s has increased significandy with the delivery of up-to-date
weapons systems such as the SCUD (subsonic cruise unarmeddecoy)-B
SAM (surface-to-air missile), MiG-29 combat aircraft, as well as North
Korea's greater adaptation ofSovietmilitarydoctrine such asthe role of the
operational maneuver groups (OMG).Seenfrom this perspective—not to
mention the overflight rights the Soviets have secured from North Korea—
it stands to reason that the USSR's overtures to South Korea are but one
aspectofSoviet strategyon the Koreanpeninsula. As the domesticpolitical
situation fluctuates within South Korea, particularly in terms of the
defense consensus, the Soviets are likely to take advantage of such a
transitional phase Although Soviet policy under Gorbachev has under
gone a sea change, it remains to be seen whether his initiatives in Europe
are applicable to the Pacific theater.

What, then, are the implications for the U.S.-ROK alliance in general
and the statusofUS. forcesinSouthKorea? First, Moscowwillexploit to its
full advantage the fluctuating political environment in South Korea in an
attempt to contribute to a cleavage between Seoul and Washington.
Second, assecurityanddefenseissuesinSouthKoreabecome increasingly
politicized, the defense consensus within South Korea cannot but become
pluralized. Third, although none of the current political parties has called
for a major diminution in the U.S.-ROK alliance(especially the status of
the USFK), this is also bound to change with the potential emergence of
more radical and progressive political parties. Fourth, alliance manage
ment requirements between Seoul and Washington will be impacted by
the developments noted previously,which may have the residual effect of
anincreasing calf on behalfoftheUS. Congress to reduce thepresence of
US. forces in the ROK

Such an assessment may appear to be particularly pessimistic,but the
evolving political environment certainly does not retain the characteris
ticsof the allianceofyearspast.Howevertempting it maybeto criticize the
presence of the USFK it has clearly contributed vitally to South Korea's
peace since the end ofthe Korean War. The alliance has matured across all
fronts, and it isa politicalimperative forboth parties to seriously address
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some of the issues that have emerged over the last few years. At the same
time, if the domestic situation evolves to such a point that the United States
will feel compelled to withdraw its forces in an incremental process, there
is little doubt that Japan will eventually fill the vacuum left by the United
States. Such a turn of events cannot but be perceived with anxiety on the
part of South Korea.

Just as the U.S.-NATO relationship has matured to the point where
political give-and-take is now a routinized form of the trans-Atlantic
alliance, the U.S.-ROKalliance is also moving in that general direction. A
key consideration, therefore, lies in the abilityof the policy-making com
munity in Seoul and Washington to prepare for the changes already
evident in the bilateral relationship. Into the 1990s, the inter-Korean
strategicbalanceis expected to reach parity; assuming that South-North
Korean relations improve (particularly in the post-Kim II Sung leader
ship), there may no longer be a need for a substantial presence of US.
forces in the ROK

In an effort to resolve some of the more outstanding issues between the
two countries. President Roh embarked on a five-day visit to the United
States from October 15 to 20, 1989. Although the Bush administration
reaffirmed its pledge not to undertake any hasty troop withdrawal, press
reports noted that severalhigh-rankingUS. officials had remarked that the
U.S. security guarantee to Korea should not be construed solely on the
basis of the troop level.^? in otherwords, although President Bushremains
firm in his belief that a substantial reduction in the strength of the USFK is
unjustified at the present time, it was inevitable for a token reduction to
take place in the near term, particularly in order to assuagepressures from
the US. Congress.

ADepartment ofDefense report,AStrategicFrameworkfor theAsian-
Pacific Rim: Looking Toward the 21st Century, presented to the US.
Congress in April 1990noted that the USFK would be "streamlined" (i.e.,
there would be a phased-out withdrawal within the next ten to fifteen
years).Specifically, this report stipulates the desirabilityofgreater mission
specialization by the ROK forces and the withdrawal of some 2,000 USAF
and 5,000 US.Armypersonnel during the firstphase (1991-1993). Bythe
end of the firstphase, the North Korean threat would be reevaluated and a
restructuring of the US. 2nd Infantry considered in the second phase
(1993-1996). Finally, during the third phase—assuming that planned
withdrawals are completed on schedule—a limited number of US.forces
would remain in the ROK for deterrent missions. All told, the Bush

^^Dong-A Ilbo, October 22,1989.
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administration has clearly indicated that the USFKwill have to be restruc
tured quite significantly.

At the same time, with the visit of former Assistant Secretary of State
Gaston Sigur to Pyongyang in late October 1989, the United States seemed
to signal its willingness to continue to meet North Korea at least halfway.
Should a trend in the thawing of North Korean-U.S. relations continue,
Washington will probably feel the need to reassess the strategic value of
the USFK. To be sure, Washington has also expressed concern over the
potential development ofnuclear weapons capability by North Korea, and
the Bush administration will certainly not take any measures counter
productive to the maintenance of a credible deterrent posture on the
Korean peninsula. However; given Pyongyang's desire to seek direct talks
with the United States, even a marginal improvement in ties—coupled
with a more flexible response from the North Korean leadership—may not
necessarily augur well for the longer term presence of the USFK

In the final analysis, until a politically viable framework ofinter-Korean
relations can be formed, the rationale for maintaining a credible deterrent
posture by the ROK will not be diminished. A fundamental breakthrough
in South-North relations may ultimately result in a diminution of the role
offorce in the inter-Korean balance, but prudence—and ample historical
evidence—dictates that any attempt to unilaterally downgrade one's
defense capabilities, whether through external coercion or internal pres
sure or a combination of the two, cannot but lead to discord and,
ultimately, capitulation.



9. The Question of U.S. Forces
on the Korean Peninsula

SUNG CHUL YANG

Major changes in mutual perception and policies in SouthKoreanand
American relations are occurring. They may be called "growing pains," "a
little buddy grows up" syndrome, or simply the necessary and natural
readjustment process in response to rapidly transforming political,eco
nomic, and military relations, not only in bilateral contexts but also in
regional and global milieus. Not all the signs and symptoms are positive;
some are explosiveand mayeven be perilous unless they are bandiedwith
prudence and care. The issues and problems besetting the two nations are
wide ranging. Somechronic and recurrent controversies(like U.S. respon
sibility for Korean division) are still highly charged emotionally. Worse
stiU, ^legations of U.S. responsibility for perpetuating the division and
supporting mUitary dictatorship in South Korea as a part of "the US.
imperialist scheme" are die-hard. South Korea's inordinate military, aca
demic, and intellectual dependence on the UnitedStatesare alsopolemical
in the same vein.' There are also more immediate and pressing matters,
including the following:

• US. concerns over the speed and the scope of South Korean pursuit of
Nordpolitik

• the withdrawal (or, more accurately, reduction) of US. forces in South
Korea

Mydeep appreciationisextended to Mr. Kim Kwang Ho, USIS Library inSeoul, forsupplying
me with pertinent materialsfor this chapter. I alsoacknowledge the prompt assistance of my
assistant, Kim Chang Hee
'For example, accordingto asurveyof13Seouluniversities, includingSeoulNational, Yonsei,
and Koreauniversities,there were 171economics professors.Amongthe Ph.D. holders,116or
72 percent received their degreesfrom the United States. Similarly, there are 145senior
researchers in the fivegovermnent research institutes, including the Korean Development
Instimte (the KDl) and the Korean Land Development Institute Of the 117 of these with
doctorates, 90 or 77 percent obtained their degrees from the United States.The KDI's 38
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• the controversy overU.S. tacticalnuclearweapons deployment in South
Korea^

• the question of the Combined Forces Command (CFC) U.S. com
mander's powerofoperational control oversomeSouthKorean military
forces^

• the revision of CFC organization and function

• the revision of the 1966Statusof ForcesAgreement(SOFA) between the
U.S. and the Republic of Korea

• the revision ofthe U.S.—Republic ofKorea (ROK) Mutual Defense Treaty

• the revision of the Korean War Armistice Agreement

doctorates, for instance, received their degrees from the United States. According to the
Republic of Korea Ministry ofEducation statistics, from 1952 to 1980,53,128 Korean students
went to study abroad,of whom 35,394 or 67 percent went to the UnitedStates(quoted in
Hangkuk Ilho in February-March, 1989). As of 1988, the Korean Political Science Associa
tion had 743 members, of whom 433 responded to the association survey Out of 333
doctorate holders, 139 or 41.7percent received their degrees from the United States;151or
45.3 percentreceived theirdoctorates from universities athome. Fordetails, seeSung Chul
Yang,"The Current State of the Korean Political Studies,"Korean PoliticalScienceReview (m
Korean) (1987), pp. 95-110.

^According to Gregory Henderson, there are some "600-700 nuclear warheads under U.S.
control, notably at the KunsanAirBase. Mostwarheadsare for artilleryor airborne weapons,
but 21are atomic mines ('dirty' weapons), which must be placed south of the DMZ." He also
warned of the dangers of South Korea's growing number of nuclear power plants—12
completed or under construction. Seehiscolumn,FarEasternEconornicReview{Scpt&mbtt
24,1987), pp. 36-38. SeealsoDoug Bandow, "Korea: The Case for Disengagement," CATO
PolicyAnalysis (1987),p. 5. Meanwhile, the KoreaTimes Quly6,1989) reported, "Judging
from the nuclear facilities detected by [U.S.] satellitecameras, the experts were quoted as
saying that the North is preparing for the production of nuclear weapons in several years."
^Recently, KarlJackson proposed four alternative modes of operation for CFC:

Option 1: Continue as at present with CINCCPC directing the defense of the Republic of
Korea.

Option 2: MaintainCFC as the warfightingheadquarters, but with an alternating ROK-
U.S. commander.

Option 3: Convert CFC to a planning headquarters with an alternating ROKand U.S.
commander that would become operational during exercises and contingency situations.
Under such an arrangement, the forces of both countries would be chopped to CINCCFC at
some agreed-upon defense condition.

Option 4: Eliminate CFCand place USFK in a support role to the ROK armed forces.
For details, see Karl D. Jackson, "The Republic of Korea—US. Security Relationship:

Evolutionand Endurance," KoreanJournal ofDefenseAnalysis (Summer1989),pp. 43-58.
Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich.) suggested that the United States should "create a new

Ground Forces command under the CFC(to complement the NavalForces Command and Air
Forces Command) and place the Korean general in charge of that position." For details, see
Senator Levin's "Report on US. forces in ROK,"June 9,1989.
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• the controversy over the Team Spirit exercises^

• the relocation of U.S. militaryfacilities from Seoul, includingthe Yongsan
golfcourse andbowling establishments and theshopping andentertain
ment areas of Itaewon^

• American Forces Korea Network (AFKN) TV broadcasts

• a more equitable defense burden sharing ofthe roles, risks, and respon
sibilities^

• alleged U.S. implications in the May 1980Kwangju uprising^

• trade issuesand the "Super301" section of the U.S. OmnibusTradeand
Competitiveness Act of 1988

In this chapter only the South Korean-U.S. mutual perception and
policy changes withrespectto U.S. troopson thepeninsulawillbe closely
and extensively probed. In so doing, some objective factors as well as
South Korean people's shiftingperceptions of the image of America in
general and U.S. forces in Korea will be examined. Also, varying percep
tionsandconflicting interestson the presenceofU.S. forces in Korea held,
respectively, byboth NorthandSouth Korea andfourmajor powers—the
United States, the SovietUnion, China, and Japan—^will be identified and
compared. Finally, a set of policy recommendations willbe proposedfor
better and improved Korean-American relations.

^Fornumber of Korean and US.forces involved in the TeamSpirit exercises, see data released
by the US.Eighth Armyand quoted in Hankuk Ilbo, February 28,1989.

5US. and Korean military authorities have reached a formal agreement to transfer a US.
military base from central Seoul to anoutlying areabythemid-1990s. They also agreed that
theEighth US. Army golfcourse (264,000 square meters) will bereturned in1990. The total
areasheadquartered bytheU.S. military forcessinceFebruary 24,1952, areabout2.8million
square miles (270 hectares or 755acres). Fordetails, see theKorea Times (May 3,1989).
^According to a report.SouthKorea's latesttotalcostsharingamountsto $1.9 billionper year
in direct and indirect support. Direct support amountsto $300millionin budget expendi
tures,muchofit for logistics services, operations, andmaintenance forcombined headquar
ters and other activities and construction projects. Indirect support amountsto about $1.6
billion, consisting ofapproximately 100 square miles ofland. From 1974 through 1988, the
ROK government has provided $768million in Combined Defense Improvement Projects
(GDI?)("every dollarKorea spends, theU.S. spendsabout16centsinCDIP"). Fordetails, see
statementbyGeneralLouis C.Menetreybefore theSubcommitteeon Defense, Committeeon
Appropriations,United States Senate,February 23,1989.

^The US. government statementfor theSouthKorean National Assembly specialCommittee
on Kwangju released onJune 22,1989, reported, among other things, that "theU.S. hadno
prior knowledge of the deployment of Special Warfare Command forces to Kwangju nor
responsibility for their actionsthere." Fordetails, see UnitedStatesGovernmentStatement
on theEvents in Kwangju, Republic ofKorea, inMay1980—Background Qune19,1989).
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External and Internal Political Parameters

Globally, whether it is called an advent of the post-cold war era or new
detente, U.S.-Soviet, U.S.-Soviet-Chinese, and NATO-Warsaw relations
are changing for the better. The successful conclusion of the Intermediate
Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, the progress made in Conventional Forces in
Europe(CFE), and the recent resumption of the Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks (START) are cases in point. Anew paradigm changefrom the cold
war era to that of post-cold war globalism is indeed in the making. The
SovietUnion's internal nationalistic upheavalsin the Balticand SovietAsian
republics and China's recent bloody suppressions of the democracy
movement notwithstanding, Soviet and Chinese external relations are
basically intact, although Americanand WesternEuropean relations with
China in particular have cooled considerably after the recent turmoil.

Perhaps,despite this paradigm change,the Koreanpeninsula continues
to be the lone island of the cold war. It is true that under the tacit
agreement, especially in light of President Roh Tae Woo'sJuly 7, 1988,
announcement, the ideas of cross-contact and cross-recognitionare being
actively yet cautiously tested by the United States andJapan vis-a-vis North
Korea.® Meanwhile, under the banner of Nordpolitik, South Korea has
been much more aggressive and active in improving its relations with
China, the Soviet Union, and the Eastern European countries.^ In 1989,
Hungary and South Korea established full diplomatic relations, and other
Eastern European countries will soon follow suit.

Domestically, these global and regional readjustments notwithstand
ing, political and policy changes in North Korea have been minimal. As
long as the Kim IISung—Kim ChongIIfather-son successionlinepersists,
major shifts in North Korean politics and policies comparable to Gor
bachev'sperestroika and glasnost and Deng Xiaoping's economic reform
are almost unthinkable (the short-term and long-term effects of the recent
Thirteenth World Youth Festivals held in Pyongyang, in which some

®In his recent testimony before the US. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Richard
Solomon acknowledged that "insupport of Roh's policies, andwith the aimofreversing the
North's isolation, we ourselveshavebegun modest contacts with North Korea, including
three meetings in Beijing between political counselors and an easing of trade restric
tions." See his "The Challenge of Success: An American Agenda for East Asia in the 1990s,"
June 12,1989.

^For example. SouthKorea's trade with Chinain 1983was $122 million. Five yearslater in
1988it was estimated to be $3.1 billion.SouthKorea's trade with the SovietUnion, including
Eastern European countries, in 1983 was $119million, but in 1988 it was estimated to be $550
million. North Korea's trade with China was $524.6 million in 1983 and $513.2 million in
1986. North Korea's trade with the Soviet Union was $870 million in 1983 and $1.72 billion.
Data from KOTRA (Korea Trade Promotion Corporation), JETRO O^pan External Trade
Organization), and the Economist Intelligence Unit.
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20,000 foreignersparticipated, areworth close scrutiny because it was the
first such massive foreign visitation since the founding of the "encapsu
lated" Democratic People's Republic of Korea).

Bycontrast. South Korea is undergoing a transition from authoritarian
rule to more democratic and increasingly pluralistic politics. Specifically,
South Korea's democratic development lies somewhere between an anti-
authoritarian (the "shouting") stage and a deauthoritarian (the "experi
mental") stage Thus, the country is still far awayfrom reaching the final
democratic stage Afull-fledged democracy inSouthKoreawill be realized
onlywhen both the governinggroup and the opposition forces, including
the so-called Coalition for a National Democratic Movement, formed on
January 22, 1989, meet three minimal conditions: (1) to uphold demo
cratic belief systems (or, to use the political science parlance, when they
become socialized democratically), (2) to advocate democratic values
and ideas, and (3) to act in accordance with their democratic belief
systems and advocacy. Unfortunately, they do not at present. Both the
governing and the opposition groups advocate democracy,and there are
indeed some signs of the opening up of their authoritarian closed minds,
not to mention a number ofmoves toward democratization. But such signs
and moves are still tentative and experimental. In essence, what we are
witnessing now is not party politics but "party boss politics," not parlia
mentary politics based on popular representation but extraparliamentary
politics run by party bosses' personal political associates and proteges.

Toput it another way,the present RohTaeWooregime confronts akind
of double jeopardy (i.e, its governmental authority and leadership in
maintaining law and order are low and ineffective;at the same time.South
Koreanpeople's confidenceand trust in the regime are also very low). If
both the governmentalauthorityand the people's trust in governmentare
either absent or dangerously low,such a political situation may precipitate
political anarchy. If the governmental authority alone is effective, and the
people's trust in government is low or absent, then the rule tends to
become dictatorial and authoritarian, thereby severely lacking legitimacy.
Conversely, if the governmental authority is ineffective, and the people's
trust in government is relativelyhigh, such rule tends to be weak and adrift.
Aregime is democratically strong and healthy only when both the people's
trust in government and the governmentalauthority'supholdingoflegality
and public safety are high. Ideally, in democracy, the two (people's trust
and political authority) should go in tandem and reinforce each other. The
present Roh regime, however, lies somewhere between weak rule and
anarchy. Chun Doo Hwan's Fifth Republic and Park Chung Hee's Fourth
("Yushin") Republic were prime examples of dictatorship.

The Roh regime's double jeopardy can be interpreted in two ways.
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Positively, some analysts argue that the Roh regime must go through its
current stage and that the present seemingly weak political steering is
almostinevitable, if not necessary, to break away fromSouthKorea's long
standing and deeply rooted authoritarian rule. Negatively, however,others
contend that Roh's present political predicament is his own making.
Specifically, he critically lacks political leadership. It appears that he has
not, thus far, demonstrated a clear and convincing vision to lead the nation
during his tenure as the "captain of the ship Korea " He has not convinced
himself, let alone the people, that he is in charge and that he has a clear
sense of history and of historical judgment as the ultimate decision maker,
not just the crowd pleaser or a day-to-day political popularity contestant.
He has not demonstrated his firm, decisive resolve. Worst of all, his
recruitment and appointment ofkey political advisers and associates have
been largelyunsatisfactory. Beingstill surrounded by the key members of
Chun's Fifth Republic, he has thus far failed to cut his umbilical cord off
from the Fifth Republic.

Consequently, he has not resolved the two most critical political
legacies of the Chun regime—the Kwangju uprising and the Fifth Re
public's irregularities. In resolving these issues,one can raise the question:
Can rats catch rats, while in China students and people claimed that even
cats were too old to catch mice? Without dealing directly with these two
problems, if the Roh government tries to divert or delay them by either
pushing its foreign policy {Nordpolitik^ or using security issues (North
Korean military threats and political infiltration into the South), no matter
howtrue and real theymaybe,such diversions may succeed temporarily;
but the two unresolved issues will resurface to haunt him until they are
dealt with. In short, Roh'snorthern policy toward China,the SovietUnion,
and other EasternEuropeannations and his inter-Korean securitypolitics
should be an extension of his domestic politics or an external element of
hisoverall politicalagenda. Hemust not xxse^Nordpolitik or securityissues
or both to divert attention from, or delay the resolution of, the aforemen
tioned critical domestic problems.

Korean-American Relations:

A Backward and Forward Glance

Politically, as much as North and South Korea show a classic case of
contrasts and contradictions, so do South Korean and American relations.
America represents a textbook case of domestic political stabilitywith the
exception of a few periodic political turmoils such as the civil rights
movement in the 1960s, the Watergatescandals, the Iran-contrahearings,
and the internal political upheavals during the Vietnam War years. By
contrast. South Korean politics has been more like a "politics of shocks"—
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its domestic political stability has been an exception, its instability, the
rule The fact that after 202 years the first American republic (1787-1989)
continues to exist while in just 40 years (1948-1988) six republics have
been attempted in South Korea confirms this point. Even in France, it took
169 years (1789-1958) for the five republics.

America has only amended its constitution 26 times in 200 years, but
South Korea has adopted entirely new constitutions 6 times (actually 9
revisions have been made thus far on the South Korean constitution). In 40
years. South Korea declared 12 martial laws and staged 2 military coups;
but in over 200 years, America has had none, although the latter, too,
experienced a bitter and destructive Civil War (1860-1864) like North
and South Korea's fratricidal war (1950-1953). In short. South Korea's
monoethnic politics of shocks, typified by a high degree of extremity,
unpredictability, and instability, is a stark contrast to America's polyethnic
politics of stability, characterized by a strong propensity toward modera
tion, predictability, and regularity.

Economically, South Korea has also been exceptional. Positively,
whether it is called "the miracle of the Han River" or one of the four

dragons or tigers. South Korean economic development has been phenom
enal, at least since the mid-1960s. It has been one of the fastest growing
economies in the world; and since the late 1980s, it has become a trade
surplus nation. It may soon become a creditor donor nation. Negatively,
however. South Korea's rapid economic transformation has also created a
series of concomitant problems such as urban overcrowding and squalor,
traffic congestion, pollution, crime, labor-management disputes, regional
and sectoral disparities, and student radicalism.^®

In terms of physical size, America (9,363,000 square kilometers) is
nearly 96 times bigger than South Korea (98,000 square kilometers). The
population of America was 7.3 times larger than that of South Korea in

lOAccording to a recent survey by Korea University's Peace Research Institute and the
Hankukllbo Quly 2,1989), the South Korean public's perceptions of conflicts or conflictual
factors in present-day Korea are as follows (the number is the percentage of people surveyed
who identified each item):
• confrontation between workers and capitalists: 88.1 percent
• rich-poor gap between high income earners and low income workers: 87,8 percent
• gap between major cities and farming and fishingarea: 84.4 percent
• confrontation between the governing party and the opposition: 78.5 percent
• confrontation between Yongnamand Honam regions: 78.4 percent
• discrimination gapbetween the well educated and thosewith little education:74.3percent
• ideological confrontations between the rightists and the leftists: 71.5 percent
• generational conflict: 55.7 percent
• sexual discrimination: 37.7 percent
• distrust between civilians and the military: 36.7 percent
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1949, but it was 5.8 times larger in 1987. Above all, South Korea's
economic growth, relative to America's, is conspicuous. In 1949, for
example, America's national income was nearly 310 times bigger than
South Korea's;in 1962, in terms ofgross national product (GNP), it was 175
times bigger; in 1972, it was 119 times bigger; in 1982, it was 50 times
bigger; in 1987, it was just 37 times bigger; and the trend has been South
Korea's steady economic gain relative to the United States. This trend is
also reflected in per capita income changes for both nations. In 1949,
America's per capita national income was $1,453; South Korea's was $35.
Thus, America's per capita national income in 1949 was almost 42 times
greater than SouthKorea's. In 1962,America's per capitaGNP( $2,691)was
24 times bigger than that of South Korea ( $110). In 1972, it was 18 times
bigger; in 1982, it was just 7.5 times bigger;and it is now about 6 times
bigger. The trend againseems favorable to South Koreavis-a-vis the United
States. Along with the changing political and economic relations between
the two countries already delineated. South Korean people's perceptions
of America have changed markedly in recent years, as reflected in various
survey data.

According to the survey conducted by the Research Institute of Media
and Culture at Sogang University (December 10-12,1988) on the ques
tion ofSouth Korea's economic relations with foreign nations (With which
country shouldSouthKoreamaintainthe closest economicrelationship?),
China,not the UnitedStates,topped the list.Out of 1,504respondents, 602
identified China (40 percent), and 425 people or 28.3 percent picked the
United States. Although this survey was conducted before the 1989
Chinese upheaval, it is interesting to note that Korean people no longer
perceived America as the closest economic partner, despite the fact that
America was still Korea's biggest trading and economic partner.

On the question of South Korea's security relations (With which
country should South Korea maintain the closest relationship for its
nationd security?), 676 people or 44.9 percent chose America; thus,
America is perceived to be South Korea'sclosest security ally. The question
on South Korea's image of America is particularly noteworthy. The largest
number (675 people or 44.9 percent) stated that Americawas once a good
country, but it is not any more. Those who believe that America was and
still is a good country constituted only 18.9percent (284 people). On the
question of U.S. forces withdrawal from South Korea, the respondents are
fairly evenly distributed among three groups. Those who answered that
US. forces should withdraw gradually from South Korea comprised about
38.1 percent (573 people); 33.8 percent (508 people) responded that
they may stay if the United States turned its operational command control
authority over to South Korea and paid rent for leasing its military bases.
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The third group, who supported the maintenance of current troop levels,
constituted 23.9 percent (359 persons), and those who supported the
immediate withdrawal of U.S. forces from South Korea are only 3.6 percent
(54 persons). On the question of South Korea's most serious economic
problems, America's trade pressure ranked fourth—14.1 percent.

Although the phrasing of questions differs slightly from the Sogang
data, the following Joongang Ilbo survey results (September 22, 1988)
are comparable On the question of improving North and South Korean
relations (What is the most urgent task in improving North and South
Korean relations?), only 1.9 percent indicated US.forces withdrawal. On a
slightly varied question (What is the most important condition for the
realization of genuine progress in North and South Korean dialogue?), U.S.
troop withdrawal again constituted only 3.3 percent. Political stability,
maintenance ofSouth Korea's economic superiority, and democratization
occupied 32.1percent, 20.4 percent, and 20.2 percent, respectively. On
the question of US. troop withdrawal, though phrased somewhat differ
ently, the Joongang data differed little from the Sogangsurvey.Those who
said that US. troops should not withdraw as long as hostile confrontations
between North and South continue constituted 44.7 percent. Those who
stated that American forces should withdraw someday even if hostile
confrontations between the two continue were 34.3 percent. Those who
believed that US.forces should withdraw gradually, beginning now,were
18.2 percent. Those advocating that American forces withdraw imme
diately were only 1.7 percent. America is also rated as the country that
Korean people like the best, that influences South Korea the most cultur
ally, and that South Korea needs the most for its national security and
economic prosperity.

The data collected by the Institute of Peace Studies are also relevant.
On the question of South Korea's relations with the United States, those
who indicated that the relations between the two countries are somewhat

optimistic and very optimistic were 30.3 percent and 12.1 percent,
respectively. But the largest number of respondents—42.5 percent or
1,087 persons out of 2,539 interviewees—believed that there will be no
substantial changes in the two countries' relations. Those who indicated
both countries' relations are very pessimistic and somewhat pessimistic
accounted for 2 percent and 12.5 percent, respectively.

On the question of the least liked country, the trend israther disturbing.
Among college students in 1977, the order was North Korea (61.3 per
cent), Japan (28.9 percent), China (4.2 percent), the United States (3.0
percent), and the Soviet Union (2.6 percent). But in 1986, the order
changed dramatically.Japan topped the list (53.7 percent), followed by the
United States (16.1 percent). North Korea (14.6 percent), the Soviet Union
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(11.6 percent), and China (0.4 percent). Among Korean citizens, the
ranking of the same questions differs substantially. In 1987, the order was
Japan (35.8 percent). North Korea (34.9 percent), the SovietUnion(20.0
percent), the United States(4.1 percent), and China (2.1 percent). But in
1988, the order changed. Japan and North Korea, 39.6 percent and 32.9
percent, respectively, topped the list, followed by the United States (13.2
percent), the Soviet Union (12.4 percent), and China (1.8 percent).
Moreover,a proportionately high number ofpeople aged 21 to 30 tends to
identify America as the least liked country. Likewise,in terms of education,
high school and college students occupy a proportionately greater num
ber of those identifying America as the least liked nation.

On the question of US. troops withdrawal, those who insist on the
immediate troop withdrawal tend to be on the rise, from 5.5 percent in
1987 to 12.1 percent in 1988.Those who advocate the troops remaining
until both Koreas reach military balance are on the decline, from 33.5
percent in 1987 to 25.9 percent in 1988. Particularly noteworthy here is
the question dealing with South Korea's relations with the four major
powers in the year 2000. America trails, having the least optimistic
prospect of the four—China (73.2 percent), the Soviet Union (49.5
percent), Japan (44.5 percent), the United States (42.4 percent).

The most recent survey, by the Hankook Ilbo in cooperation with
Korea University's Peace Studies Institute (March 15-April 30, 1989),
reveals a number of interesting points. Of 2,250 respondents polled, 27.9
percent believed that America was primarily responsible for the outbreak
of the Korean War, and America is still the most culturally influential in
Korea(39.8 percent). America (33-3 percent) and the Soviet Union (12.6
percent) were perceived as the two most helpful countries for Korean
reunification.The United States(48.8 percent) and the SovietUnion(19.4
percent), took the top two spots on the list in interfering with the internal
affairs of other countries. On the question of US. troop contributions to
keeping peace on the Korean peninsula, 57.8 percent believed that
American troops make positive contributions, 23.7 percent thought that
they made no difference, and 18.4 percent stated that they made no
contribution to keeping peace on the Koreanpeninsula. On the question
of US. troop contributions to Korean reunification, 39.5 percent agreed
that they would contribute, 30.5 percent thought that they made no
difference, and 29.2percent perceived that theywould hurt instead.(For
details, see ihc Hankook Ilbo, June 9,1989.)

In short, America still is South Korea's only formal military ally, its
largest economic and trading partner, and its closest political friend. But
the survey data are rather perturbing. South Korean people's positive
image of and perception toward America are steadily eroding. South
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Korean people's perceptions of and prospect for America being their
closest militaryally, largest economic partner, and most reliablepolitical
friend are steadily, thoughnot precipitously, on the downturn.Particularly,
the question of U.S. forces in South Korea is no longer a political taboo.

One crucial point is that the idea of a phased withdrawal of U.S. forces
from South Korea is slowly yet steadily gaining momentum among the
South Koreanpopulace.The correct assessmentand the prudent handling
of the US.forces issue will be one of the most important concerns (if not
the most important one) for South Korean and Americanrelations in the
next fewyears.Treatingthis matter in ahastyandperfunctory manner may
result in irreparable harm to the relationship, not to mention doing fatal
damage to South Korea's security.

The U.S. Troop 'Mthdrawal Question

During the Korean War, the US. troop levelpeakedat 360,000. In1957,
only two divisions totaling about 60,000 troops remained. In 1971, US.
President Richard Nixon withdrew the Seventh Army Division of some
20,000, leavingbehind 40,000 soldiers. In 1978, President Jimmy Carter
pulled out an additional 3,600 soldiers from South Korea as a first step
toward his plan to remove all but 14,000 US. personnel and logistics
specialists by 1982. However, Carter scrappedhiswithdrawal planunder
congressional pressure." In 1981, President Ronald Reagan reaffirmed
America's commitment to South Korea's defense, and the 40,000 troop
level has continued ever since

More recently. Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger pledged in
1986 that American troops would remain "aslong as the people of Korea
want and need that presence" In the joint communique of the nineteenth
annual U.S.-R.O.K Security Consultative Meeting (SCM), Weinberger
cited "the continued US. troop presence and its continuing efforts to
improve their capabilities, such as the recent deployment of a Lance
Battery to Korea, as signs of the US. commitment to the defense of the
Republic of Korea.''̂ ^ At the twentieth SCM in Seoul, June 8-9, 1988,
Defense Secretary Frank C. Carlucci remarked, "As long as there is a
military imbalance on the peninsula and as long as North Koreacontinues

"For example, SenatorJohn Glenn's report, "US. Troop Withdrawal from the Repuhlic of
Korea: AnUpdate, 1979," to the Committee on ForeignRelations, United StatesSenate, urged
reversal of Carter's withdrawal policy and maintenance of the Second Infantry Division,
because of a new intelligence estimate reappraising North Korean force strength.
'̂ Minister LeeandSecretary Weinberger alsoreaffirmed that "thesecurityofthe Repuhlic of
Korea is pivotal to the peace and stability of NortheastAsia which, in turn, is vital to the
securityofthe UnitedStates." Seethe text of theJointCommunique ofthenineteenthatmual
U.S.-R.O.K. Security Consultative Meeting issued on May7,1987, in Washington, D.C.
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to exhibit aggressive behavior, and as long as the Korean people wish us to
be here, we will stand by their side as we have done for 35 years."^^Most
recently, at the twenty-&:st SCM in Washington, July 17-19,1989, South
Korea Defense Minister Lee Sang-hoon and U.S. Defense Secretary Richard
B. Cheney announced an essentially similar pledge: "U.S. forces should
remain in Korea as long as they are needed for deterrence against the
North Korean military threat, and as long as the governments and peoples
of the United States and the ROK believe the U.S. troop presence serves the
interests of peace and stability on the Korean peninsula."!^ A subtle yet
significant change in these recent pledges is the point that American troop
commitment to South Korean defense has become conditional

Once again, however, the troop withdrawal question has come to the
forefront. As early as in 1979, when Senator John Glenn recommended
reversing Carter's withdrawal policy and maintaining the Second Infantry
Division, he pointed out, "At some future time, of course, a ground troop
withdrawal is desirable.''^^ At one extreme, Doug Bandow, a fellow at the
Cato Institute, even proposed in 1987 that the United States should
execute a five-year phased militarywithdrawal from South Korea and sever
its defense guarantee once all the troops have been removed.^^ In his
column in the Far Eastern Economic Review, Gregory Henderson con
tended, among other things, that the U.S. military presence should be
shifted from the riflemen of the U.S. Army's Second Division—^unneeded in
a manpower-rich South Korea—to a brigade. Concentration should then
be placed on air and technical support, well back from the provocative
armistice line.^^ There are others, such as Robert Mrazek (D-N.Y.) who
sponsored an amendment in early 1987 requiring the Defense Department
to develop a plan for the "orderly reduction" of U.S. troops in South
Korea.i® The National Council of the Churches of Christ, too, has sup
ported a phased withdrawal.

On May 12,1989, in his Senate confirmation hearing, Donald Gregg, U.S.
ambassador-designate to South Korea, stated, "We are at the point where

^'See the text of the joint press conference by US. Secretary of Defense Frank C. Cariucci and
South Korea Minister of Defense Oh Ja Bok at the conclusion of the twentieth SCM in Seoul,
June 8-9,1988.

^"^Korea Times, July 20,1989.

^^TheUS.Senate Foreign Relations Committee report of Senator Glenn (see n. 11).Adetailed
background analysis of this report and more is found in Kerry Dumbaugh, "Korea and
Congress, 1950-1990" (April 15,1988), especially CRS-5-8.

^^Bandow, "Korea."

^'^Htnderson Far Eastern Economic Review, September 24,1987, pp. 36-38.

^®Bandow, "Korea," p. 10.

i9lbid.
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we can begin to think about sitting down with the Koreans and negotiat
ing . . . eventual reduction ofour troops."20 OnJune 9,1989, Senator Carl
Levin (D-Mich.) outlined a phased, partial reduction in U.S. troops in
Korea.2i Four senators—Dale Bumpers, Bennett Johnston, Jim Sassei; and
Patrick Leahy—introduced a bill, United States Forces in Korea Realign
ment Act of 1989, in which they proposed, inter alia, "funds appropriated
to or for the use of the Department of Defense may not be obligated or
expended after September 30, 1992, to support or maintain more than
21,000 United States Army personnel in the Republic of Korea." They
stipulated that the phased reductionofapproximately 10,000 United States
Army personnel stationed in the Republic of Kcwrea "should begin no later
than October 1,1990."22

As expected, the US. military commanders are far more cautious on
this issue. Admiral Huntington Hardisty, Major General RoyalN. Moore, Jr.,
and General Louis C. Menetrey are in unison in their position; "We [U.S.]
should not consider reduction of this presence until such time as we see
visible and measurable tension reductions and a diminished threat.''^' On

June 12, 1989, Richard H. Solomon, as the State Department's assistant
secretary nominee for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, testified before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee that the United States would be
responsive to such confidence-building measures as the adoption by
Pyongyang of policies of military "reasonable sufficiency," a pullback of
forces concentrated near the demilitarized zone (DMZ), the removal ofall
North Korean assault and bridging and other units equipped to attack on
very short notice, as well as North Korea's end to terrorism and its
commitment to the safeguards regime of the Nuclear-Non-Proliferation

^^Korea Times, May 14,1989.

2iSenator Levin proposed a two-track approach. The slower track would be timed to make
partial, gradual force withdrawals over an extended period, which would allow South Korea
to build up its defense with substitute forces. The faster track would be pursued if the North
Koreans took such confidence building steps as lowering the threat of surprise attack. He
stated that at the outset, the United Statesshould announce that America isprepared to leavea
residual force—perhaps one brigade—as a symbol of its continuing treaty commitment to
South Korea. "The remainder of the forces would be withdrawn and their equipment placed
in storage This would parallel the prepositioning program we have in the Federal Republic of
Germany today." For details, see Levin, "Report."

22U.S.IA E.A.No. 310, June 23,1989.

23Fordetails, see Admiral Huntington Hardisty, Commander in Chief, US. Pacific Command,
written statement for the House Appropriations Committee, Defense Subcommittee, Febru
ary 2,1989; remarks by Major General Royal N. Moore, Jr., USMCDirector for Operations, U.S.
Pacific Command, before the House Armed Services Committee, Readiness Subcommittee,
March 2,1989; testimony before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense by
General Louis C. Menetrey, Commander of US. forces in Korea, May 25,1988.
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Treaty.24 Meanwhile, the US. State Department noted that President
George Bush said in his speech to the South Korean National Assemblythat
the US. government has no plan to reduce its troop strength in Korea.^?

South Korean official responses to these withdrawal proposals are far
more negative South Korean Defense Minister Lee Sang Hoon stated on
June 12,1989, that should the United States withdraw troops from South
Korea, military spending must increase 60 percent, which means increas
ing its military expenditure from 5 to 8 percent ofits GNP. In addition, the
length of service for enlisted men would have to be extended from the
current 30 months to 50 months.^^ Likewise, Prime Minister KangYoung
Hoon remarked on June 29, 1989, that U.S. forces should remain at the
present level until peace and stability completely settle on the Korean
peninsula.^^

Thus, the presence of US. troops in South Korea is no longer a sacred
cow. The partial reduction, if not the complete withdrawal, of troops is
increasingly open to debate by officials and specialists alike in both
countries. But in any debate on this issue, one must address the implica
tions of the following factors:

• fundamentally different strategic and security implications of the North
and South Korean alliance systems (i.e.. North Korea's two territorially
contiguous continental allies—the Soviet Union and China—and South
Korea's one territorially noncontiguous maritime ally across the Pa
cific—the United States) (Even if Japan were included, it still is a
territorially noncontiguous maritime power.)

• the terms of North Korea's alliance treaties with China and the USSR,
which are far more binding than those of South Korea's Mutual Defense
Treaty with the United States^®

"Solomon testimony before the SenateForeignRelations Committee
^^Korea Times, June 15,1989.

^^Korea Times, June 13,1989.

^"^Korea Times, June 30,1989. Note also that amongSouthKorea's four parties, three—the
rulingDemocraticJusticeParty, theNewRepublican DemocraticParty, and the Reunification
Democratic Party—oppose US. troop withdrawal fromSouthKorea; and only the Partyfor
PeaceandDemocracy considersit to be debatableForasummaryofthepositionsheldbythe
four parties on this question, see Hankook Ilbo, June 18,1989.

28For example. North Korea'sTreaty of Friendship,Co-operation and MutualAssistancewith
theSovietUnionandwith China(concluded onJuly7 andJuly11,1961, and entered into force
on October 9,1961) havean identical clause;"Should either of the ContractingPartiessuffer
armed attack by any State or coalition of States and thus find itself in state of war, the other
Contracting Party shall immediately extend military and other assistance with all the means
at its disposal." By contrast. South Korea's Mutual Defense Treaty with the United States
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• invalidity of North Korea's insistence that the withdrawal of U.S. forces
from South Korea must be the first and foremost precondition for
beginning any serious talk on reunification, which has been amply
confirmed by significant progress achieved by East and West Germany,
despite the presence of Soviet and Allied forces (American, French, and
British) (The partial reduction and the complete withdrawal of U.S.
forces from South Korea are only the secondary agenda to be dealt with
in the process of actual tension reductions in the both halves.)

• invalidity of North Korea linking U.S. forces in South Korea with "U.S.
imperialism,"unless North Korea iswilling to renounce the Sovietforces
in EastGermany as"Sovietimperialism"(There are twice as manySoviet
troops [380,000] as East German troops [170,000] in East Germany, as
compared with 40,000 American troops versus 640,000 South Korean
troops in South Korea.)

• a clear distinction between North Korea's verbal peace offensive and its
actual militant moves and revolutionary southern strategy (i.e, the
militantly offensivenature of its level and type [modes] offorce structure
as well as its strategy to subvert and communize the South. Note a
metamorphosis of North Korean forces from basically defensive units in
the 1960s to units sized, prepared, and postured to take offensive
action. )29

• the North's extensive tunneling, largest commando force in the world,
forward deployment strategy, and hardened military facilities

• North Korea's recent negotiation proposals for agreements on military

(concluded on October 1,1953, and entered into force November 17,1954) has an article
(III): "EachParty recognizes that an armed attack in the Pacificarea on either of the Parties in
territories now under their respective administrative control... would be dangerous to its
own peace and safety and declares that it would act to meet the common danger in
accordance with its constitutionalprocesses." For details, see T. B. Millar and Robin Ward,
eds.. Current International Treaties (New York: New YorkUniversityPress, 1984), pp. 473
and 453.

29SenatorGlenn's report, "U.S. Troop Withdrawal," p. 8. The North enjoys a nearly 300,000-
man advantage in personnel strength, a 2.5 to 1 advantage in tanks, a 1.8 to 1 superiority in
artillery, and a massiveadvantagein multiplerocket launchers(numbering 2,000).TheNorth
also has some 80,000-strong Special Operations Force, and it acquired MiG-23 Flogger
aircraft in 1985, MiG-29/Fulcrum in 1988, SU-25/Frogfoot, SA-2 medium range, high altitude
SAMs, SA-3s (short-range,low-to-medium altitude), SA-5s (long-range, high altitude SAMs),
and ZSU-23-4s in 1985. For details, see General Menetrey's testimonies on forces in Korea
before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense,June 2,1988, and his statement
to the same committee on February 23, 1989. Also see Karl Jackson, "The Republic,"
pp. 46-47.
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and political issues and U.S. troop withdrawal ("old formulas based on
old objectives but wrapped in new ribbons")'"

• a highly, if not the most, explosive nature of North and South Korean
settings (i.fc, almost 1.5 million troops face each other across the 155-
mile border, in contrast with only 2 million across the 4,600-mile Sino—
Soviet border, not to mention that the two Koreas are technically still at
war—since 1953, more than 1,000 South Koreans and 90 Americans
have died in border skirmishes)'^

With these caveats in mind, I explore differing roles and positions of the
two Koreas and the four major powers regarding the US. troop presence
on the Korean peninsula.

U.S. Missions and Functions

The missions and functions of U.S. forces in South Korea may be looked
at two ways, one arguing for their continued presence by invoking various
reasons and objectives and the other contending their reduction or even
complete pullout by countering the former's rationales.

Those who argue the former contend that the presence of U.S. troops
serves

1. to help South Korea deter North Korean adventurism (or, con
versely, to prevent South Koreafrom military adventurism as well) while
remaining prepared to defeat any North Korean attempt to subjugate
South Korea'2

2. to serve the strategic interests of the United States in maintaining
stability in Northeast Asia in relation to Japan, the SovietUnion, and the
People's Republic of China" (US. security interests in Northeast Asiaare

5®Larry A. Niksch,"PoliticalChangein SouthKoreaand Its Impacton U.S.—Korean Relations,"
Asia Pacific Review (Spring 1989), p. 32.

^^Bandow, "Korea," p. 6.

52Admiral Huntington Hardisty, General Moore, and General Menetrey stated, "Our force
presence will continue to be required as a proven deterrent to North Koreanadventurism."
For details, see their statements and testimonies.

^^Ibid. Acting AssistantSecretary of State MichaelArmacost at an open session of the House
ForeignAffairs Subcommittee on Asia, June 25, 1980, remarked, "The nature of the local
military balance and the persistent risk of renewed conflict in Korea has[ve] required a
continued U.S. troop presence, a buildup of ROKmilitary capabilities,and the development of
an integrated commandstructure. Failureto maintain these elementsof deterrence could
heighten the dangersof hostilities involving not only the two Koreas but also the PRC, the
USSR, Japan, and the U.S., with unpredictable but profound consequences for the EastAsia
power balance" Note also that LarryNikschdefined"strategic burden sharing"as the direct
assumptionby SouthKoreaof regionaldefense and security responsibilities." Fordetails,see
Niksch, "Political Change," p. 34.
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txeated in a regional rather than bilateral perspective The peninsula is the
center of great power rivalries and would offer the United States an
advanced base in the event of hostilities with either the Soviet Union or

China. Japan can be kept from rearming.)
3. to maintain the U.S. leadership role in the Pacificand to preserve U.S.

influence and protect U.S. access to the region^^
4. to help achieve U.S. foreign policy objectives such as developing an

expanding economic relationship, encouraging a more democratic system
of government, and fostering an improved human rights climate (differ
ently put, to use the U.S. troop presence as U.S. leverage in South Korea's
political, economic, and military affairs

5. to ensure that no misleading signals about unwavering U.S. commit
ments are conveyed to any player—North, South, or beyond the peninsula;
to ensure that North Korea not take advantage of the situation and seek to
exploit it for its own ends^^

6. to provide a training ground for U.S. forces and test sites for new
weapons^^

7. to fill the deficiencies in the U.S.-South Korea Mutual Defense

Treaty, which does not guarantee automatic redeployment ofU.S. forces in
the event ofa renewed armed conflict after their complete pullout ("a trip
wire effect")

8. to use the U.S. troop presence as an American card in dealing with
North Korea

They further argue that withdrawing troops from Korea is unlikely to
save the U.S. Treasury any money and that withdrawal will ultimately

5^SeeHardisty and Moore's aforementioned statements and testimonies.

55Kerry Dumbaugh, "Korea and Congress, 1950-1990," INTR pamphlet (August 15,1985),
CRS-11. See also Paul Wolfowitz, "The US.and Korea:AuspiciousProspects," CurrentPolicy,
no. 543 O^nuary 31,1984). Edward A.Olsen, for example, contends that U.S. leverageover
South Korea may well decline in coming years as two trends materialize One is the prospect
of greater bilateral economic frictions, and the other is the likelihood of increased regional
burden sharing. For details, see his "Constraints on the Political Use of U.S. Military Forces in
South Korea," delivered at the 1984 annual meeting of the Association for Asian Studies,
Washington, D.C., March 23.

56".. . the withdrawal from the Republic of Korea remains a telling signalof U.S. resolve."See
Senator Glenn's report, "US. Troop Withdrawal." See the statement by General Louis C.
Menetrey, U.S.A. Commander in Chief, United Nations Command/U.S. Forces Korea, before
the Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, February
23,1989, p. 23.

^^Team Spirit in Korea, along with Orient Shield in Japan and Cobra Gold in Thailand,
according to Hardisty and Moore, "provide confidence in our ability to fight in a combined
manner" See their statements and testimonies.
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require the Americantaxpayer to shoulder an even greater fiscal burden,
unless the troops withdrawn are demobilized.^^

Those calling for withdrawal argue that
1. U.S. intervention in a Korean conflict would be very unpopular

(American rolesinsupporting China against theSoviet Union, Saudi Arabia
against Iran, and El Salvador against the Communist guerrillas are all
backed by larger percentages of the public than enforcement of the US.-
South Korea Mutual Defense Treaty

2. no justification exists forcontinuing to provide adefense guarantee
to theSouth (since 1953, American military aid toSeoul has beentriple the
combined amount of Soviet and Chinese assistance to Pyongyang),^®
whose GNPis five to seven times larger than that of the North

3. the troopwithdrawal pressurecanbe usedasaleverage to increase
South Korea's defense burden sharing

4. the United States should encourage Seoul to formulate a bilateral
security arrangement with Tokyo

5. withdrawal would eliminate a persistent roadblock to Seoul's im
proved relations with Pyongyang (withdrawal would facilitate cross-
contacts and, ultimately, cross-recognition of both Koreas vis-a-vis the
United States, Japan, and theSoviet Union andChina, respectively).

6. South Korea's aircraft, transportation system, and military industrial
capability are superior to North Korea's (Seoul has outspent Pyongyang
since the mid-1970s, although estimates of the military spending dififer-
ential vary widely. By almost any measure, the South is approaching
military parity with the North.

7. withdrawal would lessen anti-American sentiments among radical
Korean students and others^^

5®As of1979 estimates, thewithdrawal will resultinadditional outlays of $1.5 to $2.4 billion.
Fordetails, see Senator Glenn's report, "US. Troop Withdrawal," p. 11.
59Bandow, "Korea,"p. 9.

^oibid., p. 18. His logic is notsopersuasive or consistent. For example, in thecase oftwo
Germanies, theWest's economic capability hasbeennearly ten times thatofthe East, but the
US. forces still remain inWest Germany, astheSoviet forces stay inEast Germany.
^Ubid., p. 14.

'̂ ^This argument isonly partially right, that is, anti-Americanism may fade among those who
associate thepresence ofU.S. forces with"US. imperialism" andwithbeing theroadblock to
Korean reunification; but they are still a tiny minority compared with the majority that
regards it as thedeterrent to North Korean militant adventurism and seeit asthe catalyst
through which theNorth somedaywill abandon its dream ofreunification onitsown term by
force, subversive revolutionary and/or other nonpeaceful, unilateral means. For instance,
Niksch categorized nationalism inSouth Korea into threestrains—the nationalism ofsuccess,
the demand for greater independence from the UnitedStates, and the anti-Americanism of
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8. with U.S. troop withdrawal, South Korea could reach a military
parity with North Korea by investing more extensively in its force
improvement

South Korea's Needs and Positions

South Korean needs for and positions on the presence of U.S. forces on
the Koreanpeninsulahavechangedover theyears. SouthKorea's pursuit of
Nordpolitik and rapidly expanding contact and cooperation with China,
the Soviet Union, and other Eastern European countries have opened up a
new dimension in its foreign policy,not to mention its enhanced position
vis-i-visNorth Korea.Even today South Korean needs and positions on the
U.S. troop question are not all positive

Those who think U.S. forces should remain believe that such forces
1. help deter the North's military adventurism
2. help prevent the inordinate influence in South Koreain particular

and in the region in generalof the other three majorpowers(the Soviet
Union, China, and Japan)

3. help fill South Korea's security gap by combining US. high tech
oriented and most sophisticated communication, control, command, and
intelligence (C31) mechanism^'

4. provide the trip-wire effect by making up the deficiencies in the
South Korea—US. Mutual Defense Treaty

5. subsidize,though indirectly.South Korea's defenseoutlaysby shoul
dering the additionally needed personnel,equipment, and other military
soft and hardware (Otherwise, South Korea must spend more on its
military expenditure, and its draftees must serve longer in the military.)

6. help the local economies as one of the sixth largest employers in
South Korea^^

On the other hand, many think that the US. forces
1. give the impression that South Korea is the United States' junior

military partner at best or "US. imperialists' client" at worst, as some
radical elements claim

radical students. From this standpoint, the argument in question is relevant only to the third
kind. See Niksch, "Political Change," pp. 21-22.

^^Under the CFC arrangement, the United States also holds the C3 (operations), C4
(logistics), and C5 (plans and policy positions); South Korea holds C1 (personnel), C2
(intelligence), and C6(communications) positions.Fordetails,seeJackson, "TheRepublic,"
pp. 50-53.

^^Inaddition to some 5,700 KATUSA (the Korean Augmentation to the United StatesArmy)
and 3,200 Korean Service Corps, US. forces in Korea employ 24,800 civilians, of whom
22,000 are Korean nationals; but only 16,000 of these employees hold appropriated fiind
positions. See General Menetrey's statement of February 23,1989.
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2. introduce US. vulgarism, rather than its refined culture, to the
Korean public

3. raise the possibility of larger conflicts involving four major powers
in case an outbreak of hostilities occurs in the region

4. can be used by the US.government as leverage in its involvement in
South Korean governmental affairs

5. give the impression, rightly or wrongly, that the US. troop presence
is the biggest roadblock to North-South dialogue and their eventual
reunification

North Koreans Uses andAbuses

One of the political tragedies in postwar Korean politics has been the
adamant persistence of Idealpolitik, in which the North continues to
regard the South as the area to be liberated from "the yoke of the Fascist
cliques and the US imperialists (and the resurgent Japanese militarists)."
The South has been far more flexible and ideology free than the North; yet
the former, too, is still a hostage to Idealpolitik amid constant and
unbending ideological and militant assaults from the latter. Over the years,
the North's strategy to liberate the South has changed, but what has not
changed is its ultimate goal to communize the South under the banner of
Kim II Sung's so-calledJucbe (self-reliance) idea.^^

Ever since Chinese troops ("the Chinese volunteers") left North Korea
in 1958, Kim II Sung and his ruling elite have been capitalizing on the
question of complete withdrawal of foreign forces (meaning US. troops)
from the Korean peninsula as the first and foremost precondition for any
serious engagement in dialogue with either the South or the United States.
As previously noted, however, U.S. forces in South Korea should not be the
precondition for the inter-Korean dialogue toward their eventual re
unification. To the contrary, the progress in such dialogue and reduction of
tension will, in due course, render the presence of American troops
unnecessary and irrelevant. Only then must the American forces withdraw.
North Korea's uses and abuses of U.S. forces in South Korea are rather

intriguing. In brief, North Korea's position is ambivalent at best and

^^North Korea's terrorist acts are noteworthy in this regard. The commando raid on the Blue
House and attempted assassination of President Park Chung Hee in 1968, the capture of the
Pueblo in 1968, the shooting down of an American EC-125aircraft over the Sea of Japan in
1969, the failed attempt to kill President Park in 1975, the axe murders of two US.officers at
Panmunjom in 1976, the Rangoon Bombing in 1983, and the destruction of KAL 858 in 1987
are some notable examples. For an excellent discussion of North Korea's changing unification
strategy and unchanging unification goal, see Nam-shik Kim, "North Korea's Unification
Policy" (in Korean), paper presented at the seminar held by the Social Science Research
Institute, Seoul National University, May 29,1989.
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contradictory at worst. On the one hand, the presence of U.S. forces in
South Korea provides Kim and his son with the best rationale for their
prolonged rule, although it still presents the biggest obstacle to reunifica
tion on their terms. At the moment, Kim's dilemma is acute because the
task ofhis and his son's continued rule becomes increasingly more urgent
and immediate while the chance of realizing his reunification goal be
comes more remote The following are some of North Korea's uses and
abuses:

1. to regard the presence of U.S. troops in South Korea as the biggest
obstacle to reunification

2. to use the troops as the best propaganda weapon at home and
abroad (Kim II Sung and his ruling elite have used the troops as the tool to
rationalize their prolonged regimented rule and justify the North Korean
people's garrison state-like life. To that extent, they have helped rather
than hurt Kim II Sung's demigodlike dictatorship.)

3. to use the troops as the best propaganda tool in arousing the South
Korean people's anti-American political atmosphere, which, they believe,
will eventually force U.S. troops off the Korean peninsula

4. to use the troops as bait in inducing their two continental allies'
military assistance and cooperation (Specifically, they invoke the presence
ofthe troops to receive more sophisticated military weapons and other aid
from the two.)

China's Postures and Policies

Although in its official rhetoric China still supports North Korea's
advocacy of U.S. troop withdrawal from Korea, its real interests and
intentions on the matter are far from clear and simple. China's political and
security calculations on the withdrawal or the presence of U.S. forces in
South Korea are at best mixed and at worst confusing. Also, China's
economic relations with South Korea are growing rapidly and now far
surpass its ties with North Korea.^^

In brief, China's position is to maintain the current status quo in the
region, including the presence of U.S. forces in South Korea and Japan, so
that no one power, be it the United States,Japan, or the USSR, will dominate
Korea and/or Northeast Asia. China's positions and policies regarding the
presence of U.S. forces on the peninsula may be identified as follows:

'̂ ^See n. 9. AsRalph dough states, "Cross-contacts by the big powers will increase until cross-
recognition exists in all but name." See chap. 11,below. Also,Deng Xiaoping reportedly told
Japan that the division of Korea was "acceptable." Myung Chay, "China in American-Korean
Relations," quoted in Bandow, "Korea," p. 17.
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1. to regardit asthe countervailingforceagainst Soviet influence in the
region

2. toprevent non-Communist control ofunified Korea (China regards
U.S. forces in South Korea as the guarantor of the status quo on the
peninsula and in the region.)

3. to prevent Soviet control of unified Korea (China and the United
States agree on this matter.)

4. to prevent theresurgence ofJapan's newmilitarism inKorea aswell
as in the region (Again, China and the United States—and South Korea,
North Korea, and the Soviet Union, for that matter—agree onthisJapanese
question. ) '̂7

Soviet Views andActions

Although China officially pays lipservice to the North Korean position
onthe matter and prefers the current stalemate onthe Korean peninsula
including the presence of U.S. forces in South Korea, the Soviet Union's
position isfarmore inconsistent.48 There isageneralconsensusthat China
isurging moderation onNorth Korea and will continue tobeastabilizing
force in the region. By contrast, the Soviet peace rhetoric hasnot been
substantiated by itsmilitary deeds inthe region, letalone its upgrading of
NorthKorean military capabilitieswithasteadyinfusion ofmodemSoviet
technology and military hardware.'̂ ^

Onemay argue, ofcourse, thattheSoviet militaryhelp to North Korea is
nottointensify thetension ontheKorean peninsula butmerely torespond
to the substantial enhancement ofSouth Korea's military capability, sup
pliedandsupported by the United States. Moreover, therelationsbetween
the Soviet Union and the Republic ofKorea are rapidly expanding. There is
even a report that the Soviet Union is urging, by way of East Germany,
North Korea to follow the twoGermanies model, which, ifitweretrue, is
much closer to the South Korean approach than that of North Korea in
resolving the inter-Korean question. In any case, a wide gulf still exists
between Gorbachev's peace offensive and military action. At the present,
theSoviet views andaction on the mattermay be summarized asfollows:

1. to regard US. force presence in South Korea as a countervailing
force against China's (or, for that matter, the United States' or Japan's)
dominant influence on the peninsula

<^Senator Glenn's report, "U.S. Troop Withdrawal," p.6.
^®See Hardisty'sand Moore's statements and testimonies.
•"Ibid. Since 1986, the Soviets have added 3 divisions to the Far East Military District,
bringing thetotal to 57. And there isnoevidence that Soviet capability has diminished.
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2. to tolerate the US. force presence aslongasit isnot used to create a
pro-U.S., orapro-U.S. andJapan, non-Communist unified Korea, that is, as
long as an anti-Communist, anti-Soviet regime does not emerge on the
Korean peninsula'"

3. to regard it asa U.S., US.-South Korea bilateral, U.S.-South Korea-
Japan trilateral, and even US.-South Korea-Japan-China quadrilateral
strategic military outpost against the USSR, the USSR—DPRK bilateral, the
USSR-DPRK-Outer Mongolia trilateral, or the USSR-DPRK-Outer Mon
golia—Vietnam quadrilateral military alliance

4. to consider it asone ofAmerica'smilitary outposts against the Soviet
Union in their mutual strategic rivalry in the Pacific'^

Japan's Interests and Perspectives

Japan has undoubtedly benefited the most from the Korean division,
thesubsequent outbreakofthe Korean War, and the persistence ofahostile
stalemate between the two regimes on the Korean peninsula. During the
critical three years under the Soviet and the American occupations inboth
halves, theartificial and arbitrary division ledtheKorean people and their
political leaders alike to direct their precious and limited energies and
resources to mutual internecine infighting, thereby creating a breathing
space for the vanquished Japan to recover from the war without being
bogged down by the Korean people's legitimate acrimony and enti
tlements.

The Korean War providedJapan notonly another breathing space but,
more important, the momentum for its quick economic recovery and
prosperity while a bloody war was going on in Korea. Worse still, the
persistence ofthe mutual hostilities between the two Korean regimes has

5oin his Krasnoyarsk speech (September 16,1988)Gorbachevproposed, among other things,
a multilateral conference; "The USSR suggests that the question of lowering military
confrontation in the areas where the coasts of the USSR, the People's Republic of China,
Japan, the Democratic People's Republic ofKorea, and South Korea converge be discussed
on a multilateral basis, witha view to freezing andcommensurately lowering thelevels of
naval and airforces and limiting their activity." Two things arenoteworthy. First, for thefirst
time, the highest official in the Soviet Union included South Korea inthe proposed multi
lateral conference, although heused anunofficial name of"South Korea" and theofficial title
for North Korea(i.e,theDPRK). Second, inthis speech, healso said, "In thecontextofgeneral
improvement ofthe situation inthe Korean peninsula possibilities could open up for forming
economicrelationswithSouthKorea aswell." Thefulltext ofhisspeechinEnglish isfoundin
News Release Communique, no. 78(September 19,1988). Note also Glenn's analysis; "Both
the Soviet Union and Chinaseek to avoid non-Communist control of Korea." SeeSenator
Gleim's report, "U.S. TroopWithdrawal," p. 5.
'•For adiscussion of the US. forwardbasing (deployment)strategyto deter Soviet expansion
andaggression, see Hardisty's andMoore's statements andtestimonies.
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madeJapan an almost uncontested economic actor inthe region for many
years, not to mentionproviding the ability to manage the Korean repara
tionquestion andother demands to itsadvantage

Even now if the Korean people,especially the Korean leadersin both
halves, arereally sincere about Korea's present predicament and itsfuture
reunification, they mustwatchJapan first and learn from itinsteadofacting
likemortal enemies, which they are not.

In any case, Japan's interests and perspectives on the question ofU.S.
troops in South Korea are rather complex and intriguing-

1. The presence ofUS. forces onthe Korean peninsulahelps indirectly,
ifnotdirecdy, Japan prevent any other power, beitaunified Korea, China,
or theSoviet Union, from threatening it from thepeninsula.

2. Because aunified non-Communist Korea isdisturbing toJapan, asits
potential rival, economically or otherwise, it prefers the continued pres
ence ofU.S. forces as the guarantor ofthe current stalemate Although it is
notusually acknowledged, Japan prefers thepeninsula to remain divided,
for a reunified Korea, with apopulation of64 million, could be its major
economic and political rival in eastern Asia.52

3. Because a unified Communist Korea is threatening toJapan, as its
potential security danger, it prefers thecurrentstatus quoon theKorean
peninsula, including the continued presence ofU.S. troops.

4. Areunified Korea, irrespective ofits ideology, is disturbing and even
threatening toJapan, for the former, along with China, may resurrect old
power rivalries among the three.

5. The withdrawal of US. forces from Korea will pressure Japan to
rearmfaster than it is presentlydoing.''

Conclusion and Policy RernfntnpOTdatif>««!

The U.S. troop withdrawal question is a more complex and compli
cated issue than it appears at first glance. The parties involved hold
different views about the impacts and implications ofwithdrawing the US.

'̂ Bandow, "Korea," p. 19. See also Senator Glenn's report, "US. Troop Withdrawal," p. 6; "Even
aunified non-Communist Korea would be disturbing toJapan given the economic competi-
tion and military potential of such a state"

55In his Krasnoyarsk speech, Gorbachev comments on Japan: "One percent ofthe gross
national product being spent for military purpose looks quite modest. But its actual weight,
togetherwith the country's growing economic might, makes one think seriouslyabout it. The
Japanese seem to have proved thatin thepresent-day world it ispossible to advance to the
status of a great power without relying on militarism. Why then discredit this unique
achievement which is so instructive tothe whole ofmankind? Why burden the unusual vigour
ofJapan's economic presence almost everywhere in theworld byhistorical associations of
pre-war andwartimes?" English text bythe Unification Board, Republic ofKorea.
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forces completely, reducing them, or retaining them at their present level.
Generally speaking, any serious talk onthis issue must include two factors:
the groundwork and the linkage The groundwork means here that, in
conjunction with South Korean and American confidence building meas
ures(CBMs) andrisk reduction regimes (RRRs), NorthKorea's persistent
demand for U.S. troop withdrawal as well as the Soviet Union's peace
offensive in this region must be substantiated by a set of their concrete
deeds in advance, including demonstration of NorthKorea's sincere and
concrete efforts to reduce tensions along the DMZ through measuressuch
as military disengagement, reduction of force levels, agreement on joint
inspection oftheDMZ bybothsides, suspension ofitslethal arms imports
from the Soviet Union and others, and shifting of its offensive modes of
deployment and of its offensive military strategy.

The linkages hererefer toakind ofreciprocity thatevery North Korean
demandmustbe matchedbySouthKorea's counterdemandandviceversa.
For example, a partial reduction in the number offorces involved in the
US.-South KoreaannualTeamSpiritmilitaryexercises must be matched
byasimilar measure ofNorth Korea's joint naval exercises with the Soviet
Navy. North Korea's demand for the conclusion ofapeace treaty with the
United States mustbe juxtaposedwithSouth Korea's similar normalization
treaty with China and theUSSR. By thesame token. North Korea's alliance
treaty withrhina and theSoviet Union must be dealt withinconjunction
with South Korea's defense alliance with the United States.

North Korea's call for a nuclear free zone on the Korean peninsula and
its actual efforts for developing nuclear capability must be examined
jointly along with the similar developments inSouth Korea. Doubtless, a
unilateral peace move such as the Graduated Reciprocation in Tension-
reduction (GRIT) may work initially. But a continued one-sided move
would be abortive amid the other side's unchanging and unresponding
inflexibility. South Korea'sJuly 7,1988, announcement to theNorth isthe
prime example. Peace, tension reduction, or even ultimate reunification
require two sides. From this standpoint, thebehaviors ofbothKoreas for
the last 40 years have been little different from those of Dr. Seuss's two
unbudging dullards. North-going Zaxand South-going Zax.

North Korea's ideological and political immobilism notwithstanding,
the world is in rapid flux, and the Koreas cannot remain forever a lone
bastion of the cold war amid this global metamorphosis. South Korean-
American relations, too, therefore, deserve redefinition to meet the new
rhallpnges stemming from their bilateral transformation inparticular and
from regional and global realignment in general. In so doing, as Niksch
correctly pointed out,theAmericans must endtheir view ofSouth Korea
asanally that"receives nothing butbenefits from theUnited States." South
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Koreans mustmixpragmatism andgreatermaturity into theirnewpride
and nationalism in dealing with the United States.

Specifically, the following set of policy changes and organizational
redefinitions in bilateral relations may be considered seriously:

1. On the speed and scope of South Korea's pursuit ofNordpolitik,
more coordination and cooperation between the two nations are called
for. American (and Japanese, for that matter) experiences with Eastern
bloc nations are long-standing and cumulative, whereas South Korea isjust
entering this new territory with relatively litde experience and knowl
edge To that extent, American assistance and advice are essential for South
Korea to maximize gains while minimizing theforerunners' mistakes (i.e.,
maximize the latecomer's advantages).

2. On the question of U.S. forceswithdrawal, again, cautionaswell as
a close bilateral coordination is vital, along with careful analysis of the
aforementioned caveats and thevaryingpositions and perspectives held by
North Korea, China, Japan, and the Soviet Union.''

3. Thecontroversy over US. owned tactical nuclear weapons inSouth
Korea mustbe dealtwithseriously. As Ralph Clough correctly pointsout,
although nuclear weapons theoretically could beuseful inhalting aNorth
Korean attack, they are not indispensable either in a conflict or as a
deterrent, and their use against a small, nonnuclear Asian state ishardly
credible Worse still, thepolitical costtotheUnited States iftheywereused
would beextraordinarily high. Qapan, for instance, might react bydenying
use of US. bases inJapan to support the US. military action in Korea.
Most important, the kindofextremely unfavorable security environment
inthe 1970s that might have necessitated such installation has now largely
been dissipated. In short, the United States should withdraw nuclear
weapons from Korea, but with one condition. Namely the aforesaid
linkages must be applied here. The US. withdrawal of nuclear weapons
must be coordinated with North and South Korea's verifiable assurance
and devices by the third parties that they will not develop their own
nuclear capability. In other words, the United States may use its nuclear

5^Niksch, "Political Change," p. 42.

55General Menetrey outlined thekey issues regarding thewithdrawal question (relocation
costs, costandavailability ofbasing facilities andtraining areas, increased strategic airandsea
lift requirements, implications ofa lower US. profile inNortheast Asia, and the signal such a
move would sendto U.S. allies worldwide). Fordetails, seehistestimony on February 23,
1989. Menetrey in his interview with theNew York Times projected that if certaintrends
continue (such as South Korean economic progress and Soviet and Chinese restraintsof
North Korea), "there should bestability onthepeninsulawithout theUnited States beingpart
of theequation in the mid-1990s." York Times, August 13,1989.
56See chap. 11.
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weapons withdrawal as a card to prevent both Koreas from developing
nuclear weapons.

4. On the question of the South Korea-US. Combined Forces Com
mand operational control issue, among thefour options suggested byKarl
Jackson in his recent article, options 2, 3, and 4 need to be seriously
considered.57 Options 2 or 3 seem to be easy to implement, andeither
wouldbe mutually satisfactory. In addition, the revision ofCFC organiza
tion and function may also be deliberated to realize more equitable
bilateral relations. Similarly, the revision of the SOFA, which would give
Korean courtsmorejurisdictionoverUS. servicemen involved incriminal
acts, should be expedited without further delay.

5. The transfer of the AFKN-TV and radio networks to cable or UHF
shouldbeseriouslyconsidered inordertoavoid offending Korean people's
sensitivities.

6. The size of the annual TeamSpirit exercises should be reduced as a
concrete implementation of the GRIT. Waiting for the North Korean
response to such a move may be one CBM that can be easily put into
practice

7. The present South Korea-US. Mutual Defense Treaty has two
options. One is to strengthen the existing clause, commensurate with
North Korea's treaties with China and the Soviet Union. The other is to
initiate the five-nation conference for the dissolution of the said treaties
with their collective guarantee against any resort to force either by two
Koreas orbytheparties involved. The second option ismore desirable but
less realizable than the first.

57See n. 3.
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10. South Korea's Nordpolitik and
Its Impact on US.-Korean Relations

YOUNG C. KIM

The purpose of this paper is to specify various ways in which South
Korea's pursuit of Nordpolitik may influence the state of U.S.-South
Korean relations and to speculate on the likely direction of such an
influence Thepresent paper isprimarilya conceptual "thinkpiece" rather
than an empirically grounded analysis.

The term Nordpolitik is used here to refer to the whole range of
policies the South Korean government pursues vis-a-vis the Soviet Union,
the People's Republic of China (PRC), and North Korea. (The term is
sometimes used to encompass policies toward other Soviet bloc countries
such as Eastern Europe, and it does not always includeNorth Korea.) By
policies and their impact or influence, I mean primarily those in political,
economic, and military spheres. The next section specifies the diverse
ways in which the impact of South Nordpolitik may conceivably
manifest itself. Following that, 1deal with the objectives and motivations
thatmayunderlieSouthYotciLsNordpolitik andidentify several hypothet
ical tendencies of Nordpolitik. The final section is concerned with
the impact of South Korea's pursuit of these objectives on U.S.-Korean
relations.

Possible Paths of Impact

List A indicates the various paths that the eventual impact of South
Koreanpolicy toward the SovietUnioncould take in influencingthe state
of U.S.—South Korean relations.

List A

1. Sovietpolicy toward the United States and US.policy toward South
Korea

2. South Korean policy toward the PRC and PRCpolicy toward South
Korea

163
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3. SouthKoreanpolicy towardJapanandJapanesepolicy toward South
Korea

4. South Koreanpolicy toward North Koreaand North Koreanpolicy
toward South Korea

5. Soviet policy toward the United Statesand U.S. policy toward the
Soviet Union

6. PRC policy toward the UnitedStatesand US. policytoward the PRC
7. Japanese policy toward the United States and US. policy toward

Japan
8. North Koreanpolicy toward the UnitedStatesand US. policy toward

North Korea

9. North Korean policy toward the Soviet Union and Soviet policy
toward North Korea

10. North Koreanpolicy toward the PRC and PRC policy toward North
Korea

11. North Koreanpolicy towardJapan,Japanesepolicy toward North
Korea, and US. policy toward North Korea

12. Soviet poUcy toward the PRC and PRC policy toward the Soviet
Union

13. Soviet policy towardJapan andJapanesepolicy toward the Soviet
Union

14. Japanese policy toward the PRC and PRC policy towardJapan

Items 2-14 in list Amay in turn affect US.policy toward South Korea.
List B demonstrates different paths that the eventual impact of South
Korea's policy toward the PRC could take in influencing the state of U.S.-
South Korean relations.

listB

1. SouthKoreanpolicy towardthe UnitedStatesand US. policytoward
South Korea

2. South Korean policy toward the Soviet Union and Soviet policy
toward South Korea

3. SouthKoreanpolicytowardJapanandJapanesepolicytowardSouth
Korea

4. South Koreanpolicy toward North Koreaand North Koreanpolicy
toward South Korea

5. Soviet policy toward the United States and US. policy toward the
Soviet Union

6. PRC policytowardthe United States andUS. policytowardthe PRC
7. Japanese policy toward the United States and US. policy toward

Japan
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8. North Koreanpoliq^ toward the UnitedStatesand U.S. policy toward
North Korea

9. North Korean policy toward the Soviet Union and Soviet policy
toward North Korea

10. North Korean policy toward the PRCand PRCpolicy toward North
Korea

11. North Korean policy toward Japan,Japanese policy toward North
Korea, and US. policy toward North Korea

12. Soviet policy toward the PRC and PRC policy toward the Soviet
Union

13. Soviet policy toward Japan and Japanese policy toward the Soviet
Union

14. Japanese policytowardthe PRC and PRC policytoward Japan

Items 1-14 in list B in turn mayafifect US. policy toward SouthKorea.
ListC shows the diverse paths that the impact ofSouth Korea'srelations

with North Korea might take.

ListC

1. South Koreanpolicy toward the United Statesand US.policy toward
South Korea

2. South Korean policy toward the Soviet Union and Soviet policy
toward South Korea

3. South Korean policy toward the PRCand PRCpolicy toward South
Korea

4. South Korean policytowardJapan andJapanese policytoward South
Korea

5. Soviet policy toward the United States and US. policy toward the
Soviet Union

6. PRC policytowardthe United States andUS. policytowardthe PRC
7. Japanese policy toward the United States and US. policy toward

Japan
8. North Koreanpolicy toward the UnitedStatesand U.S. policy toward

North Korea

9. North Korean policy toward the United States
10. South Korean policy toward the Soviet Union
11. North Korean policy toward the PRC
12. North Korean policy toward Japan

Items 1—12 in list C may in turn affect US. policy toward South Korea.
In addition to the paths of influence identified in lists A, B, and C, one

needs to take into account other paths of influence that preceded or
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precipitated developments in U.S.-South Korean relations. These are
reactive measures that were taken in response to actions (paths) of
influence initiated by external sources. ListsA,B,and C are based on the
assumption that South Korea's policies toward the SovietUnion, the PRC,
and North Korea were initiated by South Korea at the time of my analysis.
Put another way,these policies are considered separate from any external
stimuli that may have preceded them.

It may be more realistic, however;to assume that a substantial portion
of South Korea'spolicies maybe reactive ones. Thus, for example,changes
in U.S. policies toward South and North Koreamayhaveprompted certain
changes in South Korea's policies toward the Soviet Union, the PRC, and
North Korea as well as toward the United States.

Of those external sources of change likely to have affected South
Korea's Nordjpo/rft/fe, the following set appears important:

• trends in US. policies toward South Korea (including trends in US.
domestic politics)

• trends in US. policies toward North Korea

• trends in policies of the Soviet Union, the PRC, andJapan toward South
Korea

• trends in relations among the United States, the SovietUnion, the PRC,
and Japan (i.e., Soviet-PRC relations, Soviet-Japanese relations, PRC-
Japanese relations, US.—Soviet relations, and U.S.—PRC relations)

• trends in the policies of the PRC, the Soviet Union, and Japan toward
North Korea

To complicate the matter fiirthei; one must take into account the
domestic sources of change as perceived to be relevant by SouthKorean
policymakers. Thus, the rising nationalistic andanti-American sentiments;
an increasingly articulate demandfor a reunited Korea; the polarization
and the intensity of the domestic power struggle; the relative power
positions of various political parties, factions, and personalities; and the
increasing democratization, pluralization, andvitality ofsocial institutions
andgroupsare among the domestic factors that affect South Korea'sAforrf-
politiknotonly directly butalso indirectly byaffecting theperceptions of
realityandthe formulation ofpolicieson thepart ofmajorpowersvis-a-vis
South Korea.

Objectives ofNordpolitik

SouthKorea's specific objectivestoward the Soviet Unionand the PRC
might include expansion oftrade, economic cooperation (including joint
ventures), academic and cultural exchanges, political exchanges at var-
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iouslevels (multilateral andbilateral), establishment ofnongovemmental
trade offices, establishment of liaison offices, and establishment of diplo
matic relations.

South Korea's policy toward the Soviet Union and the PRC seems to
have been influenced by seven broader considerations. The first is to
reduce anysenseofhostility the Soviets and the Chinese mightharborand
to induce their friendly behavior toward South Korea. South Koreans are
conscious that the nature of the U.S.-South Korean alliance makes South
Korea an integral part of U.S. strategy against the Soviet Union. Some
groups view such a role as not necessarily in South Korean interest.

The second is to provide the Soviet Union and the PRCwith incentive
for exerting a moderating influence on North Korea's behavior, thus
reducingthe degreeofNorthKorea's threat.As SouthKoreans perceiveit,
Chinaand particularly the Soviet Union are the onlycountries that could
render significant support for North Korea in economic, military, and/or
diplomatic spheres.

Athird consideration isto diversify andexpand sources ofsupply and
markets and to promote economic interests, and a fourth is to demonstrate
theimage ofanindependent actorpursuinganomnidirectionaldiplomacy.
It is intellectually defensible forSouthKorea to forge a linkage withmajor
powers other than the United States, such as China and the Soviet Union.

The fifth is to use the evolving ties with the SovietUnion and China as
leverage in South Korea's dealings with other countries, such as North
Korea, Japan, and perhaps the United States.

To demonstrate intheeyes ofthedomestic audience theforeign policy
accomplishments of the present government leadership, which contrib
utes to the enhancementof its legitimacy and claim to leadership and the
consolidation of political power, is a sixth consideration. The flurry of
undertakings associated with Nordpolitik conducted in recent yearsby
PresidentRob's assistant isprobablyrelated to the thenoperativerequire
ment of domestic politics regarding the "interim evaluation" of the Roh
presidency.

The seventh is to induce the SovietUnion, the PRC, and their allies to
participate in the Seoul Olympics, an objective that has already been
attained.

In additionto the set of objectives and motivations already identified,
five others might affect and be reflected in SouthKorea's policies toward
the Soviet Union and the PRC: (1) South Korea's decision to conclude an
agreement somewhat akin to a friendship treaty or a good neighborly
relations treaty, which would stipulateconsultation between the parties
on certain matters, (2) establishment of a regular governmental mecha
nism for consultation in sensitive spheres, (3) South Korea's decision to
adopt a nonnuclear stance a la New Zealand, (4) South Korea'sdecision to
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allow Soviet naval units access to South Korean ports (this could take
varying forms and degrees), and (5) South Korea's support for Soviet
proposals on arms control in the PacificAsianregion.

These developments are of coiu*se hypothetical and unlikely in the
foreseeable future Indeed, any such development in itselfwould presup
pose a severe deterioration in U.S.-South Korean relations and indicate an
incipient or imminent reorientation of fundamentalcharacter in political-
security ties between the two countries. Howevei; specifying such hypo
thetical developments is a useful exercise in that it sensitizesus to a set of
theoretical options that South Korea could consider in the future In
particular, it highlights the parameters within which South Korea's Nord-
politik must operate ifU.S.-South Koreanrelationsare not to be impaired
seriously.

South Korea maybe seeking specificobjectives toward North Korea to
reduce tensions between the two, to minimize the threat from the North,
to enhance its security, to avoid the recurrence of war, and to normalize
relations. These objectives may include the revival/continuation of vari
ous forms of North-South dialogue (i.e., economic. Red Cross, and parlia
mentarian) and the conduct ofvariousexchanges;high-levelpolitical talks
(such asprime ministerialtalks)and especially a summitto discussawide
range of issues(the reduction of tensions,a modusvivendi, reunification,
and military questions); minimizing North Korea's propagandaoffensive
regardingsuch issuesasoperationalcontrol, the U.S. militarypresence,and
a nuclear free zone;agreement on continentalballistic missiles (CBMs);
conclusion of trade and economic cooperation projects; conclusion of a
nonaggression declaration; establishment of trade/liaison offices in each
other's capital;agreement on the UNmembership question;and agreement
on the issue of cross-recognition.

Such objectives are related to much broader and more fundamental
purposes and considerations on the part of South Korea: South Korea
seeks a relaxation of tensions and the avoidance of war between the two
Koreasand hopes to haveNorth Koreaeventuallyreconcile itselfwith and
accept the validityof the two governments/states of Korea.

South Korea operates under the assumption that North Korea is
determined to use all means at its disposal, including military, to overthrow
a regime in SouthKoreain order to realizea reunificationon its own terms.
Trends in domestic politics are such that the government leadership in
South Korea feels compelled to show some forward movement in its
declared goal of pursuing a policy of reconciliation and unification with
the North. The stance on this issue is perceived to have a significant impact
on domestic political stability and the course of the power struggle

Aside from the question of feasibility, in theory South Korea could
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pursue six alternative courses ofaction toward North Korea. The first is an
acceptance and agreement on CBMs and a nonaggression declaration,
especially those that address North Korean sensitivities.

Second isan agreement to holdpolitical-militarytalksofthe kind North
Korea has proposed either in bilateral or trilateral format.

A third alternative is an agreement to issue a joint communique
following the conclusion of a nonaggression declaration or a summit
meeting in which the desirability of, if not the demand for, the eventual
termination of the U.S. military presence in South Korea is mentioned.
(There are various alternative formulations regarding the issue of the US.
military presence inSouthKoreathat theSouthKorean government could
embrace)

Fourthis anagreementto disavow thepolicyofseeking cross-recogni
tion and to declare SouthKorea's support for andwillingness to explore
the North Korean proposalfor a Confederal Republic of Koryo.

Fifth and sixth alternatives are an agreement to seek an independent,
neutral, and nonaligned Korea, either singly or in association with North
Korea, or one to seek severanceof respective defensetreaties, especially
one accompanied by specification of a deadline

None of these alternative courses of action is likely to be adopted by
theSouthKorean government in thenearfuture, but theyillustrate arange
ofoptions theoretically available to South Korea that mighthave a signifi
cant impact on U.S.-Korean relations.

The Impact ofVarious Objectives
on U.S.-South Korean Relations

Even a cursory review of the South Korean objectives associated with
itsNordpolitiksu^ests thatsomeobjectives arerelatively easyto judgeas
being either consistent or inconsistent with U.S. interests and thus favora
blyor adversely affecting U.S.-Korean relations, andothersareambiguous
in the nature of their presumed impact.

A judgment as to whether or not a particular South Koreanobjective
would have a deleterious impact on U.S.-South Korean relations would
naturally depend on the dominant conception of US.national interest at a
given time (i.e, the criteria as applied by the politically powerful for
determining the national interest) and on the circumstances or situational
contexts in which such a judgment is called for. These criteria, and
especially the circumstances, could change over time. Even if the criteria
remain relatively stable, the various situational contexts may lead to
different judgments about the nature of the impact that South Korea's
pursuit of an objective would have on U.S.-Korean relations. A few
illustrations are in order.
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Adecision by the South Korean government to support a nuclear free
zone for the Korean peninsula would affect U.S.—South Korean relations
adversely under the present and perhaps foreseeable circumstances. The
same policy would have no negative impact if the United States has, for
whatever reasons, strategic or otherwise, adopted a different nuclear
weapons policy.

A significant rapprochement between South Korea and the Soviet
Union—as reflected, for example, in the conclusion of a friendship treaty
—^would undoubtedly affect U.S.-South Koreanrelations adverselyunder
the present and foreseeable circumstances. However, the same behavior
mightnot have a similar impacton relationsbetween theUnited Statesand
South Korea if different situational contexts are assumed, such as a radical
improvement in the triangular relationsamong the United States, the PRC,
and the Soviet Union. (NOTE: I shall refrain from discussing the issue of
the short-term versus the long-termimpact and the varyingconceptions of
US. interest entertained by differentpoliticalgroupsin the UnitedStates.)

We wiU now proceed to note, albeit in highly abstract terms, some
criteria for determining the impact on US. interests and on U.S.-South
Korean relations. Stated in the most abstract terms, US. interest in Korea is
said to be served bypreventing the establishmentofhegemonicinfluence
in Koreaby a third country,particularlya hostileone Towhat extent this
conception, based on balance of power, can be useful in a concrete case
that calls for a judgment is a separate question. A slightly less abstract
formulation often speaks of the protection of ideological,political, eco
nomic, and military/strategic interests. Aside from suggestinga classifica
tion of interests, this formula does not provide meaningful criteria for
distinguishing or identifying interests.

Moving down the ladder of abstraction, one notes referencesto such
concepts as maintenance of political stability; avoidance of war; promo
tion of American economic benefits; containment of threats to and pres
ervation of the security, independence, and well-being of a friendly
government, as well as other allies; safeguarding of an open and liberal
democratic regime committed to free trade, interdependence, and coop
eration; respect forhumanrights; and the principleofpacific setdementof
intemadonal disputes.

One can go on enumerating the substantive contents of presumed
interests, national or subnational, and different aspects thereof. Andthese
items,or concepts so designated, might serve as criteria for assessing the
nature of the impact of a particular policy on US.-South Koreanrelations.

Having discussed theproblemsinestablishing criteriafor judgment, let
us moveon to speculateon the direction(favorable or unfavorable) ofthe
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likely impact that South Korea's pursuit of selected objectives would have
on U.S. interests and thus on U.S.^outh Korean relations.

None of the objectives I have specified would have a negative or
unfavorable impact. The decisions, which reflect and embody certain
objectives, however, would have an unfavorable impact under the present
circumstances and those likely to prevail in the foreseeable future

As for the policy objectives that South Korea may pursue vis-a-vis
North Korea, with a few possible exceptions, none would probably have a
negative or unfavorable impact on U.S.-South Korean relations under the
current circumstances or under those likely to obtain in the short range.
Even those few exceptions might not exert an unfavorable impact of a
substantial magnitude on U.S. interests, and thus on U.S.-South Korean
relations, if fundamental transformations in the situational context are
assumed. The occurrence of such a transformation is conceivable, if not
highly likely, in the mid range and the years beyond.

Many constraints or impediments operate as South Korea attempts to
pursue various objectives associated with Nordpolitik. To realize that
these constraints are formidable is not to say that South Korea is without a
choice. One may disagree on the range of realistic or feasible options
available to South Korea in any time frame and the wisdom of such options,
but South Korea does have a considerably wider range of options than
most policymakers and analysts in South Korea and the United States
appear to think. Political will to pursue alternatives, should it exist on the
part of the political leadership on either or both sides of the Pacific,could
help alter the selection of choices of objectives and the situational
contexts.



11. North-South Relations in Korea
and Implications for U.S. Policy

RAUPH N. CLOUGH

Duringmost of the past 40 years,the two Koreashaveconfronted each
other with unremitting hostility, maintaining powerful armies along the
border dividing them, competing relentlessly for international support,
and uttering harsh reciprocal vilifications. Unlike in other divided coun
tries, such as Germany or China, where trade, travel, and other forms of
contact have moderated the hostility between the two parts, the people
of the two Koreas have been almost entirely isolated from each other.
The pattern of total isolation was interrupted for three short periods:
1972-73,1984-85, and 1988-89.

Noith-South Contacts—Past and Present

In 1972-73 secret high-level contacts brought agreement on three
broad principles for unification,but a dispute on the interpretation of the
principles broke out immediately; and talks through two channels, a
South—North Coordinating Committee and the Red Cross societies of the
two sides, were broken off by the North Koreans in mid-1973 without any
significant progress.

The dialogue in 1984-85 made marked advances over the first di
alogue,both in variety of channels and in accomplishments. North Korea
delivered flood reliefsupplies to South Korea through Red Cross channels.
Delegations of 151persons each—journalists, performers, support person
nel, and members of separated families—actually crossed the demilita
rized zone (DMZ) under the auspices of the two Red Cross societies to visit
Seoul and Pyongyang.Dramatic meetings occurred between familymem
bers who had not seen one another for 35 years or longer. The two sides
also opened three new channels for dialogue: delegations headed by
officials of vice-ministerial rank to work out an agreement on economic
cooperation; delegations composed of legislatorsfrom each side to agree
on a joint parliamentary meeting; and sports officials, who in meetings
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arranged by the International Olympic Committee discussed North Ko
rean participation in the Olympic cWes tobeheld inSeoul in1988.

Early in 1986 the North Koreans suspended the talks through the Red
Cross, economic, and parliamentary channels on the ground that the
annual Team Spirit military exercise by U.S. and South Korean forces
spoiled the atmosphere for dialogue Talks on the Olympics continued but
failed to reach agreement, and North Korea did not participate in the Seoul
Olympics.

Despite their failure to reach agreement on some forms of continuing
interaction between the two Koreas, the 1984-85 talks were notable for
establishing precedents for talks between official representatives of both
the executive and legislative branches of the two governments.

Official negotiations between representatives of the two governments
resumed in 1988. In August, five-member delegations from the National
Assembly in Seoul and the Supreme People's Assembly in Pyongyang met at
Panmunjom to discuss arrangements for a joint meeting of the two
legislative bodies. Six subsequent preparatory meetings made some prog
ress in agreeing on a format for joint meetings, but the eighth preparatory
meeting, scheduled for February 10, 1989, was postponed by the North
Koreans in protest against the 1989 Team Spirit military exercise.

A second channel for dialogue opened on February 9, 1989, when
delegations headed by vice-minister level officials met at Panmunjom to
discuss arrangements for high-level political and military talks by delega
tions to be headed by the prime ministers of both governments. A second
preliminary meeting on March 2 failed to make progress because the chief
North Korean delegate devoted most of his remarks to a denunciation of
the Team Spirit exercise. The third round, scheduled for April 26, was
postponed by the North Koreans to July 12 because of the South Korean
government's arrest of the dissident Presbyterian minister. Moon Ik-hwan,
who had visited North Korea and met twice with Kim II Sung without
authorization from the South Korean government.

Sports officials from the two governments opened a third channel for
dialogue on March 9, 1989, discussing the possibility of forming a joint
team for the Asian Games in Beijing in September 1990. The two sides
agreed on the adoption ofArirang a traditional Korean folk song, as the
official anthem for the joint team but were unable to agree on its official
name or flag. These talks were not marred by disputes over the U.S.—South
Korean military exercises, but the third round, scheduled for April 18, was
postponed by the North Koreans to July 18 because of Moon's arrest.

The North-South dialogue of 1988-89 was accompanied by South
Korean efforts to open trade with North Korea. In October 1988 the
government in Seoul announced that private firms would be allowed to
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engage in trade with North Korea and that imports from North Korea
would be admitted duty free The government also appealed to North
Korea to reopen the economic talks that had been suspended in 1986. A
flurry of activity by South Korean firmsfollowed.Hyundai imported North
Korean seashells, Daewoo imported art objects, and Hyosung imported
electrolytic copper cathodes. Other companies, anxious to climb aboard
the bandwagon, announced plans for trade with North Korea and applied
for permits to import a wide variety of goods.

Contracts for the purchase of North Korean goods were signed with
third parties in Japan, Hong Kong, or Singapore; and the goods were
usually shipped to South Korea by indirect routes. In February 1989,
however, 21,000 tons ofanthracite coal purchased by Hyosung was loaded
at Nampo on a freighter registered in Panama that sailed directly to
Inchon. Excitement over this first direct shipment soon cooled when
Hyosung discovered that over 70 percent of the coal was pulverized, not
lump coal, as specified by the contract. Hyosung sued the Hong Kong
intermediary for $250,000 damages, and the South Korean government
announced that it would suspend the importation of coal from North
Korea unless the Pyongyanggovernment admitted the breach ofcontract*
Applications for permission to import North Korean goods, which had
been a flood in January, declined to a trickle by March.^

North Korea responded to reports in the South Korean press of
burgeoning imports from North Korea with denials that any such trade
had taken place YiSong-nok, head of the North Korean delegation to the
suspended economic talks, declared: "It is only too clear that such
materials as our coal and porcelainware cannot be transported to a South
Korean port because there had been no contact between the North and
South in regard to economic dealings, nor has any contract been signed."
Yi blamed "the South Korean puppet Agency for National Security Plan
ning" for fabricating rumors of direct trade with North Koreaand called
for an immediate halt to Team Spirit so that economic talks could resume^

Optimism in South Koreaconcerning trade with North Koreahad been
stimulated by several factors: the South Korean government's announce
ment that such trade would be encouraged; the enthusiastic response of
South Korean businessmen; and the startling news that Chung Ju Yung,
honorary chairman of Hyundai, had visited Pyongyang in January 1989 in
response to an invitation from Ho Tam,a member of the politburo of the

^Korea Times, March 24,1989, p. 8; Korea Newsrevietv, March 11,1989, p. 22.

'̂ Korea Newsreview,April 8,1989, p. 16.

^Foreign BroadcastInformationService, EastAsia and Pacific(hereaftei;FBIS), January23,
1989, pp. 10-11.
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KoreanWorkers Party, and had signed an agreement with the president of
North Korea'sTaesong Bankfor the development of the area around Mount
Kumgang as a tourist attraction. Chung, who came from a place in North
Korea near Mount Kumgang, was recommended to Kim II Sung by a
Korean-bornnaturalizedJapanesecitizen asanappropriate person to build
ahotel at that site Chung had declined two earlier invitations from Ho Tam
after being advisedby the SouthKoreangovernment that the timewas not
ripe, finally makinghis January trip with official blessing.^

Moon Ik-hwan traveled to Pyongyang without government authoriza
tion,and the securityauthorities apparently hadno advance knowledge of
hisplans. HehadbeenoneofsevenSouth Koreans invited byKim HSung in
his New Year's 1989 speech to meet with leaders in the North. The others
were RohTaeWoo, in hiscapacity asheadofthe DemocraticJusticeParty,
the leadersofthe three otherpartiesrepresentedin theNationalAssembly,
and two other prominent dissidents, Paek Ki Wan and Cardinal Kim Su
Hwan. The South Korean government had rejected Kim's overture as a
transparent maneuver aimed at undercutting Roh'sauthority as the elected
president of the country. Byarresting Moonon his return, the government
sought to demonstrate its determination to keep negotiations with North
Korea in its own hands.

Newspapers in South Korea also carried reports of a secret dialogue
between the two Koreas, in addition to the negotiations through the
several channels previouslydescribed, which are acknowledged by both
governments. Pak Chol-on, a national assemblyman and senior aide to
President Rohwho participated in the successfulnegotiations to establish
diplomatic relations with Hungary, was alleged to have had falks in
SingaporeinJanuarywith North Koreanvice-foreign minister HanSi-hae,
a report the government categorically denied.'

Favorable Enviromnent for Negotiations

The 1988-89 dialogue took place in an international environment
favoring such negotiations. Hostilitybetween the two principal cold war
antagonists, the United States and the Soviet Union, had moderated
substantially.Regionalconflicts in which Washingtonand Moscow backed
opposing sides, such as those in Angola, Afghanistan, and Cambodia,
seemed to be moving toward resolution. Tension in the Taiwan Strait had
declined as contacts across the strait multiplied. Increasingly, people

^FBIS, February 15,1989, pp. 22-23.
^Chungang Ilbo, February 11, 1989, p. 1,quoted in FBIS, February 13, 1989, pp. 23-24;
Chungan Chosun, February19,1989,pp. 10-13, in FBIS, March 2,1989, pp. 19—21.
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around the world had been taking the view that differences should be
resolved by dialogue,not by military conflict.

In the immediate vicinity of Korea, the long-standing antagonism
between the Soviet Union and China had been diminishing. Both govern
ments were primarilyconcernedwith economic reform,which required a
peaceful international environment and greater openness to the outside
world. Mikhail Gorbachev stressed the importance of developing Siberia
and the SovietFarEast, makingthe SovietUnionboth acontributor to and a
beneficiary of the economic dynamism of the Asian-Pacific region. The
achievement of Soviet and Chinese economic development goals de
pendedon the Korean peninsula remaining peaceful. Hence, both powers
were stronglymotivatedto usesuchinfluence astheyhadon NorthKorea
to induce it to pursue negotiation rather than conflictwith South Korea.

The South Korean government had moved to take advantage of the
international trends that it perceived as favoring negotiation. Its policies
toward North Korea also reflected a new confidence, derived from the
successfulOlympicGames, continued higheconomicgrowth,and thefirst
peaceful transfer of political power from one top leader to another in
modem Korean history. Soviet and Chinese responses to South Korea's
promotion oftradeandothercontacts, although notasfar-reaching asthe
South Korean leaders would like, had been extensive enough to consider
ablyweakenPyongyang's confidence in the steadfastness of its bigpower
allies. Rob Tae Woo considered South Korea's position strong enough to
justify greaterflexibility than in the past, both in negotiating with North
Korea and in encouraging South Korea's allies to expand their contacts
with North Korea. In seeking dialogue with the North, Roh not only was
conscious of the timeliness and the potentialities of such a move, but was
under considerable pressure from the South Korean public to make
progress. Increased freedom of publication and debate in South Korea
focusedpublic attention on the unification issueto a much greater extent
than ever before

North Koreawas also underpressure to engage in dialogue.KimIISung
wasgrowing old,andPyongyang wassteadily falling furtherbehindSeoul
in economic development and in status in the world community. Recon
ciliation between Moscow and Beijing lessened North Korean leverage on
its allies. The North Koreans hoped to recoup ground lost in the stm^e
over the Olympics by focusing world attention on Pyongyang when it
hosted the World Youth Festival in July 1989. At least the appearance of a
willingness to negotiate with South Korea wasan essential elementin the
peaceful image that North Koreadesired to project.
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South Korean Strategy and Tactics

From the time ofhis inauguration in February 1988, Roh Tae Woo was
under pressure to formulate a new policy toward North Korea. His first
priority was a successfiii Olympics in October, but he could not afford to
wait until after the games to set out his views on policy toward the North.
Unification had become the subject of unprecedented public debate and
had been adopted by the radical students as their chief issue. They
denounced the presence of U.S. forces as the main obstacle to unification
and announced their intention to march in thousands to Panmunjom to
hold talks on unification with North Korean students.

In order to retain the initiative in government hands, Roh issued a
declaration on July 7,1988, outlining a new, more flexible policy toward
North Korea. He urged that the two Koreas cease treating each other as
adversaries, recognize that the people on both sides belong to a single
national community, tear down the barriers to exchanges between them,
and discontinue confrontation on the international scene. Specifically, he
proposed:

1. active promotion of exchanges between North and South, including
politicians, businessmen, journalists, religious leaders, academics, stu
dents, and others

2. assistance to members ofseparated families in finding, communicat
ing, and visiting one another

3. promotion of North-South trade, to be regarded as internal trade
4. acquiescence in trade with North Koreaby nationsfriendlyto South

Korea, except for military goods
5. an end to North-South competition and confrontation interna

tionally and cooperation in pursuing the common interests of the whole
Korean nation

6. cooperation with North Korea in improving its relations with
countries friendly to South Korea, including the United States and Japan,
and continuing efforts to improve South Korean relations with the Soviet
Union, China, and other socialist countries.

The South Korean government followed this general declaration with
more specific proposals. The head of the Red Cross Society called for a
resumption of the talks on separated families, which had been suspended
since 1985. The Speaker of South Korea's National Assembly proposed a
meeting of the legislative bodies of the North and South. Reacting to
attempts by radical students to march north to meet North Korean
students at Panmunjom, which had been interdicted by the police, the
South Korean Minister of Education proposed that 1,000 students from
each part ofKorea cross the DMZ and march to the summit ofMt. Paektu in
the North and to the summit of Mt. Halla on Cheju Island in the South. He
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asked for a North Korean counterpart to meet him at Panmunjom to
discuss the organization of such a march and athletic meets between teams
from the two sides.

In a speech to the UN General Assembly in October 1988, Rob
reiterated some of the themes from his July 7 declaration. He urged
socialist countries that were developing relations with South Korea to
maintain even better relations with North Korea in order to accelerate its

development and prevent its isolation. He offered to visit Pyongyang to
meetwith KimIISungand hold frank,unrestricted discussions on all issues
raised by both sides.

South Korea's strategy consisted of two main strands: its "northern
policy,"aimed at improving relations with socialist states, especially China
and the Soviet Union, and renewed efforts to draw North Korea into a
dialogue. Relations with Beijing and Moscow were improving at a good
pace, particularly in the economic sphere; and the South Koreans hoped
that this trend would compel North Korea to negotiate seriously with
South Korea and also to seek better relations with the United States and

Japan, thus opening up Pyongyang more to the outside world. The
formulators of South Korea's softer, less confrontational policy toward
North Korea hoped that it would not only brighten the South Korean
government's image in the eyes of its own people and the world, but also
would encourage the emergence of moderate voices in North Korea.

A new element in South Korea's policy toward North Korea was to ease
the tight restrictions on the circulation of materials on communism and
North Korea. The reasoning was that the ban on these materials drove
them underground and helped to create illusions, particularly in the minds
of students, concerning conditions in North Korea and the virtues of
communism. Now that Communist ideology was in decline throughout
the world and living conditions in North Korea were markedly inferior to
those in South Korea, the government believed it important to give people
access to some ofthese formerly forbidden materials in order to give them
a truer picture of North Korea and the Communist world.

In July 1988 the government lifted the ban on works by Korean authors
who had gone to North Korea after 1945. On September 3, 1988, the
minister of culture and information announced that "all general materials
on Communist countries will be open to the public except for data which
obviously go against our Constitution, such as propaganda materials
published by North Korea and antistate organizations."^ The government's
intention was not to throw the doors wide open to materials on commu
nism and North Korea, but to admit such materials selectively and to

^KoreaNewsremew, September 10,1988, p. 4.
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maintain a considerable degree of government control over access to the
most sensitive items. Officials were not prepared for the enterprise of
publishers and book importers, who began indiscriminately providing
quantitiesof thesematerials, includingtheworksofKim USung and other
books that thegovernment did not wantfreely circulated. Consequently,
thepolicemounted aseries ofraids on bookstores andpublishing houses,
seizing thousands ofpublications, arrestingsomeof the principalpersons
involved, and charging themwith violating the National Security Law.

Themoderate toneofRoh'sJuly7declaration, particularly theradically
new concept of no longer treating the North Koreans as adversaries and
tearing down the barriers between the peoples of the North and South,
stimulated the ongoing public discussion of unification and created an
atmosphere ofhope Lee Hong-koo, the Seoul National University profes
sor who had been appointed minister of unification,consulted with awide
range of people on unification policy and spoke encouragingly to legis
lators of the prospects for replacing the armistice agreement with a
peace pact.

The government, however, encountered a legal and public relations
problem in promoting its policy. On the one hand, Roh had called for the
active promotion of North-South exchanges, but on the other, the Na
tional Security Lawmade contacts with North Koreans and travel to North
Koreaacrime Technically, evenChungJuYung's visitto NorthKoreawasa
violationofthatlaw, although hehad cleared itinadvancewith thesecurity
authoritiesand President Rohhimself. The govermnentannounced that it
waspreparingnew laws to governNorth-Southexchanges and trade that
would legalize visits to North Korea, provided they had government
approval, but asoflateMay 1989 the newlaws hadnot beenpassed. In the
meantime, theNational Security Law was invoked topunish those, mostly
well-known dissidents, who tried on their own to promote people-to-
people exchanges with the North.

North Korean Strategy and Tactics

North Korea's policy toward SouthKorea operated at two levels. On
one level Pyongyang pursued official negotiationswith the SouthKorean
government. On another level it sought out individuals and groups op
posed to the South Korean government, endeavoring to drawthem into
talks, thus undermining theSouth Korean government's effort tokeep all
negotiations in its own hands.

North Korea showed little interest in South Korean proposals for
officially sponsored exchanges ofpersons, trade, and other step-by-step
methods of lowering tension and improving relations. As in the past,
Pyongyang stressed the importance of politico-military talks aimed at a
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peace treaty,reduction of forces, and withdrawal of U.S. troops. In Novem
ber 1988 the Democratic People's Republic ofKorea (DPRK)put forward a
more detailed version of a 1987 proposal for the United Statesand the two
Koreas to agree on the total withdrawalofU.S. forces by 1991 anda phased
reduction of the forces of both Koreas to 100,000 by 1992.When the South
Koreans proposedameeting offoreign ministers at theUnited Nations, the
North Koreans wanted the US. secretary of state to participate InJuly 1988
the Supreme People'sAssembly wrote to the US. Congressproposing a
meeting of the two legislatures.

Proposals for tripartite talksand direct DPRK-US. talkshaving repeat
edlyfailed to bringafavorable response from South Korea andtheUnited
States, the North Koreans unexpectedly accepted the South Korean pro
posal in July 1988for a meeting of the two Korean legislatures. In the
preparatorytalks the North Koreans, as on previous occasions, exhibited
their preference for mass meeting over serious negotiations. They pro
posed that, in addition to the fiill membership of each legislature (299
from the South and 655 from the North), the conference be attended by
100 additionalparticipants from allwalksof lifeon both sides. The prime
agenda topic was to be a joint declaration of nonaggression. During the
sevenpreparatorymeetings, however; Pyongyangmadesignificant conces
sions, dropping the demandfor participantsfrom outsidethe legislatures
and agreeing to working meetings of only 50 legislators from each side
with all members of each legislature attending only the opening and
closing sessions. While insisting on a nonaggression declaration as the
first item on the agenda and opposing the South Korean proposal for
discussion of a summit meeting as an agenda item, the North Koreans
accepted the SouthKorean proposal to discuss exchanges and coopera
tion in various fields.

Atthe seventhpreparatorymeetingin December1988the chiefNorth
Korean delegate devoted much of his address to an attack on the Team
Spiritexercise, whichSouthKorea had announcedwouldbe heldasusual
early in 1989. TheNorthKorean delegate warned thatTeam Spirit would
jeopardize not only the parliamentary talks, but also the proposed high
level political and military talks and the talks on forming a single team
for the AsianGames. Consequently, he proposed that the question of sus
pendingTeam Spirit be placedat the top ofthe agenda for the parliamen
tary conference

When the Republic of Korea (ROK) declined to place Team Spirit
on the agenda and went ahead with the military exercise, the North
Koreans declared that further talks would have to be postponed until the
exercise ended. They accused the South Korean authorities of paying
"greater attention to themilitary exercisewithforeign troopstoannihilate
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the fellow countrymen than to dialogue with the same people for na
tional unity.""^

In both the Februaryand Marchpreparatory discussions of high level
political and military meetings, the North Korean chief delegate took
much time condemning TeamSpirit and callingfor its suspension, but did
not break off the talks. He agreed to meet again in April. In the two
meetings on forming a single team for the Asian Games, the North Koreans
presented adetailedand businesslike proposalandrefrainedfrompolitical
propaganda. The notification postponinguntilJuly1989further meetings
in both these channels attributed the action to the arrest ofMoonIk-hwan,
not to Team Spirit.

While meetings were takingplace in the three official channels. North
Korea was reaching out to the opposition in the South. Pyongyang's
proposals included nine suggestions.

Political Consultative Meeting

This meeting would include leadership level people from North and
South. Thisproposalwas initiatedby Kim IISung's NewYear's invitationto
Rob Tae Woo (as head of the ruling party) and six opposition figures,
followed up bya letter to eachfromHoTam, chairman of thepreparatory
committee for this meeting.

South Korean StudentParticipation in the World YouthFestival

Pyongyang hoped through hosting the World Youth Festival in July
1989to attractwidespreadfavorable worldattention, asSeoul hadthrough
theOlympic Games. It builta150,000-seat stadium anda105-storyhotelto
impress the thousands ofvisitors expected from 170 countries. The North
Koreans also sought to take advantage of the growing desire among
students in South Korea to activelypromote reunification through talks
with North Korean students.On four occasions, inJune andAugust 1988
andMarch andApril 1989, SouthKorean policeblockedattemptsbySouth
Korean students to go to Panmunjom to meet with North Korean students.
The South Koreangovernment insisted that negotiationsfor attendance at
the festival be handled by the officially established South-North Student
Exchange Promotion Committee, but Pyongyang preferred to deal with
the independent National Council of Student Representatives (Chon-
daehyop),which was highlycritical of the South Koreangovernmentand
tried persistendy to open its own unofficial dialogue with the North.

Chondaehyop finally succeeded in sending one delegate to the festival

^18, February 8,1989, p. 10.
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surreptitiously via Japan and East Germany, a Miss Yim Su-kyong from
Hanguk University of Foreign Studies. Claiming to represent the one
million university students of South Korea, she signed a "joint declaration
of youth and students in the North and South," which supported the
standard North Korean position, including replacement of the armistice by
a peace agreement, phased withdrawal of U.S. forces, a North-South
nona^ession declaration, and the conduct of North-South dialogue
through nongovernmental aswell asgovernmental channels. The declara
tion also rejected cross-recognitionand the admission of both Koreas to
the United Nations.®

National Congress on Unification

The Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of the Fatherland,
headed by Ho Tam, has corresponded with the National Alliance for a
Democratic Movement (Chonminnyon), a coalition of dissident organiza
tions in South Korea, concerning a national congress of delegates from all
walks oflife in the North and South to discuss reunification. Arrangements
for representativesfromeachorganizationto holdpreparatorymeetingsat
Panmunjom fell through when the police prevented the Chonminnyon
representatives fromreaching Panmunjom. Theauthorities later arrested
LeeJae-oand LeePu-yong, co-chairmenofChonminnyon, forviolating the
National Security Law.

Cultural Exchanges

A group of writers and artists in South Korea, dissatisfied with the
Federation of Artistic and Cultural Organizations of Korea, set up a
competing organization, the Federation ofNational Artists ofKorea (Min-
yechong) in December 1988 and announced their intention to promote
exchanges of visitsby artists between North and South. Arepresentative
of this organization, Hwang Sok-yong, arrived in Pyongyang with Moon
Ik-hwan and signed an agreement with the vice-chairman of the central
committee of a North Korean organization, the General Federation of
Unions of Literature and Arts ofKorea, providing for exchanges of artistic
works between North and South and visits back and forth by writers and
artists.Asof thiswriting, Hwanghad leftNorth Koreabut had not returned
to South Korea. Presumably he will be arrested, like Moon, for having
travelled to North Korea and having held talks on reunification without
government approval.

Another overture to an unofficial South Korean organization was an
open letter from the Korean Writers League in North Korea to South

8FBIS, July 7,1989, p. 19.
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Korea's National Literature Writers Association endorsing the iatter's
proposal for a meeting between writers in the North and South. A
preparatory meeting scheduled at Panmunjomfailedto takeplace because
of South Korean government intervention. The poet Ko Un, a IfaHing
promoter of the meeting,was subsequently arrested.

Media Exchanges

The topic of travel by media representatives to the other side of the
DMZ attracted public attention when the South Korean government in
April 1989 arrested Lee Young-hee, aprofessor atHanyang University and
editorial adviser to the radical newspaper Hangyore Shinmun. Lee was
accused ofviolating theNational Security Law bytrying toarrange atripto
North Korea byagroup ofreporters from thatnewspaper. The Tong-AIlbo
pointed out that the government allowed overseas Koreans to visit North
Korea, so longas theyreported theirvisit to the appropriate South Korean
authorities, and that some local newspapershad even sent to North Korea
reporters who had U.S. citizenship or were permanent U.S. residents.
The newspaper argued that free discussion of reunification, which the
government encouraged, required freedom of the press to report on
North Korea.9

Labor Exchanges

The General FederationofTrade Unions ofKorea inPyongyangsentan
open letter on March 31, 1989, to the Council of National Workers
Movements Organizations inSouth Korea proposing aworking meeting of
delegates from North andSouth atPanmunjom todiscuss ajointcommem
oration of MayDayin Seoul and Panmunjom.

Religious Exchanges

NorthKorea hasmodified itshithertorigorous antireligious stance in
order to improve its international image and encourage contacts with
South Korean religious leaders. Itinvited aVatican delegation (including a
South Korean priest) to thenonaligned conference inPyongyang in1987,
sent a delegation to the Vatican during Holy Week in 1988, and has
constructed a Catholic and a Protestant church in Pyongyang. Moon
Dc-hwan conducted a church serviceduringhis visitto North Korea.

Representatives of the Korean National Council of Churches have
promoted meetings withNorth Korean Christians. Afirst meetingwas held
at Glion, Switzerland, in November 1988 under the auspices of the World
Council ofChurches and asecond inChevy Chase, Maryland, inApril 1989

9FBIS, April 18,1989, p. 23.
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under the auspices of the National Council of Churches of Christ of
the U.S.A.

Some 60 church leaders in South Korea, including Buddhists, Catho
lics, Protestants, Confucians,and the Korean religious movement Chondo-
kyo,adopted a declaration in March1989promoting free exchangesand
conferences of religious people from North and South.

Ho Tarn's Meeting tvith Kim YoungSam

Ho Tammade a special trip to Moscowin earlyJune to meet with Kim
Young Sam, president of the reunification Democratic Party, who was
visiting the Soviet capital at the invitation of the Institute of World
Economyand International Relations. Ho'sprimary mission to persuade
Kim Young Sam to visitNorth Koreafailed, asKim held firmly to the view
that the North-South dialogue should be conducted through governmen
tal channels.!"

So Kyong-won's Visit to Pyongyang

Pyongyang's cultivation of nongovernmental channels of dialogue
produced its greatest shock to South Koreawhen NationalAssemblyman
SoKyong-won, a member of KimDae-jung'sParty of Peace and Democracy
(PPD), confessed in late June to having travelled secretly to Pyongyangin
August 1988 to see Kim U Sung and Ho Tam. Kim Dae-jung publicly
apologizedfor So's "recklessact," and the PPD expelledhim.Sowas jailed,
and others were arrested on charges of failing to report his trip to the
authorities or receiving money from North Korea for his use.!!

Thepriority givenby North Koreato establishinglinkswith opposition
individualsand groups in SouthKorea angered government leaders in the
South.Theywere particularly disturbed by the clandestine trip ofNational
Assemblyman So. So was suspected of having received money from
I>yongyang to set up an espionagenetwork inSouthKorea. TheAgency for
National Security Planning, embarrassed by its failure to detect So'svisit to
North Korea, launched a hard-hitting investigation of his colleagues and
contacts. The atmosphere for North-South dialogue, which had been so
promising early in the year, had deteriorated badly. Consequently, the
South Korean authorities decided in early July 1989 not to proceed with
the governmental talks scheduledfor that month on a single teamfor the
Asian Games and on a high-level meeting on political and military topics.
They also declined to go ahead with parliamentaryand Red Cross talks,
which the North Koreans had indicated they were willing to resume

'"For the text of the Kim-Ho dialogue,see FBIS, June 16,1989, pp. 18-21.
"FBIS, June 28,1989, p. 22.
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Appraisal of the Dialogue

President Roh Tae Woe's July 7, 1988, declaration was widely wel
comed among South Koreans as a more flexible and realistic approach to
dealing with North Korea. The opening of negotiations on a North-South
parliamentarymeeting, the success ofthe Olympics, the removal of the ban
on trade with North Korea, Chung Ju Yung's visit to Pyongyang, and the
opening of two additional channels for dialogue created an unprece
dented atmosphere of optimism concerning North-South relations. But
optimism soon faded as the government encountered difficulty coordinat
ing the many strands ofpolicy toward the North, dissidents took advantage
of the "reunification fever" to seek their own channels to the North, trade
failed to live up to its early promise, and the North Koreans broke off the
official dialogue.

Part of the problem grew out of the government's failure to prepare at
an early date the institutional and legal structure for coordinating policy
toward North Korea. Government departments appear to have gone off in
different directions, creating confusion rather than taking coordinated
actions. Roh was criticized in some quarters for relying too heavily on Pak
Chol-on in the Blue House for the conduct of policy toward North Korea
and the socialist states.

Not until March 1989 was the government preparing regulations for
the establishment of an interagency committee chaired by the prime
minister. Two subcommittees composed of vice-ministers were to be
established, one on relations with China, the Soviet Union, and Eastern
Europe, headed by the foreign minister, the other on policy toward North
Korea, headed by the national unification minister. Moreover, as of early
May 1989, bills to establish a legal basis for inter-Korean exchanges and
cooperation had not passed the National Assembly.A proposed softening
of the provisions of the National Security Law banning travel to North
Korea was dropped as a result of the furor following Moon Ik-hwan's
unauthorized trip.^^

Managing policy toward North Korea was difficult for the government.
It lacked a majority in the National Assembly,which made it dependent on
opposition parties to pass laws. In general, the leaders of the opposition
supported Roh's North Korea policy. They agreed with him that dialogue
with the North should be kept in government hands, but they wanted to be
consulted. Hence, they were irritated when they were caught by surprise
with the announcement of ChungJu Yung's secret trip. Hardliners within
the military and security establishment questioned the wisdom of easing

12FBIS, March 23,1989, p. 25.

^^KoreaNewsreview, April 8,1989, p. 4.
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policies toward North Korea and the socialist countries while left-wing
dissidents did their utmost to evade the govermnent's efforts to keep
dialogue with the North in its own hands. Clashes between students and
police over this and other issues, coupled with demonstrations by workers
over labor matters, produced demands for tougher government treatment
of troublemakers. The environment within which the government pur
sued its North Korea policy was already becoming more difficult when
Pyongyang broke off the last two dialogue channels.

Suspension of the official dialogue by North Korea turned public
attention in South Korea to the government's efforts to prevent the
opening of private channels of dialogue Debate over the government's
handling of North-South dialogue obscured the significance of the
changes that Roh had made in policy toward North Korea. The latter
included Roh's aiming at drawing Pyongyang out into the world commu
nity rather than isolating it, recognizing the importance of political
negotiations in addition to economic and other nonpolitical exchanges,
and expressing willingness to discuss military issues along with other
issues at a summit meeting.

The unwillingness of the North Koreans to take advantage of South
Korea's more flexible official approach to negotiations created doubts in
the South Korean government as to whether they genuinelywished to
enter into serious dialogue with the government of the ROK. Invitations to
dissidents to visit North Korea, some initiated by North Korean organiza
tions, others in response to proposals originating with South Korean
opposition figures, together with suspension of the official dialogue,
suggested that the principal North Korean objective was to maximize
dissatisfaction with the South Korean government's management of the
dialogue

Vituperative attackson the SouthKoreangovernmentin North Korea's
official press seemed certain to strengthen the views of those in South
Korea who most deeply mistrust North Korean intentions. For example,
the Nodong Sinmun condemned the National Assembly in Seoul as
"nothing but a puppet organ that puts a democratic embellishment on a
militarydictatorship." The article declared that "the SouthKoreanyouth,
students and people should firmlyunite themselves, rise up nationwide in
eradicating the NoTae-u[RohTaeWoo] military, fascistregime,and cut off
theaggressive tentacles oftheU.S. imperialists whomanipulate it."i^ South
Korean officials, noting the extent to which the North Koreans' official
rhetoric and actions aim at stirring up political trouble in the South, not
unreasonably doubted their sincerity in pursuing an official dialogue.

^*Nodong Sinmun, April 13,1989, in FBIS, April 17,1989, p. 14.
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North Korean tactics are difficult to interpret. The authorities there
may believe thattheir bargaining position inthedialogue canbestrength
enedbyencouraging dissidents inSouth Korea toputpressureontheROK
government to acceptNorthKorean demands. Or theymayexpect that the
anti-Roh, anti-U.S. sentiment in South Korea will growand that Roh will
eventually be overthrown andbe replaced bysomeone moredisposed to
accept Pyongyang's proposals. In this scenario,negotiationswith the Roh
administration would not beseenasadialogue leading to agreement, but
as a way of temporizing until Roh fell. Another possibility is that North
Korean authorities regard bilateral negotiations with South Korea as a
necessary sop to the United States whileawaiting U.S. agreementto direct
negotiations on troop withdrawal either in a bilateral or trilateral format.

Pyongyang's behavior indicates that it continues to hold firmly to its
long-standing position that easing the military confrontation must be
given priority over any other methods of lessening tension and building
confidence Ifthat is the case,why did the North Koreansbreakoffthe ralks
intended to set up a meeting ofprime ministers at which military issues
could bediscussed? The most probable explanation isthatthey hold little
hope foreasing themilitary confrontation bytalking to theSouth Koreans
without U.S. participation.

Implications for the United States

Responding to Roh Tae Woo's encouragement ofcountries friendly to
Seoul to improve their relations with North Korea, the United States
announcedin October 1988that it wouldencourageunofficial visits from
the DPRK, take steps to facilitate the travel of American citizens to North
Korea, permit commercial shipment ofgoods to North Korea to satisfy
basichuman needs, and reopen substantivediscussions between US. and
North Korean diplomats. Following this decision, exchanges of visits
between North Korean and US. scholars occurred, and four meetings took
place between the counselors of the US. and North Korean embassies
in Beijing.

North Korea has indicated a desire to step up private contacts with
Americans. For example, members of a newly established Institute for
Disarmament andPeace under the Foreign Ministry approached Chinese
scholars in Beijing to obtain the names ofAmerican scholars who would be
useful for them to meet. Three scholars from this institute attended a
conference at the University of Hawaii. Four scholars from other North
Korean institutions participated in a conference at the Carnegie Endow
ment for International Peace in Washington, D.C.

North Korean authorities may have decided that the expansion of
contacts with American scholars will be helpful in gaining a better
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understanding of U.S. poliq^, aswell asproviding channels for attempting
to influence U.S. policy. Yet they are aware that the growth of cross-
contacts—including SouthKorean contactswithSoviets andChinese over
which theyhave littlecontrol—will inexorably increase the riskofcross-
recognition, which they oppose asperpetuating the division of Korea. '̂
Apparently, theyaredeterminedto acceptsuchrisks astheyleave nostone
unturned in the effort to draw the United States into official negotiations on
the withdrawal of U.S. forces.

In its pubUc statements, as well as in private conversations with the
Soviets and Chinese, the U.S. government hasstressedthe centralityof the
North-South dialogue for lowering tensionon the peninsula. TheUnited
States has an important but ancillary role to play. A channel for official
exchanges ofviews betweenthe United States andNorth Korea hasnow
beenopened. Although thecontentofthese exchanges hasnotbeenmade
public, it can be assumed that the United States is emphasizing that
progress in North-South talks is an essential condition for the improve
ment of U.S.-North Korean relations. The door has also been opened for
the expansion of unofficial exchanges of persons between the United
Statesand North Korea.Such exchanges havebegun to increase but lagfar
behind those that South Korea has developed with China and the Soviet
Union. Because the ROK no longeropposessuch exchanges, there isample
scope for cultivating them asfully asPyongyang willpermit.

In talks with North Korea the United States should continue to empha
size that little progress can be expected in U.S.-North Korean relations
until substantial results have been achieved in bilateral talks between
Pyongyang andSeoul. TheUnitedStates should seek toconvince theNorth
Koreans, both in direct talksand through the Chineseand the Soviets, that
interfering in domestic South Korean politics by inviting opposition
figures or groups to Pyongyang can only have a detrimental effect on
North-South governmental talks.

The North Koreans need to be convinced by Americans and others that
negotiations on the military-political issues to which they would give
priority require a trade-off. They mustdemonstrate willingness to include
in the agenda of a prime ministerial level meeting with South Korea not
only these issues, but also the discussions of trade and family reunions
desired by the South Koreans.

The Soviets, who have long experiences in negotiating confidence-
building andarms controlmeasures withNATO andwhoaretheprincipal
military supplier ofNorth Korea, may be in a position to impress on the

"Nodong Sinmun, February t, 1989. "Under No Circumstances Should the Fabrication of
"Rvo Koreas Be Toierated," FBIS, February 9,1989, pp. 9—11.
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NorthKoreansthat their armsreduction proposalsarehighlyunrealisticat
thepresent timebecause the distrustbetweenthe twosidesissodeep.In
Europe more than 30 years of trade, travel, and other forms of interactions
between members of NATO and of the Warsaw Pact were required to
create the level of confidence that permitted the recent reciprocalpro
posals for sizeable reductions in armed forces. Through the Soviets, the
Chinese, NATO countries thathave diplomatic relations withPyongyang,
and U.S. scholars who havedeveloped contacts with North Korean ofl&cials
and scholars concerned with arms control (eg.. ProfessorJohn Lewis at
Stanford University), the United States should seek to convince the North
Koreans that building confidence through interchange between the two
Koreas is an essential prerequisite for serious talks on arms reduction.

Military confidence-building measures would serve to reduce the
danger thatclashes along theDMZ might escalate intolarge-scale military
conflict in Korea, a concern voiced by both Korean governments. If the
South Korean government were willing, consideration of such measures
could be undertaken by US., South Korean, and North Korean military
authorities, a tripartite format long favored by North Korea. Confidence-
building measures might includeadvance notification of large-scale mili
taryexercises, exchange ofobservers, andexpansion ofthepeace-keeping
functionsof theNeutralNationsSupervisory Commission. TheROK isnow
in a strong enough position internationally, particularly in its growing
relationships with China and the Soviet Union, to enter into a tripartite
negotiation at the military level without appearing to cede significant
groundto NorthKorea in theirinternational rivalry. Thepresencein Korea
offorces fromeachof the three countries justifies the tripartiteformat for
dealing with military issues.

US. actions to promote relaxation of tension in Korea can only
supplementthe North—South dialogueThatdialogue hasbeensuspended,
but not brokenoff. Thepressures that produced the dialogue in 1988-89
are still present and probably will cause it to be resumed before the end of
theyear. Ifit isto produceresults, however, Kim IISung mustbeprepared
to negotiate seriously with the South Korean government rather than
prejudice the negotiations by stimulating opposition forces in the South.
TheSouthKorean government, inorder to be aneffective negotiator; must
be ableto musterapopular consensus behind itspolicies in thedialogue
World trends are such that a waiting game is unlikely to work in North
Korea's favor, either by producing a government in South Korea more
responsive to its demands or by winning concessions from the United
Stateswithout progress in the North-South dialogue.



12. Inter-Korean Detente and the
Desirable Role for the United States

RHEE SANG-WOO

later-Korean conflict cannot be resolved immediately. Mutual antag
onism between the two Koreas has persisted for more than forty years.
Except for sporadic contacts, noagreement has been made between the
two contending governments. Neither government even recognizes the
other's de jure status. In this situation no fundamental solution can
be expected.

Design for Inter-Kbrean Detente

BothKoreas are pursuingpolitical unification. North Korea is deter
mined to liberate South Korea's proletariat from "exploitative class en
emies" supported bytheU.S. "imperialists" and to install aunified socialist
statethroughout the entireKorean peninsula. South Korea setsa goal of
establishing a unified Korea in which all members of the Han (ethnic
Korean nation) community disregarding their class status, religion, and
beliefs, will enjoy political freedom, the right to determine their own
destiny, and common prosperity^ The ideas of proletariat dictatorslyp
envisioned byNorth Korea and universal liberal democracy beingpursued
by South Korea are mutually incompatible Thus political unification
through negotiation is logically impossible Unless oneside or bothsides
malfp fundamental changes in theirproposedgoals, nocompromise canbe
worked out. And at this moment no such change is expected.

Peace means "voluntary agreement for coexistence" among people
Peace ispossible onlywhenallareready to tolerate differences ofopinion,
belief, andmodeoflife. Peace doesnot meanimposition ofone'swillover
others by force. So far as inter-Korean peace is concerned, no such

iporthegoals ofthePeople's Democratic Republic ofKorea (North Korea) and thatofthe
RepubUc of Korea (South Korea), see Yi Sang-U (Rhee Sang-Woo), "Nambukhan Tongii
Chongch'aek-ui Nonrikujo Bikyo" (Comparative Study on the North and South Korea's
Unification Policy), Tong a Yonku (East Asian Studies), vol. 18Qune 1989), pp.79-111.
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agreementhas been made North Korea persistentlyrefuses to acknowl
edge theexistence ofSouth Korea asanindependent political system and
to agree to coexist with it. Between the two Koreas a state ofnonviolence
is maintained only by military balance. Until North Korea changes its
policy and decides to accept peace with South Korea, no genuine peace
will be installed on the Korean peninsula

If political unification through negotiation is not achievable in the
foreseeable future, we have to set up an intermediate goal. If we are
destined to live ina divided Korea for the time being, we have to adopt
"better management ofdivision" as aprimary goal. Putting aside political
unification as a long-term objective to be pursued when system com
patibility between the Koreas has matured through evolutionary changes
inthe existing systems, we have to concentrate our efforts onimproving
thecurrentstatus ofdivision. Beyond thepolitical division line, wehave to
develop nonpolitical cooperative systems sothepeople ofthetwo Koreas
arerelievedofthesufferingsproduced bydivision. Dividedfamilies should
be reunited. Social, cultural, and economic ties shouldhe restored. Asense
ofunity among thepeople should be promoted through increased inter
changes.Asystem to prevent war should be worked out between the two
Koreas so that peopleof both sides willno longer live under its threat.
More important, division should bemanaged so that mutual trust among
the Koreans who have been separated from one another for nearly half a
centurycan be enhanced because mutual trust is a sine quanonfor later
negotiations for political unifications.

Both political unification and division management require North
Korea's cooperation. The extent towhich wecan expect such cooperation
remains a big question. Considering internal and external environmental
changes, however, we are confident that our sincere efforts will induce
North Korea'spositive response2

Internally, North Korea is losing the power edge over South Korea.
Economically, North Korea is laggingbehind South Korea.Becauseof the
rigidity ofthecentrally controlled socialist economy. NorthKorea cannot
catch upto the rapid economic growth ofSouth Korea.' Now it isproven
that North Korea cannot be a match with South Korea economically.

^Rapid transformation of Eastern European Communist states into pluralistic democratic
ones must have astrong influence onPyongyang, and North Korea will inevitably initiate its
version ofperestroika For such observation and reasoning, see Rhee Sang-Woo, Chungang
Ilbo, November 15,1989.

3In terms ofgross national product (GNP), South Korea issix times stronger than North
Korea. In 1987the GNP of North Koreawas $19.37 billionUS., and that ofSouthKoreawas
$118.6 billion. National Unification Board, Bukhan Gyongje Kaekwan (An Overview of
North KoreaEconomy)(Seoul,1988),p. 162.
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Militarily, North Korea has maintainedsuperiority overSouth Korea. North
Korea has larger armed forces andbetter andmoreweapons thanSouth
Korea.^ North Korea's superiority, however, is ebbing rapidly as South
Korea enhances its fighting capabilities. Thismeans that, on the military
dimension, too, time is against North Korea. These adverse trends will
force North Korea to readjust its ambitious goal of South Korean lib
eration.

The external environment also discourages North Korea's militant
policy toward South Korea. Thanks to Gorbachev'sperestroika and Deng
Xiaoping's reform politics, amultilateral detente system issettlingdown in
East Asia. At least for the time being, the two North Korean allies will
not eagerly support North Korea's adventurous policy. Both Communist
superpowers want to improve relations with nonsocialist nations, includ
ing South Korea.5 They pursue economic cooperation with the nonsocial
istnations. They donotwanttobeinvolved inanother Korean War. Inthis
circumstance North Korea cannot take provocative measures against the
will of its Communist neighbors.

Against this backdrop. North Korea will probably seek itsown version
of detente with its former adversaries, namely South Koreaand the United
States. If South Korea approaches North Korea wisely, it will not be too
difficult to induceapositive response. Thislineofreasoning is the source
of cautious optimism for inter-Korean detente andfor the agreement of
better management of division.

In order to induce North Korea's agreement for detente. South Korea
should take several initial measures. First, it should precipitate its own
political reform. The South Korean government isconsolidating itspoliti
cal legitimacy by democratizing its political institutions and political
decision-making processes. The success of this reform is essential to
initiate inter-Korean detente because only a government strongly sup
portedby its people can assure North Korean leaders of South Korean
sincerity. Apolicy not based on national consensus will not be reliable.

Arms controlnegotiationshould bestartedpromptly. Thethreatofwar

^Sec Chung Byung-Ho, "Nambukhan Kunsaryok" (Military Capabilities ofNorth and South
Korea), paper presented at the 1989 annual conference of the Korean Association of
International Relations, June 1-2,1989.

Asof the end of 1988,North Koreamaintained a millionmen on activeduty, and South
Korea had650,000. North Korea hasmoreinfantry divisions (30) than South Korea (21),
more tanks (3,500 vs. 1,500), more naval combat ships (358 vs. 137), and morecombat
airplanes(1,020 vs. 480).
5The Soviet Union andSouth Korea signed anagreement to allow consular functions to their
existing trade missions established in Moscow and Seoul in December 1989. A similar
agreement is beingnegotiated between Beijing andSeoul.
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makesserious negotiation impossible. The core objectiveof inter-Korean
arms control should be "elimination of chances of outbreak of another
war." In order to achieve this objective, the fighting capabilities of both
Koreas should be balanced. This means that neither side should have
sufficient superiority ofarmed forces to override theother. Theoretically,
thecontrol should bestarted to eliminate disparity offorces byreducing
the fighting capability of the superior side Will North Korea accept this
formula while it enjoys military superiority? Under what circumstances
will it agree to arms control? When South Korea becomes stronger than
NorthKorea, thiseventwillbe moreprobable Thus, ironically, inorder to
start serious talk for arms control. South Korea should improve its war
deterring capability.

South Koreashould also go ahead with its Nordpolitik vis-a-vis China
and the Soviet Union. Puttingpolitics asidefor the moment.SouthKoreais
trying to expand economic and cultural contacts with these two Commu
nist nations with the hope that improved relations will reduce military
tension on the Korean peninsula because these two are North Korea's
military allies and suppliers of weapons. Without harnessing the two
socialist neighbors, it will not be possible to settle inter-Korean detente
because one ofthemcaneasily upset thefragile balance ofpowerbetween
the two Koreas.

Direct dialogue with North Korea is important. It should eliminate
mutual mistrust, which culminated after the Korean War and stiQ domi
natestheminds ofNorthandSouthKorean leaders. Incessant dialogue will
breakthe ice,andnonpolitical interactions and interchanges between the
two Koreas should be promoted for the same purpose.

Worldwide Trend of Detente
and Inter-Korean Relations

An era of ideological fanaticism is passing. A new wave of realism is
replacing that of abstract ideological rhetorics. The era of superpowers'
competition for ideological dominance is ebbing. The new era of world
wide detente is dawning.

The messianic gospel of communism that has haunted the minds ofthe
less privileged people of the world for the past hundred years is losing
attractiveness. Communism may have improved production relations in
the industrialized societies, but its inability to enhanceproductiveforces
inlessdeveloped nations isalso proven. New thinking isgrowing out ofthe
necessity to rescue the crippled economies of the socialist nations.
Perestroika has become an imperative for the Communist nations. De-
emphasis of ideology in the socialist nations has lowered ideological
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barriers that prohibited interactions and intersystem cooperation be
tween socialist and nonsociaiist nations and has made intersystem detente
possible

Paradoxically, technology hascontainedmilitary mightinto a tantalus
box. Most superpowers are equipped with formidable weapons with
which they can annihilate their adversaries. With such overkilling wea
pons,no state canwageawar.Thuswar is no longeran effective measure
for a nation to impose its will on its enemies.Military might is gradually
yielding to economic prowess. Imposition of vrill by military force has
become outmoded. Instead, a nation's ability to provide economic benefits
to other nations is now regarded as the real power of international
relations because a nation complies with another nation's demand more
obediently when it finds greater economic benefits thanwhen it feels a
military threat. Doctrines basedon the balance of power are now being
replacedby those basedon the balanceof interest.

Soviet leaders realized it was no longer wise to maintain the mightiest
militaryforces atthesacrifice ofeconomicdevelopment. They saw thatthe
Japanese yen was more influential than Soviet intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBMs). Gorbachev's perestroika and glasnost are based on
this new thinking. Gorbachev withdrew Soviet troops from Afghanistan,
agreed withtheUnited States on intermediate nuclear force (INF) reduc
tion, and decided to push his policy of unilateral arms reduction. The
Soviet Union changedits securitypolicyfromoffensive defense to defen
sive defense and removed ideological barriers so that nonsociaiist nations
can approach Moscowfor economic cooperation.

The Soviet Union made detente with the United States and China and
moves to make detente with Japan. It even established a trade office in
Seoul. Most Eastern European Communist nations followed the Soviet
steps. Vietnam also decided to make detente with nonsociaiist nations.
Together with DengXiaoping's ten-year-old open door policy, the Soviet
decision for detente has removed the cold war legacy from Europe and
East Asia.The fall ofthe Berlinwall in November of1989 was the epitaph of
the cold war era.

Against this new stream of worldwide detente North Korea still
remains an unopened Communist nation.Unlike the SouthKoreans, who
have experienced revolutionary political changes frequently and are
psychologically wellprepared for changes. North Koreans, neverhaving
experienced a change of rulers over the past forty-five years, are not
accustomed to initiating or accepting such changes.They understandably
hesitate to adopt perestroika and glasnost, perhaps thinking that abrupt
reform is too risky. However, some symptoms of realism appear in the
recent moves of the North Korean government. For example. North Korea
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quietly approached the United States and Japan for better relations and
began direct trade with the United States.^

North Korea also prepares to accept the division of Korea as reality. For
the past thirty years North Korea has persistently advocated "one Korea,"
to be united under the Confederation of Koryo. Though the title has
remained unchanged, the content of the proposal has recently evolved. In
the earlier version. North Korea'sproposal emphasizedfederal characteris
tics of the Koryo Confederation by assigning strong power to the federal
government, including control of the unified military forces. Recently,
North Korea began to emphasize the autonomous characteristics of the
two Koreas under the confederatioa This implies that North Korea is
retreating from its militant stance of liberating South Korea to a more
defensive posture of savii^ the Communist system in North Korea. This
reflects North Korea's realization of the worldwide trend of d^tente'^

If detente is an irrevocable general trend of the new era. North Korea
shall not be able to keep its isolated position of continuing ideological war
against South Korea. It may take time to bring changes in North Korea's
anachronic class struggle North Korea, however, cannot refuse South
Korea's proposal for peaceful coexistence as an interim step toward
political unification.

The changed international environment has encomaged South Korea
to launch a new policy of improving North-South Korean relations.
Ideological barriers have been removed by the Soviet Union and China.
Thus South Korea enjoys direct access to socialist nations for diplomatic
and economic cooperation. A new era of balance of interest has come
Superpowers can no longer dictate their will over the weak nations by
military intervention. Medium powers like South Korea thus have a much
freer hand in conducting foreign policy. Freed from ideological constraint
and military threat by the neighboring hostile powers. South Korea may
now chart its own course into the future

The Han Commonwealth Plan

The government of the Republic of Korea under the new leadership of
President Roh Tae Woo promulgated a new policy toward North Korea.

^Dong-A Ilbo, July 7, 1989. Frequent reports on US.-North Korean informal contacts in
Beijing indicate that some measures for rapprochement are being negotiated between them,
although what is being discussed bas yet to be revealed.

'̂ In his new year address on January 1, 1990, Kim ii Sung declared that his regime will
continue to abide by its policy of chuch'e (self-reliance) to safeguard North Korea as the
"easternoutpost ofsocialism" andrepeated hispreviousproposalfor "North—South consulta
tive talks participated in by the highest-level ofScials and the top leaders of the political
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The July 7 declaration was its formal inauguration.® The new poUcy is
distinctively different from the previous one in its guiding philosophy;
policy objectives, and mode of implementation. Understanding that politi
cal unification through negotiation between two Koreas, which pursue
diametrically opposing political ideals, is not feasible at the moment. South
Korea decided to put its initial effort on recovery of unity (oneness) of the
Han national community. With a belief that "politics is short, the nation is
eternal," the South Koreangovernment proposed asan intermediate stage
toward political unification a plan to create a unified Han (ethnic Korean
community) commonwealth that is culturally, socially, and economically
integrated. Once societal unity of the North and South Korean commu
nities is recovered, political integration will definitely be easier.

Following the July 7 declaration. President Robpromulgated the more
comprehensive "Korean National Community Unification Formula" on
September 11,1989.^ The new formula specifies the principles of unifica
tion, the form of the unified government, the implementational pro
cedures, and the structure of the "Han Commonwealth" as the interim
form of unification. According to the design, unification will be pursued
through the following three major steps: (1) construction of mutual
confidence on the basis of a South-North .dialogue to adopt a Korean
National Community Charter; (2) creation of a Han (ethnic Korean)
Commonwealth, being a common sphere of national life to promote

parties from both sides," implying that the South Korean government cannot be regarded as
North Korea's legitimate dialogue partner, This time, however; Kim did not specify who
should be invited to the consultative talks,and he even added a new agendaof removing"the
wall dividing the North and South." Omission of his denouncement of the Team Spirit
exercise is also noteworthy. On the whole one can detect some embryonic symptoms of
softening in Kim'saddress. See Naewoe Press,North KoreaNews, no. 508,January 8,1990.

®The declaration includes the following six points: South Korea will (1) actively promote the
exchange of visits between people in the South and the North, (2) support humanitarian
measures designed to help dispersed families find family members and promote visits
between them, (3) seek tariff-free trade between the two Koreas, (4) not oppose nations
friendly to South Korea engaging in trade of nonmilitary goods with North Korea, (5)
discontinue the counterproductive diplomatic competition with North Korea, and (6)
cooperate with North Korea in its efforts to improve the latter's relations with countries
friendly to the South, including the United States and Japan.

^he new formula was promulgated as a presidential address to the National Assembly. For
the English text, see Korea & WorldAffairs, vol. 13, no. 3 (Fall 1989), pp. 569-516. For a
better understanding of the new unification formula, see Korea & WorldAffairs, vol. 13, no. 4
(Winter 1989), which was fully devoted to the new unification formula. The issue includes
the following articles: Hongkoo Lee, "Unification Through a Korean Commonwealth: Blue
print for a National Community"; Sung-Joo Han, "The Functions and Limits of a New
Unification Formula"; and Byung Chul Koh, "Seoul's New Unification Formula: An As
sessment."
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common prosperity and to restore national homogeneity, thereby acceler
ating the development of a national community; (3) creation of a unified
assembly and government based on national elections as stipulated in a
unified constitution so that a unified and democratic republic can be
formed.

The formula is a dual track plan that calls for reuniting the Korean
people, who have been divided for some forty years, on the one hand, and
ultimately restoring a unified state, on the other.The Han (Korean)
Commonwealth is an interim structure intended to promote the reunifica
tion of the people, and according to the formula, it should precede the
restoration of a unified state. In short, the underlying idea of the new
formula can be summarized in one phrase: "from national unification to
state unification."^^

To the minds of the Korean people, the concept of state is inseparable
from that of nation. Koreans have lived in one nation-state more than a

thousand years, and the boundaries of state and nation have always
overlapped. Thus loyalty to the state and to the nation have been regarded
as identical. The psychological inseparability ofstate from nation produces
some confusion when one discusses the issue of Korean unification: Does

unification mean national unification or state unification? North Korea's

unification emphasizes precedence of state unification over national uni
fication. "Once political unification is achieved, then the unified state will
promote societal integration" is the logic behind North Korea's plan for the
Confederation of Koryo. South Korea'snew policy emphasizes precedence
of national unification over state unification. Unless the North and South

Korean peoples share the "we feelings" of a nation, political unification
cannot be expected; thus restoration of unity of one Han community
should precede restoration of state unification.

Within the frame of the new unification formula, the South Korean
government will promote a multidimensional integration program for
national unification. Family reunion, railway connection, unified com
munication networks, joint research programs, development of common
linguistic policy, and free traveling between the two Koreas are some
examples. Once the two Koreas are culturally, economically, and socially
reintegrated into one community, national unification will have been

*®For the detailed structural analysis of the new formula, see Sung-Joo Han, "Functions and
Limits," p. 651.

"See Rhee Sang-Woo, "From National Unificationto State Unification: A RealisticDesign for
One Korea," paper presented at the fourth Korea-US. Conference on North Korea, Seoul,
August 8-10,1989, co-sponsored by the Korean Association for Communist Studies and the
Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California at Berkeley.
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achieved even though state unification will not have been. National
unification is a reaUstic compromise between the popular yearning for
early unificationand the insolvahlepolitical antagonismbetween the two
existing governments.

North Korea has been claiming that South Korea's idea of establishing
the Han Commonwealth is a design for perpetuation of the Korean
division.'^ Gradualism is often regarded as synonymous with lack of
interest, and fanaticism, with enthusiasm. Genuine sincerity, howevei; is
found only in gradual approaches. This also applies to Korean unification.
No matter how much time it may require, it must be accomplished step
by step.

The U.S. Role

The Korean problem involves two closely related hut distinctive
issues. One is national reunification; the other is institutionalizingpeace on
the Korean peninsula. The task of reunification is to restore unity of the
Korean national community.It is a genuine intranational issue that should
be resolved by the Koreans themselves. The peace issue, howevei; is an
international problem that can be solved onlywith the help of concerned
neighbors. The two tasks are conceptually independentbut closelyinter
related. Under the threat of war no agreement of cooperation between the
two Koreas is expected. But without inter-Korean agreement for coexis
tence, a genuine peace on the Koreanpeninsula is not feasible

South Korea wishes the United States to play a leading role in maintain
ing peace in NortheastAsia and simultaneously to support SouthKoreain
leading the inter-Korean detente South Korea's ambitiousnew designfor
unificationcan be implemented only if there is a stable peace,which only
the United States can bring about. Which nation other than the United
States can maintain both balance of power and balance of interest among
the three contending giant states in Northeast Asia—the Soviet Union,
rhina, andJapan?South Korea wants to improve inter-Korean relations in a
way that will eventually bring about a unified, liberal, democratic Korea.
How can Korea achieve and maintain the desired initiative? One essential
condition for such an initiative is an international guarantee of the
legitimacy of the South Koreangovernment. If the South Koreangovern
ment is consulted and its opinion is fiillyhonored when any alteration of
the status quo on the Korean peninsula is attempted. South Korea can

'^In response to PresidentRoh's addressof September11, North Korea quicklymadesuch
accusations again. See Ch'oe Min II, "Dugae Choson-ul Ch'uguhaneun Che 2 ui Bunryol
Bangan" (The SecondDesign for Division PursuingTWo Koreas),SodongShinmun,Septem
ber 14,1989.
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enjoy such an initiative. If the South Korean government is denied by
design or by accidentsuch consultative status, then SouthKorea's legit
imacy will be seriously hurt, and it will not be able to carry out its peace
designon theKorean peninsula. SouthKorea thusstronglywishes that the
United States remain a supporter.

TheUnited States hascertainly played acritical roleforpeacekeeping
in Northeast Asia for the past forty-five years. It stopped Soviet military
expansions in thisarea,deterred North Korea's war attempt against South
Korea, and supported South Korea's growth into a viable nation in a hostile
environment. If the United States continues to play the roles it has in the
past, that will be sufficient. Whether it will do so through the 1990s is a
serious question.

The UnitedStateswants to havea stable, democratic,pro-US. Korea. It
alsowants to see institutionalizedpeace on the Koreanpeninsula so that
the United Stateswill not be dragged into another war. In order to deter
another Korean War, the United States maintains a seciuity treaty with
South Korea and retains its own armed forces in South Korea. So far the
United States has successfiillymanaged the peace system in the volatile
environment of East Asia.

In theneweraofmultilateral detente, theUS. rolesofpeacekeeping in
East Asia should be redefined because the mode of international relations
has changed. Particularlyfor the next ten years the United Statesshould
display maximum flexibility and subtlety because in East Asia the next
decadewillbe a transitional period fromthe old coldwar system to a new
form of international system based on the concept of balance of interest.

The Soviet military threat to China and Japan is being reduced. The
U.S.-Soviet detentewilllastforthe timebeing. TheSovietUnionpledgedto
withdraw its troops from the Chinese border and indicated its intention of
goodwillvis-a-visJapan.It has,howevei; increaseditsmilitaryassistance to
NorthKorea, asa resultofwhichNorthKorea's fighting capability reached
the highest peak in its history. Furthermore, North Korea is believed to be
developing nuclear weapons of its own.^' This suggests that on the
regional level a multilateral detente is takingshape in EastAsia, but on the
local level inter-Korean tension has increased. In this situation the United
States should retain its strong commitment to South Korean defense to
deter a war between the two Koreas. In order to convince North Korea of
the U.S. commitment to South Korean defense, the United States should
keep its minimum symbolic military presence in South Korea.

Meanwhile, the United States should persuade the SovietUnion not to

i^See Andrew Mack, "If North Korea Is Indeed Building a Nuclear Bomb," International
Herald Tribune (Paris), January 8,1990.
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start a war in Korea. If possible, the United States should initiate a
multilateral agreement for Korean peace among the United States, China,
and the Soviet Union and help South Korea approach the Soviet Union for a
bilateral peace agreement.

Once the chance ofwar between the two Koreas has been eradicated.
South Korea will precipitate its efforts to induce North Korea to agree to
improve inter-Korean relations. If South Korea succeeds in this effort,
peace will be restored on the Korean peninsula, resulting in stabilization of
peace in East Asia. The problem is how to bring North Korea to the
negotiation table. As long as North Korea thinks it can liberate the South
Korean proletariat, it will not seriously negotiate a peaceful coexistence
with South Korea. Thus we should prove that there is no chance for North
Korean victory over South Korea in order to draw North Korea to the
peace talks. North Korea will give up its dream ofSouth Korean liberation
when a viable and affluent South Korea where most people fully support
the government emerges. Therefore, enhancing the viability and pros
perity of South Korea and strengthening the authority of the South Korean
government are important preconditions for North Korea accepting de
tente with South Korea. It is thus highly desirable for the United States to
help South Korea maintain a democratic government and stable economic
growth.

Some argue that early withdrawal of U.S. troops from South Korea will
reduce military tension between the two Koreas. I suspect the validity of
such arguments. Instead, I anticipate a contrary effect. Abrupt withdrawal
of US. forces from South Korea may mislead North Korea into believing
that South Korea is losing the US. defense commitment. While North
Korea retains false expectations of possibly liberating South Korea by
force, it will not eagerly negotiate with South Korea for peaceful coexis
tence. Furthermore, South Korea will beef up its military to fill in the gap
left by the withdrawn U.S. forces. This will start the arms race between the
two Koreas. The U.S. military presence in South Korea indirectly checks
the arms race When troop withdrawal is considered, this ejBfect should not
be neglected.

Nobody expects the United States to keep its forces in Korea forever.
The most important issue is timing of the withdrawal. South Korea will
ask the United States to take away its ground forces eventually, when there
is no threat by the North. But South Korea judges that this is not the
right time.

Withdrawal of U.S. ground forces should be linked with North Korea's
reciprocal measures for tension reduction. For example, if North Korea
will redeploy its ojffensive units from the demilitarized zone (DMZ) to the
rear area, the United States may take one brigade from South Korea.
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In regard to troop withdrawal, the mode ofdecision makingisalsovery
important. The most desirable form of policy decision would be a com
bination of South Korean initiation and American consent. The most
disastrous one would be a unilateral American decision against South
Korean opposition. Bygiving South Korea the chance to initiate, the United
States will not be able to take out its forces without jeopardizingSouth
Korea's bargaining position vis-a-vis North Korea.

The coming decade should be a transitional period from the old cold
war era toanew era ofworldwide detente. Everting will move fast; the
situation may change overnight. Thus, to retain maximum flexibility in
responding to this changing environment, the United States and South
Korea should keep open lines of communication. The annual SCM (Se
curity Consultative Meeting between defense ministers) alone is not
sufficient. Annual ministerial meetings between foreign ministers and
between trade ministers are also advisable.

Conclusion

Since its independence from Japan, South Korea has been greatly
indebted to the UnitedStatesfor its security and economic development.
Thanksto U.S. support. SouthKoreahas grown into a mediumpower that
can initiate its own foreign policy and maintain a self-supportive defense
capability. Surrounded by superpowers, however. South Korea cannot
install a peace system on the Korean peninsula by its own force. It has to
keep close relations with the United States. It needs American help to
precipitate inter-Korean detente. To convince North Korea that accept
ance ofpeaceftilcoexistence with SouthKoreais the only rationalwayfor
survival, the United States should confirm its security commitment to
South Korea.

The international political system in East Asia is being restructured,
and in this process alliance realignment is occurring. The hostile relation
shipbetween the SovietUnionand Chinais turning into a cooperative one.
South Korea's relations with the Soviet Union and China are rapidly
improving. Despite these changes, however, Soviet-South Korean rap
prochement is not replacing the traditional U.S.-South Korean alliance.
The Soviet Union shows a positiveresponse to SouthKoTt2iS Nordpolitik
only because the latter is strongly allied with the United States. If the
United States gives up its commitment to South Korean defense pre
maturely, its efforts over the past forty years will be to no avail. The United
States should be patient for at least one more decade.
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13. Korea as a Partner in Local
Deterrence and Global Detente

AHN BYUNG-JOON

Korea is emerging as a middle-ranking power in the midst of rapid
changes in its domestic and international environment. This fact has
important implications for the future of Korea-U.S. relations, for both
countries will have to readjust their alliance relationship to reflect these
changes.

The Implications ofKorea
as a Middle-Ranking Power

As Korea is rising as a middle-ranking power, it and the United States
must build a new partnership for localdeterrence and global detente by
reflecting the changes occurring in their internal and external environ
ment. Because local deterrence on the Korean peninsula is essential to
global and regional detente, Korea and the United States need to coordi
nate theirpolicies to sustain deterrencewhilepromoting detente through
close consultation and cooperation.

Some additional observations are in order. First, Korea's relations with
the United States andJapan willchange towarda moreequalpartnership.
Its relations with SoutheastAsiawillgrow, especiallyin economic areas.As
for the security relationship between Koreaand the UnitedStates, a US.
military presence in Korea is needed aslongas North Korea posesdirect
threats, but itwilltake ona different pattern, withKorea assuming amore
independentrole instrategy andcommand structurewhileyielding more
to U.S. burden sharingdemands. In dealingwith securityissues withJapan,
however, cooperation can be sought either through the UnitedStatesor
informal contact or exchange on intelligence, technology, and persons
whilemaintaining common perspectives on the importance ofpeace and
stability on the Korean peninsula for the security of Northeast Asia,
including Japan.

Second, aided by several positive developments in its external and
internal setting, Korea's Nordpolitik is slowlychangingits relationswith
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China, the Soviet Union, and other Communist countries from what is
called "cross-contact" to "cross-recognition." This has been made possible
because the countries seek a de facto two-Koreas policy to accommodate
the growing international status of South Korea. Korea's goals are to
enhance peace, encourage dialogue with North Korea, and seek markets.

Third, so far as Pacific economic cooperation is concerned, Korea's
rising power in trade, investment, and technology enables it to play the
role of middleman in facilitating a multilateral forum. As a model newly
industrializing country (NIC), Korea is in a better position to link the
U.S.-Japanese economy with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), China, and even the Soviet Union, thereby turning the triangular
trade relationship between the NICs, Japan, and the United States into a
more multipolar pattern.

Fourth, against this background, Korea and the United States are
required to practice "decision sharing" through close consultation and
cooperation. Especially in reviewing strategic postures, they must syn
chronize the need for local deterrence and the need for global detente by
carrying out joint studies and planning.

Located at a strategic pass where the interests of four major powers
(i.e., the United States,Japan, China, and the SovietUnion) are intersecting,
Korea,with apopulation of40 millionand agrossnationalproduce (GNP)
of $130billion, is becoming a middle-ranking power. This has far-reaching
implications for the United States, Japan, and Southeast Asian countries.

Equality and Burden Sharing
in Bilateral Relations

Unlikein Europe, in EastAsiathere is no multilateral organization that,
like NATO, combines strategy and diplomacy against a common threat,
such as the Soviet Union. Korea has only a bilateral security relationship
with the United States, which in turn has a similar one with Japan. Because
ASEAN advocates the "Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality," Korea has
no formal security relationship with it; Korea maintains diplomatic rela
tions only with each member.

Nor is there a buffer zone like Eastern Europe in Asia. Perhaps the
Korean peninsula is equivalent to such a buffer, but its division remains
one of the unsettled territorial disputes as a legacy of World War II.

These contrasting realities notwithstanding, as far as deterring a mili
tary provocation by North Korea and the Soviet Union are concerned,
Korea, the United States, andJapan share parallel, if not common, interests.
Because Korea and Japan have risen in terms of relative power while the
United States has declined, there is an inevitable division of roles. The
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preciseform of this division willbe subject to hardnegotiation, but the
United States will bestow more equality on Korea and Japan while they
accommodate moreto United States burdensharingdemands forlocaland
regional security. However, such adjustment will bemade mainly through
bilateral relations, incontrast tothe NATO-WTO (WarsawTreaty Organiza
tion) negotiation in Europe

Five broad trends are discernible in the international environment that
have necessitated such adjustment: First, US. hegemony isperceived tobe
declining (despite many protests by American scholars to the contrary),
and theworld's power configuration isdiversifying intowhatPaul Kennedy
calls "Pentarchy."^ Having been unable to provide such "international
public goods" as security, capital, market, and resources free ofcharge, the
United States is now insisting on two principles in its foreign policy:
burden sharingand reciprocity.^

Second,systemiccrises are arisingin the socialist countries asa result
of long economic stagnation andgenerational changes. These crises are
compelling these countries' leaders to be preoccupied with domestic
problems and to seekreform, an open-door policy, anddetentewith the
West. As civil society iscoming back tolife, thestate iscompelled toallow
the rise of markets,pluralism, and nationalism. The more these countries
do so, however, the more crises occur to weaken thevery foundation of
Marxism-Leninism.

Third, economically, theworld istruly becoming onemarket astrade,
investment, and technology become interdependent; but another trend
toward regionalization is also apparent. The center of the world's eco
nomic and technological gravity is shifting to East Asia asJapan, theAsian
NICs, ASEAN countries, and China have shown amost dynamic growth in
recent decades.

Fourth, asGorbachevsetsoutto take unilateral action toimplement his
"new thinking," the East-West relationship is turning into detente II.
Because this new detente was initiated bythe Soviets after having experi
enced a military parity and economic backwardness, it may well be more
durable than detente I of the 1970s; there are signs that the coldwar is
ending.3

Fifth, as the Soviet Union and the United States come to realize that

>Paul Kennedy, The Rise andFall of the Great Powers: Economic Change andMilitary
Conflictfrom1500 to2000(New York: Random House, 1987), p. 538.
^Charles P. Kindlebergei; "Dominance and Leadership inthe International Economy, Public
Goods, and Free Rides," InternationalStudies Quarterly, no. 25 Qune 1981), pp. 242-54.
'Michael Mandelbaum, "Ending the Cold War," Foreign Affairs (Spring 1989), pp. 16-36.
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military power does not add up to economic well-being,there are incip
ient signs that the verynature ofinternational relationsischanging toward
the primacy of economics and technology.

Asfor changes on the Koreanpeninsula,one can alsocite five trends.
First,sinceJune 29,1987, democratization hasbeen set in motion in South
Korea because the new president and National Assemblywere elected by
direct popular vote. Although confrontation and conflict still persist
between die ruling party and the opposition, it is inconceivable to reverse
the practice of establishing governmentby the consent of the people

Second, Seoul successfully played host to the twenty-fourth Summer
Olympics, attended by athletes from 160countries. More than anything
else, this spectacular event provided Koreawith an excellent opportunity
to demonstrate its economic and cultural achievements to the world. It
also became a catalyst for articulating Seoul's Nordpolitik in concrete
action.

Third, in the wake of a long authoritarian rule, there has been a
resurgence of populism in Korea. As a result, most of the cleavages that
have been latent are now exploding into manifest conflicts between
regions, rich andpoor,right andleft, andoldandyoung. Two conspicuous
examples of these that have somebearing on Korea-U.S. relations are the
rising tide of anti-Americanism and labor disputes in addition to that of
trade frictions and the won appreciation.

Fourth, because of the excessive demands for freedom and justice
maHf by individuals and groups, coupledwith the labordisputes and the
won appreciation, the Korean economy is facing a phase of serious
sluggishness. After three consecutive years ofhighgrowth reaching over
12percent annually, the economy is heading for a slower growthof 7 or
8 percent.

Fifth, despite thesenew trends, the NorthKoreanregimeisstillbent on
seeking a united front strategy designed to destabilize the South Korean
regime. Thiswaswellpublicized inits invitation to the Reverend Moon Ik-
hwaninApril1989to visitNorthKorea. "Rvo monthslatei;SoKyong-won, a
national assemblyman belonging to the Party for Peace and Democracy,
was found to have secretly visited Pyongyang to receive funds and
instructions in August 1988. More dramatic than these was Pyongyang's
successin bringingMiss ImSu-kyong—a girlbelongingto a student group
committed to overthrowing the South Koreangovermnent and to expell
ing American troops—to North Korea.

These external and internal factors are prompting Korea and the
United States to redefine their security reiationship. If the U.S. strategic
relationshipwith Korea remains "apillarofpeaceinEast Asia," asPresident
Bush told the Korean National Assembly in February 1989, the US.
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presence in Korea should continue as the most effective deterrent to
adventurism not merely on the Korean peninsula but throughout North
eastAsia> On this point the four politicalparties share a consensus.

"Vfet therehave arisen voices in the U.S. Congress foreitherreducing or
withdrawing U.S. troops from Korea. Senator Carl Levin proposed a
gradual reduction ofthecurrent 43,000 troops over afew years. Echoing
this, Senator Dale Bumpers introduced legislation to withdraw 10,000
troops by 1992. The Nunn-Wamer amendment directs the Bush admin
istration to report to the Congress by April 1,1990, on the U.S. military
presence in Korea and East Asia. Responding to these developments.
President Roh told Congress in October 1989: "I welcome and applaud
the pledge of President Bush and the American government that U.S.
ground troops will remain as long as the Korean people want and need
them."5 Any reduction or redeployment inthecurrent status ofU.S. troops,
therefore, must be made conditional onSeoul's ability to defend itselfand
on Pyongyang's willingness to disengage from its forward deployment
along the demilitarized zone (DMZ) and to seriously negotiate other
confidence building measures.

In order for Korea to develop a self-reliant deterrence and defense
strategy, however, itneeds toexercise independence over military strategy
andoperationalcontrol overits landforces. In anticipation offuture arms
control and other negotiation with the North for confidence building
measures, a Korean officer should be appointedthe chiefdelegate to the
Military Armistice Commission at Panmunjom. The purpose of these
measures is to enable South Korean authorities to engage in direct
negotiations with North Korean authorities so as to settle issues ofpeace
and war between themselves. This is the essence of "Koreanizing the
Korean question."'^

Asfor the issue of burden sharing, it should never be used asa means for
"burden shedding." When it is necessary for Korea to share the cost of
maintaining deterrence by U.S. troops, Seoul cannot but assume a fair share
of the cost. Such sharing, however, should be limited to those that
contribute to enhancing deterrence on the peninsula

''"Continuity and Change in US.-Korean Relations," Current Policy, no. 1155. President
Bush's address before theNational Assembly inSeoul, February 27,1989.
'See President Rob's speech, "Partners for Progress," made before ajoint session ofCongress,
Korea Herald, October 19,1989, p. 11.
®Byung-joon Ahn, "The Korean Peninsula and East Asian Security," in Robert A. Scala-
pino, Seizaburo Sato, and Jusuf Wanandi, eds.. Internaland External Security Issues in
Asia (Berkeley: Institute ofEast Asian Studies, University ofCalifornia at Berkeley, 1986)
pp. 114-137.
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To those burdens that are necessary for regional roles beyond the
Korean peninsula, Japan should shoulder thecostscommensurate with its
economic power. Tothe extent that sustaining a localdeterrence on the
peninsula also contributes to regional deterrence, spending 5.5 percentof
Korea's GNP for defense is also helping Japan and the United States keep
peace in Northeast Asia.^ Seenin this light, Japan also can contribute to
Korean security by offering generous economic and technological assis
tance to those who need them.

ASEAN is still barring Korea from becoming a member of its postminis-
terialmeeting. Its annualministerial meetinginJuly1989decidedto treat
Korea, nnlikp such "dialoguepartners" as the United States, Canada,New
Zealand,andJapan,asonly its "sectoraldialoguepartner" fordiscussionon
trade, investment, and tourism. In this way, ASEAN is regarding Koreaas a
one-half state

Korea's Nordpolitik

Kotez'sNordpolitik, its policydirected at China, the Soviet Union, and
other Communist countries, is transforming its relations with them from
cross-contact to cross-recognition as they come to grant either formal or
de facto recognition. What makes this change possible is the meeting of
mutual interests between the two sides because Korea is primarily con
cerned with security interests and the Communist countries, with eco
nomic interests.

Korea under the new Roh administration has actively sought to im
prove relations with the Communist countrieswith the hope that such
improvementwiQ contribute substantially to enhancingsecurity, to trig
gering dialogue with theNorth, andto developing alternative markets for
its trade and investments. In the short run, the goals of ensuring security
and easing tension are more important than that of securing economic
interests. As shown in President Roh's statement ofJuly 7 and his address
on October 18,1988, before the United Nations, therefore. South Korea
aimed at achieving a political breakthrough in its approaches to the
Communist countries.

Initially, China and the Soviet Union tried to separate politics and
economics in their contacts with South Korea in deference to their
political relations withNorthKorea. ButHungary distanced itselffrom this
policy when it established diplomatic relations with South Korea on
February 1,1989, thus paving the way to cross-recognition. Moscow must

^Byung-joon Ahn, "South Korea and Taiwan: Local Deterrence," in James W. Morley, ed.,
Security Interdependence in theAsia Pacific Region (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books,
1986), pp. 93-110.
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have given approval to Budapest for this daring act. Yugoslavia opened a
trade office in Seoul in October 1988. Poland established diplomatic
relations with Korea on November 1,1989. Yugoslaviaand Czechoslovakia
are expected to follow suit shortly.

China has been most faithful in adhering to the separation of politics
and economics because it is committed to keeping the "lips to the teeth
relationship" with North Korea and to applying the "one state, two
systems" policy to Taiwan. Yet China's trade with South Korea has ex
ceeded that of any other Communist country, reaching over $3 billion in
1988 and 1989. Thus far,Beijing has been insisting on establishing private
level offices by its China Council for the Promotion ofInternational Trade
(CCPIT) and Seoul's Korean Trade Promotion Corporation (KOTRA) and
refiising to open quasi-govermnental officesconducting consular affairsas
demanded by Seoul.

There has been a degree of ambivalence in Beijing's attitudes toward
Seoul. On the one hand, it seems to be entertaining too high expectations
of Seoul's economic capabilities for investments and technology. On the
other hand, it tends to downgrade Seoul politically by eschewing any
formal contacts between high-level authorities. There is no doubt that
Beijing is firmly committed to seeking economic transactions with Seoul
despite Pyongyang's objection. Zhao Ziyang probably made this clear to
Kim II Sung when he visited Pyongyang in April 1989. Thus, China is
practicing a two-Koreas policy.

Bycontrast, Moscowseems to be takinginterests more seriously than
principles. The Soviet Chamber of Commerce already set up a trade office
in Seoul in April 1989. In his Krasnoyarskspeech made in September 1988,
just before the Seoul Olympics started, Gorbachev himself stated that
SouthKoreamightwell participate in Siberian development. Eventhough
the volume oftrade between Korea and the Soviet Union in 1988was about
$270 million,Moscowis quite enthusiastic about attracting SouthKorean
trade and investments. For example, its press gave positive coverage of
South Korea's economic performance when KOTRA opened an office in
Moscow, and a "South Korea Week"was declared to open a trade exhibi
tion in July 1989.® At the end of 1989, Seoul and Moscow exchanged
"consular departments."

There is reason to believe that Moscowis ready to upgrade the current
semiofficial trade office to a fiill diplomatic mission. Should this material
ize, it will be tantamount to an act of cross-recognition. Once the Soviets
take this bold step, it will make it easier for the Chinese to follow suit.

Cross-contact or cross-recognition, the more Korea's relations with

^KoreaHerald, July 9,1989, p. 6.
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China and the Soviet Union deepen, the better chance there will be for
Korea to diversify its foreign markets. As economic and functional ex
changes accumulate, they are likely to generate further momentum to
politicalnegotiation, for large-scale investments require legal guarantees
that only the responsible governments can make

The Communist bloc can hardly substitute for Korea's Western mar
kets, on which over 75 percent of its trade depends. Not only is Korea
bound byabilateralprotocolwith theUnitedStates to abidebyCoordinat
ing Committee (on Export Control) (COCOM) rules in technology
transfer; more important,Koreais iputs\an%Nordpolitik on the basisof its
goodrelations withthe United States andJapan. Because bothBeijing and
Moscow are tempted to play Korea against the United States and Japan in
particular, some measure of consultation and coordinationis alsoneces
sarybetweenSeoul andWashington indealingwithBeijingandMoscow in
order to lessen misunderstandings, if any. It should be clear that some
results of Nordpolitik cannot be used as a pretext for a diminished U.S.
commitment to or protectionist pressure on Korea.

Korea's Role in Pacific Cooperation

In thequestforPacific economic cooperation, Korea canplay therole
of middleman in facilitating a multilateral mechanism. The advent of
growing interdependence among Pacific economies requires a multi
lateral mechanism to managefrictions and to coordinate macroeconomic
policies. As a middle-income state, Korea is in a position to bridge dif
fering perspectives between such giants asJapan and the United States
and Southeast Asian countries because the latter fear domination by
the former.

Unlike the European Economic Community (EEC) or the U.S.-Canada
Free Trade Agreement, there is neither multilateral organization nor
intraregional agreement in Asia. Yet the US. trade with thePacific region
totaled S271 billion in 1988,far exceeding the US.-Atlantic trade of $186
billion. Intra-Asiantrade in 1988 approached $200 billion. But there are no
regional mechanisms to deal with the effects of this interdependence
Hence, US. Secretary of StateJames A. Baker stressed "aneed for a new
mechanism for multilateral cooperation" inJune 1989.^This idea hasbeen
endorsed by former Japanese Prime Minister Nakasone Tetsuhiro and
Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawke.

The idea of forming a governmental forum has been stalledby differ
ences over its membership, the issues it will take up, and ASEAN's worry

s"'Toward a NewPacific Partnership," speechbySecretary ofStateJames Baker IIIbeforethe
Asia Society, AsianWall StreetJournal,June28,1989, p.6.
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about a dilution of its own role. Whether such a forum should invite China,
Hong Kong,Taiwan,and the SovietUnion has been a source of conflicting
views. Some American leaders have advocated discussions on security
issues along with economic ones, but Indonesia and Malaysia, for example,
have adamantly objected to this. ASEAN is worried that a new Pacific
organization may well bypass its own role.

Despite these diverging views, Australia succeeded in bringing 11
countries (the "six plus five" in the ASEAN dialogue) and Korea in
November 1989 to launch a Pacific ministerial meeting. Korea is to host the
third session of this meeting in 1991.

Korea as a prototype NIC can represent the views of other NICs. It
should be noted here Aat the G-7 summit in 1988 changed the designa
tion "newly industrializing country" into "newly industrializing economy"
without securing the consent of the countries concerned and yet called
upon them to display "greater international responsibilities."^® The four
Asian NICs accounted for 7.3 percent of world merchandise exports, in
contrast to Japan's 9 3 percent in 1987." But none of them is represented
at such global gatherings as G-7 or the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Korea, with about 2 percent of
world trade, has just been invited to be "a sectoral dialogue partner"
to ASEAN!

Because many trade frictions are caused by conflicting macroeco-
nomic policies and because a private forum like the Pacific Economic
Cooperation Conference (PECC), in which Korea has been quite active, is
inadequate to coordinate such policies, there is a genuine need for a
governmental forum to discuss economic issues. Yet the ASEAN countries
are wary of either U.S. or Japanese leadership for fear that they may
dominate the region.

By championing free trade, generous investment, and technology
transfer, Korea can serve as a middleman between the economic super
powers and other small countries. Unlike Japan, whose imports constitute
only 6 percent of GNP,Korea's imports constitute about 30 percent. Korea
has already begun to offer economic aid as part of its Overseas Develop
ment Fund. It is ready to make some of its manufacturing technologies
available to other Asian countries. By importing manufacturing goods and
resources from ASEAN, China, and the Soviet Union, Korea has made its
foreign economic policy conducive to breaking up the triangular trade
pattern in which the NICs import intermediate goods from Japan and
export manufacturing goods to the United States. By the end of this

^^KoreaHeraldJune 23,1988, p. 8.

^^FarEastern Economic Review, August 18,1988, p. 79.
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century Korea's trade will exceed that of the United Kingdom or Italy.^^
As the second most robust economy in Asia, Korea is bound to play a

leading role in the endeavors for Pacific cooperation. Currently,however,a
degree of uncertainty about its political and economic future is evident
because Korea is at a crossroad between a Latin American path and a
Japanese development route Should it be able to weather the present crisis
of authority, it can successfully join the rank of developed countries,
including OECD. Even before this situation comes, Korea can play host to
an Asian OECD-type organization.

The Need for Decision Sharing

The implications of Korea being a middle-ranking power for U.S.
Korean relations are that both countries should practice decision sharing
when they review and readjust their security, economic, and political
relations. For this purpose, task forces at official levels and advisory
committees at private levels must be jointly created to share information
and to generate new ideas for decision maldng.

The challenge for these traditional allies is how to strike a harmony
between local deterrence and global detente, for each has somewhat
different perspectives because Korea is primarily interested in its local
strategy toward the North, and the United States, in its global strategy
toward the Soviet Union.

Korea and the United States must sustain the alliance not only for
deterrence but also for detente and possibly for further progress toward
reunification. For this purpose, the U.S. troops in Korea must continue
where they are deployed until the North and the South reach reconcilia
tion and sign an agreement on a peace arrangement based on some degree
of mutual trust and transparency. If some troops are pulled out for fiscal
and political reasons, the reduction should be carried out only after Seoul
and Washington conclude an understanding and in a manner that does not
precipitously undermine the military balance

Partnership requires that any unilateral action be avoided. An overall
direction of the Korea-U.S. partnership is for Korea to enhance sov
ereignty and equality in strategy and command structure so that it can play
a leading role and for the United States to obtain more results in burden
sharing.

Yiot^2isNordpolitik is being sought as a spillover of global detente and
as a potential catalyst to local deterrence. From the Korean point of view,it
is an attempt to diversify its diplomatic activities by balancing its tradi
tional ties with the United States and Japan with the new opportunities

^^Tbe Times (London), March 4,1988, p. 34.
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opening up for cross-recognition. As long as Korea undertakes consulta
tion on technology transfer and other diplomatic negotiation, there is little
likelihood of conflict between Nordpolitik and alliance politics. Indeed,
there is room for both sides to help search for lasting deterrence and
detente

It is in the area of international economic relations that Korea com
mands more autonomy. With expanding ties with both the developed
countries and the less developed countries, Korea fits well a middleman
role, especially in instituting a new mechanism for multilateral policy
coordination in the Pacific. Korea will play an active role in realizing a
loose form of cooperation for sharing information and coordinating
macroeconomic policies, as OECD is doing.

In order to achievedetente on the Koreanpeninsulain awaythat does
not weaken the deterrence that has kept the peace for 46 years, Korea and
the United States must synchronize their military, diplomatic, economic,
andpolitical relationson the basisofcommon interests.Todo so requires
both sides to form task forces and committees of working-level officials
and experts so that they can share common conceptual understandings
and provide some guidelines for coordinationand cooperation, not only
on the North Korean problem, but also on such other vital issues as Korea's
Nordpolitik and Pacific cooperation. Korea as a middle-ranking power
deserves such a strategic, economic, and political partnership with the
United States. Consistency, feasibility, and consensus must be taken into
consideration in alliancemanagement. Any change that mayemergefrom
strategic reviews must be consistentwith the ongoing goals that Korea and
the United States have been seeking: security, prosperity, and unification.
It must be feasible in terms ofcommitment and resources. It must also be

based on consensus of the concerned parties. How such reviews are
conducted is as important as the substance of their results. Hence, decision
sharing is necessary for sustaining a healthy partnership between Korea
and the United States.



14. The International Context
of U.S.-Korea Relations

ROBERT A. SCALAPINO

Among the swiftly flowing currents in the contemporary world, none
bears greater implications for the future than that combination of change
and crisis that characterizes the Leninist nations. Having secured a firm
base in Russia as a result ofWorld War I, socialism in its Leninist form swept
over major portions of the Eurasian continent in the aftermath of World
War II and was heralded by many as the wave of the future. The most valid
defense of Leninism in its Stalinist form was rarely made, at least by
Communists. By combining ideological appeal and advanced organiza
tional techniques with a goodly measure of coercion, Leninism ensured
political conformity while mobilizing resources on behalf of speedy
industrialization. In sum, it offered a route to stability and development,
albeit one that disregarded certain economic realities and most human
rights.

Change and Crisis in Leninist Societies

The crisis in the socialist societies occurred because the political
elites of Leninist states could no longer ignore the fact that the Stalinist
economic strategy had reached a point of rapidly diminishing returns.
Economic stagnation had set in, and backwardness in many sectors of the
economy had to be acknowledged. The competitive race with mixed
economies was being lost. And although the Leninist elites, possessed of
greater "inside" knowledge of affairs, came to this realization first, the
informational revolution soon carried the word to an ever larger portion of
their citizens.

Reform became a necessity. There have been rare exceptions, to be
sure. Albania, the hermit kingdom of Europe, has thus far resisted change
although rumors of unrest occasionally appear. North Korea, its Asian
counterpart, also remains somnolent, encased in isolation, fortified by
ultranationalism. However, it is exceedingly doubtful whether these states
and other laggards can live in the past indefinitely.The principal questions
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are when and how theywill enter the new era, and howmanytwistsand
turnschangewilltake Chinaprovides clearevidencethat thepathwillnot
be easy.

The reform-oriented Leninist nations now face two interrelated di
lemmas of a grave nature Howcan one successfully combinea command
and market economy? Not a single Leninist government has yet accom
plished this vital task. Thus, most economies of Eastern Europe seem
frozen in midstream, with difficulties promoting political unrest. The
proportions of the economic crisisin theSoviet Unionare nowapparent to
everyone, including the Russians. Certain Sovietsupporters of Gorbachev
assert that economic conditions are sufficiently bad to place both the
leader and the reform effort in jeopardy, with the average citizen thor
oughly disillusioned. In China, after the early successes achieved in the
break withMaoism, economic problems have accumulated in theagrarian
as well as the industrial sectors of the economy. Indeed, these problems
haveprovided the foundation for growingpolitical uiu-est, manifested in
the spring 1989 student demonstrations. And in Vietnam, despite some
evidence of economic reform, conditions remain generally deplorable,
witha familiar litany ofcomplaints: massive corruption, lowproductivity,
waste, and scarcity.

The second dilemma is equally serious. What degree of political
openness can or must go with greater economic openness, or put differ
ently, how can one combine stability and development? We are now
witnessing a series of extraordinary dramas centered upon this vital issue.
In an increasing portion of Eastern Europe, the movement is toward a
multiparty system, albeitnotwithouttrauma anduncertainty. Although at
first, Gorbachev ruled out any such development for the Soviet Union,
finding that events were getting ahead of him, he rushed to embrace the
idea that to face competition would assist the Communist Party to
reinvigorate itself. Political disputation and intellectual freedom are cur
rently at new heights in the USSR. Some extraordinary things are being
written, said, and done—posing the governmentparty with an unending
seriesofproblems.Gorbachevfacestwo supremechallenges. Hemustfind
the path to economic progress, and this requires not only correct eco
nomic policies, but fundamental changes in Russian culture It is the latter
requirement that causes justifiable apprehension because it cannot be
accomplished quickly or easily. Second, he must preserve an empire,
one of the last great empires in the world. Perhaps the Balticstates can be
aUowed independence, but the secessionofother Soviet Republics would
almostcertainlyprovoke a huge crisis. Given these challenges, howmuch
freedom can be tolerated and in what form? Yet can the creativity and
irmovation essentialto economicadvancementemergewithout sustaining
greater political openness?
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The crisis in China may be more immediate. There, in contrast to the
Soviets, Chinese leaders opted for putting the priority on economic
change, permitting politick change to proceed slowly. Yet the more
articulate Chinese,givena little freedom, became increasinglyaware of the
broad global trends: Gorbachev's glasnost, the democratization move
ments in South Korea and Taiwan, and the dynamism characterizing most
of the Pacific-Asian economies. As economic difficulties deepened, griev
ances mounted, especially among the urban classes. It was natural to
express grievancesin political form,even though student callsfor freedom
and democracy may have lacked specific content. As massive demonstra
tions spread to most of China'smajor centers, the government—wracked
by internal disputes at the top—responded at first indecisively, then
brutally.

Calm now prevails, with power still resting largely upon the threat of
coercion. There are also signs that the Beijing government, recognizing
how unpopular it is, is making efforts to meet some of the populace's
specificgrievances,with what success remains to be seen.Butaheadlie the
twin problems of leadership and policy. A first generation of revolution
aries is passing from the scene. It is unclear as to who ifanyone among the
second and third generations has—or can achieve—the reach into the
military, party, and bureaucracy possessed by a man like Deng Xiaoping.
Can China create a workable collective leadership, or will the nation
require a paramount figure as in the past? In China, as in all Leninist
societies, governance is fundamentally by men, not by law. Institutions are
weak, and thus who governs is vitally important.

The June 4 massacre tarnished Deng, and it also damaged China in the
eyes of the world. How to rebuild China'simage and how to strengthen
China's foreign policy thus loom ahead as major challenges. Asthat policy
evolved in the 1980s, it served China's interests well. Proclaiming itself
nonaligned, Beijing steadily improved relations with the USSR while
maintaining its tilt toward the United States and Japan for both strategic
and economic reasons. It also ignored ideological-political boundaries to
rapidlyexpand its economic and cultural intercourse with such countries
as South Korea and Taiwan, even while averring its comradely solidarity
with North Korea.

Is that foreign policy still viable? There is every current indication that
China wants to keep all economic doors to the market societies open. It
must have trade, investment, and technology transfer if it is not to flounder.
Thus, the present refrain is "Bringyour money,goods, and technology—
but keep your political ideashome" This messageis reminiscent of Zhang
Zhidong'sviews of nearly a century ago,when he called for the acquisition
of Western science and technology but the retention of Chinese values.
Countless leaders have wished that such a separation were possible!
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The immediate issues beginwithHong Kong. That colonyhas beenlost
politically to China, and how to regain it wiU constitute amajor headache
for Beijing (andLondon). Recent events have also estranged Taiwan still
further and may have strengthened the independence movement there
Throughout the Pacific Asian region, moreover, China has lost face, and
moreimportant, thegovernment's actions have raised additional questions
about its viability under current leaders and policies. This isnot likely to
affect previously made decisions about diplomatic relations by Indonesia
and Singapore. Those decisions were based on a careful calculation of
national interests. Moreover, while theeconomic restrictions placed upon
China by the advanced industrial nations will probably be lifted in due
course, it is theestimates bytheprivate sectorofsuch countries asJapan,
the United States, and South Korea of the economic risks involved in
investment in China that willbe crucial, as Beijing's leaders know.

Implications for U.S. Policy
and U.S.-South Korean Relations

The great upheaval within most Leninist states provides both oppor
tunities and complexities for other nations. Given the serious internal
problems (paralleled as I shall soon indicate by those in the major
democratic nations), the chances of a major power conflict are less at
present than at any time in the twentieth century. Virtually every major
state—and many smaller ones—are seeking a lower cost, lower risk
foreign policy. At the same time, this very fact produces new issues. First,
the advent ofaflexible Soviet Union (and some other Leninist states) raises
among allies difficult issues relating tothe nature and timing ofresponses.
On the one hand, there is the danger of"prematurism," namely, policies
that may have intrinisic merit butareinitiated before they can elicit the
desired responses and may risk being misinterpreted, possibly being taken
as a sign of weakness. On the other hand, there is the risk of "tailism,"
namely, delaying beyond theoptimal time for the type ofresponses that
can lead to a steady process of tension deescalation and constructive
relations. Such issues were far less troublesome when Moscow was
Stalinist. Ifit is determined that Gorbachev isgood for the world, notjust
for the USSR, moreover, one question is inevitable: Can and shouldwe help
him? The reverse question isequally logical. When Leninist regimes revert
to repression, as in the case of China, should efforts be made to punish
them, and how?

Policy toward the Soviet Union

The issues involved in such questions are not new, but they have
acquired additional salience as events in the Communist world take one
dramatic turn after another. In the past several years, a debate has raged
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within the United States over whether Gorbachev was truly serious about
reform or merely attempting to make the system work better. After
a consensus formed supportive of the thesis that he was serious, the
more recentquestions have revolved around hischances ofsurvival and
whether American assistance is possible. Given the desperate Soviet need
to cut military expenditures, should theUnited States be more forthcom
ing inarms negotiations, or should further Soviet deeds, especially inthe
Pacific-Asian region, be awaited? Given recentSoviet emigration policies,
is the Vanik-Jackson amendment an unnecessary anachronism, or could
there be slippage in Soviet performance without such US. mechanisms?
Given the serious straits in which the Sovieteconomy findsitself,would it
be appropriate for theUnited States to support or sponsor assistance, its
ownand that ofothers,or shouldit go no further thanpermittingtrade and
investment innonstrategic items bytheprivate sector? Would asubstantial
increase in U.S.-USSRcultural relations be desirable?

Essentially, the US. government position thus far has been one of
caution, but with a growing interest in extending assistance in varying
forms to those European states seeking a peaceful shift firom Leninism.
Modest economic aid to East Europe is being preferred, together with
encouragement to privatesector trade and investment. Progress on most
arms negotiation fronts with the USSR has taken place, with growing
evidence that the Warsaw Pact is dead, and the threat to West Europe is
greatly diminished. Indeed, a reunified Germany worries some West
Europeans more than the Soviet Union. More relaxed Soviet emigration
policies have been applauded, as are advances on many other issues
involving human rights. Unquestionably, the political atmosphere sur
rounding American-Russian relations isbetter than atany time since World
War II, andGorbachev's personalpopularity among theAmericanpeople is
high, as it is elsewhere

Yet a wariness is discernible in the Bush administration's policies; the
uncertainty as to what lies ahead for the USSR—and for East Europe as
well—remains a worry. Nor is it totally clear as to whether the Soviet
objective ofweakening America's ties with its European and Asian allies
hasbeen abandoned. Lying ahead istheUS. reaction to Moscow's efforts to
participate in the economic integration ofEurope, namely, will Washing
ton be supportive, neutral, or fearful? Meanwhile, increased cultural
relations with the USSR as well as East Europe are being encouraged, but
with limited official funding.

If the United States wrestles with itself in seeking to establish and
constantly revise apolicy toward theUSSR befitting thetimes, it also seeks
to expand thedialogue with themajor states ofEurope and withJapan on
this and related matters. The move toward a greater measure of coopera-
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tiveor collectivedecisionmaking isa difficult one to effectuate. Fornearly
a half-century, the UnitedStates hasbeen prone in its role asglobal leader
to makeunilateral decisions and acceptunilateral responsibility for carry
ing them out, naturally hoping for support from its allies. Now that
Washington wants a greater degree of collective responsibility, it must
share thebeginning aswellastheendofthepolicyprocess. Thenecessary
adjustments will come, but with considerable strain.

Meanwhile, the U.S. government has given no sign of disapproval of
South Nordpolitik, including Seoul's efforts to widen its relations
with the SovietUnion. On the contrary, Washington sees this as a means of
strengthening Seoul's international status and at the same time providing
increased opportunity for a peaceful resolution of North-South relations
on the Korean peninsula. Thus, the prospects of South Korean involvement
in Siberian development or the steadily expanding cultural-political rela
tions between the Republic of Korea (ROK) and the USSR do not cause
concern within the U.S. government. It is known, incidentally, that despite
its public loyalty, Moscow has never rated Kim II Sung or the Pyongyang
government highly. In an effort to forward the Korean peace process, the
United States for its part has reopened the channels for an unofficial
dialogue with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) and, at
the same time,permitted North Korean scholars to take part in meetings in
the United States. Thus far, the North Korean response has been disap
pointing. While seeming to welcome the semiofficialdialogue, its views on
key issues remain relatively inflexible and its reach into American society
exceedingly limited. The combined fears of "spiritual pollution" and the
appearance of supporting cross-recognition vies with the desire to have
greater contacts economically and politically.

Policy toward China

Current U.S. relations with China illustrate those aspects ofAmerican
policy that are relatively unique, in degree if not in kind. In contrast to
Europeans as well as Asians, the American people have long demanded a
moral foundation for U.S. foreign policy. It is easy to point out inconsis
tencies or seeming evidence ofhypocrisy. U.S. acceptance ofthe Chun Doo
Hwan government is viewed by some as one instance Nevertheless,
Americans have always rested uneasily with sheer balance of power
politics in the international arena. Consequently, when units of the Peo
ple's Liberation Army shot sizable numbers of their own people after the
highest governmental authorities had given the order to use force, an
overwhelming majority of Americans was outraged, especially because
they saw these acts on their television screens.

Subsequently, the Bush administration attempted to walk a narrow line.
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Indignation wasexpressed, and certainsanctions, both in the military and
in the economic fields,were applied. But Bush and his associates did not
want to take such drastic actions as a trade embargo, the severance of
cultural relations, or the recall of the American ambassador. Congress,
however, overwhelmingly signaled its disillusionment with the present
Chinese government. Thus, it registered its desire to impose further
sanctions. And as in the issue of Tibet, China responded indignantly that
such actions constituted an unwarranted interference in China's internal
affairs.

In point of fact, human rights have been accepted as a legitimate
international issue via such actions as the Helsinki Agreement, and discus
sions on these matters now frequently take place between the United
States and the Soviet Union. That does not impress PRC leaders, however.
China is presently governed by old men who are at once tough and
worried. Stability is the supreme desiderata, and the symbols most appeal
ing those of the anti-imperialist era, an era in which they still live.

Once again, although no one can foretell the precise course of events in
China, developments there could place a strain on US. relations with
certain allies. The initialresponseof theJapanesegovernmentto theJune 4
massacre, for example, was regarded in Washington—even by the Bush
administration—as excessively mild, and some pressure was applied to
strengthen Tokyo'sofficial disapproval.Subsequently,the American media
depictedJapanese entrepreneurs as rushing back to China, anxious to pick
up their business and that of others if they were tardy. This fortifies the
image of aJapan for whom business is the only value—an image, it should
be noted, that Americans also apply to certain Europeans, although in this
instance, European reaction was no less negative than that of the US.
government. The Group of 7 (including Japan) approved a resolution
strongly critical of PRC actions. Whether South Korea will acquire a
negative image in US.eyes remains to be seen and probably depends upon
a number of variables. In any case, it was announced in August 1989 that
the ROK and the PRC would open trade offices in each other's capitals, and
after a period of coolness. South Korean-PRC relations appear to be
gathering strength again as 1990 opens.

In reality, officially applied economic sanctions rarely work, because
there are almost always other countries prepared to fill the breach.
Moreover, it can be argued that to deliberately damage the Chinese
economy is to dim the hope for greater political as well as economic
openness. Similarly, it can be asserted that to curtail cultural relations is to
harm the very groups upon whom future liberalization depends. Such
arguments, however, do not fully offset the feeling that meaningful protest
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measures going beyond words are necessary to signal to Chinese hard
liners that suppression has its external as well as internal costs.

It seems likely that the pendulum in China will swing back toward
greater political openness at some pointin thefuture, although theyears
immediately ahead promise to be delicate and difficult ones for this
massive society. Inanycase, sufficient coordination ofChina policy on the
partofthenonsocialist countries topermit harmony among them may be
difficult to achieveYet theUnited States may takearelaxedattitudetoward
continued South Korean economic, cultural, and political overtures to
Beijing, cognizant of the ROK geopolitical position. The United States is
also anxious for China's cooperation withrespect to reducing tension on
the Korean peninsula. Indeed, the low-level contacts with North Korea are
in part a response to repeatedChinese urgings.

Policy toward North Korea

Will events in China—and in the Soviet Union—deter North Korean
leaders from taking the risks of reform at home and increased intercourse
withthemarket economies abroad? Atsome point, theproblems besetting
the DPRK economy—and the restiveness of a younger, better educated,
more curious generation (including elements of the elite)—will make
themselves felt. Already, there are stirrings in the Mongolian People's
Republic in response to perestroika and glasnost. And despite its new,
harderpolitical line, theVietnamese government isalmost desperate in its
efforts to get the United States aswellasJapan andothersto return (with
money). North Korea cannot stand alone inthesocialistworld indefinitely

In the extraordinarily difficult times that lie ahead for the Leninist
societies, there will be numerous twists and turns. Nevertheless, the broad
trend will be from the Leninist-Stalinist past toward an authoritarian-
pluralist future. The signposts do not point to Western-style parliamen-
tarianism for these statesexcept in a veryfew instances. Rather, theywill
have a constricted but somewhat more open political system combined
witha rising degree ofpluralism insuchsocial institutions asreligion and
in the economic sector. Political institutions, moreover, will gradually
acquiregreatermeaning. Indeed,thishasbeen the broadstrategicpattern
of most successful developingsocieties in the past.

Challenges Facing Democratic Societies

Theproblems in adjusting to the ongoing technological-informational
revolution do not lie only with the Leninist states. The mixed econo
mies, whether those of developing states or advanced industrial nations,
whether accompanied byanauthoritarian or liberal political system, also
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face major problems. Can required structural changes in the economy
keepupwith the accelerating paceofthisrevolution? Will various nations
climb the technological ladder at the appropriate time, fitting into the
international division of labor?

Never before in history have the repercussions of domestic policies,
especially those ofthemajor nations, beenas swiftly and decisively felt in
the international arena.Andequally, there has never been a period when
thetiming ofdomestic policies, particularly those in theeconomic realm,
have beenso important to theoutcome at home andabroad. This places a
special burden ondemocratic societies because insuch states, coalitions
fromwithin the citizenry mustbe built to supportpolicychange. Often,
thisrequires notonly time butafairly high level ofcrisis. There israrely a
reward for the politician in a democratic society who anticipates future
problems. Further, the thrust toward more popular participation in the
political process thatcanbe seen throughout much ofAsia today is not
necessarily supportive of greater internationalism. As the power of bu
reaucracies (or autocrats)declines andthatofprivateinterestgroupsfrom
thegrass roots rises, decisions supportive ofeconomic openness areoften
made more difficult.

The struggle between the forces of interdependence and those of
nationalism willprobablyencompass virtually everynationfromthe most
advanced to the least developed. Moreover, the struggle is certain to be
protracted, extending beyond our capacity to foresee its end. We shall
witness an enlargement of integrated economic systems via free trade
regimes andregional economic organizations. Tomake thesituation more
complex, the power of privateforces that are increasingly moving across
national boundaries alreadychallengesthe abilityofanyindividualstate to
control those forces. The tendency will be for the larger private economic
units to develop theirownforms ofexclusiveness or privilege Atthesame
time, the nation-state, still the supreme source of political authority, will
fight to retain as much of its sovereignty as possible, appealing to all
available nationalist symbols, including that xenophobia that is latent in
people everywhere

U.S.-Japan Economic Relations

The results of these general trends can already be seen in the most
important economic relationship of this age, that between the United
States and Japan. In the first place, domestic economic policies in each
countrycarrywith themenormous implications for the rest ofthe world,
especially U.S. policies. At thispoint, for instance, speculation is rife as to
whether or when the United States will enter a recession, and the degree of
its severity. In largerterms,whenwill the US. budgetand trade deficits be
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rectified, and will the landing be soft or hard?And at what point will a
combination ofpolitical evolutionand changesin the demographicstruc
ture ofJapan bring about new policies, possibly in a context of greater
political instability?

The basicpattern of U.S.—Japan economicrelations in recent yearshas
been one of American pressure, reluctant and usually belatedJapanese
response, followed by a new wave ofpressure and another similar reaction.
Behindthe difficulties lies a combination of culture, timing, and policies
thathasput the two societies on different tracks. Thepsychology implicit
in the recent U.S.-Japan interaction is negative, but alternatives seem
unavailable. Thus, although the marriage is troubled, there will be no
divorce A combination of economic interdependence and strategic de
pendence serves to make the relationship vital to both nations.

Whatever the degree of accommodation achieved, the United States
andJapanwillresort simultaneously to bilateralnegotiations, participation
in regional associations of various types, and involvement in global
instrumentalities such as GAIT (the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade) in dealing with their mutual problems. Some would have it other
wise. Theypoint out that bilateral agreements are frequently discrimina
tory against others and, in certain cases,pose a direct challenge to GATT.
They see regional associations as potentially protectionist enclaves and
worry about the newly unifiedEuropean market set to begin in 1992 as
well as the potential of the Canada—U.S. free trade agreementor a Pacific-
Asian economic community. Butgivenits uneven and uncertain perform
ance to date, GATT is likely to be only one of various instrumentalities in
the handling of economic issues as this century draws to a close.

U.S.—South Korean Economic Relations

Certainly, this is a difiScult period for the ROK, although its problems
pale in comparison with those of the North or of most developing
societies. Fromwithin, labor presses for a larger share of the economic pie
Fromwithout, the United Statesdemands a more rapid opening ofKorea's
marketsaswellasfurther evaluationupwardsofKorea's currency. Depend
ence upon the U.S. market remains uncomfortably high despite diversifica
tion efforts. Will the relationship follow the Japanese model? Thus far, the
worst aspects of theJapanesescenario havebeen avoided, aswitnessedby
the recent US. decisions regarding application of the so-called Super301
clause. Butgiventhe internal pressures workingupon both societies, it will
take great skill to avoid recurrent, possibly heightened, friction.

Korean authorities insist that the ROK is not another Japan, and in
certain respects, this is true. But its actions at home and abroad will be
scrutinized by Washington with parallels in mind. To plead for special
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consideration, moreover, will yield ever more limited results, partly
because of Korea's recent economic record, partly because every nation
now uses its particular circumstancesin requestingspecialtreatment. It is
easy to prescribe measures for both parties; for the United States, a
rectification of macroeconomic policies and basic changes in the mode of
operations in the private sector; for the ROK, rapidmarket diversification
and greater US. economic accessibility to Korea. Most of these require
ments are under way, but will they be sufficiently pursued and in time to
avoid higher levels of tension?

Changing Security and Political Concerns

There remain two broad trends in global affairs that affect all relation
ships, especially thosethat involve nations closely connectedin multiple
ways—economically, politically, andstrategically. First, concurrentlywith
the politicalchanges under way, we are witnessing startlingnew develop
ments in both the technological aspects of military power and the pri
orities that must be assignedby a givennation in its allocationofresources
forsecurity, broadly defined. Despite the threatoffurtherproliferation, the
importance of nuclear weaponry has declined, primarily because such
weaponshavebecome lessand lesscredible,at leastfor majorpowers.But
the advent of ever more sophisticated conventional weapons allows even
small states to acquire a highly destructive capacity. Moreover, tremen
dous power can be concentrated in a few hands, including those of
terrorists. Militarypower can also be projected over great distances very
rapidly.

Forpoliticalandeconomicreasons outlinedearlier, the threat ofmajor
powerconflict is at a lowebb;hence, a strategic balance at a lower level
becomes more feasible. Correspondingly, however, the temptation to use
force below the superpower or major power level may be greater. Cer
tainly, the factors encouraging a resort to force at these levels are pro
liferating. Thus,violence in the comingera will probablybe exclusively
domestic or regional—and among the smaller, generally neighboring
states.

The causes of domestic violence—or civil war—range from deeply
rooted ethnic, religious, and regional conflicts to the problems of drugs,
family disintegration, andlarge, unassimilated subcultural groupsthatarea
troublesome part of many societies, including the United States. Such
violencerequiresagovernmental response, including theuseoforganized
force, sometimes involving the cooperation of several nations, as is now in
effect against the international drug traffic. Inevitably, issues of human
rights become entwined with concerns over stability and legality. In
creasingly, the attention—and concerns—of our citizens are drawn to
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thesegrave problems. Thesecurityfrontline, insura, isathome. Thiswaris
now—and here

To this picture onemust add the economic realities. Most large states,
especiallythe UnitedStatesand the SovietUnion, can continue the massive
expenditures on behalf of a global order only at serious risk to their
domestic security. It isthus notsurprising that they are asking allies todo
more, especially because the conflicts previously sketched are ones in
which the direct involvement ofmajor powers israrely feasible Clearly, a
strategic balance globally and in key regions is still necessary, with the
primary burdens fallingupon the United States and the USSR. But it is now
possible—indeed, essential—that that balance be reciprocally lowered
while the threshold of major power military intervention in localized
conflicts israised. To be sure, intervention techniques thatfall farshortof
full-scale involvement, thereby limiting the risks ofescalation, have been
devised. Nevertheless, the costs ofsuch intervention are extremely high
and thepossibility offailure, not to mention thedomestic repercussions,
significant.

In addition to the changing nature of security concerns and the
economic realities confront thesuperpowers, thepolitical atmosphere of
today is different from thatofforty years ago. Fixed foreign bases exact a
rising political cost,although thatcostvaries greadywithlocaleInEastern
Europe, the memories of Soviet military intervention in Czechoslovakia
and Hungary remain vivid, as the rehabilitation of Premier Imre Nagy
illustrated so poignandy. The stated intention of the Gorbachev admin
istration to avoid interference in theinternal affairs ofEastern Europe has
now been repeatedly tested, and to date has held. It is now clear that
intervention would create strong opposidon in the Soviet Union itself,
as well as in all of Europe, and is likely only under the most dire cir
cumstances.

TheWestern Europeans, faced with Russia's massive landforces, have
hadfewer qualms about American bases andtroops. Here, as inAsia, the
keyissuehas been American credibility. The question has been whether
the United States would really defend Western Europe ifthe consequence
might be a nuclear war. Butwiththedramatic force reductions proferred
by the USSR, new issues have arisen, including the proper negotiation
strategy for theNATO nations andtherespective defense responsibilities
of the United States and its European allies. Major reductions in the
American forces stationed in Europe are now en route, and current
indicadons that the Warsaw Pact is dead change the strategic map of
Europe in a truly major way.

InAsia, the political cost ofAmerican bases inJapan has been relatively
slight, in major part becauseJapan's relations with the SovietUnionhave
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remained difficult to date and Japanese antipathy to the Russians high.
Moreover, Japan's own defense capabilities are circumscribed by the 1947
constitution, andthere isnostrong disposition among theJapanese people
to change that constitution. In the PhUippines, the political costs of
American basesarerelatively high, andrising. Fornationalist politicians—
and not all of them are on the left—itis a convenientissue The sense of
threat from an outside power is minimal; the security problems are
internal, notexternal. The bases represent the uncut umbilical cord with
the Philippines' colonial past. Thus, the general sentiment within the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) community that these
basescontribute to the securityof the regionas a wholeevokes a mixed
response inManila. The likelihood isstrong that when the base agreement
is renegotiated, atimetable for the scale-down and ultimate removal ofthe
American presence will be established. In this connection, some re
distribution of American military facUities will occur, with primary but
notexclusive reliance upon those lands under American jurisdiction such
as Guam.

Future U.S.^outh Korean
Security Relations

The base issue and related security matters are of rising importance in
the US.^Korean relationship. Recent evidence from polls indicates that
over 70 percent ofthe Korean people desire the continued presence of
American security forces inthe ROK for the present. Because apowerful
hostile force lies just to the north ofthe DMZ and noagreement with the
DPRK has been reached, this attitude is understandable. Even among a
generation once removed from the Korean War, the knowledge ofCommu
nist a^essionin 1950 is not lacking. However, there are issues connected
withtheAmerican military presence thataretroublesome. U.S. command
of Korean forces for certainpurposes has rankled, andwith reason. The
presence ofU.S. headquarters in downtown Seoul, replete with a nearby
golfcourse, has become aliving anachronism, but among certainAmerican
military commanders there isareluctance to change vrtth the times.

These issuesare now en route to being resolved. Ofmore far-reaching
consequence isthat North Korea has chosen touse the American military
presence—and the annual U.S.-ROKTeam Spirit military exercises—as an
excuse foravoiding serious bilateral negotiations withtheSouth. Among a
minority but growing number ofSouth Koreans, anti-Americanism has
taifpn a variety offorms. Primarily, this sentiment affects portions ofthe
younger generation. Itreflects the new self-confidence that, together with
lingering traces ofxenophobia, serves toshape one type ofcontemporary
Korean nationalism.
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In early 1990, the United States announced a modest 5,000 force
reduction in its 43,000 military personnel stationed in South Korea
together with plans to close three air bases. It iscertain that inthe years
ahead, further reductions and redispositions will be nnHprfalfpn the
timing andextentdependent uponthenature oftheperceived threat from
the North, the strength of ROK forces, and the status of North-South
relations. There is no reason whysuch a development should affect the
status or credibility of the U.S. pledge to share in the defense ofSouthKorea
ifexternal aggression takes place Full consultation in advance regarding
security matters, howevei; is essential, and a timing appropriate to the
circumstances of critical importance

In responding to security issues, one should note certain important
trends. Although the small American ground forces currently in South
Korea mayserveas a trip wire guaranteeing the US. commitment to ROK
defense, the nature of the American presence in Korea has long been
undergoing a sea change—from one that has been essentially military to
one that isoverwhelminglyeconomic and cultural.Asthe ties between the
UnitedStatesand the ROK havestrengthened and the American stake in a
free, democratic South Korea has grown, it has become less necessary to
guarantee the U.S. commitment by keeping a small ground force in the
country. Aslong as North Korean leaders know that massive US.sea and air
forces areavailable to repel anattack, they arelikely to becautious. As for
the broader regional balance, that can bemaintained byother means.

Second, North Korea's need for a reasonable settlement with the ROK
and with other market economies, including the United States, can only
grow with time, as noted earlier. Its autarkic economy and primitive
political system are sooutofstep with the broad trends ofthis age that the
question isnotwhetherbutwhenchange willcome. Forthepresent. South
Korea must be militarily strong, but equally critical, it must continue to
.display the ability to combine stability and development in both the
political andeconomic spheres, therebyservingasamodelforitsnorthern
compatriots.

Finally, the nature ofalliances ischanging. The tight, all-encompassing
relations of the immediate postwar era reflected those extraordinary
times. Power was concentrated in very few nations, primarily theUnited
States and, toa lesser extent, the Soviet Union. Hence, these nations gave
far-reaching guarantees ofmilitary and economic assistance toallies, who,
in turn,madecommitments ofstrongpolitical allegiance When reference
wasmadeto "twocamps," thesefacts werebeingtaken intoconsideration.
Today, there are very few genuine patron-client relationships. Relations
between the twoglobal"superpowers" andthoseassociated with them are
looser and more flexible. Guarantees of assistance are conditional, not
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absolute Pledges of political obedienceare equally couched in caveats.
Correspondingly, the element of independence on both sides is higher.
Many alliances have become alignments. These alignments, moreover,
beingporous, permit ties with states formerly in the opposite "camp."
Exclusiveness has largely disappeared. But by the same token, given the
economicinterdependencecharacterizing thiseraandtheend ofisolation
in allitsforms, pure nonalignment is impossible Even Burma hasbegunto
change, despite recurrent repressive actions at home

Here, too, there are implications for U.S.-Korea relations. The ROK is
becoming a partner of the United States. On the part of the United States,
this requires greater attention to consultation andjoint decision making.
On the part of the ROK, it requires a greater sense of responsibility, not
only forthebilateral relationship, but fortheregional orderinAsia. South
Korea isno longer a backward nation. It isa medium-sized power, andits
future depends verymuchon thepeaceanddevelopment oftheregion of
which it is a part. It is in this spirit that American-Korean relationsmust
go forward.



15. Beyond the Cold War:
The Future of Korea-US. Relations

KIM KYUNG-WON

Korea and the United States face a historic watershed in their mutual
relations as the coldwar that largely shaped that relationship finally comes
to an end. It was the post-World War II confrontation between the Soviet
Union, seen as expansionist by the West, and the United States, seeking to
contain Communist expansion, that led to the making ofa close security
alliance between thesouthern halfofthedivided peninsula nation andthe
most powerful nation on earth. The needs of the two allies, never com
pletely identical butsufficiently overlapping, drove the Republic ofKorea
and the United States to one of the closest and most successful relation
ships over the last four decades.

Thatrelationship nowfaces challenges from both withinandwithout.
Fundamental and dramatic changes, bothinternal and external, arecreat
ing a vastly altered context for the relations between the two allies.

The end of the cold war does not mean the end of all forms of
competitive interaction between the United States and the Soviet Union.
But the condition ofinternational relations, both interms ofthepattern of
powerdistribution andthe level oftension, isno longer whatit was at the
height of the cold war. Profound and irreversible changes have been
occurring in the power resources of the major nations, the ideological
beliefsof leaders,and the dynamics of interstate relations. If the cold war
meant a bipolar rivalry at anextraordinarily heightened level oftension,
world politics can no longer be described in those terms.'

Domestic changes in Korea and the United States posefurther chal
lenges to their bilateral relations. Rapid industrialization, recent democ
ratization, and generational change have had the combined effect of

'For a somewhat optimistic but rather well-balanced account of the recent rh^ing... in
US.-Soviet relations, seeSeweryn Bialer and Michael Mandelbaum, The GlobalRivals; The
Forty-Year Contest for Supremacy Between America and theSoviet Union (New York-
Knopf, 1988).
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transformingSouth Korea into apractically new society. The old domestic
consensus that lay at the base of the KoreanrTlS. aUiance is being in
creasingly called into question, and public opinion isplayingamuch more
important role than inthe past. Management ofthe alliance can no longer
be considered the exclusive province of a small foreign policyelite, as it
used to be Political pressures from below inevitably impinge upon the
policy-making process inanincreasingly democratic South Korea.

TheUnited States too hasgone through profound change Burdened
with the much talked-abouttwin deficitsand concerned about the "threat"
offoreign economic competition, the American people seem to be in a
mood for reexamining their domestic andforeign priorities. It iscertainly
notnecessary topredict retrenchment. But greater sobriety (i.e,greater
willingness toraise the question ofcost and other consequences) charac
terizes the current American approach to issues involving old and new
commitments abroad.

The End of the Cold War

The ending ofthe cold war has been alongprocess that resulted from a
number of interrelated causes, but the singlemost dramaticevent iswhat
Zbigniew Brzezinski calls "The Grand Failure" ofcommunism inthe Soviet
Unionand elsewhere in the world.^Economicstagnation, politicaldecay,
and international isolation have compelled the SovietUnion to lower its
foreign policy expectations and redefine its relationship to the rest of
the world.

It was an act ofconsiderableimagination and couragefor Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to turn what was clearly a situation of systemic
failure into a powerful resource for what looks like a series of foreign
policy initiatives. He has succeeded in convincing a large part of the
Western public that the policies forced on him by the objective circum
stances ofhiscountryaretheinitiatives bornoutofanidealistic vision. For
all the charm he exudes, however, it is only common sense to assume that
Mr. Gorbachev's foreign policy initiatives aremotivated byconsiderations
other than those of charity.

Given the difficult, if not desperate, conditions in the SovietUnion, its
leaders can only seek to cut down military expenditure' It also makes
sense to try to erode the perception abroad of the USSR as a source of

^Zbigniew Brzezinski, The Grand Failure: The Birth and Death ofCommunism in the
Twentieth Century (NewYork: Scribner, 1989).
'Recently, Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai I. Ryzhkov told the Congress ofPeople's Deputies
thattheSoviet Union intended tocutthemUitary budget byasmuchasathirdwithin thenext
five orsix years (/wtemaf«o«a//feraWrrihMW^ Junes, 1989, p.1). For Gorbachev's view on
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expansionist threat. If the former is necessaryto allocatemore resources
to the stagnant economy, the latter effort isrequired tobreak and prevent
an anti-Soviet coalitionpossibly consisting of the United States, the Peo
ple's Republic ofChina, andJapan. The Kremlin's singleminded pursuit of
military power, accompanied by crude diplomatic behavior in the past,
tended todrive Asian powers as well as Atlantic nations into what may be
described as a tacit, soft form of anti-Soviet coalition.

Gorbachev's diplomatic courtship of America's NATO allies is well
publicized. His efforts to woo away Asian powersfrom de facto coalition
with the United States are equally obvious. The Sino-Soviet rapproche
ment, consummated during Gorbachev's visit to Beijing in May 1989, is
clearly aproductofcarefully orchestrated efforts onthepartoftheSoviet
Union. Although the new Moscow-Beijing relationship will not even
approximate theclose anti-Western alliance ofthe1950s, it certainly gives
Moscow much greater diplomatic leverage than the Kremlin enjoyed in
the past.

For this diplomatic success, Gorbachev deserves due credit. His deci
sion to meet China's "three conditions" could nothave been aneasy one
From a strictly military viewpoint, his commitment to reduce the size of
the Soviet troops along the Sino-Soviet borders could not have been too
difficult because theexcessively large deployment gives theSoviet Union
considerable room forreduction without affecting themilitary balance in
Northeast Asia. But the same military realities did not allow the Soviet
leaders before Gorbachev to dowhatissoobviously in theSoviet interest.
Plainly, rationality in foreign policy does not necessarily coincide with
imperatives of domestic politics.

So far, Gorbachev has been less successful with Japan. If China is
important for geostrategic reasons, Japan is important for economic-
technological reasons as well. But Gorbachev's dilemma isthat, although
he has much less toofferJapan than China, theJapanese are not likely tobe
moved by anything other than tangible concessions. Sentimentalismhas
never been a Japanese weakness in foreign policy. In the meantime,
Japanese industrialists were the fiurst to take active interest in the Siberian
development potential two decadesagoand therefore the first to become
sober about possible costsandbenefits. Deep-seated historical memories
also contribute to the iackof warmth in Tokyo's response to Moscow's
overtures.

Despite allsuch negative considerations, however, it is probably pre
mature to conclude that the Soviet—Japan relationshipwill remainfrozen

the need to cut military spending, see Institute of International and Strategic Studies,
Strategic Survey: 1988-1989 (Kuala Lumpur: IISS, 1989), pp. 73-74. The current Soviet
defense budget isestimated to take up at least 17percentof theSoviet GNP.
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in its present condition. A man who is capable of bringing his military
generals to accept the kind of force reductions announced so far should
not be declared completely broke in hisJapanese gamble After all,Soviet
Foreign Minister EduardShevardnadze managed to agreewithhisJapanese
counterpartto set up aworking committee to discuss "thematters related
to the conclusion of the peace treaty," meaning the issue of four northern
islands under Soviet control that Japan claims as part of its territory.
Admittedly, given the implications for other disputed territories under
Soviet control, Gorbachev'soptions are severely limited. But his tantaliz
ingreference to "thedemilitarization oftheSoviet-Chinese borders" and
his promise of force reduction in NortheastAsia during his Beijing visitin
May 1989 were clearly aimed at theJapanese audience Theworldshould
not be surprised if the Soviet Union turns out to be more flexible on the
northern islands issue than most observers thought possible until now.

The Japanese are not likely to be satisfied with anything less than
unequivocal return of the disputed islands. But the lack of complete
satisfaction will not necessarily prevent Japan from deciding to improve
relations with the Soviet Union. Particularly if the trade tensions with the
United States deteriorate furthei; the Japanese may conceivably come to
view it as consistent with their interest to let their relations with the Soviet
Union improve In fact, if US.-Soviet relations continue to improve, the
Japanese willdefinitelywant to make sure that theyarenot theonlymajor
power left out in the cold.

In this coimection, one can appreciate the tactical calculations that
must lie behind Gorbachev's diplomatic architecture Instead of trying to
woo away America's friends beforecourtingandimproving relations with
the United States, which would have been a mistake, Gorbachev made sure
that the United States was dealt with first. Moscow's assumption must have
been that improvement of U.S.-Soviet relations wouldcreate,as it indeed
has, an environment in which China and Japan need not "betray" their
American friend by improving their relations with the SovietUnion.

As many conunentators have pointed out, Gorbachev's diplomatic
gestures, particularly his unilateral arms reduction announcements, are
placing the United States under considerable pressure to respond with
equal ifnot greater enthusiasm for demilitarization. Thiscertainlyis true
of the US. position in Europe, as the SNF issuein the Federal Republic of
Germany has demonstrated. President Bush was able to deal with the
pressure of German public opinionby proposing linking possible short-
range nuclearforces (SNF) reduction negotiation with significant cuts in
conventional forces on both sides.

Admittedly, as Henry Kissinger has pointed out, "in Asia, Gorbachev's
flair for dramatic gestures will have far less impact than in Europe The
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Asian nations are less haunted by the two world wars and face less
domestic pressure to respond to Gorbachev's bent for the spectacular.
Arms control is not an opiate for them."^ But to conclude from this that
Gorbachev's moves asfarasAsia isconcerned can be ignoredis to makea
gross mistake The Soviet leader's gestures are having a serious and far-
reaching impact in Asia as well.®

In essence, Gorbachev's Asianmessage,delivered first at Vladivostock
in 1986 and amplified at Krasnoyarsk on September 16,1988, is that the
Soviet Union is prepared to explore together with the region's nations
ways to free the international relations of the area from the ultimately
stultifying constraints imposed by the cold war of the past. How much
substancethere is in the visionary wordsuttered bytheSoviet leaderis an
important question that deserves detailed analysis. But what cannot be
denied is that his words have struck a sympathetic chord among those
Asian listeners who long for escape from what seems to them to be
wasteful, dangerous, and suffocating sets of international relations of the
past. Refreshingly, Gorbachev seemsto be one statesman who is not only
beginning to payreaUy serious attentionto Asia, but ispromising a search
for a way out of the familiar impasse, a new beginning, and a journey
toward a better, more peaceful, more sensible world.

Something of such reaction certainly characterized South Korea's
public reaction to Gorbachev's comments on Korea in his Krasnoyarsk
speech.Although what theSoviet leaderactually saidwith regardto Korea
did not amount to much, the fact that aSoviet leaderwouldstatepublicly
at all a view on Korea that seemed to promise a breakwith the past was
taken in Seoul as indicating a significant new departure in the Soviet
Korean policy. That the Krasnoyarsk speech came not in a vacuum but in
the context of expanding relations between Seoul and Moscow further
strengthened the impression of a new beginning in Sovietpolicy.

There was, to beginwith, Soviet participation in the Seoul Olympics,
which clearlywent far beyond the level of mere attendance by athletes.
With Soviet music and ballet as well as athletics dominating newspaper
headlines, Koreans could plainly say, "The Russians are coming." Among
some quarters, it is claimed that the Olympics made the Soviets discover
Korea. Morelikely, the activeSoviet participationin the Olympicswaspart
of a larger pattern of new foreign relations Gorbachev is attempting to
construct with Asian nations.

••Henry A. Kissinger, "Seeking a New Balance inAsia," Newsweek, May 22,1989, p. 19.
'For a Koreanreaction to Gorbachev's force reduction announcements, see the editorialon
Gorbachev's Beijingstatement,Dowg-A//bo, May 18,1989,p. 2.SeealsoProfessor Yoo Se-hi's
comment in//anboob//bo. May 19,1989, p. 4.
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In addition to participating fully in the Olympic Games, the Soviet
Union has been followinga rather vigorous policy of expanding economic
relations with South Korea. Although Moscow continues to insist on
separating economics from politics in its relations with Seoul, obviously
out of its desire to avoidupsetting Pyongyangtoo much, the SovietUnion
established a trade office in Seoul in AprU 1989. This contrasts with the
Chinese reluctance to allowanypart of Beijing's central authorities to deal
directly with Seoul, preferring to let provincial authorities manage the
South Korean connection. The fact that North Korea has to depend on the
Soviet Union for supply of advanced weapons may give Moscow greater
latitude in dealing with North Korean dissatisfaction.

Moscow's Institute of World Economy and International Relations
(IMEMO) invitation to Kim Young Sam, the leader of a majoropposition
party, wasalso aclearindication of"newthinking" inSoviet Korean policy.
By deftly arranging ameeting inMoscow between Mr. Kim Young Sam and
Mr. Ho Tam, key senior figure in North Korea's SouthKorean policy, the
Soviet Union demonstrated a desire to play a conciliatory role between
Seoul and Pyongyang. By the summerof 1989, therefore, it had become
evident that the Soviet Union, under Gorbachev's leadership, was actively
pursuing a post-cold war Asian policy that included a willingness to
recognize the reality ofSouth Korea de facto, ifnot yet de jure, under the
present circumstances.

Domestic Change in South Korea

Windsofchangein the outsideworld coincidedwith domesticchange
amounting to a storm in South Korea. If the immediate impetus for
internationalchange came from the dismaleconomic failureof the Soviet
system, thepressureforpolitical democratization withinSouth Korea was
generatedby the verysuccessof its economicand social modernization.
The eventsofJune 1987,stillvividin the mindsofmost Koreans, led to the
first directly elected president in sixteen years. Subsequent legislative
elections in April1987deprived the president'sparty ofanoverallmajority
in the NationalAssembly for the first timein the historyoftherepublic.The
stage was thus set for opposition groups, including those outside the
parliamentary framework, to have greatersay thaneverbefore inforeign as
well as all other public policy areas.

It was in this context that President Roh Tae Woo's government took
the following steps,inwhat it musthave believed wasaneffortto respond
to the emerging national aspirations. First, President Rohand his advisers
launched what was caHcANordpotitik, obviously an expression intended
to convey an analogue to Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik, although the logic of
the two sets ofcircumstances was almost antithetical. In the German case.
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it was Bonn that was offering the rapprochement that the East always
wanted to begin with; in the Korean case, Seoul was seeking to persuade
the northern powers to agree to rapprochement, which the Republic of
Korea wanted. In fact, the basic objective of South Korea's Nordpolitik,
namely, diplomatic normalization with Communist nations, has been a
consistent and not so secret aim ofSeoul's foreign policy ever since the so-
called June 23 declaration of the late President Park Chung Hee

What was new about President Roh's Nordpolitik was that it was
motivated not only by foreign policy considerations, as President Park's
was, but also by domestic political considerations. The amount of atten
tion it drew in the press must have been due to the domestic political
potential, which the policymakers were certainly aware of and shrewdly
used. Critics would subsequently attack the Roh administration for using
Nordpolitik for domestic political purposes. But such criticism proves that
the policy stood for aspirations shared by a majority of the Korean people
The domestic political appeal of Nordpolitik, in other words, lay in the
desire, stated more explicitly by some than others, to escape from the rigid
constraints of the narrow framework imposed on South Korea by the cold
war. That is why senior Foreign Ministry officialscould speak of pursuing
"omnidirectional diplomacy," a rather inelegant expression once favored
by the Japanese, although the mere fact ofJapanese origin would ordinarily
have prevented Korean foreign policy spokesmen from borrowing it to
describe their own foreign policy.

The actual substance of Nordpolitik has remained rather limited.
Although economic and other functional ties with the Soviet Union and the
People's Republic of China are increasing and Hungary established an
ambassadorial presence in Seoul, it cannot yet be said that there has been
radical improvement of political relations with the Communist nations.
Moscow still continues to supply Pyongyang with advanced military
weapons, and Beijing remains politically aloof from Seoul. But what is
interesting is that, judging from the Korean press reaction, there seems to
be a tendency among most Korean observers to assume that such modest
steps as taken so far toward improving relations with Moscow must worry
and displease the United States. Despite Washington's repeated officid
assurances of full support for Seoul's Nordpolitik, the Korean press keeps
suggesting it is not really so. Still other Koreans remain convinced that
Korea must be careful not to damage its alliance with the United States by
pursuing the Soviet connection recklessly.

What the real relationship is between Korea's U.S. and Soviet policies is
undoubtedly an important question. But what is most interesting at this
point is the fact that most Koreans obviously conceive of Nordpolitik as
something that allows them to break out of the familiar, inherited set of
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external relations. In other words, it is implicitly viewed as a potential
alternative to the present alliance. Such, of course, cannot be the case It is
simply inconceivable that Seoul could or would trade Moscow for Wash
ington. But the fact that many Koreans are concerned that their intentions
in this regard may be misunderstood indicates that they, in fact, tend to see
Nordpolitik as something that, if successfully carried out, can potentially
free them from the constraints of the status quo.

The second area in which President Roh Tae Woo's government
attempted to stake out a new position was in relations with North Korea.
As the democratic experiment in 1961 brought about a dramatic re
surgence ofnationalism and a consequent rise of intense interest, particu
larly among university students, in the issue of national unification, so too
the process of democratization in the 1980s brought out into the open an
intense and widespread longing for union with the northern halfofKorea,
an aspiration that never ceased to be but lay just below the surface of
another urgent national concern, namely, concern with peace and national
security.

Relative intensity of concern between unification and security is
largely a matter of generations. Those whose image of North Korea is
rooted in still vivid memories of the Korean War cannot but be concerned

with the primacy of peace, whereas those born after the war, now constitut
ing a majority of the Korean population, seem to be passionately con
sumed by the desire to rise beyond the condition of division, with all the
tension and mutual hostility between the divided Koreans it entails. Many
among the young go so far as to claim that the condition of division is
deliberately maintained by those who are in a position to benefit firom it.

In response to this context. President Roh's government decided to
oflfer a new definition of the North-South Korean relationship. Attempting
to reopen the dialogue with North Korea that had continued on and oj0ffor
more than 16 years. President Roh ojfferedon July 7,1988, a new policy on
unification in a statement officially entitled "Special Declaration by Presi
dent Roe Tae Woo in the Interest of National Self-esteem, Unification and
Prosperity." In it, the president declared that "the fundamental reason that
the tragic division is yet to be overcome is because both the South and the
North have been regarding each other as an adversary, rather than realizing
that both halves ofKorea belong to the same national community." Clearly,
this was a new departure. In the past. South Korean authorities had viewed
the North Korean regime as the party responsible for lack ofmovement in
the relations between the two sides. President Roh's July statement clearly
assumes equality of moral and political responsibility between the North
and the South for the state of affairs that exists between the two sides.
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Subsequent developments, includinginparticularthe Reverend MoonIk-
hwan's visit to Pyongyang, would lead the Republic of Korea (ROK)
government to step backaconsiderable distancefromthefullimplications
of the position the Roh administration seemed to stake out in the summer
of1988. But in the context of democratic evolution and termination of the
coldwar. South Korea's political leadership felt it had to respond to the
surge of nationalist sentiment so evident among the increasingly vocal
young voters in their twenties and thirties. The same nationalist considera
tions would lead theRoh government toplace ontheKorean-U.S. agenda
issues that used to be ignored, minimized, or kept behind closed doors.

One of the first things President Roh did in the area of Korea-U.S.
relations was suggestopenly that U.S. forces in Korearelocate their main
base out of the Yongsan area, which is centrally located in downtown
Seoul. This certainly wasnot the first time the suggestion for relocation
was made, but it was the first time a Koreanpresident had made such a
suggestion openly. In thesame spirit, theKorean government hasbegunto
raiseissues involving revisions intheStatus ofForcesAgreement andother
arrangements that were made long ago. Clearly, the Seoul policymakers
believe thatgestures in thename of"national self-esteem" area political
plus. Efforts to bring about changes in Korea-U.S. relations, changes
expected to make the relationship more acceptable to an increasingly
nationalistic public, areboundto continue andwillhave aprofound effect
on the future shape of Korea-U.S. relations.^

Changes in the International System

Ifthe trends described sofar continue into thenext decade, they will
goalongway toreshaping thefuture agenda ofKorea-U.S. relations. To get
a clearerviewof the impactsuch trendsare likely to have on the nature of
therelationship between Korea and theUnited States, it may behelpful to
analyze the trends in generalized structural terms. In other words, what
kinds ofchanges canwe foresee in thefuture international system?

GreaterMultipolarity

First, the trend toward greater multipolarity is likely to continue.
Commentators on the international system have been predicting the

^The politics ofchange in Korea-US. relations have something to dowiththemuch-talked-
about anti-Americanism inKorea, which falls intotwocategories: ontheonehand, thewidely
shared,ratherunderstandable resentmentagainst apowerful allywhosebehavioi; evenwhen
well intentioned, cannot be expected always to be unfailingly sensitive to the need and
feelings ofitssmaller ally, andon theother, anexplicit rejectionoftheUnited States asafriend.
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arrivalofa multipolarworld ever since the 1960s. Theoriginalimpetusfor
a multipolar vision came from gestures of independence by Tito'sYugo
slavia and Ceausescu's Romania. Polycentrism was then the code word
among those whowanted to debunk the myth of the monolithic unityof
the Communist world. In the West, de Gaulle's pursuit of "grandeur"
seemed to confirm the thesis of multipolarity of the international system.
But, in truth, such "deviations" onlyproved that the world was essentially
bipolar andthat instances ofmultipolar behavior wereofmarginal weight
in the overall scheme of things.

The 1980s trend toward multipolarization was neither marginal nor a
product of visionary thinking. Although distribution of military power,
measured in terms of possessionrather than its use, remained essentially
bipolar, the international system became increasingly multipolar in its
politicaldimension. Political multipolarization isafunctionoftwointerre
lated changes in the nature of militarypower in today's world.

First, excess militarypower in the formofnuclearweaponshascreated
a historically unprecedented situation in which the superpowers are
condemned to accumulate ever-increasing amounts of military power the
primarypurpose ofwhich is to ensure that it wouldnot have to be used.
Threat of nuclear destruction against a nonsuperpower is not totally
meaningless. But given the magnitude of their destructive capacity, it is
difficult to conceive of a casus belli that could plausibly lead to the actual
use of nuclear weapons.

Furthermore, all complicated arguments aside, the outstanding fact
about the peace of the last four and a half decades is that it has been
maintained by the deadlylogicofmutualassureddestructionbetween the
two superpowers. In other words, the superpowers tend to cancel each
other out, eroding the bipolarity of the international system for all
practical purposes.

Second, militarypower asausableinstrumentofpolicyhasshownclear
andgrowing limitsofitseffectiveness. Most military conflicts have failed to
produce political outcomes that are consistent with balance of sheer
militarypower.Vietnam, Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq wai;CentralAmerican
conflicts, Cambodia, and Angolaall tend to support the view that military
means no longer settle political issues. Most armed conflicts end up in
stalemate

shared by a much smaller, far more vocalminority. Forthosewho see the United States as a
force for evil,the Kwangju incident acted as a crucial,traumaticturningpoint. SeeKang Sin
Chul et al., eds.,Palsipnyondae Haksaeng Wundongsa (Seoul, 1988). Especially see the
records of the court proceedings of those accused of arson againstUS. cultural centers,
pp. 361, 364.
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Finally, fiiture military technology is likely to erode even further the
distinction between nuclear and nonnuclear powerJ Increasing utiliza
tion ofmicroelectronics will lead toweapons ofgreater precision, longer
range, and expanded destructive power. Such weapons, incorporating
high technology sensors and information-processing capability, will begin
to blur the differences between nuclear weapons nations andothers.

Like most other forms of technology, military technology tends to
become diffused atgreat speed. Thus, superpowers will have diminishing
control over military technology transfers. Chemical weapons are already
widespread, and a growing number of nations is acquiring short- and
medium-range missiles.

How far these developments will have proceeded by the end of the
1990s cannot bepredicted. Whethei; for instance, they will have seriously
compromised a superpower's ability to provide military protection to its
smaller allies is far from clear at this point. But the multipolarization
process as a whole will surely tend to decouple regional confiUcts from
global confrontations.

While themargin ofmilitary superiority ofthesuperpowers isbecom
ing functionally less and less important, nonmilitary power resources,
such as economic, political, and technological ones, are hemming in
creasingly diffused. The rise ofJapan, the prospect of an economically
unified Europe in 1992, and the rapid growth of the Asian newly indus
trializing economies (NlEs) are all contributing to the erosion of the
bipolar structure in the contemporary international system. The dismal
economicconditionoftheSovietUnion andthecomparativedeclineofthe
US. economy further contribute to thesame process. Multipolarity isno
longer a theorist's vision; it is the shape of the world as it actually
operates today.

One huge consequence of multipolarization is the relative decline of
tension between the two superpowers. Lucidity and sharpness ofbipolar
alliance confrontations are being replaced byfluidity and complexity of
internally loosened intracoalition relations andincreasingly muted inter-
coalition conflicts. In fact, ifone looksat Europe alone, one canconclude
that there exists a kind of semiautomatic synchronization between the
tension reducing changes in the intersuperpower relations and a similar
process taking place in the intra-European relations between the NATO
and Warsaw Pact alliance systems. Multipolarization, in otherwords, is
forcing hitherto tightly organized alliances to go through a traumatic
experience of losing cohesion and possibly their raison d'etre as well. To

^Commission onIntegrated Long-term Strategy,£)tscn>niM«feZ)ctetT«nce(Washington D.C.:
Jan. 1988), pp. 8-9.
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the extent that NATO's current agenda is defined by the process of arms
control, it almost looks as though the alliance exists only for the purpose of
erodingand eventuallyterminatingitsownexistencein substance, ifnot in
form.

In Asia, howevei; the situation defies an elegant definition. The break
down of the early solidarity between Moscowand Beijing,the rise ofJapan
as an economic superpower, and the heterogeneity inherent in the geogra
phy and culture of Asian nationspresent a much more complicatedset of
interrelationships than found in Europe Symmetry hardly is an Asian
pattern of balance of power.

Japanisapowerwhoseeconomicandfinancial decisionscandecisively
affect the fate of manynations. Financial decisions made in Tokyo havefar-
reachingimpacton the internationalbankingorder.Yet, curiouslyenough,
unlike a Western European member of NATO, Japan is without a visibly
independent strategic profile Apart from the well-known nonnuclear
principles and the input to the intermediate nuclear forces (INF) negotia
tion process to haveintermediate missilesdeployed in Asia included in the
agreement, Tokyohas been strangely silent on the global strategic issues
over which the Western nations have been engaged in continuing debate
Where Japan stands on the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDl) issue, for
instance, may not be exactly classifiedinformation, but neither is it widely
publicized.

Despite the relative lack of clarity in the Asian situation, howevei; the
same logic of multipolarization is at work in the current evolution of
events in the Asian region as in Europe Trends toward detente between
superpowers, rapprochement among all the players irrespective of their
alliance identities, and general reduction of tensions in the area character
ize recent and continuing developments in Asia.

Emerging rapprochement between Korea and the Soviet Union has
been noted. Despite lack ofsubstantive progress, Washington and Pyong
yang havebeen conducting talks through their embassies in Beijing.Japan,
however, has been actively courting North Korea. Duringhis visit to Tokyo
in December 1988, Shevardnadze was reportedly asked by theJapanese to
convey to the North Korean leaders Tokyo's desire to improve relations
with Pyongyang. Subsequently, onJanuary 20,1989, theJapanese Foreign
Ministry confirmed thatJapan was ready for direct dialogue with the DPRK
and issued a statement of "regret" concerning colonial rule over Korea.
Tokyo also made it clear that the basic treaty between Japan and the
Republic of Korea would have no bearing on Tokyo's relationship with
Pyongyang.

North Korea's response has so far fallen short of enthusiasm. Their
ambassador in Beijing,howevei; did publiclywelcomeJapan's statement of
"regret" over its colonial rule
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China's pattern of foreign policy behavior also fits the model of a
muitipoiar international system. Talking a finely tuned and subtly cali
brated position between the United States and the Soviet Union, the PRC
has shown greater caution than the Soviet Union in developing new ties
with South Korea, possibly because Beijing,with less to offer Pyongyang,
has so much less latitude in acting against the wishes of the DPRK. But the
overall direction of movement is unmistakably toward continuing expan
sion of ties between China and South Korea.

All in all, then, the net effect ofmultipolarization is that the two Korean
sides and the four major powers are gradually but clearly moving toward a
situation of equilibrium in which all of them will be interacting with one
another instead of being locked into bipolar coalition structures as in
the past.

Primacy ofDomestic Priorities

The second significant structural trend in the contemporary interna
tional system is what may be termed the emergent primacy of domestic
priorities in foreign policies of most states. Germans, conscious of the
narrow margin of security dictated by their geopolitical location, often
spoke of der Primat der Aussenpolitik. Historically, only those states
blessed with a comfortable margin of safety, such as England and the
United States, could afford to treat foreign relations as subordinate to their
domestic life. But in today's world, it is becoming increasingly clear that
foreign policies tend to be dictated by imperatives of a domestic nature.

The reasons for this trend are complex. But perhaps the modernization
of societies, with the concomitant growth in education, urbanization,
communication, and mobilization, is subjecting today's rulers, in dictator
ships as well as democracies, to growing pressure from their domestic
constituencies. The domestic agenda, which usually means issues of
economic and social welfare, is becoming more dominant than ever
before. Policies having to do with what used to be called raison d'etat still
command high priority in the allocation of resources in most modern
states. But political leaders in most nations now realize that they are not
going to be allowed to substitute foreign policy success for domestic
failure for long. Sooner or later, domestic needs are bound to catch up
with them.

It is therefore no accident that Gorbachev is redefining Soviet foreign
policy objectives in light of domestic requirements. By the same token,
China under Deng's leadership radically altered its foreign policy in order
to gain its domestic (i.e., economic) objectives. If the United States is
skeptical about certain aspects ofits global commitments, it is a mood that
is deeply rooted in the country's domestic condition.

China presents an extremely interesting case full of contradictions in
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terms of the weight ofdomestic factors. Deng Xiaoping'sdecision a decade
ago to reorient China's foreign policies along pragmatic lines was moti
vated by primarily domestic considerations, namely, determination to
pursue modernization ofChina.Hisdecision inJune of1989 to crackdown
on the prodemocracy demonstrators in TiananmenSquare, a decision that
can hardly be described aspragmatic in terms offoreign relations, was also
motivated by obviously domestic considerations. The Chinese leaders,
however,kept announcing at the same time their tanks were rolling down
the streets of Beijing that their economic reform policies would continue
as before. This too was obviously a position forced on the Chinese leaders
by the domestic imperative of economic development. Despite apparent
inconsistencies, China's foreign policy decisions are essentially guided by
the need to pursue economic success more than anything else

The trend toward dominance of domestic priorities is going to be
particularly pronounced in the case of South Korea because of the recent
democratization of its politics. But in the case of North Korea, the same
dominance of domestic politics holds true for exactly the opposite reason.
North Korea's foreign and unification policies have been closely linked to
the justificatory ideology of Kim II Sung's rule. When the North Korea
leader dies, a situation of great uncertainty is likely to ensue despite all the
care and effort that went into ensuring hereditary succession. Possible
changes within North Korea are likely to result in significant and possibly
dramatic changes in its foreign and unificationpolicies. In the immediate
sense, therefore, dominance of domestic politics makes North Korea's
external behavior so much more unpredictable. But in the long run. North
Korea cannot be an exception to the general trend of societies having their
external policies influenced by domestic demands for greater economic
and social well-being.

Emerging Transnational Society

The third structural trend in today's international system is the emer
gence ofan increasinglytransnational society that blurs traditional bound
aries among sovereign territorial states.® This trend may appear to be
inconsistent with the trend toward primacy of domestic priorities, but the
two are closely interrelated.

Much of the substance of domestic priorities was found to be eco
nomic in nature. The need to succeed economically has become a

®Many theorists have offered explanations of this trend. See Karl Kaiser, "Transnational
Politics: Toward a Theory of Multinational Politics," International Organization, vol. 25
(1977),pp. 790-817. Also see idem,"A Viewfrom Europe: The U.S. Role in the NextDecade,"
International Affairs, vol. 65 (1989), pp. 209-213.
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compelling motivation for most policymakers. Economic motivation in
state behavior is not exactly a novel phenomenon; throughout history,
states have quarreled and gone to war to gain economic advantages, real
and imagined. What is new in the contemporary situation is that states can
gain economically by participating in the transnational process of interna
tional finance, trade, information, and technology transfers. This may
always have been the case, as advocates offree trade maintained, but now is
probably the first time in history that the equation of economic success
and transnational participation is virtually universally understood by most
nations and their leaders.

Despite the recent protectionist mood in some countries, world
markets were never as open as they are today. Many of the barriers to
international capital flows have been removed, and constraints on ex
change rates, communications, and transportation have been radically
reduced, if not eliminated. More goods, money, and knowledge are moving
across more national boundaries faster than ever before.

In this new environment, economic success depends on effective
participation in the transnational system and process. Failure to partici
pate effectively, either as a matter of state policy (autarky) or inefficiency
(lack of competitiveness) leads to a much greater penalty than was true of
classical international systems. If the successes of the NIEs demonstrate
the positive proposition, the failure of Communist economies proves the
negative side of the same equation. The movement toward reform in
Communist countries is an attempt to begin to participate in the trans
national process for the purpose of attaining economic success.

The dilemma for the Communist states is that they are not yet
convinced that loss of control over their borders will not lead to corrup
tion of their political system. In order to avoid falling further behind the
industrialized capitalist societies, they must liberalize the border crossing
process for people and ideas as well as goods and funds. But the political
consequences of doing so can be traumatic, as the events in China in June
of 1989 demonstrated. In general, however, the need to pursue economic
success will be compelling enough to make most Communist states,
particularly China and the Soviet Union, continue their current efforts to
participate in the transnational process of trade and investment.

One conspicuous exception to this trend is North Korea. Despite
certain indications that Pyongyang is aware of the need to earn hard
currency, there is as yet no evidence that they know they must risk losing
some of their tight control over border crossing if they are to seek
economic success. As in most other aspects concerning North Korea,
meaningful change in this regard will probably become possible only in
the post-Kim period.
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Challenges ofTomorrow

In 1958, Raymond Aron quoted Auguste Comte's 1842 statement as
one of the great sociologist's "mistakes." In it, Comte had written: "Atlast
the time has come when serious and lasting war must disappear com
pletely among the human race."^ Raymond Aron's point was that Comte's
assertion, if treated as a prophecy, did not come to pass.

In ofifering conjectures about the world of the 1990s, one hesitates to
predict that present tendencies will continue. Havingseen great minds of
the past too often betrayed in their hopes and prophesies by later historical
developments, we are now more modest about our ability to foresee the
future.

Weare, however, not totally free from the need to try to guess what the
future is going to be like. Those who do nothing to prepare for the future
will have no part in influencing it.Allowingfor uncertainties and recogniz
ing our own intellectual limitations, we must venture to imagine what the
world of tomorrow is going to be like and try to identify probable
challenges awaiting us.

Let us begin by assuming that present trends are going to continue. In
other words, we will assume that the international system of the 1990s will
be a multipolar one, characterized by reduced tensions, dominated by
domestic imperatives, and accompanied by a growing transnational net
work of economic and informational border crossing processes. Auguste
Comte may, after all, turn out to have been a prophet with a very
long vision.

However, a number of possible contingencies can halt or reverse the
movement toward multipolar detente. There is, for instance, no guarantee
that Gorbachev is not going to fail and the Soviet Union is not going to
reverse its current direction of foreign and domestic policies. Internal
convulsions in China can lead the nation, as they have led it before, to
politics of frenzy and near insanity. The international economic system,
despite its vigor in terms of growth, is also highly vulnerable and fragile
Movement toward multipolar detente clearly is not an assured process.

There is one more problem. Even if the international system as a whole
should continue to move awayfrom the cold war. North Korea is not likely
to change significantly, at least until the death of Kim II Sung. Patterns of
change in other Communist states indicate that change becomes possible
only after the demise ofthe first generation of revolutionary leaders. It is of
course entirely possible that Kim II Sung's biological destiny may termi
nate his political career sometime during the 1990s, in which case the

^Auguste Comte, Cours de philosophie positive, t. VI, lect. 57, p. 239, quoted in Raymond
Aron, Warand Industrial Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 3.
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hereditary succession now being prepared inNorth Korea ishardly likely
to guarantee revolutionary inunortality for the deceased "Great Leader."
For the 1990s, therefore,we must think of both possibilities: North Korea
under Kim IISung and North Korea afterKim USung

We thus have basically three possible scenarios that require serious
attention. Thefirst isbased on theassumption thattheinternational system
will continue toevolve into alow-tension multipolar one, with Kim IISung
continuing to preside over North Korea.

In the second scenario, we assume that a major reversal, such as
Gorbachev's failure and fall, has halted and at least partially if not fully
reversed the current systemic trends. International tensions rise higher
than in the first scenario, although the trend toward multipolarity could
continue to a limited extent. The breakdown of detente will make North
Korea's position more comfortable than inthefirst scenario, rendering the
issue of Kim's death less decisive in the short run.

The third scenario assumes that as the international system moves
toward multipolar detente with growing transnational activities. North
Korea too adapts to the international trends and changes its poUcies
significantly.

In the first scenario, we do not have to predict that rapprochement
between South Korea and the Soviet Union—and/or China—will have
progressed to the stage of formal diplomatic recognition to assume that
theperception ofanexternal security threat among theKorean public will
have been significantly reduced. Even though North Korea's military
posture and unificationpolicy remain basicallyunreconstructed, it is also
possible thatPyongyangwould putonacosmetic performance ofseeming
tobe conciliatory. Such anactwouldinclude demonstratingwillingness to
allow limited and controlled contacts between certain categories of
people from both sides as well as diplomatic choreography involving
negotiations and "agreements" of one kind or another, all without one
essential component that can make a real difference, namely, verifiable
confidence building, arms control measures. It will also be claimed, as
indeed it has been, that because of improved relations between Moscow
and Beijing, the Soviets and the Chinese are not going to compete for
influence in North Korea. Conventional wisdom will maintain that both
Communist powers will exercise restraining influence on Pyongyang
because both need stability in the area.

Under such circumstances, it is easy to see that Korea's domestic
consensus for the US. militarypresence wiQ be seriously eroded. South
Korea willnot lackvoicescalling for continuationofsecuritytieswith the
UnitedStates,but the fact that such voiceswill appear loud and even shrill
in some cases will attest to the radicallyaltered political miUeu in South
Korea. If not a complete withdrawal of US. forces, at least such issues as
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phased reduction, changes in command structure, and withdrawal of
nuclearweaponswill have become much more easily "thinkable" topics
amonga much wider audiencethan now.'°

Trade issues will reinforce this trend. Recent U.S. pressure for more
openaccess to Korean markets has changed theimage oftheUnited States
from that of an economic benefactor to one of a ruthless rival in the minds
of more Koreans than many Americans realize The trade issues that lie

mainly having to do with access to Korean markets for American
agricultural products, have even more explosive political potential. They
goto theheartofthequestion; what kind ofeconomic and social structure
Korea will or must have If not handled with proper understanding and
great sensitivity, theissue ofagricultural market access has thepotential to
ignitea situation that is already highly inflammable

The Hilffnma for the Korean political leadership will lie in the gap
betweenthereality ofthethreatposedbyunchanged North Korea andthe
equally real reduction oftension around theKorean peninsula. Persuading
theKorean public oftheneedforcontinuity insecurity policy inatime of
general detentewill require alltheintellectual resources aKorean regime
can musterplus maximum political credibility in the eyesof the Korean
peopleTired, worn-out cliches and uncritical anti-North Korean slogans
will simply not do.The challenge facing Korean leaders will be a funda
mentally conceptual one: how todefine apolicy toward North Korea that
makes sense in an increasingly multipolai; decreasingly tense world
withoutconfusing general international detenteforNorthKorean change,
which is not there, or equating North Korean continuity for regional
rigidity, which is not the case

Under the same scenario, the United States too will be subject to a
serious conceptual test. Lacking a tradition of foreign policy in a multi-
polar equilibrium, theUnited States historically tended toview theworld
through the simplifying prism of good and evU. Times of war were
understoodasperiodsof struggle against forces ofevil. Oncesuchforces
were defeated, peace, it was believed, would return, restoring normalcy
and tranquUity to international relationsand allowing nations to return to
their ordinary domestic business.

America's intellectual habits will therefore exert a strong pressure on
theUS. public to conclude that, because thecoldwarisover, it istime for
America to return to "its own business." Until now, the US. military
presence inEast Asia was sustained onthestrength ofanargument ofthe

lOAlready the ideaof US. troopwithdrawal is being discussed, at least in certain quarters,
much more positively than one would have predicted until recently. See the editorial,
Hankyorae Sinmun, June28,1989, p-6.
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self-evident need to counter the growing Soviet military threat. If we
assumethat Gorbachev'svariousstatements on the need to reduce military
forces in Asia are not simply propaganda but reflect the Soviet Union's
genuine priorities, the United States will come under strong political
pressure to withdraw or at least substantially phase down its military
forces in Korea."

The situation will be vastly complicated by the likely evolution of
Korea's own domestic political mood. Pressure for withdrawal in one
nation will interact with and reinforce the same in the other.

Furthermore, it will no longer sound convincing to argue that the US.
forces in Koreaare needed to keep theJapanesefrom becoming nervous,
as was so argued quite effectively at the time of President Jimmy Carter's
announcement of his troop withdrawal plan. Recent polls indicate that
more Americans see the Japanese economy as a greater threat to the future
of the United States than Soviet military power. In an increasingly multi-
polar world, the U.S. public will probably not continue to support a
commitment requiring a large allocation of resources to defend Japan
against the Soviet Union.^^

I am not predicting the dissolution of the U.S.-Japanalliance. In fact, it is
entirely conceivable that, depending on the quality of their policies,
Washington andTokyo mayevenfurther strengthen their ties.All I suggest
is that security relations between Koreaand the UnitedStatesare goingto
come under growing pressure for change, both in their technical details
and in their fundamental conceptualization.

The second scenario posits a reversal of current trends toward a
relaxation of tension. This could occur as a result of any number of
possibilities.The overalleffectwill be to move the clock backand push the
international system into a heightened level of tension. The exact degree
to which the system will revert to what may be called square one will
certainly vary, depending on a number of factors, some of which can be
identified now and others ofwhich cannot.

For the present, it is not too risky to assume that the second scenario

"Ajfterthis chapter was drafted, Senator DaleBumpers and three other Democratic senators
introduced a bill to withdraw10,000 US. troops from SouthKorea by 1992. Interestingly
enough, their explanation of the billclosely parallels the analysis suggested in thischapter.
KoreaTimes, June 25,1989, p. 4. SeealsoEdwinC.Meyerand Paul H.Kresiberg, "Overhaul
U.S. Security Policy in Asia," New YorkTimes, May 19,1989.

^^Ina frank if somewhat tactless comment, William Safire offers a variation on the same theme
of the need to defendJapan: "The unstated but primarypurpose of the American military
presence in SouthKoreais to protect Japanfrom Soviet intimidation. In a fewmore yearsof
Chinese-Soviet cooperation, America maybe finessed out of theFarEast entirelyandJapan
will be militarily isolated." New YorkTimes, May 18,1989.
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has a lower probability of realization than the first.The real world contains
aspects of both scenarios. If the second scenario comes to approximate the
real world more closely than the first, the impact on Korea-U.S. relations is
likely to be minimal. Although South Korea's domestic evolution will
generate a considerable number of difficult issues regardless of interna
tional trends, the challenges will be by and large technical rather than
conceptual. Issues such as burden sharing and base location can be dealt
with essentiallywithin the familiar framework of shared threat perception.

The challenge will be greatest if the third scenario comes to pass. Even
in the absence ofmeaningful change in North Korea, reduction of interna
tional tension will present a significantly altered context for Korea-U.S.
relations. Should really meaningful change occur in North Korea, while the
international system becomes multipolar with reduced tensions, Korea
and the United States will be confronted with the need to redefine the very
nature of their relationship. No longer will it be possible to base the
relations between the two nations on the rationale of having to cooperate
to counter the North Korean threat or maintain peace and stability in
Northeast Asia. If Pyongyang should really decide to operate within the
framework of the status quo, showing a willingness to accept normaliza
tion and rationalization of the relations among all the parties concerned,
including the Republic ofKorea, it will bring about a complete transforma
tion of the Korea-U.S. agenda.

The chances of North Korea suddenly changing its course are not
great. But there are two possible contingencies that can conceivably bring
about North Korea's reorientation. One is the death of Kim II Sung, an
event only the timing of which cannot be predicted. When it occurs, it is
likely to unleash all the pressures for change being suppressed while he is
alive. His son may or may not be able to hold on to power for long. If he
does, he will be able to maintain his position only by identifying himself
with the much needed change that will in all probability occur with or
without him. In a world of reduced tensions and growing transnational
activities, it is a matter of time before North Korea too must realize that
continued autarky will only force it to fall further behind.

This international pressure on North Korea leads to the other possibil
ity of North Korea accepting limited but significant change even before
Kim's death. The major motivation will be economic. Mperestroika should
begin to produce tangible results in the next decade and if the Chinese,
despite their internal political repression and loss ofinternational prestige,
should succeed in improving their economy by sticking to the policy of
market-oriented reform and opening to the outside world, the leaders in
Pyongyang may decide that they too could gain much by adopting
reformist and outward-looking economic policies.
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If they do, North Korean leaders will find themselves caught in a
dilemma between the need to participate in the transnational processfor
economy's sake and the commitment to pursue an anti-status quo policy
in the name of national unification. Will the former lead Pyongyang to
moderate its revolutionary commitment? Will the need to develop its
economy persuade North Korea's leaders to modify their fundamental
attitude toward the outside world?

There is as yet little evidence to indicate in which direction North
Korea is headed. Uncertain indications of new flexibility coexist with
evidence of continuity in the fundamentals. It is also possible that the
recent events in China may have strengthened the North Korean leader's
conviction that it is unwise to risk political destabilization for the sake of
economic development.

But looking beyond the current scene, it is unwise to rule out the
possibilityof change in North Korea. On the contrary, a visionof Korea-
US. relations in the 1990s must focus on the need to help bring about
change in North Korea. It is an illusion to believe that the North Korean
regime can be persuaded to change its heart by sheer goodwill toward
them, but to assume permanence of policy in North Korea can be self-
defeating in an age of rapid international and domestic change Forall of
the three possible futures, it makessense to try to redefine the nature of
Korea—U.S. relations in forward-looking, affirmative terms.

Most important, the fundamental goal of the Korea-US. alliance needs
to be understood as one of bringing about a positive and peaceful
resolution of the Koreanquestion.The necessityof joint defensewill not
disappear overnight. Butstress mustbe placed on the jointeffort to bring
aboutprogressin the Korean situation ratherthansimply guarding against
threats to stability.

If the current trends toward general reduction of tension continue, it
may become possible forWashington to explore withMoscow amutually
acceptable basis for restraint in arms transfers to their respective Korean
allies. Suchastep, evenifimplemented, may not have adecisive impact on
the arms race between the two Korean sides because arms transfers are
becoming increasingly generalized. It will also require Beijing's acquies
cence. But such an accord could trigger a process of arms control on the
peninsula, which can bring about a significant reduction of tension.

Whatis neededisaconceptionofKorea-US. relations not merely asa
defensive alliance based on common fear but an idealistic partnership
motivated by shared hope The United States, after all, is best situated
among the great powers to offer Korea a partnership for the kind of future
the Korean people aspire to.

Historically and from a geopolitical viewpoint, the United States has
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the least reason to be concerned about the emergence ofa unified Korea as
a strong, industrial nation. On the contrary, in a multipolar world, the
requirements ofabalance ofpower policywould make theemergence ofa
strong Korea coincide with the strategic interests of the United States.
What would be unacceptable to Washingtonis a Koreaunable to protect
its independence against its geopolitical neighbors, not a strong Korea
capable of resisting historic pressures from the powersaroundit.

The United States also has the most to offer in the area of transnational
activities. In fact, the wholeprocess ofborder crossingcan be saidto have
originated with the United States. Transnational movement of goods,
monies, ideas, and peoplesis the most important development in today's
world in terms of both economic success and the emerging structure of
the world order. The United States offers Korea vastly greater oppor
tunities in this regard than any other power.

But, in truth, this is not a process confined to Korea and the United
States; it is by nature multilateral. Economic relations between the two
nations, therefore, need to be placed in the much larger context of the
regional integrative process. Trade balance and market liberalization are
important. But the overall economic relations between the two nations
deserve a much more positive,forward-looking, and multilateraltreatment
than an item-by-item market access negotiationcan provide

Finally Korea-U.S. relations encompass far more than security and
economicties.Theparticularhistorical circumstances ofthe coldwarand
theprocess ofKorea's emergence asa major trading nation have perforce
emphasized security andeconomic aspects of the relations between the
two nationsduringthesepastfourdecades. Butifwegobackto the earlier
period, whatmost strongly characterized the relations between the two
nations was the fact that they were primarily relations between peoples
rather thangovernments. Thishumandimension of the relationship never
ceased to be,althoughit tended to be eclipsedby more official aspects in
the later period. In the comingdecade, as tensionsdeclinearoundus,we
need to go beyond the military and economic agenda. We will have to
renew a friendship based on idealism and hope
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